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Suicidal behavior is

a

phenomenon that has often been

linked both theoretically and empirically to the family.
cently,

within
date,

Re-

the study of suicidal behavior has been approached
a

family systems conceptual framework.

the comprehensive application of

triis

However, to

model to suicidal

behavior and, in particular, adolescent suicidal behavior has
been limited.

The present investigation began as an ex-

ploratory endeavor.

It applied

th.e

system.s theoretical

models of David Kantor, Ivan Boszormenyi -Nagy

,

and Hurray

Bowen to the clinical data with the hope of ascertaining

a

descriptive, organized, and inregrated picture- of adolescent

suicidal behavior as it rela^ies to the family.

Several hy-

potheses derived from the literature on suicide and faraily
syscems generated specific focal areas and raised questions

.

which helped stimulace and g^aide the process of investigation.
vi

a

One family with

a

suicidal adolescent and six ado-

lescents who had exhibited suicidal behavior participated
in
the inquiry.

Interview schedules based on the focal areas

generated by the hypotheses were used in the data collection.
Interviews were recorded and transcribed.

The content of the

participants' responses to interview caiesticns and rhe in-

vestigator's impressions of individual participants and
family interaction were used in the data analysis.
The investigation generated

description and

a

lation of functioning in families with

a

a

formu-

suicidal adolescent

member and provided an explanation of adolescent suicidal
behavior within this context.

The m.eaning which the parti-

cipants attached to loss and separation played
in the

f orm.ula ticn

.

a

central role

Separation was equated with less and was

experienced as an overwhelming, unmanageable, and enduring
event.

A primary goal in the maintenance of family function-

ing was the minimization of intraf amiliai distance.

The

participants and their families strived to minimize distance
through the perpetuation of the family dialogue both within
Notable qualitative and

and across generational boundaries.

structural aspects of the dialogues in the participants'
families included, respectively, relationship rigidity

tendency toward

a

fixed rather than

a

—

reciprocal exchange of

.

complementary behavioral postures

— and

a

three-person re-

lationship structure composed of both parents and one child
who were primarily responsible for minimizing intraf amiiial
dis tance

Issues of identity and power were foreground in

understanding the meaning of familial relationship patterns.
The participants were overly-dependent on family relation-

ships for the confirmation of identity.

Loss represented

not only the structural termination of relationships but
loss of identity as well.

a

Power was rigidly used by family

members to discourage separation, thereby insuring the

maintenance of relationships within the family.

From this

perspective, distance minimization relational patterns
on new meaning.

The participants and their fam.ilies were

engaged in the relational process of "mastering loss."
dinarily,
ever,
v/as

a

Tiook

Or-

"mastering loss" has positive connotations; how-

for the participants and their families,

dysfunctional one.

"Mastering loss" involved the con-

firmation of identity within
power structure.

this process

a

relatively fixed fam.ilial

'Paradoxically, while "mastering loss" was

crucial in the maintenance of family functioning, it had the
potential, if intensified, to create stagnation, framgentation,

and termination of family relationships.

An adolescent's suicidal behavior was shown to be a

product of increasing dysfunction in the "mastering loss"
process.

The behavior was viewed both as an indicator of

the level of family dysfunction in this area and as a

desperate attempt to perpetuate the "mastering loss" relational process, thereby insuring the developmental move-

ment and change necessary for continued family functioning.
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"Ws are attempting to communicate,
but no communication between us can

abolish our fundamental difference.
If you die, it is not my death
.

.

Georges Bataille,
Death and Sensuality
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the phenomenon of suicide has been

understood and accounted for along

a

broad spectrum of para-

digms ranging from the primitive explanations of early man
to

the more complex and theoretically sophisticated models

proposed by contemporary science.

considered

a

Self-destruction has been

moral-religious problem,

a

philosophical

dilemma, an organic disease entity, and most recently

psycho-social event.

a

This latter and most recent paradigm

shift occurred at the beginning of the twentieth century

when what had been up until then contrasting theoretical and
empirical approaches to suicide began to converge toward

a

At that time, theorists began

specific contextual point.

to view self-destruction within a

framework v/hich em.Dhasized

the im.portance of human behavior and,

specifically, the role

of the individual, and society at large in the etiology of

self-destruction.

In short,

suicide became an_entity within

the newly created paradigm of social science.
T^./0

theorists, Emile Durkheim and Sigmund Freud,

ware primarily responsible for the introduction of suicide
into Che social sciences.

Freud
1

(1957)

emphasized the etio-

.

2

logical significance of phenomena internal to the individual
such as biological drives and psychodynamic motivation with
regard to self-destruction.

Durkheim (1951)

,

taking an

anti-reductionist position, concentrated on factors external
to the individual,

ture,

primarily stressing society, its struc-

events, and its "collective" influence in the develop-

ment of suicidal behavior and ideation.
differed, these two theorists generated

Although their foci
a

broad social

science paradigm v/ithin which both psychological and sociological theories of suicide began to develop.
As is evident from the copious and at times contra-

dictory literature on suicide, this paradigm has not yet

dictated

a

uniform conceptual approach to suicide, but rather

has generated

a

series of approaches which attempt to examine

and explain self-destruction from

perspectives.

a

number of etiological

Specifically, within the discipline of psy-

chology, these approaches fall along what may be regarded as
a

psycho-social continuum with formulations which emphasize

purely innrapersonal factors in the etiology of suicide on
one end

(Zilboorg

,

1936

;

Menninger, 1938; and Beck, 1967)

terns
and conceptualizations which stress an interactional -sys

approach cn the other (Speck, 1968 and Richman, 1971)

Interpersonal or more strictly dyadic theories of suicide

3

fall between the two
1964)

.

(Stengel, 1958 and Kobler & Stotland,

The theories represented along particular sections

of this continuum,

to some extent,

embody the process of

cross-fertilization which occurred between the psychological
and sociological fields after Durkheim and Freud.

However,

these attempts at integration of the two perspectives have

largely proved unsatisfactory because they have failed to
do justice to the complementary relationship between the

individual and his social context in the determination of
suicidal ideation and behavior.
One factor which has impeded the development of an

integrative etiological view of self-destruction involves
the choice of empirical context.

In order to capture the

interplay between the individual and his social environment,
does one study the individual,

the social environment or

both; and if both, which unit of the social environment is
to be selected for investigation.

A review of the theo-

retical and empirical work on suicide reveals that there
has been

a

cross-theoretical consensus about an important

social unit of focus with regard to sel f -des true cion

unit which has emerged as

a

.

The

comm.on denominator for almost

all conceptual approaches to suicide is the family.

Focus

conon rhis social unit can be traced to rhe very earliest

4

ceptions of suicide within the social
sciences.

\^ile their

theoretical approaches differed, both Durkheim
and Freud
endorsed the importance of the family in relation
to selfdestruction.

Although more apparent in his philosophical

than his psychological writings, Freud strongly
felt that
society, group institutions, and the family played
in the determination of individual behavior.

Freud's notion of the "superego,"

a

a

role

Specifically,

part of man's psyche

shaped by the moral demands of society, looks remarkably

similar to Durkheim'
a

s

idea of the "collective conscience,"

regulating body which largely guides and determines the

actions of individuals within

cohesiveness

.

a

society and maintains social

Thus, each man stressed,

in varying degrees,

the importance of the moral demands of society

termination of human behavior.

m

More im.por tantly

theorist recognized the family as

a

,

the de-

each

crucial unit through

which moral demands are made explicit.

Durkheim pointed to

the necessity of a cohesive family structure and the enact-

ment of certain family roles in order that these moral demands be communicated effectively to the individual.

Freud

stressed che importance and presence of family members,

particularly parents, in the formation of

a

healthy superego.

Both theorists regarded the healthy family as playing an

5

important preventative role with regard to self-destruction.
For Durkheim,

the family prevented the individual from

becoming susceptible to the society's collective inclination
toward suicide.

For Freud,

the family provided an atmo-

sphere where the individual could develop

a

superego capable

of helping him resist instinctual self -destructive impulses.

Theories generated by the basic models of Durkheim
and Freud also acknowledge the role of the family unit in
the determination of suicide.

Intrapersonal perspectives

spotlight the family in their emphasis on the developmental
processes of the individual; interpersonal approaches consider disruption in family life as

a

prime determinant of

self-destructive behavior; and interactional-systems theories
have chosen the family as

a

main target of investigation

stressing the importance of family interchange.

It is note-

worthy that 50 percent, if not more, of the empirical work
on suicide involves investigation of the topic in relation
to some aspect of family life.

In addition, upon closer

examination, it becomes clear that the progression of
theories and empirical investigation since Durkheim and
the
Freud has served to sharpen and refine the nature of

proposed by
original link between the family and suicide
the two theorists.

its
To date this process has reached

6

highest point within the interacti./e- = y stems
model of
suicide which aims at delineating the relationship
between
the family and self-destruction.

The interactional-systems m.odel which focuses on the
role of interactive patterns and processes in relation to

suicidal behavior is

a

relatively new and unexplored one.

Generally, this model assumes that the problems of pathology
of a social group or system are often expressed through one
of

tihe

individuals who is

a

part of that system.

psychopathology is regarded as

a

manifestation of

Thus,
a

group

problem rather than as an expression of individual difficulty.

Within this framework, suicide, in particular, "is regarded
as a symptom of family system malfunction,

member of the system"

(Speck,

1968,

p.

expressed via one

341)

.

At present,

a

significant body of research has not yet been conducted
around the problem of suicide and the family system.
rently, there exists

a

small body of anecdotal data,

Cura

few

investigations which attempt to isolate one or two patterns
of interaction or ccmiTiunica tion relevant to families wich

suicidal

meiTib^er,

a

and only one sysr.ematic comprehensive in-

vestigation which attempts to identify and discuss multiple
characteristics of

a

Speck (1968)

family system with

a

suicidal member.

presents two case studies of families

7

with

a

suicidal

meiiiber.

Although his work seems primarily

to be a vehicle through which to comm.unicate his general

ideas about family therapy, he does introduce the notion
that suicidal symptoms in

secure

a

a

family member often function to

family goal or to meet family needs.

For exam.ple,

in his initial case presentation and discussion he notes

that the suicidal family member, by attempting suicide and

subsequently convalescing in the

hom.e

,

and seemingly necessary family pattern.

helps justify

a

basic

That is, the family

uses the symptoms as an excuse to stay within the home and
ro maintain their isolation from the outside world.

Chazan (1972) offers

a

more em.pirically focused dis-

cussion in that she uses her case materials to illustrate

particular thesis.

a

Deriving the motive of hostility from

Freudian theory and the supposition that suicide has com-

municative impact from the work of Stengel (1958)

,

she re-

verses the two notions and hypothesizes that suicide in
family m.ember is

a

a

response to unspoken or implicit death

wishes from other family members.

Suicide occurs when

hostility is communicated by others to the victim.

There

is a body of empirical evidence which lends support to this

notion.

Several investigations (Rosanbaum, 1970; Rosenberg

& Latimer,

1966;

Meerloo, 1959; and Sabbath, 1971) have

.

demonstrated that individuals, particularly
children who
attempt suicide, are involved

m

relationships

m

which they

are the recipients of hostile and aggressive
communication

from significant others.

Generally speaking, the interactive-systems model
considers communication as an important and revealing aspect
of

a

family's level of functioning.

A number of empiricists

have made an effort to investigate the nature of the com-

munication in families with
(1964)

,

a

suicidal member.

Schrut

studying individuals seeking help at the Los Angeles

Suicide Prevention Center, found that

a

sample reported

negative self-concept,

a

history of having

a

majority of his

as experiencing a particular proneness to guilr. feelings,

and as engaging in self-destructive acts.

that these reactions were in response to

Schrut reports
a

family situation

in which the parents had sensitized their children to guilt

feelings indirectly conveying to the children over

period of time that they were

a

"burden."

a

long

Schrut like

Chazan adheres to the notion chat unspoken and implicit
negative communications exist within
that such communications may have

a

a

family system and

potentially destructive

effect
Other studies have examined the lack of effective-

,

9

ness of communication in families with

Yusin (1972)

a

suicidal member.

found that parents were unable to empathize

with their child's emiotional or suicidal crisis and subsequently, through withdrawal or silence, communicate
of concern or an indifferent attitude.

suicidal person is the recipient of

a

As

a

result,

a

lack
the

rejecting message with

the implicit content that those around him don't care whether

he lives or dies.

An investigation of suicidal adolescents

and their families, conducted by Teicher and Jacobs

(1966)

illustrated that, in general, parents in their sample were

unaware of at least one-third of their children's problems
and that,

in addition,

the parents attributed to the ado-

lescents problems which did not exist.
and Connon (1962)

Finally, Tuckman

found that one-third of their sample of

parents of suicidal adolescents were totally ignorant as to
the circumstances surrounding or leading up to the suicidal

act of their children.

These investigations suggest that

in families with a suicidal member there may exist inter-

active disturbances which result in negative and hostile

messages preempting empathetic and positive communication.
•

A comprehensive and systematic study of families

with
a

a

suicidal member by Richman (1971)

lends support to

number of the previously discussed findings and also iso-

10

lates several additional characteristics
of such families.

Studying 100 families with suicidal
members, Richman identified 14 patterns of family functioning
which appeared

characteristic of

a

majority of his sample.

that all of these patterns combine to form

He hypothesizes
a

unique pattern

of family functioning which he calls the
"suicidal family

system."

The following is

a

list and brief explanation of

each of the 14 characteristics:
1.

"an intolerance for separation" - A majority of

suicidal families experience more incidents of loss or

separation than non-suicidal families.

As a result, sepa-

ration is an overly sensitive issue and

a

separation is involved often precipitates
in one of the family members.

literally by the motto,
2.

"a

situation in which
a

suicidal crisis

These families appear to live

"'till death do us part,"

symbiosis withouT: empathy"

-

Suicidal fami-

lies maintain symbiotic relationships in which the suicidal

individual is exploited by other family members.

The needs

of the suicidal member are not acknowledged or recognized
as other family members are not able to see the suicidal

person as separate from themselves.

When the needs of the

suicidal individual go unheeded he receives the communication not to be.

.

11

3.

"a

fixation upon infantile patterns"

-

Suicidal

families are threatened by the ideas of growth, maturity,
and change since these notions are often eq\iated with
loss
and separation.

Thus, the family encourages fixation on

early infantile patterns to prevent growth and subsequent

separation
4.

"a

fixation upon earlier social roles"

- A

pattern of role disturbance and role failure is ever present
in the areas of social and personal functioning in suicidal

families.

Suicidal family members, particularly parents,

are often playing out social roles which characterized an

earlier life period.

If circumstances demand that these

roles change, the ensuing conflict between new and old roles

would precipitate
5.
a

a

suicidal crisis in the family.

"closed family system"

- A

suicidal family has

low tolerance for contacts outside the family system that

could threaten to alter the established family structure.
6.

"aggression and death wishes directed against

the potentially suicidal person by the family" - In suicidal

families there is

a

distinct pattern of hostility that

is

communicated both verbally and non-verbally to the suicidal
individual.

The suicidal individual is the recipient of the

accumulated aggression of the family.

,

12

7.

"scapegoating"

-

This takes the form of the

punitive isolation and alienation of the
suicidal person
from the rest of the family.
8.

"sadomasochistic relationships"

-

Members of

suicidal families alternate between being hurt and
hurting
others
9.

"double-bind relationships"

suicidal family are characterized by

a

-

Members of the

"barbed wire exterior."

Anyone coming close is hurt, yet no one can tolerate distance.
10.

family"

-

"the suicidal person is the
in suicidal families,

'bad object'

for the

the suicidal individual is

seen as acting out the forbidden wishes and bad impulses of

other family members.

The collective guilt over such im-

pulses and wishes is then expiated through the suicidal act.
11.

"a

quality of family fragility"

-

A suicidal

family regards itself as inadequate to meet the demands of

everyday living.
12.

"a

family depression"

-

Suicidal families are

often preoccupied with death and apjjrehensi ve over loss and

annihilation of
13.

the-

self.

"communication disturbances"

-

Suicidal families

seem to be unaware or non-receptive to verbal messages from
the suicidal family member.

In general,

the family i^

characterized by

a

paucity of dialogue,

rejection of mutual communication, and

a

tendency towards

critical attitude

a

towards establishing communication outside the family
system.
"an intolerance for crisis"

14.

have no tolerance for

a

-

Suicidal families

crisis which would affect the every-

day pattern of family life.

Richman's investigation is significant because it

supplements

a

naturalistic approach with concern for metho-

dological rigor.

Using

a

large sample of subjects and a

control group of normal families, the study attempts to present

a

systematic and scientifically treated set of data

without sacrificing the richness, depth, and complexity of
the subject under examination.

himself admits, it is

a

However, as the investigator

difficult task

::o

determine which

patterns of family functioning are particular to families

with

a

suicidal member and which are simply characteristic
A number of

of emotionally disturbed families in general.

the patterns of family functioning which Richman identifies
in his experimental -grcup (e.g./ scapegoa ting

,

double-bind

communications, etc.) are also present in families in which
there is a manifestation of psychosis, particularly schizo-

phrenia in

a

family member.

What then makes an individual

14

within

a

pathologxcal family system choose
suicide instead

of psychosis or some other form
of pathological behavior?

One m^ethod of determining the answer
to this question would be to conduct

a

comparative investigation of

a

variety of pathological family system.s
including those with
a

suicidal member with the explicit purpose
of uncovering

characteristics which might differentiate one
system from
another.

While such

a

study is appealing, the thoughtful

investigator must question the extent of the
present knowledge and understanding of systems with

a

suicidal memJoer and

whether the existing theoretical and empirical model
is adequately enough developed for submission to comparative
study.
A retrospective glance at the literature suggests
that in-

vestigators have only begun to isolate and understand definitive characteristics of such systems.

which attempts

a

Even Richman's study

broader and more encompassing description

of family systems with

short of presenting

a

a

suicidal member falls considerably

well integrated and organized picture

of the components which make up these systems.

that family systems with

a

It is likely

suicidal member can be compared

effectively to oiiher pathological family systems only after
they them.selves have been more clearly defined and undersrood,
The present study proposes to investigate fam.ilies

.
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with

a

suicidal member with two goals in mind.

goal being to present

a

The first

richer, more in-depth, and complete

description of such systems, and the second being to begin
to develop a more organized and integrated formulation about

their nature.

This inquiry will focus specifically on

families in which an adolescent member has exhibited suicidal behavior.

Suicidal behavior will be defined as the

communication of intent to hurt oneself either by written
or verbal statement or by the actual act of attempting

suicide
The approach to the current investigation will follow

from three basic assumptions.

These basic assumptions have

been instrumental in determining the major areas of focus
for data collection.

The first assumption is concerned with

the relationship between the manifested symptom, in this

case suicidal behavior, and the family system.

The assump-

tion contends that suicidal behavior is an expression of

system malfunction and that, in addition, it serves in
functional capacity for the family.

a

The area of focus de-

rived from this assumption is that of understanding the sig-

nificance of the suicidal behavior within the context of the
family system.

That is, what, if any, are the systematic

precipitants of the behavior, what is the meaning of the

16

behavior to the system as

a

whole, and what type of response

and change, if any, occurs in the
system as a result of the

behavior.

The second basic assumption which
underlies this

investigation stems from

a

consideration of the existing

literature on suicide which posits

a

strong relationship

between self-destruction and the phenomena
of separation
and loss.

A review of the literature reveals that
both

theorists and empiricists have stressed the role
of separation and loss in the understanding of suicidal
ideation and

behavior.

Freud (1957) emphasized the loss of

Durkheim (1951)

a

love object;

stressed the loss of identification with

a

social group; Beck (1967) and Kobler and Stotland (1964)

underline the loss of hope; Adam (1973) points to loss of
or separation from parental figures in early childhood;

Stengel (1958) stresses separation or loss within the context of a close emotional relationship; and Humphrey et al.
(1974)

suggest that loss of role within marital, occupational,

or academic contexts, as well as loss of mental or physical

health, can be instrumental in the precipitation of suicidal

behavior.

It is important to note that tne literature cited

here is only representative of

a

small portion of the specu-

lations and findings of this type.
be

a

There appears, then, to

cross-theoretical and cross-empirical consensus that the
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issues of loss and separation are significant in
the preci-

pitation and understanding of self destruction.

Conse-

quently, the present study assumes that these issues will
also be of significance for the family system with

member.

Thus,

a

suicidal

the second area selected for focus will be

concerned with the occurrence and quality of issues of loss
and separation in such family systems.

The third basic as-

sumption addresses general family style and contends that
family systems, just as individuals, develop characteristic
styles of coping with anxiety-laden issues and areas of

conflict.

Thus,

the third area of focus will center on the

extent and nature of the defensive, strategical, and maintenance styles of family systems with

a

suicidal meirber.

The present investigation proposes to integrate and

formulate the data collected through the application of theo-

retical perspectives drawn from the work of three major systems theorists.

The theoretical frameworks selected for

inclusion in the study trace their roots to

::he

basic notion

underlying the systems paradigm, that is, that pathology
a

manifestation of

simply

a

culties.

a
'

is

problem in the family system and not

manifestation of

a

particular individual's diffi-

However, while these frameworks share this under-

lying assumption, they differ in cheir basic approach to the

,
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study of the family.

The theoretical systems chosen for

inclusion in this investigation are those of Bowen
(1976)
Nagy (1973)

and Kantor

,

(1975)

The work of these three

.

men represent historical-developmental, historical-

phenomenological, and

s

to the family system,

respectively.

tructural-phenom.enological approaches

The work of Bowen is an example of

a

systems-

interactional approach that gives consideration to the role
of historical-developmental antecedents in the formation of
the malfunctioning family system.

"emotional illness is

a

Bowen believes that

far deeper process than can be ex-

plained by emotional trauma in

a

single generation"

(p.

52)

and he postulates that the psychopathology and m.alfunction

manifested in

a

family system may be rooted generations back

as well as extended to generations in the future.
T^vo

major variables

— level

of anxiety and degree of

integration of the emotional and intellectual capabilities
of the self --underly his approach.

individuals with

a

Bowen contends that

lower degree of integration of these

capabilities are dominated by the "automatic emotional system" and as a result are less flexible,

emotionally dependent on others, and run

less adaptable, more
a

greater risk of

developing emotional dysfunction in response to increasing

levels of anxiety.

created

a

Drawing on these variables, Bowen has

number of constructs with which to
understand the

historical-developmental processes at work in the
malfunctioning family system.

Those constructs which speci-

fically address the manner in which various
patterns of

emotional functioning are perpetuated within and
across

generations of families include "the family projection
process," "emotional cutoff," and "mul tigenerational
trans-

mission."

Bowen proposes that the family projection process

occurs in varying degrees within the imm.ediate nuclear
family depending upon both the level of anxiety and the
degree of self integration of the parents.

If self inte-

gration is low and anxiety is high, severe emotional impair-

ment of one or more children is likely to occur.

A second

critical factor underlying this projection process is the

emotional cutoff, or "the extent and manner in which individuals separate themselves from the past in order to start
their lives in the present generation"

(p.

84)

.

The more

abrupt the cutoff, or the more unresolved the emotional

attachment to the past, the more probable is the pereptuation of emotional dysfunction in current and future gener-

ations.

Bowen labels the perpetuation of such emotional

dysfunction across generations the "multi-generational

transmission process" and believes that the child
who is the
primary object of the family projection process
becomes the
vehicle through which unresolved family issues are
passed on.
Nagy's approach to the family system is primarily
an

historical-phenomenological one.

He subscribes to the notion

of inter-generatiional influence in the patterning of family

relationships and he contends that the quality of the "interlocking" or the interaction of individual intra-psychic pro-

cesses and systemic or "multi -person " processes is the

primary factor in the determination of pathology.

Nagy's

framework assumes an added dimensionality as he proposes an

alternative to straight line causation, or monothetical
thinking which views pathology as determined by
series of causes.

a

cause or

Nagy's alternative is the dialectical

approach which underscores what he calls the "dual psychic
reality" of any relationship.

He explains:

The essence of the dialectical approach is a liberation
of the mind from absolute concepts which in themselves
claim to explain phenomena as though the opposite point
of view did not exist. According to dialectical thought,
a positive concept is always viewed in contrast with its
opposite, in the hope that their joint consideration
will yield a resolution through a more thorough and
productive understanding.
(p. 18)

Nagy views the individual as

a

partner in

a

continuous and

constantly changing dialogue or dynamic exchange with his or
her relational counterpart or Other.

This on-going process
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of reciprocal self definition bases the subjective
experi-

ence of each individual in the relational interaction.
short,
a

in

the dialectical approach "retains the individual
as

center of his universe but views him in an ontologically

dependent interaction with his cons tituitive other"

(p.

34)

.

Nagy contends that the "inter-locking" of individual
and systemic forces can only be viewed dialectically

consideration of one outside of
other is meaningless.

a

i.e.,

,

context which includes the

His viewpoint places emphasis on the

dynamic nature of family homeostasis as he believes that
"the prevalence of movement over stagnation is the essence

of the dialectical view of family relationships"

(p.

19)

.

From Nagy's perspective, system equilibrium, is continually
influenced and necessarily changed by the actions of individual members.

A disruption in system homeostatis results

in a qualitative rebalancing or synthesis of the forces of

change with the pre-existing state of the system.

individual members and the system as

a

Thus,

the

whole may be regarded

as participants in an on-going dialogue in which their

opposite or antithetical contributions effect systemic
change and redefinition.

Kantor approaches the study of the fam.ily sysr.em
using

a

structural -phenomenological framework.

He develops

a

highly complex and specific set of
constructs to facili-

tate insight into the relational realities
experienced by

family members in their day-to-day lives.

m

general,

Kantor views families as open, adaptive,
information processing systems that are purposive and goal-seeking
in
nature.

All activity between or among members of the
sys-

tem is seen as interdependent, or "interactional."
Kantor,

For

interaction pertaining to the family system always

occurs within specific fields of shared experience.

He

divides such fields or dimensions into two categories.
Physical fields or "access dimensions"
and Energy)

(i.e..

Space, Time,

include the quantitative or physical means

through which family members actualize their search for experience.

Conceptual fields or "target dim.ensions"

(i.e.,

Meaning, Affect, and Power) encompass the qualitative or

conceptual means through which the life goals of family
bers are thematically actualized.

mem.-

Recurring patterns of

interactional sequences which take place within these dimensions are "evolved by the persons in that field to regulate
and shape the relationships between and among themselves"
(p.

15).

Thus, broadly speaking, Kantor conceptualizes

family systems from within

a

distance regulational model

which emphasizes the attainm.ent of family goals through the

repeated regulation of distance among family
members and

between family members and events.
Hopefully, studying family systems in which an
ado-

lescent member has exhibited suicidal behavior by
utilizing
these combined theoretical perspectives will provide

a

rich

conceptual framework within which to understand the data

without sacrificing or placing limits on the meaning which
the data itself has to offer.

CHAPTER

II

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

Originally, at least five and no fewer than three
families in which an adolescent family member had exhibited

suicidal behavior were to be studied.

The sam.ple was to be

as homogeneous as possible with regard to the following

criteria:

1)

background;
4)

3)

socio-economic status;

2)

religious-ethnic

sex and age of the suicidal family member;

the suicidal member was to have been residing at home at

the time of the exhibited suicidal behavior; and

5)

both

parents were to have been alive and residing together.
In pursuing the location of a sample that met these

criteria,
Dije

a

number of problems became readily apparent.

to the highly sensitive nature of the material and its

inherent tendency to raise moral and legal issues, as well
as the planned unconventional approach to the data collec-

tion and analysis,

institutions that might have helped to

recruit families balked and would not participate.

Eventu-

ally, a working relationship was established with two mental

health facilities in the area who speculated that in
24

a

few

months time they could provide the needed families.
ever, after a considerable length of time, data

vece

lected from only one family who met the criteria.

HowcolThis long

delay made clear additional problems regarding the location
of an appropriate sample.
at both facilities

v/ho

Although there were adolescents

had exhibited suicidal behavior and

were willing to participate in the study, they were eliminated most often by the existing criteria, particularly the

requirements that the family be intact and that the suicidal

member have been residing at home at the time of the suicidal behavior.

Furthermore,

"intact" families were un-

willing to participate because they feared an invasion of
their privacy.

After carefully reviewing the situation and

possible alternative approaches, it was decided that instead
of interviewing whole families, only the suicidal adolescent

would be interviewed although the investigation would still

keep

a

family-oriented perspective.

Criteria were revised

to include subjects of either sex between the ages of 13 and
19 who had exhibited suicidal behavior.

Residence at

hom.e

at the time of the behavior and an intact family were pre-

ferable qualifications but were no longer required for par-

ticipation in the study.

The goal was to collect data from

no fewer than five adolescent subjects.

.
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Even with these less stringent criteria
locating

appropriate subjects was difficult and time consuming.

Many of the adolescents who qualified for the study
proved
unreliable; they would agree to participate and later not

follow through with the commitment.

However, after four

months elapsed, data had been collected from six adolescent
subjects.

This data as well as the data collected earlier

from the one participating family constitutes the final

sample

Materials

Two interview schedules

— one

for the interviews with

the participating family and one for the interviews with the

single adolescents

—were

used in the inquiry.

Both schedules

derived their basic format from the three general focal areas

outlined earlier:
separation;

1)

general family maintenance, defensive, and

2)

coping styles; and
tion.

occurrence and quality of loss and

Initially,

3)

suicidal behavior

— response

and func-

these focal areas were divided into cate-

gories which were representative of the salient aspects of
each (Table

1)

.

Specific interview questions were then de-

veloped to facilitate a discussion of these points and to

prompt

a

descriptive narrative, the substance of which would
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TABLE

1

AREAS OF FOCUS

I.

Loss and Separation
A.
History and Quality (e.g. temporary-permanent,
interpersonal-interpersonal, material etc.)
In parents' families of origin
1.
In marriage before birth of children
2.
3.
In present family
B.
Expectations
Expectant attitudes about loss and separation
1.
a)
In parents
families of origin
b)
In marriage before the birth of the
children
c)
In present famdly
Expectations about behaviors and feelings that
2.
may lead to loss and separation
a)
In parents' families of origin
b)
In marriage before birth of the children
c)
In present family
C.
Perception and Understanding of the Process
In parents' families of origin
1.
In marriage before birth of children
2
In present family
3
D.
Coping Styles: Behaviors and Feelings
In parents' families of origin
1.
In marriage before birth of children
2.
In present family
3.
'

.

.

II.

General Family Coping Style
A.
Goals and Values of Family
In marriage before birth of children
1.
In present family
2.
Family rules (i.e. what is and is not permissible
B.
in the family)
C.

D.

Decision-making processes
In martiage
1.
In entire family
2.
Resolution of conflict
In marriage
1.
In entire family
2.
With the suicidal member
3.
(continued)

.
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TABLE
II.

III.

1— co ntinued

Sources of Support
1.
Inside the family
2.
Outside the family

E.

Suicidal Behavior: Response and Function
A.
Current and past suicidal behavior (s)
1.
Circumstances
Immediate response of family members
2.
Perception and understanding of behavior
3.
family members
B.
Changes in family around behavior (s)
1.
Feelings
2.
Events
3.
Expectations for future

be qualitative and experiential.

(s)

by

Following this approach,

an interview schedule was designed for use with families

(Table

2)

.

This schedule included interviews with individual

family members,

the parents,

and the entire family.

Indi-

vidual interviews created an atmosphere in which participants might feel freer to present their own viewpoints and

experiences, while group interviews provided the opportunity
to observe family members communicate and interact with one

another
The decision to shift from interviewing entire fami-

lies to interviewing 'single adolescents altered certain

aspects of the incerview process.

It eliminated the chance

to get to know the adolescent's family first hand

(i.e.,

observing family interaction directly and forming direct
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TABLE

2

FAMILY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Interview #1: Introduction
A.
Introduce myself - background and credentials
B.
Reasons for the study
C.
Description of study
1.
Number of hours
2.
Schedule of interviews
3
Interview process
D.
Taping and confidentiality
E.
Answering questions
F.
Gathering demographic data
G.
Arrange next interview
.

Interview #2: Husband and Wife
A.
Hov/ they met and why they chose one another
Circumstances surrounding courtship and decision
1.
to marry
Living situation at time: living at or away
a)
from home?
b)
Work/education situation
c)
What feelings, events, etc. were influential
in their decision to marry at that point in
their personal development?
d)
How did their respective parents feel about
the courtship and marriage?
What were their expectations of marriage and
e)
each other?
Shared goals and values (what did they have in
2.
cominon; how were they different?)
a)
Education
b)
Financial/professional
c)
Social/religious
d)
Personal
Future
e)
B,
Development of the marital relationship before the
birth of children with regard to...
1.
Role of separation and loss
Were there any significant experiences of loss
a)
and separation?
Work
(1)
Education
(2)
(continued)
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TABLE

2

— continued

Social life
(4)
Material
Other
(5)
b)
Were these separations and/or losses anticipated?
c)
What was their meaning to and affect on the
marital relationship?
d)
How were they handled?
Resources within the marriage
(1)
Resources outside the marriage
(2)
(a)
Friends
(b)
Family
(c)
Professional help
(d)
Other
Coping Styles
a)
How is the marriage structured, that is, what
are the rules, who is allowed to do what?
b)
How did they make decisions?
c)
Disagreements
About what?
(1)
How were they resolved?
(2)
(3)

2.

Interviews #3-4: Individual Parent
A.
Family Background
When growing up did they experience any signifi1.
cant separations or losses?
Significant other (s)
a)
Inside family (immediate or extended
(1)
family)

2.
3

.

4.

Outside family
(2)
b)
Other types of separation or loss
Were these separations and/or losses anticipated?
How did you and your family cope with the separations and/or losses?
Were these separations and/or losses explained
to you ?

By who?
b)
In what manner?
How did you understand and feel about sepac)
rations and/or losses after explanation?
Did your family experience any incidents of separation and/or loss involving you?
(continued)
a)

5.

—
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TABLE
A.

B.

C.

D.

2

continued

Were they anticipated?
b)
How were they explained and understood?
c)
How did you and the family feel about and
cope with these incidents?
Current Life Situations
1.
What are your goals?
a)
Work or professional life
b)
Interpersonal relations, social life
What resources or sources of support do you have?
2.
a)
Inside family (nuclear, extended)
b)
Outside family (work, social, etc.)
Perceptions of Suicidal Member
What was the suicidal member like as a child?
1.
Do you perceive him/her in the same way now?
2.
What were the critical incidents in his/her de3.
velopment?
4.
If there are other children, how, if at all, is
the suicidal member different?
Expectations of the Future
1.
Regarding family
a)
Spouse/marriage
b)
Suicidal member
c)
0-cher children
2.
Other goals, plans, hopes
5.

a)

Interview #5: Husband and Wife
A.
Experiences of loss and/or separation since the birth
of the children including those experiences involving
the children
History and quality
1.
2.
Were they anticipated?
3.
Did they explain them to the children; if so, how
What was their meaning to the parents and other
4.
family m.embers?
How did the parents/rest of the family respond;
5.
how did they cope with these incidents?
6.
Were there ensuing changes in the marital relationship around these incidents?
B.
Current relationship with the children
Suicidal member
1.
Other children
2
,

(continued)
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TABLE
C.

D.

2

— continued

Changes in marital relationships since birth
of the
children
1.
Goals and values
Feelings towards one another
2.
3.
Decision-making processes
Incidents of conflict and their resolutions
4.
Relationships outside the family
1.
Work
2.
Social
3 .
Other

Interview #6: Suicidal Family Member
A.
His/her experience with loss and/or separation
1.
History and quality
2.
Were they anticipated?
Were
3.
they explained to you, by whom?
4.
How did you understand them?
How did you cope with them?
5.
B.
Role in family decision-making process
Are you included in the process?
1.
2.
When/how often?
3 .
How?
C.
Role with regard to family conflicts and conflict
resolution
Are you ever the center of conflict in the family?
1.
a)
When/how often?
What type of conflict?
b)
With whom?
c)
2.
How are these conflicts resolved?
D.
Perceptions of self /parents/siblings
How would you describe yourself?
1.
How would you describe your parents?
2.
How would you describe your siblings?
3.
E.
Suicidal Behavior
1.
How do you understand it?
Hov7 would you explain it to other family members?
2.
What would change in your family if your attempt
3.
had been successful?
Sources of Support
F.
Inside family - is there anyone in the family that
1,
you can turn to for support?
Who ?
a
)

(continued)
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TABLE
F.

1.

2.

2

—continued

Under what circumstances?
How often?
d)
Are they helpful; if so how?
Outside family
a)
Who?
b)
Under what circumstances?
c)
How often?
d)
Are they helpful; if so, how?

b)
c)

Interview #7: Parents and Suicidal Member
A.
Suicide Attempt (s)
1.
Circumstances surrounding attempt (s)
a)
How, where, when?
b)
Family events preceding attempt (s)
Areas of conflict being dealt with
(1)
Decisions being made
(2)
c)
Where were other family members at the time
of the attempt (s)?
d)
What were their immediate reactions?
Feelings
(1)
Behaviors
(2)
2.
Was the attempt (s) anticipated?
How was the attempt (s) understood; explained to
3.
other family members?
4.
If there was more than one attempt, were the attempts similar?
a)
Nature
b)
Circumstances
Change in family after suicide attempt (s)
3.
Relationships between various family members
1.
As sources of support
a)
b)
As conflict-laden
2.
Relationships with extended family and people out
side family
3.
Other events or circumstances involving change

impressions of family members)

.

In addition,

the quantity

and quality of historical and current information about the

family was correspondingly limited.

However, it did offer

the possibility of a more in-depth examination of the ado-
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lescents themselves.

The interview schedule was
adapted to

compensate for these changes (Table
3).

Questions directed

at specific family members were
replaced with questions de-

signed to encourage the adolescent to
share his or her per-

ceptions of other family members and of
family interaction.

Questions aimed at uncovering information
most likely unavailable to the adolescent, such as specifics
about the
parents'

families of origins, were deemphasized, while
new

topics such as dreams and the experience
of becoming an ado-

lescent were introduced to provide the adolescent
with more
of an opportunity to elaborate on his or her own
experiences
TABLE

3

SINGLE ADOLESCENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
A.

Experience with loss and separation
1.
History and quality
Were they anticipated?
2.
Were they explained to you? By whom?
3.
How did you understand them?
4.
How did you cope with them?
5.
How did others in your family understand them and
6.
cope with them?
Can you think of any losses/separations that you did
7.
not experience but which were significant for other
family members?

B.

Perception of self and family
1.
Describe yourself
Describe your parents
2.
3
Describe your siblings and/or other important family
members such as extended family
.

(continued)

)
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TABLE
B.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

3— continued

Describe your relationship with each of the
other
members in your family
Describe the relationship between your parents
Describe the relationship between each of your
parents and other family members
Who are you most like in your family? How and why?
Who are you closest to in your family and why?
Who are you least close to and why?
Describe close relationships between or among other
members of your family
Who gets along best with whom?
Which family members do not get along with each other?
Who can you turn to for support?
a)
Inside the family
b)
Outside the family
Under what type of circumstances do you seek support?
How often?
Is the support helpful?
If so, how?

C.

Role in family decision-making process
Who makes the decisions in your family?
1.
Are you ever included? If so, how, how often, and
2.
when?

D.

Role with regard to family conflicts and conflict resolution
li-fhat are the major conflicts in your family,
1.
that is
what do they argue about most?
2.
Vfho argues with whom?
Who do you argue with?
3.
4.
Are you ever the center of a conflict or an argument
in your family?
If so, when, how often, with whom,
and what type of conflict is involved?
5.
How do family members resolve conflicts or arguments?
6.
How do you resolve conflicts or arguments?'

E.

Suicidal Behavior
Describe suicidal behavior (s)
1.
Circumstances surrounding behavior (s)
2.
Location of yourself and other family members
a)
Events in or outside the family preceding the
b)
behavior s)
Decisions being made (personal, social, or within
c)
(

the family)

(continued

?
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TABLE
E.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3— continued

Areas of conflict being dealt with within
the
family context or environment at large
Affect of behavior (s) on your family
a)
Were the behavior (s) anticipated?
b)
How were they explained within and outside
the
family?
c)
How do you think family members understood
them?
d)
How did they cope with them?
e)
General reactions inside and outside the family
context
Your experience of the behavior (s)
a)
How did you understand your behavior? Do vou
understand it differently now?
b)
How would you explain it to other family members?
c)
How would you explain it to people outside the
immediate family?
Changes as a result of your behavior (s)
a)
Changes between yourself and other family members
(i.e. in relationships)
b)
Changes between other family members (i.e. in relationships
c)
Changes in your relationships with people outside
of the immediate family
d)
Other events or circum.stances of change
What if anything would change in your family if
e)
your suicidal behavior had been successful?
Influence of others regarding your suicidal behavior (s)
a)
Do you know of other people either inside or outside your family that have engaged in suicidal
d)

)

6.

behavior s)
Who?
(1)
Describe the behavior (s)
(2)
Do you consider these behaviors similar to
(3)
your own? If so, how?
Did the suicidal behavior (s) of others in(4)
fluence your decision to behave suicidally?
If so, how?
(

F

.

Dream.s
Do you remember your dreams?
1.
If so, which dreams stand out in your mind?
2.
3.

them
Have you ever had repetitive dreams?
them
(continued)

If so,

Describe
describe

?
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TABLE
F.

U

5.

3

--continued

Do you remember dreaming before or after
your suicidal behavior (s)? If so, what? Do you
feel that
any of these dreams were related to your
suicidal

behavior (s)
How do you understand your dreams; that is, what
do
they m.ean to you?

G.

Experience of becoming an adolescent
Do you remember what it was like to become a
1.
teenager?
Did your family treat you differently? If so, how?
2.
Did you find yourself spending your time differently?
3.
If so, how, where and with whom?
Did things change at home? If so, how and when did
4.
you notice the change?

H.

The Future
1.
2.
3.

What do you see in your future?
What are your goals for the future?
How will you go about attaining your goals?
Procedure
In order to locate subjects,

the clinical staff at

the two participating mental health facilities were asked to

review their case load for clients who met the stated criteria.

Therapists with suitable clients were then asked to

decide on the appropriateness of discussing involvement in
the study with the client and his or her family.

If the

individuals approached agreed to participate, they were contacted to

procedure.

m.ake

the necessary arrangements for the interview

All participants were given an Informed Consent

Statement to sign (Appendix

A)

.

The statement explained the

purpose of the study, the procedure involved, and any po-

.
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tential risks or hazards inherent in the
project.

it also

insured the protection of the privacy of
all participants.

Adolescent subjects under the age of 18 were
legally required to have this form signed by one or both
parents
(Appendix

B)

.

m

the case of the one family involved in the

study, each participating family member was given
a state-

ment to sign (Appendix

C)

Subjects were interviewed in their homes or at the

participating mental health facilities.
sions were taped on

permission.

a

All interview ses-

cassette recorder with the subject's

Interview sessions with the one participating

family lasted between 2-3 hours and

a

tape recorded material was collected.

total of 12 hours of

Interview sessions

with the single adolescents ranged from 1-3 hours in length
and a total of 18 hours of tape recorded material was col-

lected.

Subjects were permitted to listen to the tapes at

the completion of the inquiry and to share the material with

their respective therapists if they requested to do so.

Only one of the subjects chose to listen to her interview
sessions at the completion of the inquiry.

A complete

transcription of the family interview sessions and summaries
and partial transcriptions of the single adolescent inter-

views were completed by the interviewer.

Identifying data
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on all participants have been changed in order to insure

confidentiality.

Presentation of Data

Current and background information about all the
subjects will be presented in

a

case history format.

The

purpose of this presentation is to acquaint the reader with
the study's participants and to provide a descriptive

foundation for the discussion to follow.

Because of the

theoretical importance of the role played by experiences of
loss and separation in understanding the data,

the case his-

tories were constructed with particular emphasis on these

experiences in the lives of the subjects.
The body of each case history is organized to facil-

itate a broad understanding of the development of the family

system

— its

origins, the manner in which it has progressed,

and its current status.

After

a

brief introduction of iden-

tifying data, each case history offers
parental history.
family,

a

summary of available

In the case of the one participating

this section is followed by

a

developmental descrip-

tion of the current family, beginning with the courtship of
the spouses and concluding with the family as it exists at

present.

A brief description of salient family interaction
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is also included.

For the single adolescents, the
available

parental history is followed by an account
of personal and
family history from the participant's birth
to the present.
All case histories conclude with

a

description of the per-

sonal characteristics of the participants and
of the inter-

view process in general.

These descriptions are based on

both the impressions of the interviewer and statements
made
by the participants about themselves and, in the case
of the
family, about each other.

Analysis of Data
Due to the exploratory nature of the study and the

variable nature of the data collection, it was difficult to
predict the exact form that the data analysis would take.
Optimally, it was to include the content of responses to
questions,

the interviewer's impressions of subjects,

and,

when available, the interviewer's sense of the family interaction.

The inquiry was undertaken within

would lend

a

a

format that

basic structure to the data while allowing the

data to assume its own direction within that structure rela-

tively unencumbered by preconceived notions about its meaning
or form.

To review,

three focal areas--l) occurrence and

quality of events of separation and loss;

2)

general family
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maintenance, defensive, and coping styles; and

3)

suicidal

behavior—response and function— constituted the minimal
foundation for the data collection.

Because of the open-

ended nature of the project and the abundant and
varied in-

formation collected, it seemed sensible to approach
the
data analysis initially through these established
areas of
focus.

In so doing,

disconnected.

temporary themes surfaced, but seem.ed

Many parts appeared to be present, but

total "gestalt" did not emerge.

Frequent attempts were made

to abandon the three focal perspectives,

without these constructs.

a

to examine the data

These attempts met with periodic

success, but at times they resulted in even more fragmenta-

tion of the material.

However, ultimately, two particular

areas remained in the foreground regardless of the approach

that the analysis assumed.
and the adolescents

'

Incidents of separation and loss

suicidal behavior seemed to call con-

sistently for examination.

Eventually, the focus shifted

entirely to the area of loss and separation, while the
specific accounts of suicidal behavior were temporarily
shelved.

In retrospect,

it would seem to be more than the

particular biases and interests of the researcher that elevated this material to

a

special place.

that loss and separation played

a

Rather, it appeared

strikingly important role
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in the lives of those involved in the inquiry.

From the

dimension of loss and separation, a consistent and powerful set of themes emerged that seemed to dominate the mate-

rial as well as to lend

a

great deal of clarity to the

understanding of some salient aspects of family functioning.
The more that various aspects of loss and separation were

examined, the more
data suggesting

a

a

systemic configuration surfaced in the

relationship between numerous components

of family functioning and an adolescent's suicidal behavior.
The following analysis attempts to present an out-

line of this configuration.

It simplifies what appear to be

inherent relationships as much as possible in order to underscore and enhance dominant and significant themes without

sacrificing the richness of the data or the depth of the

configuration itself.

Of course,

the parts of this con-

figuration cannot be considered miutually exclusive; however,
they are presented for discussion as separate

entities

with the hope that this approach will lend clarity to their
comprehension.

As these components are presented and dis-

cussed consecutively , their interdependent relationship

will become clear.
The order in which the components are presented was

dictated by the conceptual process which gave birth to the
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configuration itself.

Four configure tional components will

be presented for discussion in Chapters IV,
V, and VI.

The

first involves what has emerged as the highly
significant

area of loss and separation.

Specifically, Chapter IV is

a

descriptive presentation of the affective and cognitive
associations to past and current incidents of loss and separation made by both individuals and families.

It examines

how individuals feel and think about loss and separation and
attempts to uncover the shared meanings and affects attri-

buted to these events both within and across generations.
The second component is presented in Chapter V and is con-

cerned with the delineation of relational patterns in family

systems that have specific cognitive and affective associations to loss and separation.

That is, how does the manner

in which loss and separation are experienced by family mem-

bers influence the way in which they form relationships

between and among themselves.

The third and fourth com-

ponents are the focus of discussion in Chapter VI.

The

third component addresses itself to an examiination of the

configuration of family relationships within the context of
meaning.

Given that the relational patterns have been

identified, what is their ultimate purpose?

Why, specific-

ally, are these relational configurations important in the
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insurance of family functioning?

Finally, the fourth com-

ponent examines adolescent suicidal behavior as it reflects

both im.portant elements of the structural and purposive
aspects of these family systems.
The data collected from both the participating family
and the single adolescents were instrumental in the develop-

ment of the theoretical configuration alluded to above.

The

material gathered from the family provides richer, more extensive information with which to illustrate major points;
it will be utilized as a primary data source in the dis-

cussion of the model.

Data gathered from the single ado-

lescents will be included at relevant points in the discussion to provide additional support for the ideas generated.

CHAPTER

III

CASE HISTORIES

This section will offer first the material gathered

from the one participating family.

This material will be

followed by an analogous presentation of the data collected
from the adolescent subjects.

The Balasco Family

Identifying data .
who reside in

a

The Balascos are a middle class family

moderately sized New England town.

Three

months prior to the investigation, the Balascos had sold
their home of eight years in

a

nearby community and bought
This

and moved into the house in which they currently live.

was the third move for the Balascos in 23 years of marriage,

Benjamin Balasco, age 52, works as
officer at

a

a

correctional

local facility for federal, state, and county

prisoners and is the family's primary source of financial
support.

Marie Balasco, age 46, obtained her high- school

degree three years ago and had recently begun work as
nurse's aid.

a

Of the three Balasco children, the two boys,

Teddy, age 16 and Davy, age 14, live at home and attend public high school.

The oldest, daughter Christine, age 22, is
45

.

married with a young child, works as

a

nurse, and lives with

her family in the Balascos' former house.
The Balasco family is of Irish and Portuguese

descent and numerous members of the extended family
uncles, and cousins

— live

in adjacent communities.

sets of grandparents are deceased.

— aunts,
Both

Mr. and Mrs. Balasco

were raised in the Catholic religion, but converted to

Protestantism after the birth of their second child when
they found the teachings of the Catholic church to be too

dogmatic
Several months prior to this inquiry, the Balascos'

youngest child, Davy, wrote, at different intervals, three
notes of

a

suicidal nature which Mrs. Balasco discovered

while cleaning his room.

However, prior to this writing

and discovery of the notes, Davy's behaviors had been

a

source of conflict in the family and the Balascos had found
it difficult to understand and manage Davy's staying cut of

the home late, his skipping school, and his choice of

friends whom they felt were inappropriate and
fluence on him.

a

bad in-

These behaviors compounded by the first

suicidal note resulted in the Balascos seeking professional

help for Davy at

a

local mental health facility.

Dis-

satisfied with this facility's recomjuendation that Davy be
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hospitalized, the Balascos sought treatment for him at
an-

other psychiatric agency.

it was during the course of

treatment at the second agency that the remaining suicidal
notes were written.

The Balascos and Davy attended both

family and individual therapy sessions for five m.onths, and
it was during this period that they came to the investi-

gator's attention as being potentially appropriate for this
inquiry.

However, by the time arrangements with the Balasco

family had been negotiated, Davy had chosen to terminate his

contact with the mental health facility.

Consequently, the

Balasco family was not in treatment at the time that the
inquiry was conducted.

Available parental history

.

Father's history: A personal account

.

Mr. Balasco

was born in 1925 in a neighboring community, the ninth of 11

children of
Figure

1

a

is a

Portuguese immigrant farmer and his wife.

genogram of Mr. Balasco

's

family of origin.

Prior to his birth, the Balasco family lost two of their

children.
Mr.

Michael and Paul, born one and two years before

Balasco respectively, died of Black Diphtheria.

after Mr. Balasco

's

Shortly

birth, he contracted the disease, became

quite ill and the family anticipated
,

a

third death; however,

unlike his brothers, Mr. Balasco did not succumb

co

the disease
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Peter, ago 86, heart attack;
Theresa, age 70 heart
Robert, age 67, hepatic
cirrhosis; L^dia ag; it
Paul, age 2, diphtheria;
Michael, 'ag^ l!'d!phthe;.a

d,',
'
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Describing his growing up,
iir. Ba1^<=o^
^ ^F/ Mr
baiasco says of his
place on the farm and in
the family,

the"::r:ice"-Ltar: :i

""^

--^'^-txonalizea or

„

All Of the Balasco children
were born on the farm. Mr.
Balasco remembers beina
^ his own
Demg t-r,i^
told regarding
birth that
his mother worked in the
fields all morning, delivered
him
in the afternoon, and was
up washing her clothes in the

evening.

Mr. Balasco characterizes
both parents as authori

tarian although his father more
so.

Of his father, Mr.

Balasco recalls, "if he had anything
to say, you were calle
into a room and he would say
it... of course it wasn't alway
nice, but you got the message.
on the ground looking up."

more mixed memories.

The next time you would be

Of his mother, Mr. Balasco has

He stated at one point that his
mothe

"had a real way of coming on... you
know she was a real

wonderful person... she had
you feel that you were

a

a

way of talking to you that mad<

part of her."

However, at other

times he commented that although they were
close,

never that affectionate toward one another."
a iscipline,

they "wen

in terms of

he remembers both parents as being equally

trict and states that neither dominated more when

ir.

came
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to disciplinary issues,

ganization

...

"...you couldn't infUtrate the
or-

they had their stuff together."

Mr. Ealasco noted that there
were many hardships

while growing up.

Although the children went to
school,

excessive amounts of work on the
farm left little time for
friends or activities outside the
family sphere and even
visits to nearby relatives were few
as the family rarely
left the farm.

"Killing"

(x.e.

the slaughter of anxmals

and the harvesting of crops) was
another daily aspect of

farm living that Mr. Balasco recollects
feeling "pretty bad"
about.

Looking back he recalls,

"it was kind of sad,

seeing

something produce so well that you have to
kill it."

When Mr. Balasco was eight, the family experienced
a

±oss as well as a major disappointment.

Robert,

The oldest boy,

left home to pursue graduate studies and an eventual

career in South Am.erica as

a

linguist.

Robert's educational

and professional choice contradicted the ethnic tradition

of the family with its explicit expectation that the oldest

boy become

a lawyer,

choice countered

a

a

priest, or

a

judge.

In addition, his

more implicit expectation that the oldest

son choose to be near home and to ultimately assume responsi-

bility for the family.

Mr,

Balasco recalls Robert's choice

and leaveraking as being quite difficult for his parents.

Although he himself aen.es
being affected by it,
Mr.
re^e^bers his parents crying
both at hon,e and see.ng
Off at the train station.

Bal..asco

Robert

Several years later, „r.
Balasco's

father was to turn the
farm over to Robert.

However, ac-

cording to Mr. Balasco,
Robert became an alcoholic
who had
no interest in the farm
and consequently never
assumed any
responsibility for it.

Shortly after Robert's
departure, Carol, the oldest
girl, left to marry an
Irishman, an act that was
"almost
against the Portuguese dynas
ty

. .

.but my father overruled that

because he (Carol's husband)
was the type of guy that used
to pitch in around the
farm." Brother John was to
follow
soon after because of a
disagreement with his father. Mr.
Balasco remembers that John wanted
to "play ball in the

afternoon with the fellows" and his
father said "milk the
cows" at which point John refused
and

his father "showed him

the door."

John subsequently went to work on
another farm

where he could make money for working and,
in retrospect, Mr.
Balasco notes,

"The reason that we all left was to make
a

better life for ourselves even if it was farm.ing
we were
going to get paid."

Sisters Lydia and Deborah left the

family to marry cousins and Mr. Balasco

moved from home to work at

a G.E.

's

brother Melvin

plant because "everybody
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was too broke
roKe.
1^-^ds

left,

"

Mv
n-,!-,
Mr.
Balasco
states that when most
of the

the farm deteriorated
significantly.

a few

years later, Mr. Balasco,
feeling that he needed

''to

get

away,.,

enlisted in the Navy, an
experience he was to enjoy
because of the opportunity for
travel as well as the
fact
that he was accustomed to the
regimented structure of the
service from the time that he
had spent on the farm.
After
nine years in the Navy, Mr.
Balasco decided to return home

permanently, refusing

promotion in rank and job.

a

Thinking

back, Mr. Balasco considers
his decision an unfortunate one.
The only two siblings left on the
farm were brother Peter,

handicapped because of

a

childhood bout with Polio, and

sister Theresa who was as yet unmarried.

Mr. Balasco re-

calls.

The farm had dwindled ... the cows had
gone to nothing
some of the years I don't think that som.e
of the
stuff had moved. .pieces of equipment were
all in the
fields and I saw it and I said I gotta get
this thing
back... It was the craziest thing that I ever did to
come back.

m

.

Shortly after he returned, Mr. Balasco married

neighborhood girl and the two lived in

a

a

nearby apartment

while Mr. Balasco worked for "practically nothing" on the
farm.

Roughly

a

year and

a

half after his marriage, Mr.

Balasco separated from his wife and baby girl.

Five years

later, Mr. Balasco and his wife were divorced.

In retro-

spect, Mr. Balasco bla.es
the spl.t on the poor
living that
he made on the far. and
the couple's subsequent
lacX of
money. According to Mr.
Balasco, h.s wife went to
wor. on
another farm to bring in more
money and adopted an "inde-

pendent" attitude with which
he found it difficult to
Uve.
Through the period of hxs marriage
and part of his separation, Mr. Balasco stuck it
out on the farm, hoping that
his father would pay higher
wages and hoping to shape the

farm into its original productive
state.
three years and

a

However, after

major disagreement between father and
son

over the sharing of the income that
the crops brought in,
Mr. Balasco left the farm and went
to work at

mental hospital.

a

local state

Mr. Balasco recalls that his
father was

"despondent" about his leaving the farm and
consequently he

returned to "work around the farm"

a

couple of days

a

weak

until after his second marriage five years later.

Mother's history: A person al account

.

Mrs. Balasco

IS a native of the area in which she
presently lives.

She

was born in 1931, the fifth of eight children, to
working
class Irish parents.

family of origin.

Figure

2

Mrs. Balasco

is a
's

genogram of Mrs. Balasco'

father was employed with

the interstate railroad; her mother was the primary caretaker

for the children in the home.

When seven months pregnant

,
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Fig. 2,

Genogram: Mrs, Balasco's Family of Origin.
Darkened circle indicates Marie Balasco's position in the
Causes of death of family members as follows:
family.
Rose, age 37, pernicious anemia; William, age 57, cancer;
Alan, age 4, automobile accident; Evelyn, age 37, brain
tumo r
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with Mrs. Balasco, her mother as well as the rest of the
family suffered

a

loss.

VJhile opening the gate from the

house to the street to hail an ice cream truck, the oldest
boy, Alan, age four was struck and killed when the truck

accidently careened up on the curve.

Shortly after, Mrs.

Balasco was born two months prematurely and as

a

result re-

quired hospitalization postnataly for two months due to her
low birth weight (two lbs.)
tive system.

and difficulties with her diges-

As she grew older, Mrs. Balasco recalls that

the family frequently talked about her dead brother "like he

was an angel" and she has always assumed that "he must have

been

a

truly beautiful child."

in retrospect, Mrs. Balasco

speculates that both her parents felt guilty about the
incident, her mother simply for allowing Alan out in the

yard and her father for not accompanying his son to the ice

cream truck as was his usual habit.
Generally, Mrs. Balasco remembers her family as
"close" one and suggests that this

m.ay

a

have been due to the

amount of illness present in the family from very early on.
Mrs. Balasco

's

older sister, Evelyn, was born blind and deaf,

never developed speech, and eventually was diagnosed as

having
Evelyn,

a

brain tumor.

Mrs. Balasco recollects sticking by

"leading" her and playing with her.

A second sib-
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ling, Jimmy, also demanded
attention when at six years
of
age he contracted Rheumatic
Fever and was hospitalized

several txmes over the next years
because of the subsequent

development of

a

heart murmur.

Although she would have been

only three or four years old at the
time Jimmy was initially
ill, Mrs. Balasco states that she
remembers taking care of

the family when her mother went to the
city to visit Jimmy
in the hospital,

when Jimmy did return home he was bed-

ridden, a situation which placed severe restrictions
on his

activity level, as well as the activity level of the
other
children at home who were not allowed to "play rough with

him or to make noise in the house."
Mrs. Balasco remembers her parents during these

years as "good living people" who "really kind of lived
for

each other."

She describes her mother as "a very soft

woman. . .understanding and very compassionate."

She recol-

lects her father as "a mild man" who "wasn't really affec-

tionate like my m.other" but who "had

when we were sick."

Mrs. Balasco

's

a

lot of compassion

father worked an erratic

schedule and was often unable to spend much time with the
family.

Mrs. Balasco remembers her only other older sibling,

George, as being the family favorite because he was "bright
and witty" in addition to being physically healthy.

Mrs.
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Balasco admits to feeling closest to George
because "we had
a

lot of chores in common" and states that
he always was

"protective" of her.

Family life at that time seemed to be

centered around the house.

Mrs. Balasco recalls that her

mother always kept the children close by ... inventing
pasttimes to keep them "contented at home."
noted,

"She never really let us go out

The family endured

aged 13, was sent to

Balasco

's

a

a

Mrs. Balasco
a

lot on our own."

major separation when Evelyn,

local state hospital after Mrs.

parents decided that they could no longer give

her adequate care at home.
she died at age 37.

Evelyn was to remain there until

Mrs. Balasco remembers the family miss-

ing Evelyn and always making gifts to send to her.

As Mrs.

Balasco grew older, she and her siblings were taken to visit
Evelyn by their father.
Mrs. Balasco recalls very little about her grand-

parents on either side of the family.

The one exception was

the death of her maternal grandmother on Christmas morning.

She remembers her parents taking down the Christmas tree

and corrjnents,

"If it wasn't Christmas day

I

wouldn't have

given too much thought to it all."
The event which seems to have affected Mrs, Balasco
the most during her childhood was the sudden death of her

mother when she was 12 years old.

Mrs. Balasco's mother,

age 37 at the time, presented with "flu like"
symptoms, was

taken to the hospital, and died
Mrs. Balasco recalls to be

a

a

few days later of what

diagnosis of Pernicious Anemia.

Mrs. Balasco remembers her father coming home,
telling the

children that their mother had died, and saying to her
"get
the kids cleaned up."

Mrs. Balasco had difficulty recol-

lecting how her siblings reacted to the news.

She remembers

the death being difficult for her to fully comprehend be-

cause she "was so young."

Family members kept their feel-

ings about the death to themselves and Mrs. Balasco turned
to a teacher at school and to the church for emotional sup-

port.

Prior to the funeral, the family split up with many

of the children going to stay with relatives temporarily,

until after the burial.

Only Mrs. Balasco, her brother

George, and her sister Louise remained at home.

Mrs.

Balasco was the one child who accompanied her father to
the funeral service.

Approximately two months after her mother's death,
Mrs. Balasco began

.to

suffer from severe stomach aches.

Medical attention revealed

a

serious ulcer condition that

was to present Mrs. Balasco with difficulties all through

her life.

For a number of years following their mother's

death, Mrs. Balasco and her brother
George assumed major

household responsibilities including care
of the other children,

Mrs. Balasco remembers cooking and washing
in addi-

tion to working after school as

a

waitress to bolster the

family's deteriorating financial situation.

When Mrs.

Balasco was 15 her brother George left home to
enter the
service.

She recalls feeling bad but states,

felt that he had to get away."

"I

suppose he

Mrs. Balasco carried on with

her responsibilities at home and eventually dropped out of

high school at age 17-1/2 when all the work became too much.
The number of family members living at home began to diminish further as brother Jimmy had gone to live permanently

with an aunt and sister Louise left home to work as
in housekeeper in a nearby community.

a

live-

Left at home were

Mrs. Balasco, her father, and her younger siblings, Kenny

and Gail.

Due to a change in ownership, the family was

evicted from their home of 13 years and Mrs. Balasco took
the opportunity to move in with a friend and get

a

job,

al-

though her acr_ions contradicted her father's wish that she

remain and care

for, the

family.

The family was further

fragmented when Gail moved in with friends of the family.

Around this

tim.e,

Mrs. Balasco met and married a "nice boy"

her age because she still felt that "Gail and Kenny needed

.

somebody.-.

weds.

CaU

subsequently ca.e to live with
the newlyMrs. Balasco describes her
relationship with her

husband in "brother-s.s ter
terms.
"

The couple was married

for two years and never
consumated the marriage.

spect, Mrs. Balasco admits,

came from."

"i

m

retro-

didn't even Know where babies

During the course of marital
and sexual

counseling with her local church
representative, Mrs. Balasco
learned that, contrary to her own
wishes, her husband did
not want to have children.

An annulment was suggested and

two years later, Mrs. Balasco
followed through with this

course of action.

Mr. Balasco recalls no hard feelings
be-

tween herself and her husband.

After the annulment, Mrs.

Balasco lived with her sister Gail and
took

a job at a

local

state mental hospital where she would
eventually meet Mr.

Balasco

C urrent family history:

Th^^

family's oerspecti vf^

.

Mr. and

Mrs. Balasco were both financially independent, living
on

their own and working at the state mental hospital when they

met in 1952.

Both agree that their relationship which was

to grow more serious over the following two years was the

primary factor that motivated them to seek perm.anent senarations from their respective spouses.
that she

v/as

Mrs. Balasco states

attracted to her second husband because, "He

was

-na

a

hard worker, honest,
givina anH
yivmg,
and r^.
caring ... li]^e
in the rou,^,.

^.

3.,,3co recalls be.n,

a„wn

a

d^a-

to

Ms

second Wife because she was
"easy ,oing, artistic,
and neat
and clean...
Both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco
describe the.r social
life as minimal but adequate
during courtship and
after marriage. Double-dating or
later entertaining was
unusual for
the Balascos who preferred
going out alone or simply
staying
at home and attending to the
house. The Balascos. decision
to marry was highly approved
of by their respective
parents,

coinciding w.th their marriage
in 1954 was the purchase
of
a large house roughly one
and one-half miles from the
farta

home of Mr. Balasco.

s

parents.

Mrs. Balasco 's youngest

sister, Gail, lived with the
couple during the first one and

one-half years of their married life.

However, Gail suf-

fered from an epileptic condition that
grew more severe as
she aged and eventually the Balascos,
unable to accommodate

her at home, placed her in

a

state mental health facility.

Around the same period that Gail left the
household,
Mrs. Balasco gave birth to the couple

daughter, Christine.

Balasco family.

Figure

3

.

s

first child, a

is a genogram of the current

The Balascos were pleased with the birth

and remember a great deal of mutuality with regard
to the
care of the baby including diaper changing, washing, and
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feeding.

m

retrospect, Mrs. Balasco states
that having

Chrxstine was

tremendous help to her during

a

a

very diffi-

culr time that was to occur
roughly six months after
Christine was born. At that time,
within the span of a
week, the Balasco family sustained
two losses.
The first
was Mr. Balasco's mother, age
68, who died of -Dropsy after
many years of deteriorating health.
Mr. Balasco was unable
to recall his feelings at the
time stating,
I

went into

a

web."

"it seemed like

He remembers trying to forget his

mother's death by taking on additional
employment.
after this death, Mrs. Balasco's father died
after

standing bout with stomach cancer.
the Balascos for

a

I

a

long

He had been living with

short time prior to his death and Mrs.

Balasco remembers feeling
and

A week

"a

great loss, because my father

were very very close after my mother died."
During the years that followed, Mrs. Balasco re-

members "being contented" with her daughter and her home,

while Mr. Balasco marks the period by the numerous jobs

which he held.

Both the Balascos wanted to increase the

size of their family.

Approximately three and five years

after Christine's birth, Mrs. Balasco became pregnant, but

miscarried.

During this

tim.e,

she was hospitalized on

numerous occasions for D&C procedures and at one point hos-

Pital tests revealed that
Mrs. Balasco suffered
fro. Pernicious Anenia. the blood
disorder that had proved
fatal for
her mother (during the years
following her mother's
death,
new approaches to the treatment
of Pern.c.ous Anemxa have
rendered it generally non fatal)
A little less than a
year
after her second miscarriage,
Mrs. Balasco became pregnant
with Teddy and carried hxm
full term. After the delivery,
.

a

hysterectomy was suggested due to
Mrs. Balasco

health.

ailing

's

The Balascos disagreed on this
course of act.on.

Mr. Balasco admits that he
worried about his wife's health.

Mrs. Balasco is unclear about her
reasons for not following

medical advice at that time.

She speculates both that she

didn't really understand the gravity
of her physical condition and says further,

"I

had had

a

lot of sadness in my

life and perhaps that was one of the
reasons that

holding back."
nant with Davy.

The pregnancy was not planned; however,
the

nancy was full term and the delivery normal.
later, Mrs. Balasco finally consented to

a

heart attack after

a

The preg-

Five years

hysterectomy.

Shortly after Davy's birth, Mr. Balasco
a

kept

Nine months later Mrs. Balasco became
preg-

Balascos had taken no precautions to prevent it.

died of

I

's

father

relatively brief illness.

Mr. Balasco recalls having a great deal of difficulty accept-

.

•

ing his death because
ne instilled
"he
instil
in us that he
was i ike
a god that would
never go down.. Mr.
Balasoo admits that

dealt with the death hy
keeping his feelings
to hi.self
and by keeping "both
feet iuxxing.
rollina " The
Th« impact of
this
aeath on Mrs. Balasco
and Christine and Teddy
was „ini..i
^.e

•

as

the two Children were
relatively young at the
ti„e and
Mrs. Balasco states that
she did not know her
father-in-law

well

When Davy was

a

l.ttle over

a

year old, Mrs. Balasco

noticed that he had some
difficulty walking and

examination revealed

a

a

medical

crippling disease of the femur
,oint

that necessitated Davy wearing
a cast from his thighs
down
both legs for four and one-half
years and, then, wearing
a brace until approximately
eight years of age.
Both parents
agree that Davy's handicap fostered
a great deal of closeness
and dependence between mother
and son.
Mr. Balasco admits

m

that he realized that Davy was

a

"sick kid" and thus didn't

make demands on him, but rather
turned to and depended on
Teddy.

Mr. Balasco commented,

bad you use this hand."

"You know when your hand is

Mr. and Mrs. Balasco concur that

while Christine and Teddy lad fairly
normal lives as children

Davy "missed out on

a

lot."

They remember that even when

Davy was able to walk unaided and thus
able to begin leading

normal life that he was
quiet and that he did
not. like
Ms brother, aggressively seek out
friends. During the
years that Davy was handicapped,
r^rs. Balasco was
also ill
and frequently hospitalized
with complications ste:..,ing
a

from her blood condition.

During these periods, Christine

would assume her mother's
responsibilities in the house
including the special care of Davy.
At present, only Mr.
Balasco and Christine are cognizant
of the seriousness of
Mrs. Balasco's Pernicious Anemia.

Mrs. Balasco chose to

tell her sons that her blood
disease was of a less serious

nature to avoid worrying them.
In 1972, when Teddy was 11 and Davy

9,

Christine

graduated from high school and decided to
marry.

Both Mr.

and Mrs. Balasco state that they
approved of the marriage

although they wish she had waited longer before
taking the
step.

Davy recalls contrary feelings in his family,
stating

that Christine eloped with her boyfriend during

a

family

vacation because, otherwise, the Balascos would not
have
permitted the marriage.

Mr. and Mrs, Balasco agree that

after the marriage life seemed pretty much the same as
the
.

newlyweds "were living about two streets away."

The

Balascos state that little changed in the household after

Christine left with the exception that the boys each had

their

o™

roo. and became, accora.n,
to their parents,
„ore
"independent. where they had
previously relxed on the.r
sistGr for numerous things.
in the following years,

the Balasco farnUy
sustaxned

two losses, both on Mr.
Balasco's side of the family,
w.thin two years, Mr. Balasco's
oldest brother, Robert,
d.ed of

complications resulting from
Mr. Balasco,

a

chron.c alcohol condition.

referring to his brother as
"an odd duck,"

states that no one in the
family was particularly close
to
him and that his death left Ixttle
or no impression.
However, the death of Mr. Balasco's
sister, Lydia, of leukemia,
approximately seven months prior to
this investigation, had
quite an impact on the family and
on Davy in particular who
recalls,

"l

loved her so much... I would have given
up my

life so she could have lived."

Shortly after this death, Mr. Balasco was
offered

better job in
home.

a

a

community roughly an hour from the family

Because accepting the job involved

move was suggested.

a

long commute,

a

The entire family agrees that initially

they were excited about this possibility but as
the time
for the move grew closer,

the enthusiasm of the two boys

decreased significantly and che move became an issue of
con-'
flict within the Balasco family.

This seemed to be

a

par-

ticularly difficult tx.e for
Davy who had ^ust begun
high
school and after many years
of being a loner had
finally
found acceptance from a peer
group.
However, the Balascos
disapproved of these friends and
discouraged Davy's contact
with them. Davy recalls, "i
just finally made friends and
then you guys say they're the
wrong kind of friends."

The

struggle over friends became
superimposed over the struggle
to move and the move began to
be perceived by Davy as an

intentional plan to disrupt his peer
relations.

The

Balascos date their concern over Davy's
emotional stability
to an incident that occurred about
a month after school

began and roughly three months before the
family move.

Without informing his parents, Davy drove
the family car to
a

neighboring state and back, an action that
drew mixed

reactions from the Balascos.

While Mrs. Balasco was quite

worried and upset, Mr. Balasco recollects,

"I

didn't know

that he could drive" and states that he felt
"proud and

happy" about the episode.
found

a

note of

Davy's room.

a

Shortly thereafter, Mrs. Balasco

suicidal nature under the mattress in

Concerned over the seriousness of Davy's be-

havior and the note, Mrs. Balasco took him to

a

local mental

health facility where the intake worker suggested hospitalization for Davy in

a

psychiatric hospital approximately an

^o.r fro. the Bal.sco ho^e.

Questioning the neea f.r
Oavy

•

3

hospxtalization, the Balascos
discussed it with their
pediatrician who .ade a referral
to a second cental
health facility where a psychiatric
evaluation was begun xn
.xd-November
of 1976. Durxng the inxtial
phases of the evaluation,
Mrs.
Ealasco found a second suicide
note, but states that she
tol
no one and did nothing about
it.

Psychotherapy for the

Balascos coimnenced in mid-December
and when in early January
just after the family had moved
into their new home, Mrs.

Balasco found

a

third note, she informed

Davys therapist,

who subsequently evaluated Davy
and on the basis of de-

pression and suicidal ideation decided
to hospitalize him.
Davy states that he never knew that
his mother had found the
suicide notes; in his mind contact
with the mental health

facility had been initiated because of his
problematic behavior.

Davy was hospitalized for

a

period of three weeks.

After his discharge, both individual and family
therapy were
continued with the major focus being to help Mrs.
Balasco

become less involved with her son and to encourage Mr.
Balasco to become more involved.

After approximately two

months of post-hospitalization treatment, Davy initiated

termination with his therapist.

a

The Balascos did not pro-

72

test this course of action and the
entire family ended their

contact with the mental health facility at
that time.
I mpressions

.

All four of the interview sessions with
the

Balasco family took place in their home.

The interview

with Davy was conducted in his bedroom upon his request.
The remaining three interviews were held around the
kitchen
table.
and,

Three of the meetings were scheduled on weekend days

typically, when the investigator arrived at the

Balasco home, Mr. Balasco would be hard at work outdoors

landscaping the yard, frequently accompanied by his son
Teddy.

Mrs. Balasco was always inside the house either

cleaning or cooking.

With the exception of the time that

Davy was interviewed, he was not at home during the visits.
On the occasion of the last interview, the Balascos were

extremely worried because Davy had not been home for two
days and they had no idea as to his whereabouts.
In general,

the Balasco home was pleasantly fur-

nished and immaculately clean.
and hospitable.

The Balascos proved gracious

On two occasions the interviews were

scheduled mid-day and Mrs. Balasco offered the investigator
lunch.

When Davy was interviewed, he provided soft drinks

and cookies.

Mrs. Balasco,

the family member with whom the

family's participation in the project was initially nego-

73

tiated, proved to be a
reliable and stabilizing
force

throughout, .aRing .ure that
fa.ily

„e:.fcers

were at ho^e for

the interview sessions.

Mrs. Balasco is a calm,

nonetheless f.rm manner.

soft spoken woman with

a

Her sl.ghtly grayxng, brown
hair

makes her appear older than
her stated age.

During the

interview sessions, she was open,
cooperative, and seemed
quite eager to share thoughts
and feelings, particularly
about past events in her Ixfe.
Mrs. Balasco was willing to
directly confront painful subject
matter even though she
proved extremely vulnerable emo
tionally-f requently crying
for long periods of time on these
occasions-but insisting

that the interview continue.

Although the material was dis-

turbing to her, Mrs. Balasco appeared
surprisingly at home

with her memories of the past, and she
conveyed the feeling
that she was reliving them as she spoke.

At the conclusion

of the inquiry with the Balasco family, Mrs.
Balasco, without

prompting, brought out pictures of members of her
family of
origin, many of whom had been dead for several
years.
In contrast,

Mr. Balasco,

a

dark, handsome man with

sharp features, related his narrative in an often abrupt
and

rhetorical fashion, using intense eye contact and frequently
shaking his finger in the air or banging his fist on the

.
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table.

sumed

in particular, when
recounting past events, he
asa

dramatic manner which lent

to his recollection of
memories.

a

story-telling quality

Although generally ser-

ious, Mr. Balasco would
occasionally punctuate the inter-

view with what mxght best be
described as gruff wit.
notable was Mr. Balasco
ticular themes

(i.e.

's

Most

tendency to perseverate on par-

themes involving his strict
upbringing

or his shortcomings in raising his
own children)

following

the discussion of anxiety-provoking
or emotionally-laden

topics
As a couple, the Balascos participated
equally in

their joint interview sessions.

However, at times, the ver-

bal exchange had more the quality of alternating
monologues
than of mutual interaction,

when discussing conflictual

topics, particularly issues involving Davy,
the inability

of the Balascos to acknowledge and assimilate
their respective differences of opinion was noteworthy.

At these

moments, it appeared as if they simply were not listening
to one another.

Also of note was Mr. Balasco

to his wife on factual questions

emotional topics.

's

deference

involving potentially

For example, when asked when certain

members of his family had died, Mr. Balasco turned expect-

antly to his wife for the specific data.

Cn these oc-

casions she always responded
with assurance ana accuracy.
The Oldest son. Teddy,
was present only for
a small
portion of the family interview.
He is a tail,
tall
h
dark, muscular youngster who seemed
aloof and angry during
h.s involvement in the session.
Although Teddy had read and
signed a consent form explainrng
the nature of the study,
he expressed surprise when
the interview began, at
first
stating that he never knew
that his brother had written
suicide notes; then later amending
this statement, explaining that he had learned of the
notes from a neighbor. Approximately 15 minutes into the family
interview, Teddy

abruptly left the kitchen table
saying that he saw no reason
for his involvement in the
session.

He seemed quite angry

that his family had kept the
information about Davy's suicide notes from him.

Mrs. Balasoo made a half-hearted

attempt, which met with little success,
to reinvolve Teddy
in the interview.

Davy,

a

slight, dark, almost delicate-looking boy,

was quiet for much of the family interview;
when he did make
a

contribution, it was done quite impulsively or,
paradoxic-

ally,

as if he were weighing his words very
carefully.

Al-

though he was much more verbal and outgoing when
interviewed
alone, he still seemed conscious of making

a

good impression

and at one point asked,
to describe himself,

"Am

I

doing it right?"

Davy responded in either

surprisingly concrete manner.
to himself he commented,

points... I'm ok."

"i

when asked
a

global or

For instance, in reference

got my faults and

I

got my good

But when asked specifically to elaborate

on his "weak points," he explained that he was "not
as

strong physically" as he "ought to be."

With regard to his

perceptions of other family members, Davy characterized his

mother as "domineering" and "trying to run my life."

He

perceived his father as "trying to understand everyone's
problems and to get everyone together."

plained in an almost parental tone,
is all screwed up."

Christine as

"Teddy," Davy ex-

"is f lunking

.

.

tha t kid

Finally, Davy spoke of his sister

"good person" and "somebody that

a

.

I

can talk

to when she's around."

The Tesinski Family

Identifyincr data

who reside in

a

.

The Tesinskis are

New England town of

a
a

working class fam.ily
moderate size,

Carl Tesinski, age 43, is of Polish descent and has

been unemployed since suffering
Tesinski, age 43, holds

provider for the family.

a

a

stroke in 1973.

Kay

full-time job and is the sole
The Tesinskis have four children.

Figure

is a

4

genogram of the current Tesinski
family.

Kay,

age 23, and Carla, age 21, both
work and live in adjacent
cormnunities.

Beth, age 17,

lives w.th her 21-year-old boy-

friend xn hxs family's home.

She is a high school dropout

and is presently unemployed.

Carl, age 4, is the only

child currently residing in the Tesinski
home.
The Tesinskis-

third daughter, Beth, was the subject

of the inquiry, although their daughter
Carla also made

suicide attempt during her adolescence.

a

Beth has made nu-

merous attempts on her life, the first being in
her thirteenth year, and the most recent being approximately
six

months prior to the inquiry.

Beth had sporadically sought

psychiatric help since the onset of pubescence, and it was
through

a

local mental health facility that she came to the

investigator's attention as

a

potential candidate for the

study.

Availab le parental history
Mr. and Mrs. Tesinskis'

.

Historical information about

families of origin is sketchy.

Mr.

Tesinski was born out of state and his parents divorced
during his childhood years because of his mother's chronic

problem with alcohol.

His father remarried and Mr. Tesinski

and his siblings went to live with him and his new wife.

Beth recalls that her father "always talked down his real
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mother and seemed more attached
to his stepmother."
Mrs. Tesinski was born in
an adjacent community
to
an emotionally disturbed
mother and an alcoholic father.

While Mrs. Tesinski was growing
up, her mother was institutionalized for a perxod of 10
years at a local state
mental hospital.

Mrs. Tesinskx's mother currently
lives

in a nearby community and is
considered "an alcoholic" by

members of the family.
Current family history The adol^.^.n^

's

n...n.o^s...

Beth

was born in 1960 in a small New
England town approximately
an hour away from the family's
current home.

The Tesinski

family relocated to their present community
during Beth's

early childhood years.
13 are limited.

Beth's memories before the age of

A majority of her available recollections

center around her father who she describes
as "a hypocondriac"... "complaining all the time about hives
and headaches."

A particularly upsetting early memory derives
from

an experience that Beth had at age five when,
upon arriving

home, she was informed by neighborhood children that
her

father had suffered a heart attack and had been taken away

m

an ambulance,

Beth was shortly to discover that her

father's illness had not been
case of hives.

a

heart attack but

a

severe

She recalls not believing this information

until she was allowed to see
her father xn the hospital.
Of the three daughters, Beth
states that she was
her father's "favorite." she
remembers, "All i had to do
was tell Daddy what they (her
sxsters) did and they would
get in trouble." Homelife during
her childhood and ado-

lescence is described by Beth as
often chaotic as her
father, and her mother to
in "knock-down drag-out"

lesser extent, would get involved

a

fights with her sisters.

Beth

recollects that her father would always
"pick on" the

oldest girl living at home at the time.

When Beth was 10, her sister Carla, then
age 15,
made

a

suicide attempt.

Beth vaguely remembers the attempt

as having to do with "trouble in
school," involvement with
drugs, and "boys."

Carla was sent to reform school upon her

own request and spent time in and out of the
Tesinski home
in the following years.

Kay,

Beth's oldest sister, left

home around the same time because of unresolvable
conflicts

with her parents.
Three years after Kay's departure, Mrs. Tesinski

delivered her fourth child and only son, Carl.

In retro-

spect, Beth feels that the birth had special meaning for

her father as she comments,
bey after three girls."

"He'd finally gotten his baby

Approximately three months after

the b..t-n,

..sinsKi suffered

a

ser.ous stro.e

itially left hi™ severely
incapacitated.

„Mch

in-

Because Mrs.

Tes.ns.i worked, she looked
to Beth to take
responsibility
for the care of Mr.
Tesinski. Carl, and the
house. As her
father gradually regained
his functioning, Beth
found that
he began '.to pick on" her
as she was the "last
daughter" in
the house.
During this period, Beth's
already poor school at-

tendance deteriorated further,

m

addition, she became

heavily involved with drugs
and was arrested on
breaking and entering charges,

a

nunier of

she states that life at home

was becoming "horrible," and
it was then that she made
the
first gesture to hurt herself.

At age 14, at the suggestion of
her probation officer,

Beth began to attend psychotherapy
sessions.

The

therapy was directed primarily at helping
her improve her

relationship with her father.
realistic, Beth

'3

in a fosrer home.

When this goal proved un-

therapist made efforts to have her placed

Although her parents were strongly op-

posed to the idea, .Beth eventually arranged
to move into
the home of a friend.

lates,

"I

Looking back on her move, she specu-

guess that the reason that my mother was so dead

set against me leaving the house was that she would
get

stuck with all the burden
of my father."
Beth'

s

foster placement terminated
after

a

year be-

cause of problems raised by
her foster mother's chronic
alcoholxsm. Confused as to where
to turn, Beth, then
15,
ran away to a neighboring
state with her 19-year-old
boyfriend, Johnny, supposedly "to
get married."
Insufficient
funds and "cold feet" sent the
couple back home.

Beth returned to the Tesinski house
for

a

brief

period, but problems that had
characterized family relations
in prior years resurfaced and
she eventually dropped out of

high school and went to live with Johnny
in
apartment in his family home.
as

"like my own."

a

downstairs

Beth views Johnny's family

in the summer of 1976, Beth discovered

that she was pregnant.

Although she badly wanted to de-

liver and keep the child, Johnny vetoed the
idea, and Beth

arranged for an abortion

m

August of that year.

Beth recollects that since her first suicide gesture
at age 13,

she has tried to harm herself eight or nine more

times either by cutting her wrists or taking pills.

She

feels that all her, attempts derived from conflicts with her

parents or her boyfriend Johnny.

In particular,

she ex-

plains that her "dependency" on Johnny made her question
her ability to go on without him should he ever leave her.

and that many of her suicide
attempts occurred within the

context of the ups and downs in
their relationship.
also recalls making

a

Beth

suicide attempt shortly after her

abortion, when she was '"very sad" and
"drinking and crying
a

lot."

Impressions

Beth is

.

a

slender, blonde teenager of medium

height who was casually dressed and heavily
made up for the

interview sessions.

The three interview appointments took

place at the mental health facility where Beth
was involved

m

therapy.

Beth missed several appointments which necess-

itated rescheduling and she was always late for the
appoint-

ments that she did attend.

However, once involved in the

inquiry, Beth was cooperative and emotionally open, often

recounting painful subjects through

a

heavy flow of tears.

It seemed clear that she still experiences sadness with

regard to

a

number of areas in her life, particularly her

abortion and her relationship with her father.
Beth

'

description of family members suggested that

s

she is capable of observing them with varying degrees of ob-

jectivity and compassion.
his stroke as

a

She spoke of her father before

"nice man" who was physically active,

"en-

joyed working and bringing home the money," and liked
"going out drinking and smoking cigarettes."

After the

strce, 3.e aescri.ea

as walV.in, with a
li„p.

,i,,„,

easUy, ana often being
...rouchy ana p.c.in,
fi,.t. with

fa.Uy „e™bers.

m

spea.xng of her father's
illness. Beth

seeded particularly
sensitive to his inability
things that he used to."

.'to

do the

Mrs. Tesinski was
characterized by Eeth as "a
very

strong person ... verv stoic
uxc.no
nn pills, no booze,
no foul
language." On the negative
side, Beth experiences
her
mother as indecisive,
unsympathetic, ..cola," and
unable to
give encouragement. She
further stated that her
mother is
"not much of a tall^er" and
that she frequently '.gets
tense

nm

<=

around people...

Beth admitted that she and her
mother share
this last quality.
Beth described her oldest
sister, Kay, as "schizolike she always held everything
in and then it burst loose
and she went nuts." Her sister
Carla was referred to as
the "advice giver" who means
well but is "too pushy."

Finally, Beth spoke fondly of her
brother Carl as
"terror" when in the family home and

a

a

little

little "angel" when

spending time with her outside the home.

.

Identify ing

daf.^

.

The PetifP<^
fetites ;.r-o
are

family who reside in

a

=
a

working class Catholic
^

large sized New England town.

m

the Petite family experienced
a major change in their

1967,

socio-economic status when Mr. Petite
proved unable to

maintain what had been the family's
characteristic standard
of living.

Since that time, inadequate funds
have forced

the family to move several times;
however, they have always

relocated within the same community.

Frederick Petite, age 45, is employed full time
by
a

local caterer.

job.

Rose Petite, age 43, holds

There are five children in the family.

genogram of the current Petite Family.

a

part-time
Figure

5

is a

The oldest children,

Kenny, age 25, and Peter, age 22, reside nearby
and have

been married for three years and two months, respectively.
Linda, age 19, lives at home and works in an assembly
line
at an electronics corporation.
age 12, both live

m

Charles, age 16, and Kathy,

the Petite home and attend- public

school.

Numerous members of the extended families of both
Mr. and Mrs.

Petite

's

closebv

Petite live in adjacent communities.

parents are deceased.

Mr.

Petite

's

Mrs.

parents reside
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The Petites' middle
child, Linda, ™ade two
suicide
attempts during her sopho.orc
year in high school when
she
was 16 years old. she was
living at home at the time.

Three years later, she sought
•juyuc helo
neip at
facility for recurrent depressions.

»
a

local mental health
i

,

it was through the in-

vestigator's contact wrth this
facxlxty that Linda became
involved in the inquiry.

Mailabl^^arental history.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Petite are

of French Canadian descent
and were born in New England.
Mr.

Petite is the youngest child and
only son in

of four children.

a

His oldest sister, Mary, age
50,

married and has one child.

Mr.

family
is

Petite's other two sisters,

Simone, age 49, and Catherine, age
47, are presently sepa-

rated from their respective husbands.

Each has five children

Mrs. Petite was born the last of four
daughters.

When she was 10 years old, her oldest sister,
Loretta, then
age 19, died from a malignant brain tumor.

that her mother experienced this as

a

Linda remarks

particularly personal

loss as of all her sisters, she felt closest to
and most

involved with Loretta.

Although she could not be specific,

Linda recalls that within the last 10 years both of her

mother's surviving sisters, Madilyn, age 49, and Brigitte,
age 45,

"had cancer and were cured."

Both Madilyn and

Br.g.tte a.e .arriea and

Uve

in the area.

ixes Of two and five
children, respectively.
Mrs. Petite.

3

.other died of

a

They have fa..-

m

1952

.aU.nant hra.n tu.or. a.a

in 1967, after a long
illness, her father died
also fro.
cancer of the brain.

curre nt family histon.Th.n.^ao le_scent

s

....^...^

was born in 1958 in the
community xn which she presently
lives. From early on she
remembers feelings of intense
loneliness and inadequacy as
a child,
she recalls that she
has never felt that she
"belonged', or "fit in" with
people

outside her family,

she admits that frequently
she experi-

enced similar feelings in relation
to her family itself.
These general sentiments are
reflected in Linda's earliest
memories of kindergarten,
one memory, she recalls being
stranded outside the school building
while the other chil-

m

dren were inside,- in a second memory,
she recollects being
"looked at funny by the teacher and laughed
at by the
for doing a paper incorrectly.

kids"

With regard to her family,

she remembers her oldest brother, Kenny,
as the special,

popular, outgoing child, while she and her
brother Peter

were "slow," less fortunate, and "outsiders."

Linda recol-

lects that as children, she and Peter were constantly
being

"beaten up" by the other children and that school
"was al-

ways

a

problem because the teachers
and students ™ade it

hard."

Before she had reached the
age of 10, Linda experxenced two famxly deaths.
Both of her mother's
parents
died approximately f.ve
years apart from maUgnant
brain
tumors. Although she was
not emotionally close to
either
grandparent, she rememO^ers w.sh.ng
that she had ^nown them
better. Linda explains that
cancer xs a sensitive issue
for the Petite family because
of its high rate of occurrence in Mrs. Petite's family
of origin. Mrs. Perite is

the only member of her family
who has not had cancer, and

Linda admits that the possibility
of her mother contracting
the disease has been

family,

a

long-time worry in the immediate

while growing up, Linda recalls that
she would

often get very "frightened" when her
m.other took ill and
was "lying around."

Frequently, during those periods, Linda

would "visualize" her mother "as being dead."
that

a

Linda states

great deal of her fear stems from the fact that
"if

something happened to my mother,
sponsibilities and

I

I

would have

a

lot of re-

wouldn't be able to do things."

Linda

admits that she is often afraid that she too will
contract
cancer, although she observes that other family members
do
not share this fear for themselves.

.

A yea. afte. the
aeath of he. „ate„al
..anafat.e.
the family experienced
a downward
shift in their socioeconomic stat..,.s. ^t the
ti.e. the fa.ix,
.eiocated and
Mrs. Petite sought and
secured a part-ti.e
,ob.
years
later, at age 12,
Mnda began wor.xng to help
the fa.ily

f-anc.ally.

Xn early adolescence,
she was given a job
as
a housekeeper by
an old couple who lived
in her neighbor-

hood.

During the course of her
employment with them, both
members of the couple died
and L.nda recalls their
respective deaths as significant
and painful losses for
her.

Throughout adolescence, Linda
continued to worK at various
jobs

Linda remembers high school
as

a

difficult time

during which she felt particularly
lonely and cut off from
peers.
she made her first suicide
attempt at the age of 16
in the course of her
sophomore year because her boyfriend

"took off without saying good-bye"
and her family -wouldn't
let me do things." She states
that both parents spoke with
her after the attempt and she
specifically recalls her

farher saying that "he loved me and
he didn't want me to
go."

Less than

a

year later, during

loneliness, Linda made

her wrist.

a

a

period of intense

second suicide attempt by cutting

After graduating

Mgh

school at age 18, Linda
ini-

tiated two ™a,or Changes
in her li.e.

CathoUc faith

She abandoned the

to become .n.olved
.n the Reborn Christian

other girls in a nearby
apartment,

she clax^s that both

actions were extremely
difficult for her parents
to accept,
in retrospect, she
feels that of all the
children, her
leavetaKing demanded the most
adjustment from her parents,
seven months later, Linda
moved bacK into the family
home
partly because of financial
problems and partly because
•there was a strong pull to
return home
she explains that
she ca:.e home again mainly
to make her mother happy.
.

^"^^
of average height,

"

-

brown-haired, slender adolescent

she presented as casually
but carefully

dressed and neatly groomed.

When given the choice, Linda

decided to complete the inquiry
in one extended interview
session which took place at the
mental health facility where
she was in psychotherapy.

During the interview,, she proved

quite articulate and capable of

a

surprisingly sophisticated

level of conceptualization regarding
her history and current

problems.

At times, her affect seemed flat; however,
she

did express a great deal of sadness
when remembering certain
events, and at one point, became so tearful
that the interview

was temporarily interrupted.

At the completion of the
in-

T.iry, Linda asked if she might
listen to the cassette
tapes in private and later
share the material with her
therapist. Arrangements were
made for her to do both.

During the interview, Linda
described herself in
the following way,
I don't think that I'm
a bad person ... i ve got
faults
but I thxnk that I'm a good
person .. .have a good
neart .1 hate when I get angry...
when somebody needs
something, I would give it to them.
i like things
that aren't ma terialistic . . I 'm very
sensitive^.:!
don t feel that I'm very smart as
far as knowledge
like science or math, but I feel
smart when it comes
to feelings.
.

Linda also characterized her mother as

a

"very sensitive"

person but complained that she is too much
of an "authority"
and not enough of a "friend."

Mr. Petite was described as

"kind of stubborn and prejudiced" because
"his parents were

from the old school."

However, Linda also acknowledged her

father's kind and loving qualities and, at one point,
she
cried while recounting her understanding of his feelings
for
her.
as

Kenny,

the oldest boy, was always envisioned by Linda

"being born under a lucky star" because "he always got

what he wanted" materially while growing up.
him. as

She described

engaging, sociable, and "fitting in" wherever he

happens to be.

Linda is strongly identified with her otiher

brother, Peter, primarily because both were "outsiders" as

y

cMiaren.

..n^a eKp.a.nea ..at
Pete. .3

learn.n, tMn.s. ..t
t.at once
.oca at

3^,,

3

UttXe slow .t

learns so.ethln,,
.e

...e

s

^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^
"„a.ing friends easily
and be.ng Veally
acti.e in
school...
The youngest chiia,
Kathy. was descrihea
simply
as ..gooa.' but ..very
vouna" for
fr-,rher age ana .'not
y young
interested
in boys...
When discussing her sister,
L.nda included
Kathy.s budding interest
in cheerlead.ng and
her ^pularity
with peers, with the
exception of Peter, Linda
stated that
she feels different from
all her siblings because
'.they always got involved in things
which I never did...
as

The Gray Fami

Identifvin^^.

The Greys are a wor^xng class
farnxly that

originally had their roots in
England.

1

a

small mill town xn New

After numerous relocations and
approximately 15

years of marriage and six children,
the Greys divorced

m

1971

At the time of nhe inquiry, the
Grey family was

spread out geographically.
lives with his son Alex in
town and is employed in

a

Gerald Gray, age 48, presently
a

moderately sized New England

leather factory.

Alex, age 17,

dropped out of school after completing the
eighth grade

.

at

-r..ea

3

.ocal .as station.

.n Xs.s an.

Ba..a.a. a,e .0.

cu„enU.

.a„„

training ca„p 40 ™xles
away.
-ucy. age 22.

is

Ma..e„e o.e,. a,e
.4, .e-

W

™a.es .e.

a,e

..e Sout.-

.3 stationed at
an

The oldest

chUd, daughter

.a^ied and has one chUd.

conur,unity not far from
her mother.

a™,

rigure
Figure

she X.ves in a
6
b

i. a
,
IS

ganogram

of the current Grey
family.
A majority of the
extended family currently
live in

New England.

Mrs.

The Greys'

Greys father

is deceased.

son Alex considered talking
his life three

times between the ages
of 13 and 15.

At that t.me, he was

living away from the nuclear
fam.ly in

neighborxng state.

a

A few years later, he
sought counseling at

a

local drop-r„

center for troubled adolescents
and xt was through personnel
there that he came to the
investigator's attention as a
potential candidate for the study.

Available narPntal history

.

Mr. Grey was born in a rural

town in New England and is the
oldest of five children.
has one brother and three sisters.

He

Mr. Grey's parents are

still alive and his father owns
and runs

a

tannery in New

England
Mrs. Grey was born the oldest of
several children
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in the same area

-

MorHer
parents divorced when
she was a child
and both parents
remarried
led.
Mrs Grey
r
Mrs.
has a number of
half
sisters and brothers
n
rothers. One
half brother, Paul,
died from
terminal cancer in
1975
n
Mrc;
Mrs.
^ ^.
Grey's father died
in I973
from an accidental
drowning.
i.

was born in xeeo .n

a

.

s„aXX town in New
Bn.lana.

foXlow.ng seven ,ea.3.
the o.e,
to th.ee different
states.

family „oved xt see.ed

Uke

WXy

xn the

relocated th.ee t..es

.Xex recalls that each
ti„e .h»
another child was born,

.lex's
memories of his p;=ir-iw
^r^-.
early years are vague,
although one memory
viv.dly stands out. He
recollects waiting with his
older
brother and younger s.ster
every day by the rarlroad
tracks
for their father who
would throw the. '.candy,
toys, and

gro-

cery money as he rode by."

Alex states,

"it was fun... it was

dynamxte, it was his way of
coimnunicatxng wxth us." However,
other than at those fleeting
moments, Alex admits that he
rarely saw his "alcohoUc"
father.
instead, he and his older
brother, Larry, relied on their
maternal grandfather for

paternal companionship.

Mrs. Grey's father lived in
a

neighboring state and is described
by Alex as

"a numJ^er one

outdoorsman" who taught the boys to
hunt, fish, and survrve
in the woods.

Alex remembers spending

a

lot of time with his

.

-ternaX
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

^^^^^

tivities

Durxng Alex's n.nth
year, his parents
entered into
the earx, stages of
the ^aritaX confXiot
that wouXa Xead to
their separation and
eventuaX d.voree two
years Xater.
Claims that h.s father
wouXd ,o off on drinking
b.nges,
lea.ing the fa.xXy aXone,
and that oonse^entXy
Mrs. Orey
init.ated an extra-.aritaX
affarr w.th an oXd ar„y
buddy of
Mr.

Greys,

a raan

whom she wouXd later marry.

After his parents separated,
the famiXy reXocated
and AXex remembers hiding
in the ceXXar of his
home with his
brother Larry because neither
of them wanted
to move.

retrospect, AXex comments,
father."

m

never wanted to Xeave my

AXex dates his rnit.ai emotxonaX
probXems to the

famixys reXocation.

He describes the community
to which

they moved as "a pXace where
everyone kicked everyone eXse's
ass." After the move, AXex
started to have significant

difficuities in schooX and he began
skipping cXasses, hanging around with the XocaX crowd,
taking drugs, and often
running away from home.

He cXaims that in that town
"you

had to hang out in the streets because
you had to prove you
were tough because it was the onXy way
to survive."

managed

to

AXex

graduate from the eighth grade but did not
com-

tinue his education
beyond that po.nt.

He was the first
one

in his immediate family
to drop out of school.

At age 13, Alex experienced

a

major loss,

while out

canoe.ng, h.s maternal
grandfather fell out of the
boat and
dro..ned.
The specific circumstances
surrounding the death
are unclear, but Alex was
told by his maternal
grandmother
that his grandfather's fall
was caused either by "a
hit on
the head or a heart attack."
Alex recalls feeling sadness
and "hatred" towards his
grandfather "for being so foolish."
Alex boasts that after the death,
family members began to
call him by his grandfather's name,
"Alex," although they

initially did not have the name in
common.

m

the two years

following the death, Alex lived in
and out of the family
home.

On several occasions, he ran away
and lived "alone

out in the woods."

Alex reports that by day he worked
in

his paternal grandfather's tannery
and at night stayed in

shelter he had constructed that was equipped
with

burning stove.

I

was,

I

wood

it was during this period that Alex
thought

of taking his life three times because,

place

a

couldn't be happy."

"I

wasn't happy any

Four months after his

grandfather's death, Alex stabbed himself in the chest
and

cavalierly recalls,
with

a

a

"I

sat out in the woods for five hours

knife in my chest and nothing happened so

I

said

99

forget .t.-

s.x months later. Alex
remembers gettxng

a gun
and wanting to shoot h.mself
xn the head but not bexng
able
to "get up the nerve to
pull the trigger." Another
six

months passed and Alex thought
of hurting hxmself
time.

a

thxrd

On this occasion, he laid down
and covered himself

with snow at the bottom of
snowmobiles,

a

hill frequently traveled by

"hoping," he asserts,

"to be hit by one."

gave up the idea because "it got
too cold."

Alex

Alex believes

that no one in his family directly
knew about his attempts,

but IS certain that if they had
found out "they wouldn't be
upset,

they'd be bullshit,"

He says that he doubts if any-

one would have been surprised had he
succeeded in killing

himself as he was always doing "stupid things."
Alex returned home to live with his family
after his

mother remarried in 1975, although he recalls
being angry

because she was remarrying.

A year later, when Alex's mother

and stepfather moved, Alex went to live with his
father and
is currently

making plans to return for

a

high school edu-

cation at night and to eventually join the coast guard.
Impress ions

.

Alex participated in two interview sessions,

both of which took place at the adolescent drop-in center
where he had formerly attended counseling.
were scheduled for

a

Both sessions

mid-morning hour, and Alex specifically
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requested that he .e eaUe.
ana awa.ene. ^, .i,.,,^
before
each appointment.

Alex is

a

dark-haired, muscular
adolescent of .edi am
height who looks slightly
younger than his stated
age.
He
presented as clean but as
sloppily and inappropriately
dressed arriving for his
late autumn appointments
in jeans
and an open jacket and
without shoes or a shirt.
When asked
about his attire he responded
with what proved to be a

characteristically casual but tough
manner that the cold
didn't bother him.
general, an axr of psuedo-worldliness
surrounded Alex. This impression
would appear to be con-

m

gruent with his view of himself,
as at one point in the
interview he stated. "All the shit

I've done makes me feel

like I'm 30."

During the course of the interview.
Alex's

affective response to sad or
anxiety-provoking topics such
as loss or physical pain would
alternate between anger and

bravado.

At times, he seemed to be almost
laughing in the

face of death.
as

Alex described other members of his family

"pretty mellow."

son and

a

He portrayed his mother as "a nice
per-

loving parent" who gave him

"a

lot."

Alex re-

membered his father early on as an "alcoholic"
who would
throw things at the kids and often physically
abuse them.

Regarding his father, Alex made the analogy of

a

mother cat
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and a runt K.tten.

He saw himself as the
"runt of the

litter" or the one that hxs
father was always pushing
away.
Alex added that recently h.s
relationship w.th his father
has changed and that he's
finally getting the paternal
caring and attention that he
has yearned for since early
childhood. Alex stated that he
has always been "very closeto his brother Larry who he
described as "the space kid...

always spaced out on alcohol or
drugs."

Alex admitted dis-

liking his older sister Lucy and
referred to her as

bitch who hasn't trusted me since
home when

I

was younger."

I

"a

began to run away from

He enthusiastically spoke of his

three younger siblings as "dynamite"
kids.

The Devon Family

Identifying data
live in

a

.

The Devons are a working class family
who

moderately sized New England community.

They moved

to their current home from an adjacent
town seven years ago.

Anthony Devon, age
is

38,

is

employed in the area and

the primary breadwinner for the family.

age 37,

Joyce Devon,

frequently brings in additional incom.e by caring for

children of working mothers in her home.

Penny,

age 17,

the only child from Mrs. Devon's first marriage.

She is

high school drop-out who currently works part-time and

is
a

.
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shares an apartment wizn
ner bovfr-i^r.^
her
Oo/friend

m

a

nearby community.

Penny had moved out
Jt: or
of thp
^r^v.
tne "hr^mo
home approximately
four months
Pr.or to the inquiry. Scott,
age 2, is the only
product of
Mrs. Devon's second marriage
and lives at home.
Figure 7
is a genogram of the
current Devon family.

Members of Mr. and Mrs. Devon's
extended families are

situated in the area.

Both of Mrs. Devon's parents
are

deceased
Penny made several attempts on her
life during

a

period which began approximately one
and one-half years before the inquiry.

All the attempts occurred while she
was

residing at

Since age 16, Penny has had contact with

both

a

hom.e

.

local welfare worker and

agency for troubled adolescents.

a

counselor at an area
it was through these com-

bined channels that she came to the investigator's
attenti on

Available parental history

Mrs. Devon divorced Penny's bio-

.

logical father just prior to Penny's birth and
consequently

information regarding his family of origin is unavailable.
Mrs. Devon had been pregnant once earlier in the
marriage

but had suffered

a

miscarriage.

Mrs. Devon is the third child and only daughter
a

family of four children.

m

Her two older brothers were

married and live in the area.

According to Penny, Mrs, Devon
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is closest to her younger
brother,

Paul, age 34.

m

I960,

shortly af.er Penny's birth,
Mrs. Devon's father died
from
a "bad heart."
Similarly, .n 1963, Mrs. Devon's
mother died
from a heart attack while Mr.
and Mrs. Devon were on
their
honeymoon.

Penny recalls that her mother
and her Uncle Paul

took the death the "hardest."

Penny remen^ers in later

years discussing the death with
her mother, and in retrospect, says of Mrs. Devon,
She was close to her mother and she had
a rough time
after she died because I guess she was a
little brat
and she felt guilty about all the things
that had
happened between her and her mother. She felt
guilty
for giving her mother a hard time and she
used to
wake up crying.

Penny remembers her Uncle Paul divorcing his
wife after his

mother's death.

it was also during that time period that he

began to experience substantial and dehabilita ting
emotional
difficulties v/hich necessitated psychiatric hospitalization
on numerous occasions.
Mr. Devon is the youngest child in a family with two

children.

He has an older sister.

In 1975,

Mr. .Devon's

parents divorced and shortly after Mr. Devon's father re-

married.

Penny notes that both his first and second wives

suffer from breast cancer.
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'"'-^^^^^^^
Penny

was born .n 1960 to

Penny

.3

a

20-year-old .other who had
divorced

alcoholic father

a

few months pr.or to the
birth.

When Penny turned three, her
.other re.arrxed and Penny
was
legally adopted by her stepfather.
Penny's biological
father maintained erratic contact
with her until she was
six years old, when he gradually
stopped visiting.

Penny

expresses both curiosity and anger
about the fact that she
hasn't seen her father since that
time.

Penny had her first major experience
with death at
age three.

moon.

while Mr. and Mrs. Devon were on their
honey-

Penny stayed with her maternal
grandmother and wit-

nessed her grandmother suffer

a

heart attack.

She remembers

that she never saw her grandmother
again after she was taken
to the hospital.

Penny does not recall her own
emotional

reaction at the time.
Penny singles out

with

a

close and exclusive relationship

girlfriend, Tracy, as being an important aspect of her

childhood.
else,

a

Penny recalls,

"Tracy wouldn't talk to anybody

she'd just talk to me."

hov/ever,

Both families moved in 1970;

while Penny's family stayed in the area, Tracy's

family relocated in

a

neighboring state.

Penny experienced

the move as a painful loss and felt upset that she could no

"

"

longer see Trac, as
often as she woaia have
li.ed.
Por
several years foUow.n,
the.r ..tual relocation.
Penny re»e™.ers visitin, her friena
aurrn, sad t.^es ni.e
when ™y
dog died
.

Penny dates her difficulties
in school to the
family's 1970 relocation,

she recollects hav.ng
trouble

adjusting, not hav.ng friends,
bexng bored with the
school
work, and disliking her
teachers.
Consequently, Penny had
a chronic problem
wxth truancy and never
completed a high
school education.
retrospect. Penny recalls that
it was
also around the time of the
family's move that she discovered that her mother was
involved in an extra-marital

m

affair by eavesdropping on the
phone one morning.

Penny

began to feign illness in order
to stay home from school
because she worried that her "mother
might be fooling around."
During this period and the years
to follow. Penny started
using alcohol and drugs heavily and,
in addition, ran away
from home on many occasions because of
the constant tension
and frequent arguments that occurred
between her and her

mother.

Penny recalls that during the argument her
mother

would always threaten to send her "to reform
school."

After

she ran away. Penny explains, her mother
would always coax

her back home and then "the fighting would
start all over
again
.
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When Penny was 15,
.er „ot.e..s extra-.arital
affa ir
te^inatea. x.e .elation.Mp
.aa at that po.nt
.eco^e an
expUc.t topic Of discussion
between Penny ana her
.other
After the breakup, Mrs.
Devon's relationship
w.th her husband improved, however,
the quality of her
relationship w.th
her daughter deteriorated.
Towards the end of this
sa.e
year. Penny's half brother.
Scott, was born.
Penny recalls
feeling pleased about the
b.rth because she had
"always
wanted a sister or brother."
Several months later. Penny
made her f.rst suic.de
atte.pt. She recollects
her parents
threatening to get rid of her
ailing cat and as a retaliatory move she swallowed a
bottle of potentially toxic
medicine,
over the course of the next
two years. Penny attempted
to take her life numerous
times and fre^ently found
herself
in psychiatric or medical
institutions.
She cites fights

with her mother and unsuccessful
relationships with boys as
the primary reasons underlying
her suicidal behavior. During
this time, she found herself moving
in and out of the family

home-going

to

live with friends or relatives
when things

became "too awful."

Penny recalls this as

stantly going back and forth."

a

period of "con-

She would leave the house

and her mother would often send the
police out to "force"

her home,

vrhen she

recurned home, she and her mother would
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ana s.e wo.Xa

Penny ™et an. .e,an

^

^^^^^^^^^^^
3

.eXaUonsMp w..H aa„

a ™an .ou,.X,
yea.s
^3
he. sen.o. who was
separate. ,ro. ,,3 w.,..
p..,,
states that he. „othe.
cont.nuea to t.y to
coax he. ho.e
untU afte. she was
.nt.oa.ced to aa,.
that point, .ecause she "liVfari"
t^,,
likea Jay,
Mrs. Devon agreea to
allow Penny to
permanently move ouz
out ot
of the
t-h*^ family
f ^rr,s
^
home and cohabitate with
him.
i

lEHressions.

Penny is a blonde, slight
aaolesoent of aver-

age height who presented
as carefully dressed
and neatly

groomea during the fxrst of
two scheduled interviews
at the
adolescent drop-in center where
she was attending counseling
Although cooperative. Penny
seemed highly anxious and very
much in control of her affect
demonstrating few rf any spontaneous feelings during the
appointment. Although she had

been informed earlier of the
length of the interview, she

revested

to terminate it early expressing
concern about her

boyfriend Jay, who, if kept waiting
outside too long, would
head for the local bar.
A few hours before the second
scheduled meeting.

Penny called her therapist and cancelled
the

interview-

appointment stating that she was too busy
to attend.

Her

therapist suggested that Penny was probably
reluctant to

.
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cssion wou.a ,i.e ...e

to o.e...eX„.„,

,,,,,,,
Howeve., with eacou.a.e.ent
.ro. .e. therapist
ana weX.a.e
wo..er. Penny aeciaed
to follow th.o.,.
on so^eth.n, .o. a
c^^ange^^ and a secon.
interview was a„an,ea
at her ho.e.
The second meeting
provided a striking contrast
to
the first.
Penny appeared at the
front door with her ha.r
in curlers and generally
seemed more open and relaxed,
showing the investigator
around her house and offerxng
coffee

Penny described herself
as

quief around

people that

she doesn^t '.now, but claimed
that she gets 'along
with
people pretty good
Although she stated that she
.
rarely
fights" with others, she admitted
to being extremely stubborn''

especially in relation to her
mother who she described
as stubborn'' in addition
to having
a

''very

bad temper."

Penny speculated that major
difficulties in the mother-

daughter relationship stem from the
fact that she and her
mother are so much alike.
Penny added that she knows that

her mother "would do .anything"
for her.
her stepfather as

a

Penny characterized

quiet, passive man who ''people find
hard

to get along with" because they
don't know how to interpret

his retiring manner.

Penny referred briefly to her four-
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year-old brother as

"a

Ii^m^ dev.l"
^
little
and gleefully
consented

The Bur ton Fami

^^^^^^imn^.

The Bu.tons are

famUy who ™a.e thei. .o^e

co^nity.

in

a

1

^7

wo.X.n, class CathoUc

a

moderately si.ed .ew
England

The Burtons have lived
in the.r current
location

for the past 16 years.

They have been ™arr.ed
sxnce 1951.

Michael Burton, age 50. .s
presently unemployed and
receives monthly checks fro.
the federal government
for a

service-connected disabrlity.

Ann Burton, age 45, is
self-

employed and began her own
business outside of the home
10
years ago. Figure 8 is a
genogram of the current Burton
family.

The Burtons have nine children.

The oldest

daughters, Angela, age 25 and
Barbara, age 24,

west Coast.

Each has

a

Uve

on the

single child born out of wedlock.

The Burtons' oldest boy, Johnny,
age 21, holds
job as a manual laborer and lives
in

a

a

full-time

separate apartment

in the lower portion of che
Burton home with his girlfriend.

Laurie, age 18, is employed
as an aid at

a

local state

mental hospital and resides five
minutes from the Burton

home

m

her own apartment.

Lisa, age 13;

Peter,

age 16; Kenny, age 1^;

Phillip, age 12; and Dawn, age

8

all attend
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public school and live
at home.
Mr. Burton's father
is deceased and his
mother U.es
Close by. Mrs. Burton's
parents are both alive and
reside
in a nearby city.

Although three of the Burton
children have .ade attempts on their Uves, Laurxe
was the subject of the
inquiry.
She attempted to take her
life twice within a one-month
period in May, 1977 while
living at home. After the
first
attempt and at the urging of
her mother, Laurie sought
help
at a local mental health
facility.
shortly after, she made
a

second suicide attempt.

it was through her therapist
at

the mental health facility
that she came to the investigator's

attention as

a

probable participant for the
project.

Available p a rental histnrv
area and is an only child.

.

Mr. Burton is a native of the

when he was seven years old, his

father died of heart disease and
according to Laurie "his

mother dumped him onto his grandmother and
she brought him
up."

Laurie comments that her father "hates his
-mother" to

this day because of her actions.

Mr. Burton was raised by

his paternal grandparents along with their
only son.

states that her father recollects

a

Laurie

cruel upbringing with

his alcoholic grandfather "beating him until he couldn't
feel pain anymore."

At 15, Mr. Burton dropped out of school.

.

and,

.

.

in order to escape
ne abuse
F the
aDuse ct home,

ran away to join

the marines.

4->.«
Whilo
-in
»viij.xe in
tne service
ivxce, .vir.
Mr Burton
r,iv-<-^
completed
his high school deg.ee
and experienced hea.y
co^hat in mi,
He received a medical
discharge from the armed
forces in

1950.

Since his discharge, it has
been difficult for Mr.
Burton to remain steadily
employed due to a chronxc
problem
with alcohol. He has been
unemployed for the past three
years
No historical information
on Mrs. Burton was

available

Current family histnrv The adm.c.o....
Laurie was born in 1959, the
fourth of nine children.

Her

memories of early childhood are
vague, her earliest memory
being a hazy picture of the family's
move to their current
home.
Notably, none of her early memories
involve either of
her parents.

In retrospect, Laurie describes
a "hectic"

home environment from early on, colored by
her father's
chronic alcoholism and her parents'

frequent arguments.

Laurie states that her mother was the
primary caretaker for
the first eight children as her father
was always away from

home drinking at the local bars.

T^vo

years before the last

child. Dawn, was born, Mrs. Burton started her
own business

outside rhe home.

Laurie asserts that her father began to
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drink more heavily
ly

th.s

pent because her .other

was be-

co..n,.ore.„.epenae„t...

Once Mrs. Burton
be.an to .or.
-rie ana her s.bX.n.s rare.,
saw e.ther parent
..r.n, thl
aa. an. saw the™
onl, occas.onaUy
,

at n.,ht.

-

extent,

.he chUar^n

to .ena .or
the.se.ves.

^ecalls that her .other
..almost

aiea^.

.aur.e

wh.le aeU.erin,

nawn, although she
aoesn.t re.e:*er her
own reaction or the
-action of other fa™.l,
.embers at the ti.e
.aur.e re-r.s that the reversal in
parentai roles was complete
wh^n
Mr. Burton c^.t hrs
30b three years a,o
to be ho.e to ,et
nawn ready for school,
.aurie consents, "He was
l.ke the
wife, he really was."
.

Laurie remembers her father
ranner as

a

often accused her .other
of infrdelxty.

very jealous man who
•

.

when Laurie was 11,

she states distastefully
that her father forced
her to

masterbate hi„.

Laurie was "freaV.ed

and felt •guilty and ashamed."

ouf

by the incident

She kept the rncident to

herself until "it just came
out one nxght when
in front of other family
members.

I

was drunV

Several years later,

Laurie discovered that, her father
had made sexual overtures
to her two older sisters
and, at the txme of the inquiry,
she states that the only
daughter that he had not touched is
Dawn.
Several wec-ks prior to the interview,
Laurie reports

.

that her father tried
to "^^r.^rape ^^
her when they both
were
drunk

Laurie graduated from the
exghth grade and rather
than attending h.gh
school she .'hung

out." took drugs, and

dran. heavil,.

she ad.its that she .s
one of the heaviest

drinkers .n her family,
second only to her father.
the next several years.
Laurie worked perxodically
16 began what was to be
a

a

Dur.ng
.

and at

long term relationship
with Bob,

19-year-old teenager also heavUy
involved wxth alcohol.
In the summer of 1976.
Laurie had her first experi-

ence with death.

Mr. Burton's aunt asked
Laurie to care for

her 78-year-old paralyzed
husband while she entered the
hospital to have a tumor biopsied.
While Laurie was alone

with her great uncle, he died.

Laurie remembers the ex-

perience as "horrible" but states that
she was not close to
her great uncle emotionally and thus
she did not react to
the death as

a

personal loss.

A few months later, Laurie was
told that her great

aunt had terminal cancer.

Laurie admits that she was close

to her aunt and her pending death was
a source of upset for

her.

Around this time. Laurie became depressed and
increased

her alcohol intake substantially.

In November of 1976.

she

discovered that she was pregnant, and arranged an
abortion
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the following January
because she was "too
young to have a

chiia."

Five .onths later Laurie
„ade her first suicide
atte.pt by consu.rng a
.rxture of alcohol and drugs
one
afternoon while at ho„e in
her roo™. Laurie recalls
that
the only family members
at home at the time
were her 12-yearold brother PhrlUp and
her father who was ..drunk...
;,t f.ve

O'clock that afternoon, she
remembers telling her brother
to
alert her mother that she had
..taken too many.'.
Laurie
states that according to her
mother, Phillip nonchalantly
delivered this message when the
family convened for d.nner
after Mrs. Burton arrived home
at 10 o'clock.
Later on the
same evening, Laurie's brother
Johnny, alledgedly experiencing difficulties with his
girlfriend, took an overdose of

sleeping pills.

Laurie expresses surprise when
thinking

back on the incident and
was like that, that weak,
minded...

later.

comir.ents,
I

..1

didn.f think Johnny

thought that Johnny was strong

Laurie's second attempt occurred several
weeks
Laurie recollects that, at the time, she
was de-

pressed because she had lost her job and
also feeling conflicted about leaving, her boyfriend in
order to go and visit

her sisters on the West Coast.

Again, she mixed alcohol and

drugs, but insists that she did so only so
she could tolerate lying in the sun and getting

a

sun tan.

She explains.

"
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d.dn.t really try to kill
myself the second txme...i.a
taKen all those pills for
a reason... so I
could nod out in
the sun
"I

.

Shortly after her father's
attempt to sexually
assault her in August of
1977, Laurie moved out of the
Burton home and into an apartment
nearby.

impressions

.

Laurie participated in two
interview sessions

at the mental health facility
where she previously had been
in psychotherapy.
Although initially difficult to
contact,

once arrangements were made to
begin the inquiry, Laurie was
cooperative and punctual for the
appointments. Laurie is a
tall,

slightly plump, brunette teenager who looks
her stated

age.

She was appropriately dressed and
groomed for the

interviews.

Laurie's calm, unruffled manner while she
spoke

was suggestive of an individual who
takes things in stride;

however,

a

chronic ulcer condition and frequent flight
into

drugs and alcohol belie this facade.

Laurie described her-

self as "a pretty decent person," however, she
seemed to

have little understanding of herself or insight
into her be-

haviors.

Her description of family members also had

ficial and at times concrete quality.

a

super-

She characterized her

father as "crazy" and "alcoholic" and stressed his repeated
sexual advances towards his daughters.

Laurie spoke of her
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"-iesa.eaz lof
now."

an. .3 .ope.-..n.e.
.0

w.a.^ ,oin,

on

Angela, the oldest,
„as 3i.pi, .esc...ea
as ..co™.n,

elabo.ate when talUn,
about he. sister Barbara
an. saxd.
She's liKe the sweetest
person, but she's really
fia^ey.'.
Laur.e described her
older brother, Johnny,
as bexn, 'Very
ambitxous,.. and her
younger brother,

Peter, as .'easy ,oin,

and lazy...

Kenny was pictured as
"always do.ng stup.d
stuff because .'his only way
to relate is to be
funny...
Laurie consented that her
sister ijisa
Lisa is
IS

"

and her brother Phillin
J-xip is
IS
and stubborn as hell...
est.

Dawn,

1,
a nice kid,

'..t
at

the v
boy stage"

wicked

sensitive,

penally, Laurie described
the young-

as similar to her sister
Barbara -flakey and in-

appropriately seductive to visitors
in the Burton home.
The Frank!

Identifying data.
who reside in

a

i

n

F^m^

The Franklins are

]

a

working class family

moderately sized New England town.

The

family has lived in their current
home for the past 15 years
George Franklin, age 46, has been
employed steadily
as a packer for a local company
since

dren.

the birth of the chil-

Joan Franklin, age 42, began working
part-time five

years ago to supplement
the family income.

children in the F-ranvi-;^,
-t
Franklxn famxly.
the current FranlcUn
fa.xly.

age 21. holds

age 19,

IS

a

F.gu^e

9

There are five
is a genocram of

The oldest child, Carlene,

full t.rae ,ob and l.ves
at home.

employed at

a

Nancy,

local nursing home, and
six months

prior to the inquiry had moved
out of the family house
into
a two room apartment
the area.
The

m

three boys, Steve,

age 18, Stuart, age 13, and
David, age 11, all reside at
home.
The two younger boys attend
public school.

Numerous members of the extended
family live in the

general area.

Mr. Franklin's mother is
deceased.

The second oldest child, Nancy,
has

several suicide attempts.

a

history of

She made four attempts on her
life

during the year prior to the inquiry.
curred while she was living at home.

All the attempts oc-

For the past several

years, Nancy has been attending
counseling at

center for troubled adolescents.

a

local drop-in

it was through this agency

that she came to the investigator's
attention.

Available parental histnrv
about her parents.

.

Nancy volunteered little history

Mr. Franklin is

is one of many sisters and brothers.

a

native of the area and
Prior to his only mar-

riage to Nancy's mother, he spent many years in
the Navy.
In 1976, Mr. Franklin lost his mother who died
of brain
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greatly by her death

Na.e, states

.e.

Mr Franklin's
Pr-^r.^
.
Mr.
father is still alive
^

,

and resides nearby.

Mrs. Franklin is the
oldest of three children,
she
l^as a younger sister
and brother.
Mrs. PrankUn's sister.
Elaine, 18 years her
junior. „ade a suxcxde
atte.pt seven
years ago whxle residing
wrth the Franklrn family.
The
reason for the attempt .s
unclear, .fter the attempt,
Kancy
recalls that "they wouldn't
let Elarne come back
to the
house... they put her away
somewhere."

Current famil-. history: The adnl
.s.ent ,^j^ers.Bective

.

Nancy

was born in 1958,

the second child and daughter
in the

Franklin family.

From her earliest years, through
and after

the arrival of her three
brothers, Nancy remembers feeling

like a loner and

a

peripheral family member.

She vividly

recalls both parents threatening
from time to time that she
was not their child.
that she's adopted.

Consequently, she harbors the fantasy

m

life in which everyone,

fighting,

being

a

addition, she recollects

a

family

including her parents, was constantly

of her parents she remarks,

cat and my father

a

dog."

"It's like

ray

mother

Nancy also remembers her

mother frequently telling her father in the
midst of

a

fight
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to

"get out."

Nancy asserts, "it
±z aidn
didn'tt h..>.
bother me because
it wouia ,u3t ™ean
getting .ia of one ^ore
unaesirable
person...
.ancy recalls be.ng
constant!, piCea on
in the
family ...eca.se X was
the au^ one...
Her experiences at
ho^e were recapitulated
in school,
when she was xn the
thira graae, school
personnel axsco.erea that
Nancy had a
hearing problem and
conse^ently she was placed
in a special
Class With other .'slow
ch.ldren...
she recollects people
ma'.ing fun of her academic
status and states, '.even
.y
mother would call ™e 'retarded....
she cites thrs negative
feedback as the reason behind
her decision to skip school
Classes in the following
years.
Nancy admits that all her
life she has had thoughts
of killing herself or KUling
others and, .n fact, m.ade her
first suicide attempt at the
age of 10 when, after a fxght
with her mother about school,
she tried to hang herself from
the stair railing.
At 13, she entertained thoughts
of killing her mother and father, and
actually tried to stab her

sister after

a

fight but was stopped by

a

babysitter.

It

was around this time that Nancy's
mother began to drink

heavily and became "an alcoholic."

Shortly after, Nancy be-

gan to skip school and take drugs.

She remembers frequently

feeling depressed and turning to drugs
for an escape.

Her

friends, she teels,
fpfz^ie
were never available
awxe "to
^
CO h^.^
near about
it"
when she was depressed.
^>,.Durina this
Inuring
period, Nancy had an
accident
which she .ell down
so.e stairs and
sustained
an ar. m^ury which
eventually re^i.ed
hospitalization
S.e recalls bem.
brightened in the hospital
when "they had
me strapped down to
the table
^ne
tablP ^.r.^
and they took a white
sheet

m

also ang.il, ,e»e:nbers
receiving no .Isxts f.o.
her family
during the hospitalization.
The next several years
were unhappy ones for
Nancy
and she has trouble
recalling the» accurately.
it was a
period during wh.ch she
ran away fron. ho^e several
tx.es because she was having
problems at school and at
home and
thought her fam.ly would be
"happier" without her.
she
states, though, that her
father always can,e after her
and
reasons that it was "because
he needed somebody to give
hell
to... he wanted somebody to
beat up."
her seventeenth

m

year, Nancy became pregnant
twice and decided to have an

abortion each time because she was
afraid of delivering
deformed child as

a

result of her drug hxstory.

a

In addition,

she asserts "if my parents found
out, my father would have
told me to get out and never
come back."

Nancy states that

she feels very guilty about the
abortions and expresses

concern that she

wUl

someday be pun.shed by
God for her be-

havior.

When She was 18 ana strlX
in high school. «ancy
was
•thrown out of the house" for
cjuitting her part-ti.e
job.
However, school personnel
negotiated her reentry xnto
the
home.
During the same year, she
experienced her first death
in the family.
Her paternal grandmother
died
after

longed illness.

a

pro-

Nancy recalls her parents
forcing her to

go to the wake even though she
didn't want to attend because
"I'm afraid of dead people."
It was against the backdrop
of these events of her

late adolescent years that Nancy
made four attempts to take

her life.

She cites as reasons for the
attempts, trouble in

school and with her family, and
just being "sick of everything."

Notably two of her attempts followed
her first

abortion.

Although vague about her parent's reaction
to

three of her attempts, she vividly
remembers her father's

reaction to

a

fourth.

She recollects her father "putting up

his fist and threatening to beat
me up."

At the beginning

of her nineteenth year, Nancy moved out of
her house per-

manently.

She remembers that she was the first of the

children to do so.

Nancy commenred that unlike previous

occasions, her parents had almost no reaction to her de-

cision to leave.

.

liMi-s.

Nancy participated .n two
interview sessions,

both Of Which

tooT.

Place at the adolescent
drop-in center

where she was involved in
counseling,

she was 15 or 30

minutes earlv
rxy ror
for f^ar^h
each o^a^^^„
session and was cooperative
but
tense throughout.
Nancy is a short, plump
teenager with
freckles and light brown frizzy
hair, who was attired for
both sessions in boots, dungarees,
a sweater,

fatigue jacket.

and an army

Throughout the interviews, Nancy's
manner

alternated between a casual toughness
and

a

childlike naivete

When discussing life events her
affect was generally appropriate
Nancy described herself as an
individual who lik.

people and tries to be honest with
them.
though that,

She did comment

"I'll take so much from somebody and
then I'll

start to fight back."

Nancy felt that involvement with drugs

is her weak point and she stated
that she's always
"I

running—

try to run away from things hoping
they'll clear up."

Nancy's description of family members reflected
her

feeling of alienation from all but her youngest
brother,
David.

She described her father as an angry man who
"can't
.

sit down and have a simple conversation with you,
he always

yells."

Nancy referred to her mother as "an alcoholic,"

who's "a bitch when she's drunk... you can't even say boo to

.

her."

carlene. the oldest in the
famxly, „3s characterized
as someone who "flares up
a lot."
Nancy spoke of her
brothers as always fighting among
themselves or with her or
her parents
The one exception was her
brother Davrd who
she recalled used to "stick up"
for her when she was in
trouble, overall, Nancy described
a family in which re.

lationships are characterized by
hostility and lack of communica tion

CHAPTER

IV.

LOSS AND SEPARATION:
ASSOCIATED

AFFECTS AND COGNITIONS
All events within, as well
as outside, the family
sphere have affective and
cognitive associations for
family

members.

Loss and separation are
predictable occurrences

within l.fe, and have associated
meanings and feelings for
members of a given family. These
meanings and affects, in
addition to the occurrence of the
events themselves, will
ultimately determine the role that
loss and separation will
play VIS i vis

a

family system.

One approach to understand-

ing thoughts and feelings about
loss and separation in

a

family is to explore through history
these events and the

circumstances surrounding them with family
members.

The

purely historical information presented
here, however, need
not be taken as accurate; its accuracy
is not where its

importance lies.

Rather,

it is significant in reflecting

the emotional and cognitive themes that
are foreground for

those involved in the remembering process.

Kantor (1975)

notes that "many historic themes are based on events
which

either did not take place at all or were radically
different
from the way in which they are remembered"
127

(p.

61)

.

He
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further states that what is
important about historic
themes,
•is not that they resurrect
past events as they actually
happened, but that the content
and processes associated
with
such themes recur in the present"
(p. 61).
Thus, an exploration of events in the remote and
recent past, as well
as the present, may yield
cognitive and affective themes

about loss and separation which have
roots several generations back.
A basic assumption of the
investigation was that the

meaning of loss and separation would
prove important in families with

a

suicidal adolescent member.

The data gathered

from the members of the Balasco family,
as well as the six

adolescent participants, provides numerous
exam.ples of cognitive and affective themes involving loss
and separation.
These themes are reflected not only in the
content of the

narrative but also in the manner in which family
members,
individually and together, convey information.

Examples

drawn from the narrative of the Balasco fmily are
particularly illustrative of the historical quality of such
themes.
These data are rich with information about loss and sepa-

ration which spans three generations; consequently, it illu-

minates the transmission of cognitive and affective thematic
material across generational boundaries.
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Family Findinag

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^iSl^-J^rs^^M^

Both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco

'

s

recollections of events of loss
and separation in their
respective families of origin
were the.atically productxve.
The first memory of note,
drawn from Mrs. Balasco 's
family
of origin, concerns her bxrth
which occurred prematurely,
shortly after the oldest boy
in the family was hxUed
in an
accident.

Mrs. Balasco recalls:

"""^^
"
sidewalk
and'^ill'^'^^
and killed him.
So I only weighed two pounds
when I was
born. Apparently, when this
happened to my brother, Tt
was almost a still-birth type
of thing.
My mother i^ust
have gone through some kind of
emotional strain
i
know from my aunts talking that
I Uved for two 'months
in the hospital because my
digestive system was really
bad
I guess I couldn't keep
anything
my stomach.
^^"^
hospital before I was
hnJ ""^l Tl^^ ' "^^"^^ ^^"^^
apparently, I had gone
'
Wk*-into the hospital for some time again
bacK
and I valways had a problem with my stomach.

m

fi ^

'

Here

a

birth is associated with

oldest child has such
is almost lost.

a

a

death.

The loss of the

powerful effect that

a

second child

As Mrs. Balasco reconstructs her. birth
and

the first few months of life,

and tenuous survival emerges.

a

picture of physical fragility
She connects progressively the

loss of her brother to the health problems
suffered through-

out her life.

only

a

Thus, she suggests that loss represents not

threat to her survival at birth, but

a

threat to her
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on-going physical well-being
as well.

Mrs. Balasco xnt.-

mates that she .s never
entirely free fro. the
i.pact caused
by the original loss. The
following dialogue with Mrs.

Balasco further illustrates
belrefs which she holds about
the relation of her own
development to the family's
loss of
the oldest son.

Balasco

's

The focus of the interchange
is Mrs.

sister, Evelyn, who was unable
to talk.

Mrs. Balasco: Now I only know
this through my aunt., i
don't know why, but we would
kind of lead
her and she would make sounds
and apparently we used to do the same
thing; that's
why sometimes I tend to wonder
whether- my
brother being killed had an effect
on my
mother.
i think that in some
ways it
must have, but you know, you just
hate to
say things like that.
Interviewer: What do you mean?
Mrs. Balasco: Because apparently
my brother and I were
certainly healthy as far as normal intelligence goes, even my brother, Jimmy,
and yet we really didn't talk, we
just
made sounds too.
Interviewer:
So you're wondering why your mother
didn't
intervene and get you talking?
Mrs. Balasco: Yes.

With these thoughts, Mrs. Balasco expresses
an aunt's, as
well as her own, fantasy that her brother's
death proved so

emotionally debilitating for her mother that she was
unable
to help her children through a crucial developmental
stage.

A third recollection underscores the disabling aspects
of
loss.

In reference to the dead child, Alan,

and the two

handicapped children, Evelyn and Jimmy, Mrs. Balasco speculates

:
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She had a blood condition,
those three children th,.
burden was just too much for
her .. .because aU if her
sisters and brothers lived to
be good ages.
No

tirst
irst three, I'm sure it did

^°
a

I

"ith'her

job on her.

Here, Mrs. Balasco associates
loss with deteriorating health
and eventual death. The link
between poor health and loss
is present again in Mrs.
Balasco 's description of the onset

of her ulcer disease :ust

a

few months after the death of

her mother.

When asked how she and other family
members experienced their mother's death, Mrs. Balasco
struggles to put her

thoughts together and in the process openly
grapples with the

meaning of the event.

She states tearfully:

At the time, I don't know. .when I think
back on it when
my father come home and said that my mother
had died
my mother was only in the hospital for two
days... you"
know that we didn't realize that my mother was that
sick
...we didn't know anybody that went to the hospital
and
I didn't know what it means when
somebody dies. Well I
guess you do know what it means when somebody dies, but
really you don't know what it means either. But when
my father come home and said, "Get the kids cleaned up,"
.

I

did.

In this statement,

Mrs. Balasco speaks of the circumstances

surrounding her mothe-r's death in an almost apologetic tone,
referring to her own and her family's feelings of ignorance
regarding the loss.
loss and

a

There seems to be an association between

deficiency in the cognitive realm.

Mrs. Balasco
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e.phasi.e3 ..r
an. Wit.

a

.naMUt.

to conceptualise
loss at t.e ti.e-

sM.t

tense stresses .e.
inaMX.t. to co^p.e>^ena loss ... t.e
present as weXX. However,
.er concX.a.n,
co..ent reflects an
attr...tion of .eanrn,.
she recalls
her father's demand
that she ..get the Xids
cleaned up,..
making an association
between
«uwtien loss and unmet
needs. When
her mother dies, her
father and the re^t
.
^^^^ ot
of the family
f
become
<^ependent on her and she
states. ..^hafs the way
It was after
that...
Thus, her association
of loss and dependency
xs .ade
not only to a particular
event or .o.ent in ti^e
but also to
an ongoing perxod in
the life of the famxly.
Zn Mrs.
•

1

^

Balasco's memory, the absence
of her mother mar.s the
beginning Of the family's
explicit dependence on her.
When discussrng her mother.
Played

a

s

death. Mrs. Balasco drs-

considerable amount of sad affect.

She began to

cry openly shortly after the
topic was raised and she cried
sporadically for the duration of
that particular interview.
During the discussion. Mrs.
Balasco frequently pu.^ctuated

her affect with statements like:

^on-fusually talk about

tw'^^''^
I
that
this happens,

I

it because I know
probably need some help myself.

Oh I just can'z think about it,
I don't know why it
still bothers me.
i never can talk about it.
You'd
think after 30 years it wouldn't
bother me no more.
I

guess I've always thought that when
you lose your par-
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ents you don't cry enough,
when you're older and vn„
lose someone you really
get it out nf
when you're young it doesn't
''
egister
at ^""^ ""'"^
'^m
you cry enough it's just there

ITT'

With these comments, Mrs.
Balasco links childhood loss
to
feelings that are powerful and
enduring. Agaxn her remarks
assume an apologetic quality and
convey

a

sense of personal

inadequacy, this time in the affective
realm.

She seems to

feel helpless and deficient in the
face of the potent affect

evoked by remembered loss; she
subsequently expresses reluctance even to think or talk about it,
lest she be overwhelmed

by feelings.
When asked, Mrs. Balasco

is

unable to recall how the

rest of her family felt about her mother's
death when it

occurred, and she insists that even now,
is unaware of their reactions.

the same way that

I

do,

I

30

years later, she

She comments,

don't know."

"They may feel

while she is able to

share the affect associated with her mother's death
in the
interview, she admits that she never broaches the
subject

with members of her family of origin because:
really don't know if they can talk about it.
I don't
talk about it to .them because I know that I always cry.
If I tried to talk about it, I'll end up like this.
I

Mrs. Balasco

's

reluctance to discuss the loss with members

of her family underscores her associated feelings of inade-

quacy in the affective realm.

She wonders if her family like
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herself

win

p.ove unable to talX about
and bear the feelings raised by loss.
Briefly,

to surmnarize,

Mrs. Balasco's associations

to events of loss and
separation in her fa.ily of
orxgin

fall into

a

number of thematic categories.

A major theme

surfaces in Mrs. Balasco's repeated
linking of physical
disability and illness with loss.
A second theme relates
to Mrs.

Balasco's associations to loss
as an unthxnkable, unspeakable, and emotionally unmanageable
event.
These associations are mediated by the theme
of personal deficiency in
the affective and cognitive realms.

Dependency, an associ-

ation which Mrs. Balasco makes not
only to an event of loss,

but also to

a

period of time following that event,
emerges

as a third salient theme.

Family of orig in: Mr. Ralasnp.

Mr. Balasco's recollections

of loss and separation in his family
of origin present some

thematic complements as well as contrasts to
the memories of
his wife.

Overall, Mr. Balasco's narrative conveys

ture of a strict,

task-oriented family life on

the children "were brought up as

a

a

a

pic-

farm where

working machine."

The

farm was the family's sole source of livelihood
and its sur-

vival literally depended on zhe crops and animals
raised on
the land.

The rate of production corresponded to the number

of Balasco children in residence
on the farm,

vjhen the

children grew older and started
to leave home, „r.
Balasco
recalls
Then for my father
^ner tne
the reality
re^^i +-,r came,
the workhorses had
left
left.
The production of the farm
fell apart
.wagons
'°
""^^^"^^
a month!'
^ once
^

.

.^-i

—

After several years in the Navy,
Mr. Balasco returned home
to find only his parents, his
youngest sister,

Theresa, and

his handicapped brother, Peter.

In this recollection he

presents an image of stagnation:
The farm had dwindled ... the cows had
gone to nothing
In some of the years I don't think
some of the stuff
had moved in 10 or 12 years.
Pieces of equipment were
all in the fields.

Thinking back to the years just prior to his second
marriage
Mr. Balasco admits:

The farm had really closed down because when the
labor
takes off
and they had no money to pay.
In these and many other similar statements, Mr. Balasco
as-

sociates deterioration and disruption of productive forces
on the farm with the departure of the Balasco children.
Here, the gradual loss of the children or "the working

machine" presents

a

progressively serious threat to the

family's survival.
Mr. Balasco comments on the termination of his first

marriage in

a

similar vein:

:

:
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was divorced,
was the cm^^f^
at it

Ll
'

lore^^f^:::' 1^?^'^:/^^^
think that
^

v

couldn^t make

''^"""^

can never knock thatself, if only we had had
been together.
I

rr-i

vt

a

^

the farm
a

living

t7

'

:ee'^rpar:'
"®

With these comments, Mr.
Balasco associates

^°

"^T^^i^ve
"""^'^
a

major sepa-

ration in his life with the
inability to produce on the
farm,

Paradoxically, abundant production
on the farm also
carried negative associations
for Mr. Balasco.
Lxving on a
farm sensitized him to repeated
loss and separation because
of the perpetual harvesting of
crops and slaughter of animals. He recollects becoming
"despondent at killing time."
He explains

Once you've been a farmer, anything
tied to the land,
death IS a very bad thing... i never
liked to see things
die, even when the corn was cut
and being blown into
the silo, the corn was so high
and then we would have
to cut it and blow it
and it was kind of sad seeing
this thing produce so well that
you had to kill it
i
may not show it but I'm not partial
to busting up things.

m

Mr. Balasco recollects these feelings
about the slaughter of

animals
had a hard time' with animals on the farm at
killing
time.
We... I used to get very despondent because my
father would cut out of the herd of 4-500 about 20
to
30 pigs to be slaughtered.
I used to feel pretty bad.
These were animals that you saw born from a litter and
chat you took care of and this kind of bothered me,
but
what could I do?
I
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Although harvest and slaughter
helped the fa.ily survive,
Mr. Balasco had difficulty
accepting

the loss involved,
and

he recalls feel.ngs of
disruption, hopelessness,
sadness,
and helplessness xn
conjunction with abundant far™
produc-

tion.

Most notably, he linXs growth
with loss, and association which is congruent with
an earlier link between the

departure of the Balasco children
and the deterioration of
the farm.
As the children grew and left

home, the farm be-

came barren, and as a result, the
remaining meters of the
Balasco family could barely survive.
The following dialogue between
Mr. Balasco and the

investigator about the two children who
preceded him in the
birth order and died of Black Diphteria
reveals further associations to loss.
Interviewer:

Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

Did your family ever talk about the two
children before you that died when they
were infants?
Yes, there was talk, that I was next, that
they thought that I was going.
They were one and two years old when they
died and you were an infant?
I wasn't even born.
How was it that they thought that you were
going if you weren't born yet?
After I was born I had the%ame thing and
as I recall many of them talking about it
they gave me a shot of orange juice and
casteroil, but I was turning just like
them, blue and everything else and they
said that I was going to go but for some
ungodly reason I survived.

Interviewer:

So, when you were
older you heard th
they had talked about
the f.^^ff

.

thought that you were
next
^
^^"^""5 that?
it felt kind of
gruesome to a certain d
gree that I was here
and the other onef"

L

Mr Balasco:
Mr.
Ba,

between

hL^'nfL"
''^^^

Mr.
Mr'^BrLT"
Balasco:

passed awav"'
"^'^ ^° you 'mean, difference^
if

i

want t
Tsons

k""

^^^^^

^^^^ -^^^
""^^^^^"5 like that.
I didn't
•

It

Nobody likes compar-

°* ''"^^ "^^t anybody
;
el«»
else IS or what
they want to do.
I al-'
'
Tsaid"'?'^
1 said, I'm '''"f
a loner.

°"

like

The associative processes
which occur in this interchange
suggest a strong lir.k between
Mr. Balasco and his
two dead
brothers, or between Mr.
Balasco and impending loss
("they
said that

I

was going to go...").

Mr.

Balasco's unprompted

introduction of the topic of
comparison underscores the association, and his subsequent
associative flight from that
subject to self reliance and
isolation implies that the
link between himself and his
dead brothers may be one that
is difficult to sustain
affectively and cognitively.

Mr. Balasco

's

remarks intimate his perception
of

a

Indeed,

merging

of early identities; as he recalls
it, the family's loss of
his brothers seems synonymous with
its anticipated loss of
him.
Thus, in this way, he sees his own
survival as tenuous.
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Mr. Balasco associates
vulnerability and helplessness
with

hxs own anticipated loss
and, paradoxically,
morbxd feelxngs
about his suivj.vai
It was gruesome...").
[

Later in the narrative, Mr.
Balasco aga.n refers to
himself as "a loner," this time
when addressing the top.c
Of friends.

His remarks illustrate hxs
difficulty sustain-

ing a relationship when the
affects and cognitions associated
with loss or separation are
involved.
He states:
''"^ ^
friend that
^
r""'
I was in the linen
business and he was my
^^"^^1
'
separated from
^iTt .
^
before,
I
just
don't want
;
K
nobody
else's
problems.
if i wane to get up from this
table and go and lie down and I
don't want to have to
worry about the guy next door and his
problems.
1?°!''
J^'IV
met while

I

T

Here, Mr. Balasco sees his friend's
marital separation as

posing
as
a

a

threat to Mr. Balasco's everyday routine
and, thus,

representing

a

worry and

a

burden.

Mr. Balasco expresses

strong preference not to be involved in these
problems.

He simply refuses to associate himself
with separation,

choosing instead isolation from his "closest friend."
In summary, Mr. Balasco's affective and
cognitive

associations to loss comprise

a

number of themes.

Through-

out his narrative, Mr. Balasco consistently associates
loss
and separation with farm production in both its barren
and

fertile phases.

Thus, a pronounced associative theme for

.
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Mr. Balasco involves contrasting
aspects of growth.

Pre-

dominant affective themes include
hopelessness and helplessness.

Finally, Mr. Balasco

flight from direct personal

's

association with loss and separation
suggests that he questions his ability to manage the
affects and cognitions involved and experiences them as

a

threat to daily existence.

He seems to turn to isolation from
events of loss and sepa-

ration as

a

resolution.

action constitutes

a

This pattern of experience and

third salient associative theme of in-

adequacy
Mr. and Mrs. Balasco'

s

associations to loss and

separation in their respective families of origin
reveal
that they share a number of meanings and
affects about these

events, although at times the particular themes which
unify

their associations vary.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco associ-

ate loss and separation with

a

threat to family survival;

however, the thematic representation of this threat differs
for each.

For Mrs. Balasco, the associated threat is one of

physical debilitation, while for Mr. Balasco, the threat is
one of infertility and subsequent unavailability of necessary

sustenance.

Similarly, the Balascos perceive loss as

a

threat to their personal survival, as suggested in their

individual associations of vulnerability at birth to the
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aeatn Of the chUa.en
p.eceain, the..
loss Of the

..rU.r chiia.en on M..

to lin,e. fo. hoth,

The i„..et of the

ana

BaXasco se=.3

although in aiffe.in,
„a,s.

Mrs.

BaUsco

associates her own continued
physical fragxl.ty with
the
loss. While nr. Balasco
lin.s his own persistent
e.otional
vulnerabiUty „.th the early
deaths, w.thin the
affective
sphere, although each of
the Balascos ™aKes a
nurrO^er of

idiosyncratic associations to
loss and separation, both
share feelings of inade^acy
in
this realm.

Mr. and Mrs.

Balasco express reluctance to
talk or think about loss
and
separation and both appear to
doubt their ability-as well
as the ability of

others-to manage the particular
affects

and cognitions associated with
loss and separation.

^Ji^^^itE£atJalasco_famU^.

the Balascos talk about

events of loss and separation
spanning the first 10 years of
their marriage, familiar associative
themes reappear. The

most readily recalled losses by both
Balascos were the
deaths of their parents. Mr. Balasco
's mother and 'Mrs.
Balasco

's

father died within a week of each
other, roughly

two years into the Balascos' married
life.

father died approximately four years
later.

Mr. Balasco's

Of note,

the

interchange between the Balascos about these
deaths during
the interviews is marked by particular
behaviors.

Mr.
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Balasco consistently defers
to his w.fe regarding
factual
information pertinent to these
losses. Por example,
he as ks
about the year in which
each individual died and
the chronological relationship among
the deaths.
On these occasions.
Mrs. Balasco responds
quickly in an almost rote
manner to
provide information. However,
once the actual circumstances
Of the deaths are discussed,
Mrs. Balasco begins to
weep
quietly and continues to cry
throughout the discussion. Her
display of affect i-epiefaencs
represents a notable
nn^^-hT<= contrast
to her husband's controlled emotional
stance.
When asked about her feelings
regarding the closely
occurring deaths of her father and
mother-in-law, Mrs.

Balasco replies:
think it made it easier in one way
because Christine
was a baby. My time was pretty
much taken up with her
and that probably helped me not
to feel quite as badly
as I might have if i had not
had her.
I

She was asked to elaborate and she
continues:

Well Christine was

a baby and she needed me to be there
all the time.
Well, I don't know if i put more work
into Christine.
I'm not sure, I was so thrilled that
I had her because all of that time
I didn't think I was
going to have a child.

Here, Mrs. Balasco responds to

association to

a

a

question about loss with an

newly born baby whose needs preoccupied her.

She concludes that statement by commenting
on the strong un-

certainty in her mind surrounding the birth of the baby.
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These associations

.Mch

Mrs. Balasco ™a.es
to loss, .ea.
a 3t.on, .ese^^Unce
to t.ose wMch
she ™a.es ea.Ue.
to
events of loss ana
separation .n .er
of ori^.n-

Wi,

and the needs of others
beco.e predominant.

-St notaMe

sim.Xar.ty to her earl.er
associations is illusMrs. Balasco.s presentation
of affect around the

trated
topic.

However, the

Mthough denying that

the two deaths had a
major

impact upon her, Mrs. Balasco
cr.es throughout the
discussion

she responds,

•!

don't think that

I

could ever forget."

Again, both her remarks and
her emotional stance
suggest
that she experiences loss
as potent and enduring.

At different points in the
narrative, when referring
to his mother's death,
Mr. Balasco makes the
association of
loss with deterioration of
farm production.
He first recollects

a

period of time after his return
from the service

when he lived for

a

while on the declining farm.

Finally

deciding to end permanently his residence
there, he takes

a

job elsewhere and recalls:

used to go back to the farm and help
on my days off and
cut hay for them... but I noticed in
my mother that she
was failing.
I

Thus, as he recalls the time period
leading up to his mother's

.
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death, Mr. Balasco connects
her failing health to
the detariorating farm. There is
also an implication that
he
associates personal inadequacy
or helplessness with
his
mother's death as he recollects
that despite his efforts
to
produce (i.e. cut hay"), his
mother's health fails. A
second statement made later in
the narrative regarding
the
actual death of his mother again
pairs poor farm production
and loss.
Mr. Balasco recollects:
She died of Dropsy.
She had a heart condition. You
see
the history of my family goes way
back, at that particular time, we were having a little
trouble with the farm.

The following interchange illuminates
other associations

made by Mr. Balasco to the loss of his
mother.
Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:
Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco

Interviewer
Mr. Balasco

How long did it take you to forget^
Well it took a good year and a half to two
years
So it took some time to adjust?
I never said much.
You kept things to yourself.
Like I told you, I'm a loner.
If i got
anything to say like if a guy is going to
get me mad then I say it but other than
that, I see a lot of things in the world
that I would talk about but there's no
sense, it doesn't give us any welfare.

With these comments, Mr. Balasco again identifies
himself as
"a loner"

in respect to loss,

expressing reluctance to talk

about and share this experience; he associates doing so with
a

threat to his well-being and the well-being of others.

Regarding the death of his father, Mr. Balasco recalls:

5
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T

found out that he
'
we'^rt^'thrh^sp^tll'^t"^^
really slayed
me.
He instilled in us that
f
could never go down?
'
""^^
nt'^o th! h
liospital to see
him it kind of hurt me to
Those are things that I
''"^^ ^h"haven' t't ^^'""^
have stayed „i?h me fo^
that
a^htle "°'f/"^^°<3^
'
person down. i didn't
1^^"" Powerful
expect ;o
'''^ '''^"^s that I
saw in him in the last.
,

^

Dominant in this statement
atement is an association
between loss of
power, or helplessness,
and iuss
loss Itself.
itss,l f
Foreground in Mr.
Balasco^s .emery are h.s
father's sub..ss.on to xllness
and
i

subsequent loss of power as
well as Mr. Balasco's own
reaction of feeling "slayed"
or helpless.
Mr. Balasco's words
also reflect a strong
association
of d.sUlusionment and

loss.

In addition, he alludes
to the enduring quality
of

his reactions and confirms
earlier feelings of reluctance
to
talk with others about his
responses and reactions to loss.
In the following interchange
Mr. Balasco provides

some understanding of the manner
in which the respective

associative themes to loss made by
the Balascos interact

within the marital relationship.
Interviewer:
Mr.

Balasco:

Interviewer:

Did you turn to each other during
these
times for support?
Oh, my wife is very supportful.
I used to
see her crying over the stove because
of
her father and I knew that my mother's
mixed emotions were involved in it too
Would you say that your wife was doing 'the
crying for both of you?

Mr. Balasco..

i

think she was, because
she did it

ZlTTt

.V

'^'"^

- ways
b"'''
^^=^"s^
I don't show
emotion
sometimes, maybe I have
it inside because
I m human
but I try not to fall
'

li^^r

a

r-

'

^"^^

'°

^'^-^^-^^ together

The lack of reference in
these cor^ents to any
verbal exchange between the Balascos
suggests that they are
just as
reluctant to discuss loss
within the context of their
marriage as they are with other
individuals. Mr. Balasco's

associative juxtaposition of his
wife as an emotional sponge
and his own fear of falling
helpless
("like a

baby)

in the
face of loss implies a reliance
upon his wife to manage the
affects associated with loss and
separation. Thus, within
the marital relationship, Mr.
Balasco defers to his wife to

handle the feelings connected with
loss much in the way that
he looks to her to manage the
factual or more cognitive aspects of loss as demonstrated earlier.

Mr. Balasco

's

re-^

liance upon his wife in both the
cognitive and affective
realm,s is congruent with his
isolative stance regarding loss

and separation and his associations
of helplessness and in-

adequacy.

Thus, Mr. Balasco feels a need for
his wife's

emotional management to preclude his becoming
helpless and
unmanly.

This complements

of Mrs. Balasco

's,

a

predominant associative theme

the creation of needs and dependency in

.

conjunction with loss.
loss

ai f-i,
v,
^
Although
she
perceives herself as

inept at the ™anage™ent
of the affects and
cognitions linked
With loss, she seen,s
to accept i.plicitl,
her husband's
dependency on her w.thin th.s
context. „r. Balasco,
^ust
as he d.d in earlier
recollections, represents
himself
within the ^arrra.e as a
loner, disassociate,
himself fro.
the unmanageable aspects
of loss and separation.
This d.sassociation mainly seems to be
accomplxshed through a minimization of loss-related
communication with his wife.
„rs
Balasco also represents
herself within the context
of her
marrrage as she did in earlier
memories, as being strongly
gripped by the potent and
enduring aspects of loss and
separation; although she, Irke
her husband, experiences then,
as unmanageable.

Like her husband, Mrs. Balasco
isola.es

herself by not talking about or
sharing feelings about loss
and separation.

However, while Mr. Balasco's
isolation

supposedly frees him from experiencing
the affects and cognitions associated with loss, Mrs.
Balasco 's isolation
serves to immerse her in the very
affects and cognitions
that she seems to fear,

within the marriage, as long as

talk about loss and separation is
minimized, the relative

isolation of the Balascos is reinforced and
they are free to
play out complementary roles in the realm
of dependency.

"
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Later in the interview
session, when asked to
reflect on losses and
separations after the birth
of the
children, Mrs. Balasco introduces
the topic of her miscarriages and frequent
hospitalizations. As she tries
to

remember this period of time,
she begins to cry and
admits:
'° "'""^

l\ltTf\l7^
I'n Lyfng?

'

^"^'^

'

—

^'-^

"^^^--^

through
thinking

Again her associations stress
the difficulty of thinking
about loss as well as its persistent
and potent affective
qualities.

Tearfully, she describes her second
miscarriage,

the subsequent births of her
last two children,

sideration of

a

and the con-

hysterectomy:

Christine was about three and one-half
and then before
I had Teddy I was pregnant
four and one-half months and
I lost that baby.
Now Christine would have been about
five at that time... but that was a
very difficult miscarriage because I had evidently miscarried
the baby
but I didn't miscarry the placenta and
I was very sick
at home for a long time not realizing
that I was going
through labor and at that time finally, I
just... every
time that I got out of bed there was just
massive
bleeding and finally I said to Ben, "I have to
go to
the hospital, l have to go somewhere and
get some help,
and sure enough I had lost the baby and that baby
was
supposed to be born the September before Teddy was born,
so I got pregnant right away after I had that.
When asked how she handled

a

sudden loss like that, she

responds:
Well, I really felt badly because I did want other children and where I had had many problems with my periods
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and

I

had had D&Cs and so forth,
to try to correct fh.

...you know I've had

a serious blood condition
for
'^^''^^
serious
it is
'
"^"and
...and then
th' ''f
I got
pregnant with Davy and I felt that t
shouldn't push my luck any further
even though i did
want more children, at the txme
xt was 3ust at the
point that If I pushed my luck
any further, I might not
be here to take care of them.
So I decided all In all
that It was best that it was
done... it was quite a
""^^^ '
''^''^''^^ ^""^ forunately I'm
stiirhere""^'"^

These lengthy statements reflect
an interplay of associative
themes which previously have proven
salient for Mrs. Balasco.
In response to the loss of an
unborn child and the potential

loss of her child-bearing capabilities,
Mrs. Balasco alludes
to birth,

the tenuousness of birth,

during physical illness (i.e.

"a

physical fragility, en-

serious blood condition"),

trauma, and finally the tenuousness of her own
survival.

The appearance of this configuration of associations
in an

account of
Balasco

's

a

lost child is notably reminiscent of Mrs.

earlier associative links to the loss of her

brother Alan.
gression from

in addition,
a

a

s

associative pro-

serious blood condition to the birth of her

third child, Davy,

bears

Mrs. Balasco'

to the tenuousness of her own survival,

striking resemblance to an earlier association made

to her .othe..s death,

oespite the fact that Mrs.
Balascc

alludes to the conceptxon
and h.rth of both Teddy
and Davy
her statement, Davy see.s
to occupy a special
associatlv
position. Although only
implied in these statements,
^,rs.
Balasco explains elsewhere
in the narrative the
medically
documented cause and effect
relationship between her blood
condition and gynecological
problems. The serious nature
Of her illness made chUd-bearing
increasingly dangerous
for her.
Thus, as the last child
conceived, Davy posed the
most serious threat to his
mother's health, in addition to

being at high risk himself.

Notably in her statement, it

is her reference to Davy
that is associatively bound by

comments about the seriousness
of her blood condition and
the tenuousness of her survival.

Mrs. Balasco

's

tions imply that either Davy or
herself, or to

a

associalesser

degree Teddy, were potential objects
of loss for the family.
Mr. Balasco proved quite subdued
during the dis-

cussion about his wife's child-bearing
difficulties, and

when asked about his reaction to the second
miscarriage
sparingly responds:
Well I was kind of depressed because you know
this girl
was sick all the time and with Christine
around and I
was working two jobs, it was quite a strain.
Here, on the topic of the loss of an unborn
child and sepa-

rations fro. his w.fe
necessitated by her f.e^ent
hospitalizations, Mr. Balasco
associates to depression and
the
strain placed on hi. by
the demands ™ade by
others, the implied connection to loss
and separation being
feelings of
inadequacy. Regarding the
period of time following
the
birth Of Teddy when Mrs.
Balasco had been advised to
have a
hysterectomy, Mr. Balasco recalls:
was worried about her
sr,^ ;c
two I.ttXe s.aU
c...TrenTnt
I

t

^'^^

f.^/.^::?^

The prevailing association
here see.s to be to the
permanent
loss Of Mrs. Balasco herself.
A second implied association
is Mr.

Balasco

Balasco

-s

-s

inadequacy in the face of this
loss.

Mr.

link of the events of this
period of time with .he

loss of his wife are congruent
with her preoccupation of the

same events and the tenuousness
of her survival.

Both

Balascos associate to the potential
death of Mrs. Balasco

direcrly before and after the birth of
their third child,
Davy.

Davy seems to be both explicitly (for
Mrs. Balasco)

and implicitly (for Mr. Balasco)

loss of Mrs. Balasco.

associated to the potential

Speculatively, Davy may represent

personification of anticipated loss for the
Balascos.
Notably, as the talk about loss and
separation in
the family after the birth of the
children continues,

the

subject of Davy dominates che discussion even though
as

a

a
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child he was never separated
fro. the famii,.

„,3. Balasco

explains that due to a bone
disease, Oavy lost the
use of
his legs for roughly three
of his first four years
of Ufe
and required braces for the
following four years. Both
parents recall this txme as
a critical
one in their lives,

and their associations to

Davys temporary

loss of his legs

and their own loss of a
normal child are congruent with
past

associative themes.

Mrs. Balasco recollects
spending

"VlOths" of her time at home attending

to

Davys needs.

She defensively explains:

What do you do with
that
that

s

a little one that has a
problem like
you Dust try to make him a complete
person and
very hard to do and of course in
making him into

r

'
'^-^ -'^^
you cai- 1 le^";:
^^^y
^ed without talking to him
ITri
n?
and playing
with him. He really had no
activity outside
he wasn't like Teddy who I
could get dressed and
let him play out back in the sand
box... so I would arrange these diversions... painting,
drawing, and stories.

Characteristically, Mrs. Bala.sco links
loss with unmet needs
or dependency.

Although she dominates this topic conver-

sationally, Mr. Balasco, when asked how
he felt, interjects:
It was kind of tough.
i used to come hom.e from work
at
night and see him sitting there in his
wheelchair.

Again, Mr. Balasco makes the familiar
association between
loss and helplessness or loss of power.

Thus far, Davy seems to figure prominently in the

Balascos' associations to loss and separation.

On the eve

y

.
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Of the last interview with
the Balascos, Davy
again became
the focus Of the
aiscuss.on. On this occasion,
Davy had
been absent from home for
two days wxthout his
parents'
permission, and this unexpected
separation, although emotionally trying for the
Balascos, provided the
investigator
with an opportunity to observe
their reactions to a current
loss

Tense and angry, Mr. Balasco
forcefully dominates
the discussion with remarks
that primarily address his
own

shortcomings as

a

provider and

a

father.

He states:

"'^'^'^^

—

"^^^^
^--^^
^^^^
into
t^iTLT
this
and ItI gives you a long long
look at what have I
done wrong.

in'and'thaf T

The mistake lies with me...

I

made it all along.

The biggest mistake that I ever
made especially with the
two boys was not to clobber them
until they couldn't walk,

As he experiences separation from his
son, Mr. Balasco

's

thoughts and feelings seem to be colored
with associations
to personal and productive inadequacy
as well as to power-

lessness.

As Mr. Balasco perseverates on the theme
of in-

adequacy, Mrs. Balasco quitely ponders Davy's
situation com-

menting:

You know the thing that I'm afraid of with youngsters
IS that most of them carry no identification
and you
wonder. .they could get into so much trouble, well not
.

trouble, but an
accident
know who they were
^""^
wouldn't
that s^what^^f
anything. Their
"^^^
father doesn't r^''"'
Of these things.
all
I've been un
I went to
'^^^ ^^--ing
work at 6:00, but
l^lT"
^ ^^Pt getting sick
stomach.
to
•

'

my

As Mrs. Balasco
experiences separat.'n
.
separation from
Davy, her
thoughts ^urn
turn to " an
=
accident" and she seem^
seems -in a way to
be
r.

conte^p,..,^,

m

.

^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

alo„„ 3.e recalls
actually .esponain,

^Uness

13 .n .e.

linked with

lodc-

^^^^^^^

to na.y.3 absence

-ate.e„t, M.s. Balasco.

sto^aC. t.e .oa, or.an
.ost ..e^entl,

and ^separation in
her narrative.

These assoc.atxons are re„.n.scent
of Mrs. Balasco's
earlier recollection in .h.ch She
connects the death of
her hrother,
Alan, in a car accident
with severe and enduring
stomach
problems.
the course of her
remarks. Mrs. Balasco
also
contrasts her o™ involvement
with her husband's
seeming
emotional isolation from
the separation.
Mr. Balasco underscores his Wife's division
of emotxonal labor when
he assents

m

^3i:;:s-:
-e^

-

ha-d.

XeTbac^f

o^f-r.:---:-

Here Mr. Balasco assocxatively
reinforces the family myth
that to speak of loss
is to introduce an
emotionally unmanageable topic. He restates
the couple's emotionally
iso-
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lat.ve stance with re,.ra
to one another.
He goes on to
-l<e a final association
to the separation
when he says:
aiiracK,

and tnen what do

I

gain.

With this remark, Mr.
BaXasco connects powerlessness
and
threat to his physical
well-being with
separation.

both parents see™ to
experience

a

separation

fron,

a

Thus

Davy as a

severe threat to their
well-being or survival.
In retrospect,

the affective and cognitive
associ-

ations to loss and separation
which are foreground for the
Balascos in their carried and
famUy life notably recapitulate salient associative
themes from their respective
families Of origxn. The narrative
suggests that associative
themes of dependency,
helplessness, inadequacy, physical
illness, emotional isolation, and
threat to survival, contribute to the internal experience
of loss and separation for
Mr. and Mrs. Balasco, as well
as dictating their respective

behaviors and responses to these
events.

The data also illus-

trate the interactional potential
of associative themes and

suggest their importance in the
determination of implicit
and explicit relationships between
and among family members.
As Davy's narrative is reviewed, a
number of associ-

ative themes to loss and separation
emerge, many of them

bearing

a

strong resemblance to the motifs that
play

a

prominent role .n t.e
associations of Ms
parents,
x n an
early .e.ory, .avy
reconstructs the situation
at
auring
a perioa when Mrs.
Balasco was hospitalized
for complications arising from
her blood condxtron.

W

He recalls:

It was a huge house
v.^^ io
mother it looked Il^e a
sha™^ es"°:he'1
^^^"^ "^"t
the drain... because
lik.
and he didn't
ti^e trcle^n'nd"'"'
little then, anyways she
^afg^ing
i

W

i-

1^

into

ch^L^'an^di^
the hou'se w^::^!

thr:^-"^

'turif

'
^''^

"^^^^^ someplac: and

initially, Davy connects
separation from his mother
with a
disruption and breakdown in
the everyday working
order of
the house.
His description of a
deteriorating household in
the absence of his mother
resen^^les Mr. Balasco' s reconstruction of the deteriorating
farm
the absence of his
siblings. A second dominant
association is one of helplessness .
Davy perceives himself as
well as other family members as unable to bring order
to the chaos caused by
the

m

loss.

in particular, Davy connects
his own helplessness

with his physical disability,
thus Unking physical 'illness
with separation.
general, Davy creates a picture
of a

m

family whose needs go unmet in the
absence of the central
female figure; like his mother,
he associates loss and dependency.

In overview,

Davy conveys the feeling that al-

though the loss is a temporary
one, it presents

a

threat to
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the day-to-day
existence of himself
and the family.

Davy re-ne^bers that
g.ow.ng up ,e relied
on his sister Christine a
great deal and when she
^oved out of the
house he notes:
She left home and I
didn
problems. After she lef/
hy.ernat.n, .n
•

+-

^

° ^

^/^^'l^^^l^

^^^^^

J^--ed^_

Davy responds to the
departure of his sister with
emotional
isolation. His association
to "hybernating" suggests
that
he experiences the loss
of his sister as a threat
to hxs
emotional survival. The
associative link between
separation
and isolation appears
again as Davy talks about
his feelings
regarding the family's recent
move from one co™:,unity to
'

another.

He resentfully states:

5°/""""^ '''^^^^
there and then I
move
move"here
here and I know no one and i
got to stay here and
there's nothing that I can do
about it and what's the
in addition to isolation,
Davy links helplessness to sepa-

ration in this remark.

Da^

asserts that the most paxnful
loss that he has

experienced is the death of his Aunt
Lydxa, approximately
seven months prior to the inquiry.
He explains:
close. ..we'd always talk and she'd
always take me out places and we'd
always be doing stuff.
I would have given up
my life so she could have lived.
a.elt so rotten inside.
My heart broke into a million

ILTIV"^
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pieces

-

.

I

f el

t-

i

-;

j

•

ao.....
^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^

implies that her ICS.
Ioq- was so
e^otionan, overwhelming
that
he desired to di*::^ t7-;+->, -u
"^-^
'^^ ^^^^ -^^1= to tolerate
the
affect evoked by her
absence
a
.
•
^^lient association
made between loss
and helplessness.

-

^-ion

-.3

In general, Davy
=0
to associate
/ seems tn
loss and sepaWith a threat to h.s
e.ot.onal well-bein,
or s.rv.val

association is congruent
w.th the .nderl.in,
association
to loss and
separation .ade by both
his parents. P.rther-e, specific associations that
are foreground for
.avy, such
as helplessness,
dependency, isolation,
disruption, and physical disability,
recaoitni^K^
recapitulate many of the
associative themes
which dominate the
narratives
rratives of
nf his
k,parents as they speak
about their families
of orir,,n
Of
origin, ^v.
their marriage, and
finally
their family u.e.
oavys experiential rendering
of loss and
separation represents a
blend of the affective
and cognitive
associations expressed by
both Balascos, and
illustrates the
perpetuation of associative
themes across generational
boundaries. Most importantly,
not only does this
associative
material signify a link with
the emotional past but
it represents a bond between and
among family members wichin
a par-

ticular sphere of family
experience in the present.
Adolescf^nf Findinq

c;

Although lacking the generational
depth provided by
the data from the Balasco
family, the narratives of
the
adolescent participants are rich
wxth cognitive and affective associations to loss
and separation.
As demonstrated
with the Balascos. individuals
may share bas.c meanings
and
affects about loss and separation,
although the themes which
unify these meanings and affects
m.ay differ for each.
The
associative material gathered from the
six adolescent participants consists of striking thematic
contrasts; however,
careful scrutiny of the material
reveals that all six ado-

lescents share
separation.

a

basic experience with regard to loss
and

For brevity's sake, this portion of
the dis-

cussion will include the associative
material of only four
of the six adolescent participants.

Nancy FrankHn

.

Although Nancy recalls only one death in

her extended family, her recollections of that
loss are vivid.
When she was 18 her paternal grandmother died.

As she speaks

of the loss, Nancy focuses mainly on the wake
and the family's

expectations that everyone attend.

She adamantly states:
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I

guess that it's the snirf/n

^

^ ^ ^^^^

^^d

Here the p.i.ary association
to loss and specifically
death
is fear.
She implies that the
dead are not really dead,
or
that loss is not final.
Nancy admits that her
fear of dead
people was fostered in part
by ..my aunt, who used to
tell me
that When a person in the
family dies, they're going
to come
after me." A dead relative,
Nancy thus asserts, does
not
rest but instead poses a
threat to her safety. Nancy
angrily
explains that her parents
..forced.' her to attend the
wake.
Before and after that event she
had a dream xn which her
dead grandmother .'used to
come alxve and come into my
room
and try to choke me." In the
dream, Nancy links loss with
violent physical injury. Once
again, she does not feel safe

in relation to loss.

At the v«ke, Nancy recalls
that her

parents ..dragged" her up to look
at the body and she says,
"I

was scared and mad but

I

couldn't do anything about it."

Along with anger and fear, Nancy
connects loss with helplessness.

Indeed, as she describes the wake,
she paints

ture of victimization.

a

pic-

She depicts herself at the mercy
of

her parents and her dead grandmother,
as she is "forced,"
•dragged," and "choked," in this
associative account of loss.
In early childhood, Nancy remembers
an incident in

.

which he. pet gerbels
were flushed down the
toilet by her
mother While Nancy was
away at school.
.„,rUy, Nancy
recalls:
It would be like if
somebody ^^^^^
into a river., like if t w.o picked
..sel. ana 1 .;ef ^h^t^

nn

^ dumped
.

me

l^^^^^i^^^^l^^lT

Again Nancy Un.s loss with
feelings of helplessness
and
physical injury. Remembering
her reaction when she
returned
home from school she says:

Here Nancy recalls explosive
anger and muteness, xmplyxng
that the affects which she
experienced around loss were potent and unspeakable, and
emotionally isolating.

At age 16, Nancy was separated
from her family when
she entered a hospital for
an operation
on her arm.

She

relates her most vivid memory of
the experience:

sheet'andTf
they
they've
ve got to

"^"^'^

^^^^
^^^^ ^^^'^^
a sheet over her head.

7""
put

^

-^ite
^--^^

The dominant association in this
memory of her separation

from her family seems to be one to
death itself.

Con-

currently, Nancy experiences feelings
of helplessness ("they

strapped me down")
As Nancy talks about her two successive
abortions,

which occurred approximately

a

year prior to the inquiry, she

remembers feeling

'^c,u.te

depressed" and admits,

-i

feel

that someday,

something is going to happen
to me for doing
it."
in addition to the
association of depression,
Nancy
links retribution with loss.
In summary,

several associative themes
are dramatic-

ally represented in Nancy's
narrative.

sociates loss with

a

she repeatedly as-

threat to her safety asserting

con-

a

crete belief in the return of
the dead and implying on
a
more abstract level that loss is
not final and that the

living are helpless when confronted
with the affects and

cognitions associated with loss.
fear, violence,

Nancy's associations of

and physical injury are subsumed
under

second major associative theme, that
of retribution.

a

Both

her fear for her safety and her fear
of retribution suggest
that Nancy associates loss with

Mtk.Tesinski.

a

threat to her very survival

Although Beth associates to numerous inci-

dents of loss and separation,

a

particularly revealing area

of focus is her father's loss of function
following

a

stroke.

Her initial associations to the stroke are
of severe physical disability and helplessness.

She recalls:

He was a lump. .he couldn't talk... he slurred
his words
...he was blind in his right eye, he couldn't
walk, and
he couldn't go to the bathroom or anything.
.

Beth goes on to express associa tively an
underlying concern

of losing her father.
It was like taking
care of two babies
care of my little
brother and him

t

h ^

.

*° "^''^

Here she associates
loss and infantile
helplessness. Beth
loses Mr. Tesinski as
a father and he
becon.es needy Uke a
Child and dependent on
her for his daily care.
The associative link between Mr.
Tesinski and children
appears again,
this time in a dream Beth
has following his stroke.
I

was in the school yard of
St. Theresa's Hiah an^

r

x

^^--^^^

^
:h:i:°iini o°rcSidrL""r
they were h^fd-n^^rt;
h^^ h:f s'hlnd^^^^d he"
saying good-bye and I kept
telling him "no" and t
screaming at him and he just
kept^wa^Lg good-bye.
in this dream sequence,
Beth sees her father as
literally
associating with "little kids"
and leaving her while in

L

their company.

This association suggests
again that she

links loss with regression or
a return to a childlike
state.
She also seems to experience
herself as powerless to prevent
the separation anticipated
in the dream.

The content of a second dream which
also occurred

following Mr. Tesinski's stroke,
underscores Beth's preoccupation with the loss of her
father:

7

-""^ PJ^""^ and she said
Ihlt'^J.^f^i^'^
that my father had died and °"
I got upset and she
said
that he was going to say good-bye
to me before he died
'^^"^"^^'^ looking out the window and
my father was
-!=fi
talking by on the porch, so I went
out ther= and I

started crying for him
and I qot really
r^^ii.r hysterical
.
just kept
and
walkma
a-i.ivj.ny away
JT
awav .nH^
and he was t-aiv-inr^
group of people and they
^
just keot^nov
looking at me like
I was nuts.

^

Within the dream, Mr.
Tesinski is alive for
people outside
the family, but not
for Beth or her
mother.

suggests that in Beth'

equivalent to loss.

s

m

mmd

This imagery

separation from her father is

this sequence, Beth
experiences a

progressive range of affect
culminating in hysteria. it
seems .hat as the fmality
of the loss and her helplessness
to prevent it become clear,
the associated affect
becomes
overwhelming and proves threatening
to her emotional stability.

A concluding implication here
is that the ack-

nowledgment of loss ("I started crying
for

him'-)

and severe

emotional instability C'they just kept
looking at me like

I

was nuts") are linked.
To review, in these and other
statements about loss

and separation, the associative themes
of helplessness, re-

gression, and overwhelming affect are
foreground for Beth

Tesinski.

Most importantly, she seems to doubt her
ability

to maintain emotional equilibrium when
confronted by loss.

Linda Petite

.

Linda Petite articulates

references to loss and separation.

a

narrative rich in

The associations in the

sequential excerpts from the following dialogue are repre-

:
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sentati.e of some of the the.es
which dominate her cognitive
and affective experience of
loss and separation.
The dialogue begins as Linda tearfully
reflects on feelings of
loneliness
"^'^^^^

_

Interviewer:
Linda:

I don't like to feel
lonely.
Sometimes I
think that is why I can't cry
at wakes or
fiinerals because of the loneliness
of the
person who's dead.
i just think that to
feel sorry for someone who's
dead is like
saying it's ok to feel loneliness.
Do you sometimes feel that you
are as lonely as someone who's dead?
Um hum. Sometimes I just feel like I'm
the only person in the world
and that
these are people that I've created
my
mind... that I'm not really living, it's"
only a dream and that I wish I would
wake
up from my dream.

m

In the initial part of this interchange,
Linda associates

death and loneliness.

She explains that to allow herself to

experience the affect associated with loss, is to
feel the
loneliness which she links with death.

Thus,

there is an

implication that she connects loss with emotional
isolation
and that the affects linked with loss and
separation pose

considerable threat to her emotional survival.

a

Linda goes

on to make further associations to loss:

Linda:

Interviewer:
Linda:
Interviewer:

Death doesn't scare me, it's the way I'll
go that scares me.
What is it about the way that you'll go
that scares you?
Pain, I don't like pain.
You mentioned earlier that there's a history of cancer in your family.
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Linda:
interviewer:

interviewer:
Linda-

That scares me.
Are you afra.a that

it

„U1

happen to ,ou.

Are other ^e^hers of
your fa.rly afraia
happening to them?
NO ..well my Aunt
Brig.tte was just cured
Of leukemia but she
had cancer and mv
Aunt Madilyn had cancer
but it 'as taken
out and my mother doesn't
have Tt buf
sometimes I worry she will...
it scares me
"'^
Giselle
that scares me, it's
that's'
the pain.

Here Linda confesses
fear about the pain which
she connects
with separating from others
(i.e. "the way I'll go").
As
she recounts a partial
history of the occurrence
of cancer
in her extended family,
associative links appear between
cancer and women, specifically
her mother and her maternal
aunts as well as herself.
Finally, coming a full
associative
Circle, Linda links cancer
with fear and again fear with
pain.
Thus, Linda seems to make a
cognitive link between being a
female in her family, contracting
cancer, and the threat of
painful separation. The specific
association of Mrs. Petite,
cancer, and the threat of loss
appears again in the concluding

portion of the discussion as Linda
explains her reaction to

occasional illnesses suffered by her
mother:
Linda:

r ^
Interviewer:
Linda:
Interviewer:
.

Every so often she'll get really
sick like
with the flu and then she'll be ok
and
other than that my mother hasn't been
sick
Do you get frightened when she's
sick'
Yeah.
What are you frightened of?

—

^
^
Interviewer:
.

Linda:
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that "r.^^"^^^--""^^
shes 3ust lying around. Sometimes^ut
^
visualize her being dead
What's that like''
i feel that if she
dies I'll have a lot of
responsibility and I won't be able
to do
things because I'd have to be
like
mother to my sister and my brother a
and my
father and sometimes I get angry
when
she's sick and sometimes I
like the feeling of having the responsibility.

With these comments, Linda
makes
loss and her mother.

a

'

direct association between

The associative consequences of
such

a

loss are increased responsibility
for Linda within the

family context and concurrent restraints
on her personal
freedom.

Finally, she associates feelings of
ambivalence to

loss, describing an alternating
experience of anger and

gratification.

Linda's crying and labored speech throughout

the interchange further suggest the
emotional strain which

she connects with loss.
A broad review of the material in these three
ex-

cerpts illuminates Linda's tendency to equate fear
of loss

with death itself.
her mother as dead.

She admits to occasionally thinking of

Moreover, she reflects upon her own

vitality in uncertain terms ("Sometimes

I

just feel like

I'm the only person in the world... that I'm not really
living,

it's only a dream").

As Linda feels loneliness or

separateness from others, she experiences herself as dead.
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- are succinctly stated by Linda

in a remark
about a close friend who
recently left for the
West Coast-

u::'n:xn%o"^:

^r^r-

stm

^

Although angry at her friend
before her departure, .inda
admits that;

3^:.::r:.:::%\^-\::tbyr":hrdL:OYe...she didn't
say
good-bye.

even call to

In these remarks about
her
ner friend
^ru
rriend, T-ir,^^
Linda first
equates sepa-

ration with death and secondly
connects loss with not having
the opportunity to say
good-bye, thus implying that
she
feels affectively cheated. This
latter associative theme
occurs repeatedly throughout
Linda's narrative.
In summary,

the associative link between
pain and

loss and separation seems to play

narrative.

a

dominant role in Linda's

within the cognitive realm, she
associates

pam

to cancer and cancer to the
threat of loss of the female

members in her family.

Linda's affective presentation of

this material suggests that she
experiences loss and sepa-

ration as painfully overwhelming events
that evoke feelings
of extreme isolation,

fear,

anger, and ambivalence.

Her

equation of loss and separation with death
further underscores
the associative link between loss
and isolation.

m

short,

the associative material implies that
Linda experiences loss
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and separation as
a serious
i-ious thr^^t
tnreat f-^
to her emotional
well-

being.

^IS^.

The content of

Mex

Orey-

s

Ms

narrative, as well as

affective approach to the
material, strongly suggest
that anger and aggression
are two of his primary
associations
to loss and separation.
Quite bluntly. Alex
explains, -m.en
somebody d.es, I get rowdy
and i start punching
people."
addition to illustrating h.s
tendency to strike out after
experiencing a death, Alex's
narrative also suggests that
he associates aggression
with other types of loss.
For example, Alex remena^ers that
directly following the marital
separation between his parents,
the family moved from a long
time home to a new location.
He

m

states:

When my family first lived there
all of us got the shit
kicked out of us... you had to
fight to survive.
Here Alex associatively links
both separation from his

father and separation from his
former home with aggression.

While pairing angry and aggressive
feelings with experiences of loss and separation, Alex
also associates these
events with feelings of inadequacy
in the realm of sadness.
As he talks about

a

friend who was murdered he admits:

I wanted to cry but 1 couldn't
get into it.
have liked to kill the guy who did it.

I

would

Alex goes on to comment about the difficulty
with feelings

"
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which members of hie.
his -f^^-t
family experience.

He explains that

family "keen
eep t"h<:^ir^^^i
thexr feeUngs
to themselves"
when loss and
separation are involved.
He rec;:,!!..
we
^
recalls that. after
the death of
his maternal grandfather.
T^is

People in the family didn'^
one person .rou^.t I

x.

"^"e^er^onet^^L^^f

Here Alex associates to
the unspeakable aspects
of loss. He
^iews affect as dangerously
contagious, a figurative
sickness spread by the spoken
word. This association
is underscored as Alex describes
the moment when he first
learned of
his grandfather's death.
He recalls:

InTZl !loth
inforLtioffons^^^-d'
freaking out and

sL

^""^

^h1 toL^^^'

Tot buUshit."'

1^

^-ting dinner
^ ''^^^ °^
^^"^^"^

As Mrs. Grey speaks to the
family about loss, emotional
chaos
results. Alex's recollection that
his mother "got bullshit"
or angry suggests that he associates
anger with the unmanage-

able sad affects evoked by loss.

Notably, in this memory,

Mrs. Grey shifts her emotional
stance from tears to anger.
In addition, Alex's reconstruction
of the event shows his

mother becoming angry in response to
the emotional chaos
created by her announcement.

Thus,

the associations imply

that anger is a means through which
the unmanageable sad

affects evoked by loss can be controlled.

:

A3 Alex recalls

Ms

personal reaction to
the death

Of his .aternal
grandfather, he angrUy
co^ents:

^^it
^at:::^::arr™r,%:narth' '^^^
^
Know hi™...x\"L'hoThr'::
^°
^
fbo^t^'"'
I have trophies
and plaques that L^n™'.""'
e
"y'thin: 'Tt'°'
Toil'
fooUshrt.°"'^'^"'^"^
thxng, how it
" "^^

happened, it was s^^^Id.

^

Again the pairing of
loss and anger and
aggression, here
condensed as ..hatred"
appears. , second dominant
association is one Of inadequacy.
Although a '.number one outdoors.an.. Alex's grandfather
foolishly allowed h..self
to
aie. Another salient
association to loss .s
apparent in
Alex.s co™.ents about the
similarity between his na„,e
and
that of his grandfather.
The following dialogue is
reveali ng

Interviewer:

A iDig loss for me was my
grandfather. He
died in 1973.
Were you close to him?
nam.ed after him... like Alex
^
IS not part of my name.
Evervone in my
family just started calling me
that after
he died.

Here both Alex and his family
make

a

direct association be-

tween Alex and his grandfather
or mora abstractly between
Alex and loss itself.

Further along

m

the narrative, Alex makes
additional

associations to loss as he reflects
on the
that he has experienced:

nurrJoer

of deaths

I've lost q>_iite a few
peoDlo an^
people are going to die^^d
"
it, that's all ? oan
do.

t.

^"^'^

it,
^° ^"^^^t

This consent conveys a
sense that Alex feels
helpless and
inadequate when confronted
with loss. He associatively
responds to these feelings
with anger Vl'.e said
fuck it...").
Again the implication is that
anger can control the unmanageable affects evoked by
loss.

A last notable group of
associations appears in a
recollection in^ediately following
a discussion of the death
of Alex's uncle, Paul, at age
23.

Alex recalls:

My grandparents had a seance
and my Uncle Paul's ghost
reported on how everyone in the
family was going to die.
well not everyone, just the people
there.
i wasn't
there but I wish I had been cause
I'd like to know how
I m going to die.
In this recollection,

the enduring qualities of a dead
per-

son or, more abstractly, of loss
itself are associatively

emphasized.

A salient association within this
cognitive

context is to the power which the dead
exercise with respect
to the living

("Uncle Paul's ghost reported on how everyone

in the family was going to die").

Implicit here is the

connection between loss and helplessness.

Alex and members

of his family feel helpless in the face
of death.
To summarize,

a

number of associative themes are

prominent in Alex's narrative.

Both his angry and tough

P-sentat.on, as well as

Ms

specific references to
an.ry

and aggressive feelings
in relaUng various
experiences,

emphasize the significance
of these
cnese affe^^=
affects in conjunction
with loss and separation.
This emotional stance
is
juxtaposed to feelings of
helplessness and inadequacy experienced in the face of the sad
and enduring affects
evoked
by loss and separation.
Thus, for Alex loss and
separation
are unspeakable and overwhelming
events that defy management except possibly through
the channels of anger
and

aggression.

However, Alex's narrative conveys
the sense

that in spite of his tough
facade, loss and separation
still
pose a considerable threat
^^^4--;
L-uitici^ ro
tn Trie
nis emotional
survival.
i

Summarv of Fanillv and Adol^c^^ent Findinry .
A retrospective glance at the
associative data re-

corded

m

this chapter brings to mind the
wide range of af-

fective and cognitive themes which
are foreground for the

Balasco family and the adolescent
participants in their rec-

ollections of loss and separation.

However, while the themes

which bind the associations are diverse,
the associations
them.selves are held together by a common
meaning.

All the

participants in the inquiry, including the two
adolescents
not incorporated in this portion of the
discussion, cog-
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nitively and affectively experience loss and separation as
a

serious threat.

More specifically, each participant, in

his or her own way, attributes potent, enduring, and un-

manageable qualities to these events and acknowledges the
potentially disruptive and overwhelming effect that loss
and separation can have on their day-to-day existence.

Furthermore, an overview of the findings also suggests that
the participants often equate the experience of separation

with loss itself.

In short,

separation as well as loss are

experienced on the most basic level as

a

threat to survival.

The following chapter will attempt to illustrate the role

that this shared experience or meaning has in the determin-

ation of relationships in the Balasco family and the families of the adolescent participants.

CHAPTER

V

THE DELINEATION OF RELATIONSHIP
PATTERNS
The goal of the present
investigation is to focus on
the manner in which adolescent
suicidal behavior effects and
is effected by the relationships
which constitute the family

system.

Chapter V will examine the way in
which the special

meanings that the participants
attribute to loss and separation influence relationships in their
day-to-day lives.
The discussion here will center
primarily on the identifi-

cation of relationship patterns in the
families of the participants.

An analysis of the purpose and meaning
of these

relationship patterns will be undertaken in
Chapter VI.
In its attempt to explore and delineate
the quali-

tative and structural components which characterize
the

relationships of the participants, the discussion will
consider the data from three perspectives.

Each of these per-

spectives reflects

a

relating process.

The first and most highly abstract per-

spective is

a

different degree of abstraction in the

dialectical one which recognizes the com-

plementary roles played by separation and closeness in the
process of relating.

The second viewpoint is one which

addresses the thematic representations of separation and
175
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Closeness

witMn

the context of the
relationship and,

th.s

begins to lend so.e for.
to these highly
abstract forces,
finally, the third and
.ost concrete perspective
is one
whrch traces these
representational the.es to therr
.anrfestations in behavior and
interaction.
Fro™ the .Hegelian point
of vie«, a dialectic refers
to a process of change
in whxch "an entity
passes over and
is preserved and
fulfilled by its opposite"
(Webster. 1970).
It rs

a

process which involves the
development of phenomena

through the stages of thesis,
antithesis, and synthesis.
Thus, within a dialectical
framework, a phenomenon cannot
be Viewed or understood without
consideration of its opposite
or counterpart. Viewed dialectically,
relationships may be
seen as the resolution or synthesis
of the antithetical
forces of separation and closeness.

Nagy (1973) stresses

the interplay between these forces
in relationships when he

States
...separation, separateness otherness, or
difference
recognized in their antithetical dynamic
balance wi^h
closeness... constitute a vital force. On
the other
hand, taken in an absolute sense, they
resembl- the
peaceful quiet ultimately offered by the
cemetary
,

(p.

From

a

22)

dialectical perspective, interpersonal distance,
or

relationship, can be considered simultaneously in
terms of

distance or separa teness

,

or in terms of proximity or close-
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ness.

More specifically, the
dyna..c balance of a
relationship syste. .ay be env.sxoned
as the extent to and
.anner
.n whxch relating
xnd.vxduals .ove towards or
away fro. one
another.
Thus, relational dyna..c
balance .s apparent in
the structural and
qualitative manifestations of

ship system, respectively.

For example,

withm

a

a

relationfamxly

relationship system, the
over-involvement of the parents
with one of many children will
represent a qualitatively and
structurally different relational
balance within the system
than the parents' more diffuse
involvement with all of the
children.

m

short, because it provides

stresses the role of separation

m

dialectical approach proves useful

a

model which

the relating process,

m

the

the consideration of

data involving the effect of separation
and loss on relation-

ship formation and direction.
Some of the phenomenological constructs
of Kantor's
(1975)

theory have proven useful in bridging the
gap from

the abstract dialectial forces to their
manifestations in

thematic material and, finally, in interaction.

Generally,

Kantor's theory is one which system.a tically aims
at studying

interaction within the family system.

A cornerstone of his

theory is the concept of distance regulation or the
manage-

ment of difference between and among relating individuals.
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in Short,

the theory addresses
how

interpersonal distance.

fa.Uy .enters deal with

Although his theory does
not ad-

dress the d.alect.cal nature
of relationships, Kantor
does
provide constructs which
delineate the thematxc fields
in
which relationships taXe
place and the .anner .n whxch
these
themes can be traced to
interaction.
The thematic fields
or experiential dimensions in
which Kantor grounds relational
activity are those of "Meaning,"
"Affect," and "Power."

Kantor 's constructs point out that
distance can not only be
conceptualized in quantitative terms

such as space and time,

but can also be thought of as the
way individuals move
towards or away from one another in
conceptual, emotional,
and volitional fields.

Distance within these latter dimen-

sions can be conceptualized cumulatively
as "relational"

rather than "physical" distance.
The field of "Meaning" encompasses the
conceptual

experience of family members, or the way in which
they regulate interpersonal distance using ideologies,
values, and

beliefs.

For example,

family members may rely on shared

beliefs in order to build group unity and cohes iveness

,

or

at other times may rely on differing beliefs to
attain and

experience separateness from the family group.

The field of

"Affect" embodies the emotional experience of family members.
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in this dimension,

fa.xly .enn^ers use feeUngs
as

.ove towa.ds o. away

fror.

one another.

a

way to

po. example,

WX,

me:.a.ers

.ay express and share
particular sentiments in an
atte.pt to achieve group
closeness, or .ay experience
and
artxculate diverse feel.ngs
.n an atte.pt to seel,
individuality and separateness.
The dimension of "Power"
encompasses the volitional
experience of a family system,
volition within a system involves
the allocation of leadership and decision-making in
the service of system goal

attainment.

A

fa.Uy syste. .ay seek

to attain its goals

by allocating power or leadership
to one fa.ily .en^er or
by allocating power to nu.erous
fa.ily .e.l^ers who then have
the option of choosing to .ake
decisions for the syste. as a

whole or for themselves as individual
fa.ily .enters.

Kantor

stresses that the thematic fields of
"Meaning," "Affect,"
and "Power" are not mutually exclusive
and that family .e.-

bers may choose to move towards or away
from one another

within one, two, or all three fields
simultaneously.

Kantor

goes on to point out that it is from these
fields that the
rules or expectations regarding behavior and
interaction
wi thin the family system stem.

wh ich

a

For example, a family in

prim.ary goal is group intimacy may create a family

ru le which states that the affect-laden
experiences of all

.
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family

meirJ^ers

must be shared each evening at
the dinner

table
The present discussion strives
to unify its dialectical,

thematic, and interactional
approaches to the data

through the notion of the dialogue.

The dialogue is

cept which Nagy borrows from Buber.

it refers, on the

a

con-

dyadic level, to the dynamic exchange
between an individual
and his or her relational counterpart
and, on the systemic
level,

to the on-going process of change
and redefinition

that occurs as the system and its
members interact.
short,

m

the dialogue represents the continuous
process of in-

dividual and systemic definition which is
based in the subjective experience of those involved in interaction.

The

dynamic balance of a relationship system is
perpetually in
a

state of flux.

This state of flux is reflected in quali-

tative and structural shifts in the system.

The notion of

the dialogue as it will be used in this discussion
requires

further elaboration of Nagy

'

s

concept.

Here,

the dialogue

between an individual and his or her family system will
refer to the manifestation in interaction of the themes as-

sociated with the dialectical forces involved in the relating
process.

Specifically,

interactional and behavioral rules

may be conceptualized as stemming from the salient themes
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which the participants and
the.r fa.xlies lin.
with the
antithetical forces of separation

or loss and closeness.

The analysis of the data in
Chapter iv reveals that
the participants hold

a

shared meaning with regard
.o events

of loss and separation; they
view the possibility of
these
events as threatening to therr
day-to-day existence.

m

retrospect, this shared meaning
was derived from specific
sets Of conceptual, affective,
and volitional themes which
the participants associated
with loss and separation in

their narratives.

Speculatively, xn light of these
findings,

these individuals might be expected
to maximize closeness
or proximity, or minimize relational
as well as physical

distance.

This "distance minimization"
hypothesis can be

examined by delineating the salient
relational patterns of
the participants and their families
through the identifi-

cation of sysremic dialogues.
The discussion will begin by examining the
familial

relationships of the participants for themes
associated with

m

closeness and viewing them

their relationship to themes

associated with separation and loss.
these themes will lead to

a

An examination of

delineation of the interactional

rules which organize and determine family behavior.
the identification of these family dialogues,

With

the discussion

.
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will farther e.a..ne
syste..c relationships,
focusin, „ore
specifically on their
qualitative ana structural
characteristics with the hope of
addressing the manner in
which
shared meanings associated
with separation and
closeness,
respectively, shape the relating
process.
Special attention will be given to the
family's dialogue during
the developmental period Of adolescence
as .t is during this
time
that shifts in systemic
relationships are most litely
to
manifest themselves. As noted
in Chapter IV, the participants seem to equate the
experience of separation w.th the

experience of loss.

Thus,

the discussion to follow
will

most often use the term "separation"
to refer to both experiences
The discussion will begin by
examining the narratives of the Balascos and their
descriptions of familial

relationships that span three generations.

As these re-

lationships are explored, both the long
term systemic goal
of minimization of familial distance and
the role which the

family's dialogue plays in the attainment
of this goal will

become apparent.

The discussion will then shift to an ex-

amination of the data from two of the adolescent
participants

.
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Family Findinq

^^^^-^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^

<^

The narratives of Mr.
and

Mrs. Balasco are rich with
references to relationships
in
their respective families of
origin.

Generally, Mrs. Balasco describes
her family of

origin in

a

was kept at

manner which suggests that
relational distance
a

minimum.

She recalls that "my mother
and

father really kind of lived for
each other... they were both
home people," and stresses that
the nurrfcer of physically

disabled children in the family
contributed to closeness.
The following interview segment with
Mrs. Balasco is illustrative:

Interviewer:

There were a lot of children to take care
of in the family.
Mrs. Balasco: Yes, that's why I think that
we were such
a close family.
You know you don't think
about these things until you sit down
talking like this about it... I guess it
really kept us very close... like even our
mother never really let us go out a lot on
our own.
Interviewer:
Do you think that that had anything to do
with Alan?
Mrs. Balasco: Yes... I never really thought
about it growing up, but I'm sure this is why my mother
kept us kind of close. I'm sure that my
kids don't realize the kind of things you
are trying to teach them growing up until
they're older. My mother probably had
some type of fear that something would
happen to us
Interviev;er:
What types of things wouldn't she let you
do?
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„er

Mrs. Balasco: Well I
aon^t
that she wouLn't
let us do any particular
thing,
of course
we were all very contented
at^o.e..!:^
all got along good-played
a lot of games
My mother was a very
interesting person!
She was very good with
her hands-good at
sewing, knitting-she
really kept us interested in a lot of different
things. But
now that I'm older, and I
think about it
maybe some of the things
that she did was
to keep us at home.
Like when we went
out, we stayed in the
yard... we
allowed to play in the street. weren't
Unconsciously, I never thought
about it until
now but I never let my kids
play in the
street either.

Here, Mrs, Balsco implies that
relational and physical dis-

tance among family

meirODers,

particularly her mother and the

children, was not tolerated well.

The children were kept

"kind of close" and both directly
and indirectly discouraged

from going out on their own.

A second recollection accentu-

ates the difficulty which Mrs.
Balasco

's

mother had toler-

ating distance between herself and her
children.

Mrs.

Balasco recalls:
My mother never went out without taking two
or three of
us. We didn't have a car so we would walk,
and she
would take my brother and I or my sister or usually
all
three of us.
This memory further substantiates the minimization
of dis-

tance between Mrs. Balasco

's

mother and her children.

in

these sequential recollections, she is remembered as being

with them both inside and outside of the home.

Mrs.
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Balasco-s account of her mother's
response to the permanent

institutionalization of her daughter, Evelyn,
at age 13, is
noteworthy as it makes an even more
encompassing implication about relational distance
patterns in her family of

origin.

Mrs. Balasco explains:

My mother never went to visit her
because she said she
couldn t; If she ever went to visit
her she knew she
would bring her home.

Illustrated here are two extremes of relational
distance.
Mrs. Balasco implies that her mother's
relationship with

Evelyn can only be managed on an all or none
basis.

her mother maintains

a

Either

very close relationship with Evelyn

in the home, or she never sees her, opting for
extreme dis-

tance.
ated.

A "visit" or

a

compromise distance cannot be toler-

In this instance,

the alternatives for relational

distance between Mrs. Balasco

's

mother and Evelyn are

severely limited and are bi-polar in nature.
Mr. Balasco

's

recollections of his family of origin

also point out the consistent minimization of distance as
he depicts family members staying close to home.

These

memories are illustrative:
Of course my mother didn't go to the hospital to have
babies, she had them all at home.

We were never allowed to go and visit too many people,
we never really left the farm.

"
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You didn't go too far,
you made your rriends
friend, close by so
you could be home.
^

Mr. Balasco's vivid memory
of his unfulfilled
desire to
spend the surr^er in Puerto
R.co playing baseball
underscores
the family's intolerance
of both physical and
relational

distance and, specifically,
highlights the tenacious hold
which Mr. Balasco's father
had on him.
Mr. Balasco:

interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

'

wanted to play baseball in
the worst wav
...I had an arm on me, I
could pitch for-'
ever but I was a farm boy
and that was
all I knew, work.
So there were a lot of things
that vou
were never able to do"^
l

Yeah...i played a bit of local
ball and
the coach said I was so good
that he wanted

to send me to P^aerto Rico
for the summer
to play.
Jesus, can you imagine me going
back and telling my father. if i
said to
my father that I wanted to play
ball, he
would say "play ball, see those weeds
over
.

there

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:

Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

So there were some things that
you weren't
allowed to do?
Right... i just kept farming, farming...
it
didn't phase me, it couldn't.
So you're saying that you never had
time
to get upset because you were so busy

working?
That's right.
But you know inside of me I
always wanted to go.
How did you deal with those feelings?
I took the negative side..,i
probably
wouldn't make it... then another thing that
did bother me was that I would have to
leave my mother and she just got so upset
when my brother had gone away and being
close to the family i didn't want to break
a tie.
But I could throw a ball... but you
know I never forgot this it was one of the
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big highlights of my
life... .once i asKed
my father to watch me
play ball... boy
what a goddamn beating
I got that
nig^t.

Balasco's feelings that

a

temporary separation for
the

summer would constitute
..breaking

a

tie,.,

and his reluctance

to do this suggests his
adherence to the family
pattern of

distance minimization,

other remarks in his narrative,

such as ..rm not partial to
busting things

illustrate this tendency.

up,',

further

After recounting the beating
that

he received for even playing
ball locally, Mr. Balasco
goes
on to reflect:

You know, it's amazing to me
that the way that we were
brought up we didn't become Jesse
James.!.you know ~
he was around when we were
growing up we would have
30inea him. What more did we have
but the farm.
As he remembers the inflexibility
of his family in per-

mitting either physical or relational
distance, Mr. Balasco
fantasizes about running away with an
outlaw.

Here,

two

extreme patterns of distance are conceptually
juxtaposed.

Either Mr. Balasco remains spatially,
volitionally

,

and con-

ceptually "tied" to the farm and continues to
work,- or he
rebels and joins up with an outlaw who notably
steals rather
than works for

a

living.

The alternatives for establishing

distance presented here are limited and have
quality.

a

bi-polar

As suggested earlier, a compromise distance
repre-

sented as playing baseball in Puerto Rico for one summer
is
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not negotiable.
Thus far,

the data highlights a
pattern which ..ni-

mizes distance among
family menO^ers in the
families of both
Mr. and Mrs. Balasco.
The families' seemingly
rigid ad-

herence to this pattern often
precludes the attainment of
compromise distances; the
families' repertoire of
physical
and relational distance
patterns is frequently limited
to
bi-polar choices.
The major patterns of
relational distance delineated
for the Balascos'

respective families of origin are
illus-

trated further and, in addition,
more specific relational

patterns are identified as Mr. and
Mrs. Balasco describe

relationships that transpire as their
siblings encounter
adolescence.

Adolescence is

a

period of growth during which

children are presented with both
societal and familial expectations that they assume increasing
responsibility for
themselves and, in so doing, initiate

a

more autonomous re-

lationship with their families, and in
particular their
parents.

This movement away from the family, which
is ack-

no^^ledged as the developmental task of
adolescence in many

theories

(A.

Freud, 1946; Erikson, 1950; and Bios,
1962)

can be viewed as

a

"transactional process" that involves

both parents and children (Stierlin, 1974)

.

This process
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tests the .utual abilit.es
of the parents and
the aaolescents to initiate, tolerate,
and accept conceptual,
e^otional, and volitional
differences
^cj.exi(_es, or an ^r.
increase in relational distance. ideally,
this developmental task
is
accomplished when the adolescent
and his or her parents
negotiate a relational distance
which signifies an experience Of acceptable separateness
for both or, as Stierlin
states, whxch "leads to
relative independence for both
parties, yet is an independence
based upon mature interdependence" (p. 3).
Presumably, families that stress
minimal relational distance will experience
difficulty as the children
reach adolescence; the negotiation
of distance will prove

problematic for both parents and the
adolescent children.
Relevant examples from the narratives
of Mr. and Mrs. Balasco
substantiate this assumption.
Mr. Balasco 's description of the m.anner
in which his

oldest sibling, Robert, departs from the
family is illustrative:
Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

The first one to leave was Bobby, the oldest.
He went away to school.
He was a
linguist. My father eeked out a living
on this farm, a mere existence and put
this boy through Cornell and about four
more colleges and he became a linguist.
How did the family feel about that?
Oh, my father and mother were upset because in a Portuguese family, the oldest
boy is either supposed to be a god
some
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sort of god... either a priest,
a lawyer,
or a Dudge, they want him in
that category.
They hoped at least that he
would
come home and with all his
education take
over the farm and take care
of us.
But
he never did. He was down
there (i e
South America) for 30 years...
and when ha
came back he was an alcoholic
and he
didn't care about the farm.

initially, Robert adheres to his
family's pattern of dis-

tance minimization by attending college
and thereby meeting
the ethnic expectation that the
oldest boy receive an edu-

cation.

However, his ultimate career choice
represents

a

deviation from the rigid professional
expectations that
characterize the family's ethnic background.

Thus, Robert

attains increased conceptual distance from
his family by

countering predominant ethnic values.

His choice to live at

an extreme distance constitutes another
challenge to the

family's belief system which holds that the
children are

supposed to remain close to home.

Finally, Robert's refusal

to assume responsibility for the farm upon his
return sig-

nifies a continued defiance of the ethnic expectations
which

help bind relational distance in the family.

Robert's ac-

tions also suggest that he attains increased volitional dis-

tance from his family.

He is able to mobilize enough indi-

vidual power to make decisions apart from the wishes of his
parents.

However, Robert's dependence on alcohol suggests
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that he is less successful
in the attainment
of emotional
distance. As viewed within
the content of the
.i,ia values
and authoritarian
parental stance which
contribute to the
process of distance
.ini.i.ation in his family,
Koberfs

attempts to gain increased
relational distance seem
extreme,
but necessary, given
th*= -Fam-;!,,!
y. qiven the
family's previously
illustrated
intolerance of relative increases
in distance. As
Robert
encounters and passes through
adolescence, neither he nor
members of his family are
able to neaoH
.t-. a
.
negotiate
compromise distance at which mutual and
acceptable difference is experienced. Thus, the options
for attaining relational
distance
are limited and again take
on a b.-polar ^ality.
short,

m

the only way for Robert to
experience himself as different
is to attempt to become
extremely different.

Notably as he

moves to an extreme relational
distance, he is no longer accepted by his family as the following
remarks made by Mr.
Balasco suggest:
Nobody knew him anyway... he was an
odd duck... he never
did get along with any of us when
he
came back.-

Mr. Balasco '3 recollection of his
sister Carol's

departure from the farm to "marry an Irishman,
an act that
was almost against the Portuguese dynasty,"
again illustrates an attempt by an adolescent family
member to achieve

increased relational distance in the conceptual
and voli-
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tional realms through
defiance of rigid ethnic
and parental
expectations. As he describes
his sister's choice, its
extreme aspects are notable
and reminiscent once
more of the
limited options available for
attaining distance in Mr.

Balasco's family of origin.
Mr. Balasco's account of
his older brother John's

leavetaking particularly highlights
the family's inability
to negotiate relational
distance. Mr. Balasco recalls:
John had

w^f
Tn^

T.

sit
says,

fight with my father... he had
just turned 18
P^^^
^^^^
the
afternoon
.
f^ll^^^
father said, "You milk the cows /'
not
ZT.' there's the door."telling me" and my father
"Well,
a

f

Here, both father and son are
involved in a scenario which

accentuates the limited distance options
available to family
members, and exemplifies again rheir
difficulty in negoti-

ating the developmental task of adolescence.
In summary, Mr. Balasco's account suggests
that the

negotiation of mutually "acceptable separateness"
between
parents and adolescent children was extremely
problematic
in his family of origin.

The examples recorded here high-

light the limited distance choices available to the family
and its adolescent children as they attempt to orchestrate
the separation process.
As Mrs. Balasco speaks about her family and describes
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the growth of her siblings,

3

references to strivings
for in-

creased relational distance
are notably absent,
a .a^orxty
Of her siblings were
physically disabled. Doubtless,
this
fact made the attainment of
autonomy more difficult and,
on
some occasions, impossible,
as exemplified by Mrs.
Balasco's
sister Evelyn, and later, her
sister Gaxl, both of whom
were permanently institutionalized.
However, her description of the manner in which
George, one of the few "healthy"

children left home, is reminiscent
of the salient distancing
processes utilized by the adolescent
members of Mr.
Balasco's family.

mately one and

a

Mrs. Balasco recalls that for
approxi-

half years after the death of her mother,

she bore a significant portion of
the responsibility for the

family with her brother George.

She remembers how they both

shared chores, such as washing clothes, and
how they both

held part-time jobs after school to contribute
to the family
income.

Mrs. Balasco admits,

as far as the kids go."

"We had quite a responsibility

Abruptly, at age 16, George dropped

out of high school and enlisted in the Army
to be stationed
in Japan and Germany for several years.

lates,

Mrs, Balasco specu-

"I guess he felt that he had to get away."

Looking

back, George initially participated in the family task
of

minimizing distance by meeting parental expectations; he

rema^ne. at

W
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aUowea other .e^e.s of

t.e fa.il, .o

depend on hi„.

.^ong with M.3. Balasco.
he occupied the
role Of primary caretaker
in the family.
However, his

abrupt re:ectxon of these
responsxhUit.es challenges
the
family.
conceptual
and volitional expectations.
s
Both his
sudden leavetaking and the
physical distance to which
he
travels preclude any
possibility of his continued
participation in the family's
interaction. George's actions
are
sudden and extreme in nature
and suggest that negotiation
Of a compromise distance is
not possible in his family.
To review, the siblings
referred to in the Balascos'

respective families approach the
developmental work of adolescence by refusing to participate
in the mutually acknowledged family task of distance
minimization. Specifically, each achieves increased
relational distance by de-

clining to take part in the family
interaction associated

with this task.

Thus, as these adolescents move away
from

their families they are decreasing
the intensity with which
they are involved in the "dialogues"
of their respective

family systems.

In order to provide a more specific
context

within which the separation of these adolescents,
as well as
the separation of other members of the
Balascos' respective

families, can be understood, it is necessary to
define more
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Clearly t.e dialogues
particular to each fa.i.,.
briefly, a family
3 dialo^e is the
manifestation in interaction of the dialectical
elements-separateness and

oloseness-invol.ed in relationship
formation and change.
The interactional rules
or expectations which
contribute to
the dialogue are based
on the salient conceptual,
e.otional,
and volitional themes which
a family attaches to
closeness
and separation.
Identifying the dialogues for
the Balascos
families of origin involves
delineating
these themes and

tracing their contribution to
family interaction.

Examples

from the narratives of the
Balascos in this and the previous
chapter are helpful in illuminating
the dialogues in which
members of their respective families
engage.
In the preceding chapter,
specific associative

themes were foreground for the
Balascos as they spoke about
loss and separation.

For Mr. Balasco these associative

themes included powerlessness

,

emotional and physical vul-

nerability, deterioration, and productivity
in both its

barren and fertile phases.

For Mrs. Balasco these themes

included physical disability, emotional and
cognitive inadequacy, and dependency.

Embedded in the Balascos' de-

scriptive examples recorded thus far in this
chapter are
themes or motifs associated with closeness
in their respec-
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tive farailies.

m

Mr.

Balasco's fa.Uy these
™ot.fs include

authority or power, possession
of physical and emotional
stamina, and perpetuation
of the family's ethnic
and occupational (i.e. as farmers)
identities,
Mrs. Balasco's
family these themes include
physical health, emotional
and
cognitive adec^acy, assuming
responsibility, and caretaking.
A joint consideration within
each family

m

of the themes as-

sociated with separation and
those associated with
closeness
reveals the complementarity of
the motifs.
As family members relate to one another, they
do so using rules, meeting

behavioral expectations, and assuming
behavioral postures
derived from these themes. These
complementary behavioral
postures constitute the family dialogue.

If,

indeed,

the

families of the participants strive
to minimize intra-

familial distance, the family dialogue
would serve in the

accomplishment of this goal.

That is, family interaction

would be directed at perpetuating closeness
or behavioral

complementarity and minimizing separateness (i.e.
separation)
or conflict.

occur when

a

Crisis within the relationship system would

behavioral posture or

a set

pectations is amplified or intensified to

of behavioral exa

point at which

the potential for complementarity with another
posture or

set of expectations is decreased or precluded.

Thus,

the

.
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dynamic balance of

a

fa.ily relationsMp
syste. .3 .ete.-

aahere to interactional
rules, fulfill behavioral
expectations, and assume
behavioral postures.
Substantial conflict
has the potential to
alter the balance of
interactional
forces, disrupt the family
dialo^e, and, ultimately,
threaten the survival of the
system (i.e. fragment or
terminate systemic relationships,
thereby threatening the
efficacy of family functioning)

Speculatively, family members
are involved in the
family dialogue in varying
degrees. For example, a
parent
might be solely responsible
for a type of behavior or
behavioral stance (e.g. decision-making),
while many family
members might share in the
generation of a complementary

behavioral posture (e.g. accepting
the decision).

Thus,

the

actual loss of a family member could
constitute a significant disruption to the system depending
on the importance
of that family member's contribution
to the family dialogue.
The vacating of an important role in
the dialogue by one

family member would necessitate the
substitution of another

family member(s)

ruption in

a

in that position.

Thus, a serious dis-

family's dialogue would require a rebalancing

of the qualitative and structural components
of the family's
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relationship system.

The success
=.uc.cess ot
of

^
a

rebalancing effort
i

would depend on the family's
ability to compensate
for the
disruption, or to eliminate
crisis by adequately
restoring
behavioral complementarity.
It is against this backdrop
that the drama of ado-

lescent separation takes place.

The adolescent siblings

referred to thus far in the
Balascos

narratives establish

relational distance from their
respective families by decreasing their involvement in the
family dialogue. The
individual choices of Robert, Carol,
and John contradict
the rules of family interaction.

These adolescents refuse

to meet the interactional
expectations associated with

closeness (i.e. carrying on the family's
ethnic and occu-

pational identities) and those
associated with separation
(i.e. powerlessness).

Similarly, George's departure from

home represents his decreased involvement
in his family's

dialogue as he opposes interactional
expectations by refusing to be a caretaker and by refusing to
be

adequate family member.

a sick,

in-

Although these adolescents achieve

increased relational distance from their families,
the

sensitivity of their respective family systems to the
disruptive threat posed by loss makes the task of separation

difficult to negotiate and necessitates the choice of rela-
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tively extreme distancing
.echan.s™..

„o„eve.. the ^ut.al

ability Of the adolescents
and the„ fa.U.es
to aXZow and.
to so.e degree, to
tolerate the separation
suggests that the
roles Played by these
adolescents .n the maintenance
of the
f-ily dialogue was initially
less important than the
roles
Played by other family
.e^^rs.

Undoubtedly, the separation

Of these adolescents
results in a need to rebalance
or adjust
systemic relationships; however,
it does not seem to substantially interfere with the
family tas,< of distance mxni-

mization and, consec^ently

,

does not p.se a serious
threat

to the survival of the
system.

In contrast to these
adolescents are the siblings in

the Balascos' respective
families of origin who play important roles in the family dialogue.
this category are

m

the extremely sick or physically
vulnerable children.

Ex-

amples in Mrs. Balasco's family
of origin include Jimmy,
Evelyn, and Gail, all of whom comply
with interactional

rules associated with an important
aspect of the family dialogue.

As the sick and excessively needy
children they ful-

fill expectations that complement the
caretaking role of

other family

meiTibers

.

Mrs. Balasco noted earlier in her

narrative that it was caring for the sick children
that kapt
the family "close."

Notably the family is forced to confront
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sepa.at.on ....

^^^^

^^^^^

^^^^^^^^

expectations so i-i-yxa±y
riaidlv t--h=.+tnat the potential
poten^-i^i for
complementary
interaction from other
^ner family
famiiw members
^
is eliminated.
That
family

r„e:„^e.s

can no longer oare
fo. the™-the dialogue

between these cMiaren ana
t.e fa.il,
impact on the system is
a dis^ptive one.

This point is

illustrated particularly
with Evelyn's separation
fron. the
family which occurs at
age 13 and which proves
.ost disruptive for Mrs. Balasco's
.other. Because she can
no
longer care for Evelyn in
an all-consuming manner,
Mrs.
Balasco-s mother never goes
to see Evelyn once she
has been
institutionalized. Here, interaction
between mother and
daughter comes to an abrupt
halt.

An example of

a

physically vulnerable child in Mr.

Balasco's family of origin is his
brother Peter.

Crippled

at an early age by polio, Peter
lacks the physical stamina

and productive capacity that
characterizes other family mem-

bers,

Peter's inadequacies complement the
characteristics

of other family members who
are physically strong productive

farm workers.

As Mr. Balasco implies earlier in
his nar-

rative, it is farming and its implicit
meaning— helping
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things

grow- that keeps his family

close.

The deaths of

Michael and Paul, the two infants
who preceded Mr. Balasco
in the birth order, constitute
a disruptive
loss to the

family system.

As growing children they meet
certain be-

havioral expectations (i.e. they are
family members who Mr.
Balasco 's parents can help grow) which
contribute to the

complementarity of the family dialogue.

Their deteriorating

health and ultimate deaths signal an
amplification of

a

behavioral posture which in turn eliminates
the possibility
for complementarity within the realm of family
interaction.

Notably, each of the Balascos

'

families of origin

needs family members who will meet interactional
expectations associated with separation in order to maintain
the

complementarity upon which the family dialogue is based.
However, amplification of these interactions gives way
to
fixed or static positions that no longer complement the be-

havioral positions of other family members and, thus, the
family dialogue is disrupted and the survival of the re-

lationship system threatened.
Thus far, the separations between children and parents which occur in the Balascos' respective families of

origin seem to fall at opposite ends of

a

continuum.

one end is the willful separation which transpires as

At
a

re-
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suit of the child's developmentally
appropriate opposition
to parental expectations.

As they separate from the
family,

children in this category decrease
the extent to which
family interactional rules dictate
their behaviors.

At the

other end of the continuum is the
unwillful separation which
takes place when a child inadvertantly
amplifies parental

behavioral expectations associated with
separation,

chil-

dren in this group eliminate the potential
for complementary

behavior from other family members, thereby
disrupting the
family dialogue and terminating their role in
it.

In short,

at one end of the continuum is the child
who through sepa-

ration seeks an identity that is different from his
or her
parents.

At the opposite end is the child who through sepa-

ration negates an identity apart from his or her parents
entirely.

All of these children assume some role in the

family dialogue and in the accomplishment of the family's

distance minimization goal.

A review of the data to this

point suggests that the children who separate unwillfully
cause

a

greater disruption to the system and, thus, appear

to have made a more significant contribution to the family

dialogue.

An examination of the Balascos' relationships before,
during, and after adolescence illuminates their contribution

F
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to the.r respective family
dialogues and,

in addition, pro-

vides more specific information
about the contrxbut.ons
of
other family members. of note,
as the Balascos recount
their childhood and adolescence,
there is a marked absence
of either the volitional and
conceptual opposition to behavioral expectations that facilitated
the separation process for some of their siblings
or the amplification of behavioral expectations that resulted
in the unwillful separation of others. The Balascos and
their respective

parents neither initiate the process
of separation nor

passively submit to it.
Mf. B^l^sr^Q;

f

j

nil

1

y pf Qrlqln

.

At age 17 Mr. Balasco

leaves the farm to join the "good old
Navy."

leavetaking does not represent
pectations, but rather

a

Balasco, the Navy denotes

a

Mr. Balasco

challenge to familial ex-

compliance with them.
a

's

For Mr.

home away from home.

the values of strength, endurance,

It embodies

and hard work which were

primary expectations within his family.

in addition,

the

Navy's emphasis on regimentation and its general discourage-

ment of individual differences recapitulates the minimization
of relational distance stressed in Mr. Balasco

's

family.

The

following comments extracted from various portions of Mr.
Balasco

's

narrative underscore the similarities between his

.
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•

family and the Navy:
^^^^
""^ institutionalized or
the Service military wise
.. .everybody worked
it
^ «'urKea...it
was regimented.

m

I

recall the day that

and

said,

I

Pa,

was going into the Service
Mv
you"
you have already done that in
spades
I

All the time that I was in the
Service I was happy
^'^"^^^ ""^^ " background of being a
Service
service
.J^^t
man with
what I had at home.

T^T
When
that

I

I

was in the Service I was so
goddamn regimented
was better than the other guys

By joining the Navy, Mr. Balasco
perpetuates values and

beliefs that are salient for his family.

As Mr. Balasco

decides to leave and join the Service,
there is
lack of opposition from his parents

— there

a

marked

is no disagree-

ment, no fighting, no conflict, and no
tears— parents and
son are in mutual agreement.

Mr. Balasco

's

choice to leave

and join the Navy thus does not seem to
challenge the con-

ceptual, emotional, or volitional expectations or
rules

which constitute the family dialogue.

Although Mr. Balasco

is separated from his parents by physical space, he
main-

tains proximity in relational space.

That is, by continuing

to comply with parental expectations, Mr. Balasco minimizes

relational distance between himself and his parents.

After

a

number of years in the Navy, Mr. Balasco de-

cides to return home.

He recalls:
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...in the Service

I came up through the
ranks.
i aot
to know the Lieutenant
Commander on my sh.p wh^'L^d
to

me

"Why you going home? You're
first class
help promote you." i said, "Na,
I want to go
see my father and do a little
farming."

nowHr
hoL

and

Mr. Balasco's decision to return
home in the face of a pro-

motion underscores his cormnitment
to remain involved in the
family dialogue at the expense of
pursuing his own identity
separate from the family.

His return to what he had de-

scribed earlier as a "deteriorated farm"
to "do
farming" implies

a

little

strong investment in the perpetuation
of

a

the family's occupational identity.

However, as Mr. Balasco

works on the farm during this period of time,
he recalls
trying to support

a

wife and child on practically no income:

was working on the farm and I was paying nine dollars
a week for rent and I couldn't even afford that.
I was
on on-the-job training from the government and they were
paying me 90 bucks a month and my father figured that
that was all I should get payed but he was supposed to
match what Uncle Sam gave me but he couldn't quite...
and I stuck this cut for three years.
I

Mr. Balasco

's

choice to work on the farm in spite of che

fact that his father does not pay him represents his com-

pliance with the family's conceptual and volitional rules.
Mr. Balasco

's

earlier references to his childhood years in

which he alluded to himself and his siblings as "work
horses" and as

"a

working machine" suggest that within his

family being a child meant providing free labor.

He notes:

f
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going to get paid...„y fatLr
ax::ys h^^^^^Lr"
"I'm doing this all for you."
He didn^t
tha^""'
.r he added the whole thing
up that we bought the
goddamn place. But this is the
ethnic group, they're
all this way, not just my
father, all of them
tLv
brought you into this world and
they figured from th
on you must carry. Of course,
I was alway
the type"
"
' ^^^!^/^->-5
™uch that I couL care
iLs
less... the
thf money didn't bother me.

LauL

-

Here, Mr. Balasco finally admits
that although his siblings
left the family to "get paid,"
he alone was willing to re-

main on the farm and work.

Mr. Balasco 's enthusiasm for

farming and his willingness to
work for free illustrates his
commitment to maintaining the complementarity
of the family

dialogue.

As an unpaid "workhorse," Mr. Balasco
recapitu-

lates a childhood position which
provides an interactional

complement to the authoritarian, overseer
stance of his
father.

This and other examples from the narrative
suggest

that Mr. Balasco

's

contribution to the family dialogue is

notably different from that of his siblings, both
in terms
of quality and duration.

Mr. Balasco 's reluctance to oppose

parental expectations interferes with the achievement
of the

parent-child separation associated with the developmental
stage of adolescence.

At the same time, Mr. Balasco

's

ability to avoid amplifying the behavioral posture which his
family links to separation helps to protect him from

a

per-
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manent and unconditional separation
from his parents.

Thus,

Mr. Balasco continues to be
an important participant in

family interaction.

Speculatively, it is both his abUity

to meet behavioral expectations
connected to closeness

(e.g.

perpetuating the family identity as
farmers) and his ability and willingness to at times
follow behavioral rules

associated with separation (e.g. allowing
himself to assume
a

powerless position on the farm) which makes
his contribu-

tion to family interaction both an
important and much needed
one.

Mr. Balasco'

s

adeptness at shifting his behavioral

posture within the family system allows him
and his parents
to achieve the interactional complementarity
necessary for

the perpetuation of the family dialogue.

Thus, Mr. Balasco 's

significant role in minimizing distance in the family
appears
to have a detrimental effect on his capacity
to establish

relational distance between himself and his parents.
As long as he remains on the farm, Mr. Balasco

strives with his parents to sustain behavior complementarity (i.e. closeness) and to minimize conflict (i.e. separation)

.

However, the -dynamic balance of the family system

is suddenly disrupted when Mr. Balasco and his father argue.

After working many years on the farm and "barely surviving"
on the income, Mr. Balasco decides to leave the farm.

recalls:

He
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said

"w^.-^

away from me... and

•

Mr. Balasco-s leaveta.ing
mar.s a po.nt at

wMch

i

he and his

father are no longer able
to complement each
other within
the realm of family
interaction. Conflict between
the two
men occurs when Mr. Balasco's
father intensifies his

authoritarian behavioral stance
and expects

a

corresponding

submissive or powerless behavioral
posture from his son.
The extreme behaviors and
expectations of Mr. Balasco's
father threaten to terminate Mr.
Balasco's participation in
the dialogue entirely by forcing
him into a situation in
which he confronts the possibility
of amplifying the be-

havioral posture associated with
separation.

The argument

between the two men denotes family
interaction at
mate.

a

stale-

The resolution of the conflict-Mr.
Balasco's depar-

ture from the

farm— signals

the triumph of movement over

stagnation; Mr. Balasco chooses to move away

f rom

"

the family

system rather than being forced into an increasingly
stagnant role within it.

Mr. Balasco recalls that his father

was "despondent" over the separation.

A recollection in

which Mr. Balasco describes his father as visibly
sad is

extremely rare in the narrative and its occurrence here
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points to the ..pact

wMch

Balasco's departure
.as on

the family.

By leaving the far.,
Mr. Balasco finall,
appears to
be making a choice that
wiil benefit himself
rather than
his parents. However,
his actions continue
to serve the
family system. Ha. Mr.
Balasco decided to remain
on the
farm,

the continuity of the
family dialogue would
have been

seriously threatened by
stagnation.
to leave allows the

dialo^e between himself and
his parents

to continue although on
a

different level.

Mr. Balasco's choice

^alitatively and structurally

He recalls:
^° the farm and help on my days
off
. .we
were happy then.

'^°J=^''^
LT^'^.'^i
and
cut hay
for them.

Mr. Balasco resumes his work
on the farm for free and the

conflict between Mr. Balasco and
his father appears to be
neutralized. However, this "submissive"
interaction with
his parents is limited to his
"days off" from another job
away from the farm.

Mr. Balasco s contribution to
the

family dialogue has changed.

'

He appears to have gained

both spatial and relational distance
from his parents.

The

system compensates for his loss by rebalancing
its interactional expectations, thereby altering the
family dialogue

both qualitatively and structurally.

However, although Mr.

Balasco seems to have achieved increased relational
distance
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fro.

Ms

parents,

Ms

choice of 30. beUes

Ms

reliance on

an interactional context
such as the o.e created
in his
family. Mr. Balasco
goes to „or. for a local
state cental
.nst.tution.. in wh.ch the
conceptual, volitional, and
emo-

tional expectations closely
rese^le those in his family.
Thus, although Mr. Balasco
manages a separation in
space,
his attainment of distance
from his parents is
still qualitatively limited.
The way in which Mr. Balasco
handles interaction in
the affective realm
of

famUy life Ulustrates further
his

tentative separation from the
family.
tive reveals that in Mr.
Balasco

"s

a review of the narra-

family of origin there

are particular complementary
interactions which contribute
to the family's dialogue
in the emotional dimension.

The

primary motif associated with
closeness is emotional stamina
or the ability in interaction
to refrain from showing or

articulating feelings.

The major theme linked to separation

is emotional vulnerability or the
tendency to display, ex-

press, and "give in to" affect.

Members of the Balasco

family minimize distance in the affective
dimension by

striving for complementarity of the behaviors
derived from
these contrasting themes.

Family members with emotional

stamina attempt to "carry on" for family members who
are

^
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overwhelmed with feeUngs.
feelin^o

^
Kantor
(1975) notes that
family
™e„.e.3 Who nelthe. sha.e
no. a.tle.late the.,
affect .nae.n>ine the .eg.ee
of sepa.ateness which
the, can atta.n
f.o™
the family group.
Thus, the predominant
heha.ioral expectations around affect
(i.e. those associated
w.th closen-s, in Mr. Balasco s
famil, of orig.n serve
to discourage
the attainment of relational
reiational distance. Mr.
Balasco's description Of himself as
an individual, who as
a child and
later as an adult, rarely
revealed or shared feelings
underscores his tentative
separation from his family
and. more
specifically, his parents.
The following interchange
provides a nice illustration
of Mr. Balasco's affective
stance
within the context of his
family of origin. The
narrative
concerns his own and his
family's reaction to the death
of
his mother.

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

when you found out, do you
remember how

you felt?
I felt
.1 was working for a contractor..
I didn't feel too well
Did you feel sad or angry
I don t know whether
I'm inhuman, I just
didn't... it seemed like I went into
a web
I just wasn't hurt. ..I
accepted it.
i
think that I was probably one
of the only
ones
the family that accepted that
the other ones, they broke down...
you
know I hate to keep saying this about
myself, but I'm a little different
from the
rest of them for the simple reason
life
goes on, the world doesn't end because
you
and I die.
'

m
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can acMeve ..o™
.He .a.U,

.

XX.^.ea

experience and articulate
affect
affect.

Ms Xna.UU,

.o

m
^
Notably,
although Mr

BaXasco insists t.at .e
accepts the Xoss, .e
aXspXa.s none
Of t.e af.ects no.^aXX,
associated „i.. ,.,e..
m.. BaXasco.s
wilXin,ness to „eet
.e.avio.aX expectations
associate, with

=loseness-ae„onst.atin, e^otionaX
sta.ina

Va..yin,

on',

for the e^otxonaXXy
wea. and demonstrative
„e„*ers of hxs
fa.Uy-p.ints to his continued
co^n.t.ent to the fa.iXy

famiXy.

ParadoxicaXXy . although Mr.
BaXasco's behaviors

function in the service
of the fa.iXys distance
minimization goaX, his actions
simuXtaneousXy isoXate and
aXienate
him from members of his
family.
A closer look at Mr.
Balasco's description of his
parents and his relationship
to them provides more
specific
information about the nature of
the family's relational

configuration and Mr. Balasco's
position in it.

Examples

from the previous narrative
suggest that for Mr. Balasco,
one parent plays a more dominant
role than the other in

striving for fulfillment of the
famxiys distance minimization goal.

Mr. Balasco s narrative indicates
that he
'

perceives his father as occupying
this "dominant position.
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Mr.

Bausco consistently
ae^c.^es

a be.a.io.aX

ceives

^stu.e connected

Ms

Ms

.at.e. es assu.in,

to closeness,
„Hile .e per-

™ot.e. as .e.av.n.
eon.^entl, „,t. expectations
associates „.t. .ot.
closeness ana separation.
Mr. Balasco
.eplcts Ms .at.er as
an authoritarian
aecls.on-^a.er „.o
embodies emotional and
physical stamina and
Pnysical
who endeavors
to perpetuate the
family's
ethnic and occupational
y s etnnic
identitxes.
References to his father
as powerless,
unproductive, or Physically
or emotionally vulnerable
are rare occurrences
his narrative.
Xn contrast, such
statements
-de by Mr. Balasco in reference
to his .other are
much
more fre^ent. The following
statement is Illustrative-

m

z
''\r^
'""sh:i:rh™u
T

SLirLd":h:rto\f h^r- f

r

this
tM^'ana's^h
ana she loved
^a""^
it and she would eat all
of this
stuff that she shouldn't have...
she was told not Jo
but she didn't want to change
her life sty"
Portu^^-y li'- fats and she uLd to
T"''4r^'^say.
If I'n, gomg to die, let
me eat what I want."
Although Mr. Balasco aescribes
his mother as perpetuating
the family's ethnic identity,
he also focuses on her longstanding physical vulnerability.
He sees her as a parent
who assumes behavioral positions
associated with both closeness and separation, respectively.
References which Mr.

Balasco makes to his mother's visible
"upset" when Robert
leaves home and his recollection
that she "cried over the
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Sink" „hile working
.n the kitchen
further
^urrner il,
.
illustrates
this
juxtapositioninq or
of
ant-H+-T^^^antithetical postures.
y
Notabl,. Mr. Balasco.s
reference, in the
narrative
stress iaent.f.cat.on
in h.s relationship
„ith h.s father
and complementarity
r<=i^+-.nis relationship
y in his
with his mother.
The following
statements exemplify this
point:
I'm not like the r-fac-f^.v
'^^^
and I act just lite
f^'ther
'
f tt^""father
acted
like me.
just

m

L

^^"^^^

dollar If you needed

-

in the first statement,
Mr. Balasco see.s to
merge his own

identity with the identity
of his father.

Here and in other

excerpts from the data, Mr.
Balasco appears to ha.e substantial difficulty acknowledging
personal or qualitative
differences between himself and
his father. Mr. Balasco 's
narrative is filled with examples
in which he likens his
behaviors to those of his father.
his comment above
about his mother, Mr. Balasco
recognizes behavioral com-

m

plementarity.

He depicts his mother as a
reliable nurtur-

ant provider and refers to himself
as in need of what she
has to offer. Although Mr. Balasco
perceives his behavioral

Fosture as identical to that of his
father and complementary
to that of his mother,

a

careful examination of his narrative
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reveals that he both .dentif.es
with and co.ple.ents
the
behavioral positions of each
parent. The .ost striK.ng
example of behavior complementarity
with his father is
Mr. Balasco's willingness
to work on the farm for
free well
into his adult life. Mr.
Balasco's identification with
his

mother is evident as he shares
her investment in farming
and perpetuating the family's
ethnic identity.
Thus, Mr. Balasco and his
parents comprise a trio of

family members who both identify
with and complement one
another's behavioral positions.
However, Mr. Balasco's

perception implies that he has difficulty
recongizing
three-person system.

a

Rather, he perceives two contrasting

dyadic relationship structures.

He depicts a father-son

dyad held together by intense identification
and
son dyad sustained by behavioral
complementarity.

a

motherMr.

Balasco's perception appears to reflect his
role in the
family dialogue and his position within the
family's re-

lational configuration.

Speculatively, it is Mr. Balasco's

identification with his father's behavioral posture (i.e.

behaviors associated with closeness) that allows Mr. Balasco
to at times assume the behavioral posture associated
with

separation without risking amplification of this position.
For example, Mr. Balasco's identification with the tough.
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authoritarian stance of his father
permits Mr. Balasco to
occasionally occupy a less
powerful interactional role
in
the family without feeling
so powerless that he is
helpless
to move out of that role.
Thus, Mr. Balasco's part
in the

family dialogue is a changing
one in which he is both
capable of and expected to assume
behavioral postures
linked to both closeness and
separation.

Mr. Balasco 's

behavioral flexibility makes his
contribution to the family
dialogue an important one.

Mr. Balasco 's perception of

familial relationships also illuminates
his position in the

relational configuration of the family.

His intense iden-

tification with his father makes separation
through opposition to behavioral expectations difficult
and separation

through amplification of behavioral expectations
impossible.
Thus, the degree of relational distance or
separateness

which Mr. Balasco can ultimately attain from either
parent
is limited.

It is through this matrix of relationships and

his perception of them that Mr. Balasco remains tied to
the

family and involved in the family dialogue.

Thus, he plays

an integral part in minimizing distance within his family

of origin.
Mrs. Ba lasco:

family of origin .

Mrs. Balasco

's

scription of her childhood and adolescence suggests that

de-
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she,

too,

is a prii-ry
fig.,e in the

cons e^entX., occupies
.

con..,...,,.„

f.„Uy dialogue

,,3,,,^^

and.

^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

narrative .3 .eviewea,
there are notable
similarities between .exational
patterns in her
fa^il, ana those in
the

family of her husband.
Mrs. Balasco.s
recollections of her early
chilahooa
years are dominated by
the presence of her
mother.
She

repeatedly describes her
,
uiucner
mother as th»
the family
member who
tended and cared for the
young and the sic..
P.om Mrs.
Balasco's description, her
mother appears to be the
"dominant" parent, or the family
member most involved in
strivi ng
to meet the family's
distance minimization goal,
while Mr s
Balasco depicts her mother
as assuming a behavioral
stance
associated with
inn Closeness,
clo«;on*=<=c
^-i^^
she
perceives her father as behaving in a manner congruent
with both closeness and separation.
She recollects:
^^^^ ^^""^
^''^^
^Plit shifts...
t^t^'l''
he worked
funny hours .. .cause he would come
home in the
morning and go to work around four
and then he would
come home around nine and he had
like split shifts and
I don t know what he did
during the day. ..my mother
woula fix lunch for him... and then
he would go back to
work and then a few hours later he
would come home and
then he would go back to work
again and then he would
come home around seven, but he was
good with us... he
would rock us and read us stories.
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...when the kids left
I'
my father very
^^^^
much but he^didn'^^"
"^i^dn t show
It much... he
<Wiet...
was

Although Mrs. B..asco
describes her ..ther
.3 ..ta..n, care
'^-^'^ financially, she
recalls
that he I3 often

unable to offer the
type of direct
nurturing made available
Her mother.
addition, Mrs. Balasco
recollects her
father as occasionally
relym, on others to
have his needs
met,

m

AS Mrs. Balasco-s
perception of her relationship
to
both parents Is examined,
a conf.^ratlon
similar to -chat
her husband-s .amlly
emerges. Mrs. Balasco's
relat.on-

-

and her relationship
„.th her father seems
grounded on
behavioral complementarity.
These examples from her
narrative are illustrative:
I guess I'm like
my mother wac;
ot.« was
was... she
happy keeping
the kids content
taking ^^re of my sisters
""^^^^
• ^^^^^^
and
'

brothers.

*

I've always had a lot
of responsibility
j^'^-'i-=>-i-^i-Lx cy as
^.
f.rtar as children rro ar^^ t
.

I

would take care of the
kids

motter^^^JJen

"

"""^^^^^^ ^° ^^^^^

""^^"^ ''^""'^ affectionate like my

Here, Mrs. Balasco is
strongly identified with the
behavioral
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posture of her mother.

Mrs Balasco
Mrs.
B^l;,co
perceives herself as
a

Pri..ry ca.eta.er .n the
.a.Uy.

Howeve., „.en aes.riMng

her father, Mrs. Balasco
acknowledges complementarity
in
their relationship ana
ahio to
P and is able

recognize herself as one

Of the SIC. Children.

Although Mrs. Balasco
describes two

contrasting dyadic relationship
structures, scrutiny of th
e
material reveals that Mrs.
Balasco both identifies with
and
complements the behavioral
posture of each parent. She
shares nurturing qualities
with her father and as a
sickly
child (from birth on)
complements the caretaking
behaviors
Of her mother.

Mrs. Balasco's depiction
of these relation-

ships suggests that she, like
her husband, is unable to
perceive the three-person system
at the heart of the re-

lational configuration
a

m

her family.

she opts rather for

view of contrasting dyadic
relationships based on identi-

fication and behavioral complementarity.
case, Mrs. Balasco

's

As in her husband's

perception reflects her role in the fam-

ily dialogue and her position in the
matrix of systemic re-

lationships.

Mrs. Balasco is adept at assuming
contrasting

behavioral postures and thus plays an important
role in sustaining the complementarity of the family's
dialogue.

Her

involvement in the dialogue limits the extent
to which she
can separate or achieve relational distance
from either parent

i
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In general, Mvo

r->i,^
Balasco
remenibers

a

"happy" and

"contented" childhood.

Although
uya the
cne dialn
dialogue created
around
distance minimization
is disrupted
on
several occasions
^
" several
(i.
the loss of Alan and
.
Evelyn)
^yn)
thp family
f
the
system is able to
compensate and sustain
behavioral
^viorai cnn,r.i
complementarity by rebalancing existing systemic
/^temic relationships.
r^i^^^
•

,

There are still

other cnua.en .o. who™
to ca.e ana .a.n,
„e^e.3 invested
in caring for the..
However, when Mrs.
Balasco.s .other

t.on Of behavioral
complementarity.

The fam.ly.,, loss of

the primary caretalcer
interrupts the flow of the
dialogue
and the system is
literally
spilt up. • f
y "split
For a week following the death, the sick
and the younger children
in the

family are sent to stay
with relatives; the
behavioral demands made by these family
members cannot be met in the
system. Ultimately, the family
system attempts to compensate for the loss and restore
complementary interaction by
making .qualitative and structural
changes in its relational

configuration.

m

short,

the system strives to fill
the

position in the dialogue left vacant
by Mrs. Balasco 's
mother. As the narrative reveals,
the replacement is Mrs.
Balasco.

AS she assumes the duties of
her mother, family

members regroup and the dialogue
is reconstructed.

However,
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this new systemic
balance is precarious
precarinn. as it
depends cn
Mrs. Balasco-s
adaptation to a ^wj-e
role xn
in tne
the dialogue
d. i
in
Which 3.e .eets the
parenting neeas o. tHe
.a^ix, .t t.e
expense of having her
needs adec^atel, .et.
„.3

Balasoo.s responsibilities
in the fa^il,
eventually interfere With her
participation .n no^al
aaoXescent activit.es.
She recalls:
never went out with bnv=:
life outside the home.
I

t

I had to drop
out of hiah schnni
the responsibilities
of t^vf
^^'"^
doing chores.

^^"^

experienced much of

°^

^^^^

""^1^ «ith
l^ids and

The already precarious
balance of the relationship

system is threatened further
when Mrs. Balasco turns 17
and
the family is evicted
from their home of 21 years.
She
remembers:
""^"^

had\r''^
with a 7ornTl'y'''t
lot of kids then... I wanted

the tenants
^^-^ apartments
to get a iob bec;,n<..

we needed money then.. .my
father didn'^ want^me
a job because he wanted
me to stay home with the kids
^°/-\-th my friend who like I told you
"ke '
"^'"'"^ '° me... and she had a little baby
th^! I used
'^"r to take care
that
of...

toZ

•

Here, although Mrs. Balasco
downplays any conflict between

herself and her father, she is
essentially describing

a

breakdown in the complementarity of
the family dialogue-a
point at which Mrs. Balasco and her
father are no longer
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able to complement
each other
^ner in fh«
the realm of family
interaction. A crisis
occurs in
n rne
the svst.n,
system when Mrs.
Balasco's
father intensifies
Ms authoritarian parental
posture,
anticipating a corresponaing
ehiiaii.e submissive
posture
fro™ h.s daughter.
The ^.s.tion assumed
Mrs. BaXasco's
father threatens to
terminate his daughter's
role in the
family dialogue entirely
h, forcing her into
a situation .n
Which She confronts the
^ssihilit, of amplifying the
behavioral stance associated
with separation. However,
Mrs.
Balasco decides to move away
from the family system
rather
than be forced into a
stagnant role within .t.
Mrs.

m

Balasco

's

departure disrupts the
dialogue significantly,

though, as the role of
primary caretaker is vacated
once
more. The survival of the
system is in question as Mrs.

Balasco

father is unable to fill the
vacated position adequately and the family becomes
fragmented. Mrs. Balasco
recalls:
's

^^"^^ ^° ^^^^ ^^^^
^^il went and she
i-'^! with a lady
lived
that had two other children and
so my
brother Kenny went to live with my
father...

In retrospect, Mrs. Balasco's decision
to leave home

suggests that she has finally allowed her
own needs rather
than the needs of her family to dictate
her actions.

How-

ever, her decision ultimately serves
the family system.

Ha. s.e .e.3..ea

been threatened by
staan;.^.'^
^(-agnation.

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
Mrs
^irs.

r=i-,^
Balasco's
choice to

leave facilitates
the contxnuat.on
of the
tne dialogue
d.al
although
on a ^aiitat..ei,
ana st.ct^aii,
aiffe.ent ie.ei. .
-a.3 after he. aepa.t..
f.o„ the fa...,.
^3. Baiasco
leaves the home of
her fr1»n^
^
frxend to
get married "because
Gail
a- Kenn. still needed
so.e.od,...
.^us, as she did
eight
years earlier, Mrs.
Balasco replaces her
mother at the expense of her own
personal growth. urs.
Mrs Balasco's
Bala..
comments
about her marriage
illustrate this point:

th:t!!rh:':a\^.rfri:^ :rw"'^^
you know we lived
"gether liL^'
we didn't know nothxng
abou sL
couple of years like
that.!.

^^^^^^^-^^ ^^^e

T^^^'

^"^er...

and°^e"
"^''^ together

a

When She initially
leaves home, Mrs.
Balasco appears to have
achieved increased
relational distance from
her family.
However, her choices and
actions in the years
following her
departure belie her
ner ties to the system
and her reliance on
an interactional context
such as the one created
i^ her
family.

Mrs. Balasco's choice of
li.ing situation imme-

diately after her departure
from her family, her decision
to
marry, and her choice in
later years of a job in which
the
volitional, emotional, and
conceptual expectations resemble
those in her family of origin
all point to the limited
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qualitative distance which
she is able to
attain.
The nature of Mrs.
Balasco's involvement
in the
family aialo..e is
also evident in the
affective dimension
Of the fa^il^.s
experience. . rev.ew
of the narrative
reveals that in Mrs.
Balasco's fa.il, of
or.,in,
there are

particular interactional
expectations or rules
connected to
affect, as in the other
experiential fields, there
are ex-

pectations associated with
closeness
cioseness and expectations
associated with separation.
The expectations
ex-pect-Hon = or rules
created
around closeness include
emotional adequacy and
endurance,
or the ability to bear
affect without sharing
or articulating it. Among the
behavioral expectations
associated
with separation are
emotional vulnerability
and the display
and expression of affect,
cenerally in her narrative
Mrs.
Balasco is depicted as an
emotional isolate who never
shares
or expresses feelings in the
presence of other members of
her family of origin. Earlier in
the narrative, she stresses
the fact (while crying
copiously) that she does not know
how
her siblings or her father feel
about her mothar's death.
The following comments further
substantiate the atmosphere
of emotional isolation in her
family and hint at her role as
the bearer of affect:

interviewer:

Did you talk about it at the time
in terms
of helping each other .. .sharing your
feel-
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ings together?
Mrs. Balasco: No
I thin, we just
all kept our feelings
^
to ourselves.
Interviewer: And your father"^
Mrs. Balasco: No, my father
never talked very much
about
it...ne
was
a
very quiet man.
-r„+.^
Interviewer:
How did you deal with it^
Mrs. Balasco: I Kept it to
myself, but'it really bothered
me a lot.
.

...I don't know, they may
feel the same
way, but I don't talk to them
about it because I know that I always cry.

...you'd think after 30 years it
wouldn't
bother me no more.

Although burdened with feelings, Mrs.
Balasco refrains from
sharing knowledge about an affect-laden
event with other
members of her family of origin and thus
appears to bear the
affect for the system.

The fact that Mrs. Balasco maintains

this position 30 years after the. event and
appears to bear
a

disproportionate amount of sadness suggests her
continued

involvement in the dialogue of her family of origin.
doxically, although Mrs. Balasco

's

Para-

behavioral stance is

intended to insure closeness among members of her family of
origin, her actions ultimately result in an experience of

emotional isolation for her.

Comparative
In overview,

s ummary:

The Balascos

'

families of origin .

the relational patterns described by the Balascos

in their respective families of origin are remarkably similar.

Both families are highly invested in minimizing

,
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familial distance and members
of each family approach
the
task by particxpating in
a dialogue or a set of
complementary interactions derived
from themes specific to their
family system. The sensitivity
of the respective families
to increases in intraf amilial
distance makes the negotiation

of the task Of adolescent separation
difficult and often the
only distancing options available to
separating family members are relatively extreme ones.
However, the fact that

these "adolescent" separations are
both anticipated and

initiated by both the parents and the
adolescent children
suggests that these particular children
play
part in the family dialogue.

a

peripheral

Although the leavetakings of

these adolescents produce shifts in the
dynamic balance of
the system, these shifts are not major
and do not require

substantial qualitative or structural systemic
compensation.
These children, through their separation, are able to
attain
some degree of physical and relational distance from
their

families
In contrast,

the unexpected and untimely separations

due to institutionalization or death which occur in each

family appear to constitute
to system survival.

a

relatively more serious threat

in these instances,

the system may move

into a state of major imbalance or crisis in which the com-

plementarity of the dialogue is seriously threatened or even

.
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totally disrupted.

Both ^^m^ifamilies dxsoussed
in the narrative
compensate for s.e. states
crisis
.nit.atin, e.an.es
the structural ana
c^alitative characteristics
of the
system.
The loss Of
of Mrs.
Mrs Balasco's
n^i^c
mother is the most
striking example in the d^-t^
^•
data of disruption
in the family
dialogue, ensuing
systemic crisis anH
= k
and subsequent
qualitative
and structural
compensation • Overall,
Ovpr;,n
members of both Mr
ana Mrs. Balasco.s
families cf origin appear
to .e involved
to varying degrees
in the minimization
of famiUal distance
and seem to contribute
correspondingly to the family
dialogue

-

.

An examination of the data
suggests that both Mr.
and Mrs. Balasco play
primary roles in minimizing
distance
in their respective
families.
The Balascos- perceptions
of
their relationships with
their respective parents
reflect
both their role in the family
dialogue (i.e. the behavioral
postures which they assume) and
their position in the relational configuration which
constitutes the family system
(i.e.

the family members with whom
the Balasoos are most

involved)

.

Although each of the Balascos both
identify

with and complement the behavior
of each of their parents,
they are unable to perceive this
three-person system.
Rather, the Balascos describe two
contrasting dyadic re-

.
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lationship structures
based on identifyIdentification and comple-nt..ity, respectively.
Bot. „r. ana „.3.
Balasco aes=.i.e t.e..elves as
st.on.X, i.enti.iea
with t>.e ..acinanf
parent and as involvc^H
involved xn a^ complementary
relationship with
the other parent,
.he identification
stressed by both
Baloscos appears to
facilitate a
-i

shiftm, role

.n the family

dialogue in which eacn
each is abio
able to assume behavioral
postures
associated with both
rlnc:«r,^^^ and
^oth closeness
separation.
addition,

m

the Identification delays
and undermines the
degree of

separateness which the Balascos
can attain from their
respective parents. When the
Balascos do leave their

families,

the separations are
qualitatively limited.

speculatively, the ability of
each of the Balascos
and his or her parents to
sustain complementary interaction,
or the family dialogue,
determines the extent of system
stability.
In each family, members
appear to rely on this

three-person system to compensate
for qualitative and/or
structural changes.

The degree of success with which
these

three.person systems minimize distance
varies and depends
on the number and severity of
systemic crises.
As the discussion shifts its focus
to an explor-

ation of relationships in the current
Balasco family, the

similarity of relational patterns is notable.
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Mr. and Mrs.
Balasco meet

court while they
are both employed
P ^yea at
institution; he is working

a

am

In.
local
state mental
1

g as an aid .
on one of the
hospital

wards and she has a^ -ioK ^
3ob as a cook xn
the kitchen.
As Mr.
Balasco works for an "ir.ov-^ ^institution" in which
authority is
respected and Physical
physical and
ar,^
emotional stamina demanded,
he is
in a position which
involves
oives him ir. a ^dialogue similar to
t'^e one in his
fa„ii, ot origin.
Mrs. Balasco is
employed
a. a cook and is
directly involved in
feedin, and nurturing
the sick.
Her ,ob provides her
with the opportunity
to
contribute to an interactional
context similar to the
one
in her family or
oriain
a= they
tv
As
y of origin.
court

m

.

and marry,

Balascos create

the

new dialogue that is
both composed of the
themes and behavioral
rules which constituted
interaction in
their respective family
systems
a

and, at the same time,

new entity or

a

synthesis of these elements.

is a

This new

marital dialogue appears to
be sustained in much the
same
way that the family dialogue
was perpetuated in th,
Balascos'
families of origin.

That is, both the Balascos'
perception

Of marital interaction, as
well as the interaction itself,
contribute to the functioning of
the marital system.

As the Balascos talk about
married life, both describe themselves as assuming
behavioral postures which stem

.
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from their respective
families of origin.

Specifically, the

Balasccs relate behaviors which
are associated with
closeness and similar to those
of the •dominant" parent in
their
original families. Mr. Balasco
prrdes himself on his ability to make things grow and
to work on the land.
Mrs.

Balasco emphasizes her interest
in nurturing activities
such as creating a home and having
children. As the Balascos
discuss their shared goals at the
time of marriage, this
point is illustrated:
interviewer:

Mr. Balasco:

what would you say your shared
goals were
when you married? What did you want
for
yourselves?
What I wanted was a house... see I never
really wanted a house... I never really
did
...I always figures pay the rent, but
Marie
fact, -till this day any house that
we
got she has always been the constructor,
the contractor.
I'm an outside man.
i'
hate wood with a passion.
I'm a dirt man.
It's all Marie's work that you see here
even the design of this house which I pay
a lot of compliment to because
you sit
down and a house is a house but she has
a
lot of characteristics that go along with

m

this
So Mrs. Balasco, it sounds like you wanted
to buy a house while your husband was content to just pay the rent.
Mrs. Balasco: Well, no. We bought the first house to-

Interviewer:

gether
Well, but you were the one who sent out
and bought the house.
I didn't go with
her... she was the one who went out with
all these real estate people.
Did you feel that you wnated the house?
Yeah, we talked about it and after we got
.

Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:
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^ave no l^nHo^
m.t other things"d'id""'
^^1-a couple'
well, we wanted
childr^^n
washed up at

place didn't

•

interviewer:
Mr

. , o^.u.
Balasco-

'

-

i

'^'^

.

WeU, Ma^if - - -J-tever

-3,

in

reX.ion.Mp,

..e

^

wasn't all
X

...

BaUscos .ppe.r

perpetuate behaviors and
interest-,
interests which reflect
their
stron, .denti.ication
with the ..ao^inanf
parent in the.r
respective .a^iUes.
xn addition, the
BaXasoos. descriptions of one another
closely
oseiy resemble
r^^^m-\.T ^ their
descrintions of
the other parent
.n their original
fa.iUes. ..e Balascos
portray one another as
assuming behavioral
postures associated with both closeness
and separation.
separation
m
Mrs.
Balasco
characterizes her husband
in a way
wav that
fh.^- is
reminiscent of
earlier comments about
her father:
•

•

m

...he's a hard

wortcp-r

a lot of wavs

he'f^^

•

j

y^a'r^

>,?

j_

^°

^"'^
'

^ '^^"'3

l'^""* and
^'^
he certainly Is 'a a'v
Person.
..he
doesn't
feel as
?
deeo 11 r 2.
'''' '""'^"^^ t° himself..
.but
he Lkes tf
^""f'
^"'^^^ "°
the center of at;entton !L
tion,
^t^and sometimes
he's domineering...
^""^

\

TO the extent that Mr.
Balasco is a hard worker and
is a
giving and caring individual,
he behaves congruently
with

expectations associated with
closeness in Mrs. Balasco's
family of origin. However,
his tendency to be a ^iet
man
who does not " feel .. .deep"
(i.e. bear
affect)

sees Mr.

in
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Balasco assuming

a

behavioral posture linl^ed to
separation

in his wife's family of
or.gin.

Mr. Balasco's description

Of his wife is quite
reminiscent of his earlier
comments
about his mother. He notes:

going... and myself I'm
Tl\t\^^^^
a txght bastard... she is neat
and

what you would call
clean and artistic
whatever I wanted to do she
fit right
rllT in...she
^''""V^''
takes care of the kids when
they're
sick... she works hard in the
house.
Mr. Balasco 's likening of his
wife to his mother is most

striking in the affective realm.

Earlier in Chapter IV,

Mr. Balasco recalls his wife
"crying over the stove" in

much the same way that he recalls his
mother "crying over
the sink."

TO the extent that Mrs. Balasco fits
in, works

hard, and takes care of the children,
she meets behavioral

expectations associated with closeness in Mr.
Balasco's
family of origin.

Mrs. Balasco's expression of affect and

displays of emotional vulnerability see her
assuming

a

be-

havioral posture connected to separation in her
husband's
original family.

in summary,

it is likely that the Balascos'

perception of themselves as predominantly assuming behavioral
postures associated with closeness allows them to exercise
a degree of

flexibility in assuming postures linked with

both closeness and separation.

in this way, behavioral

complementarity is sustained by the marital dialogue, and
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the Balascos begin to

^r...

.ation Within thei.
^arria.e.

the goal of distance
.in.ei-

. ,00. at the spouse
syste.

before the birth of the chilrlT-or, ^ ^•
Children confirms the
mutuality of
the goal:

interviewer:

It see.s that one of
the .ns,..en rules
^^"^^^^^^^ together^
Mrs. Balasco:
Well!^es'"we\rnot''?
yes... well not always,
i mean I
^^,,1^
"'^^ ""^'^^ ^''^
'°
Mr. Balasco:
^ f--^Sure '°
Mrs. Balasco: It wasn^t
that I couldn't go out
if Ben
wanted to go out with a
friend, but it
was a rare occurrence.
Mr. Balasco:
We were like two peas
in a pod.

During the early years of
their marriage and after
the birth of their first
child, Christine, the Balascos
appear able to sustain a stable
systemic dialogue. However,
prior to the birth of the second
chxld. the continuity of
family interaction is threatened
by a number of events. At
this time, Mrs. Balasco begins
to experience gynecological
problems. she suffers two miscarriages
and finally gives
birth to a second child, Teddy.
Subsequently, Mrs. Balasco
is made aware of the seriousness
of a long-standing blood

condition (later diagnosed as Pernicious
Anemia) and is
strongly advised by her doctors to
have

a

hysterectomy.

She ignores this advice and becomes
pregnant with a third
child, Davy.

Five years after Davy's birth, Mrs.
Balasco

allows a hysterectomy to be performed
at the instance of

.
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her aoctors.

zn oraer to understand
the impact of
these

events on the development
of the fa.il, dialogue,
is necessary to reconstruct
the configuration
of relationships
in
the Balasco fam.l,
.efore any of the children
reach adolescence

U

Generally, as Mrs. Balasco
spea,.s of her children,
she acknowledges her
strong investment in
minimizing intrafamilial distance, she
admits:

don't know, maybe because 1'vp hoo„ 4-1,
maybe this is why... well
'° """'^
i won't sav tnat
t^afr^
I overprotect
thfa ViHc
T J
'° "^^^^ ' "^^^ life.!.bur
maybe r; a Utt^rbif
if'l had^t be^"'
hrougrrioTortu^o'^"
I

-s

a lot freer,

Mrs. Balasco

's

maybe^he^r^lif f ::u^rb;-;oo'."^

apparent difficulty tolerating
relational

distance in contrast to her
husband suggests that she may
be the "dominant" parent
in the current Balasco family.
AS the Balasoos talk about
their children, Mrs. Balasco
is

notably more involved in the task
and primarily focuses her
narrative on Davy. Her description
of the other two children, Christine and Teddy, most
often is embedded in her
'

portrayal of her youngest son.

Both parents agree that

Mrs. Balasco developed a closer
relationship with Davy over
the years than did her husband.
These comments are illustrativer:'

.
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Mrs. Balasco-

we^n

t

^

to say that

I was closer
to Davy.
t
probably was closer to Davy
but i^wasn't
done with realization
that this is I,
"^ ? .
Child and I.™ going to
devote all
attention ..it wasn't done...i
had no
was between hi™
(:^"3!?°^=^---^
(Mr. Balasco) and me
and he worked all
day^so I was there...
Wherever I „ent!'Davy

—

Mr. Balasco:

Davy was a sick kid...i
went to work and
Ma seemed to get closer.

As she speaks about Davy,
Mrs
Rsi=.=^«i=
y. lurs.
Balasco
's tone is almost
apologetic:
.

What do you do with a little
one that has a problem like
that
you 3ust try to make him a
complete person and
that's very hard to do, and of
course in making him into
a complete person you
spend a lot- °^ ^^^""^ "^^^^
and
vou can
you
can't-t let
lo^ a
= V.
i
I
baby
stay
bed without talking to him
and playxng wxth him.
He really had no activity
out^"''^
get- dressed and
^

m

let
rale these diversions
range

thf

Mrs

Balasco

's

..

^^"^ box... so I would ar.painting, drawing, and stories.

recollections of Davy and Teddy imply
that

from early on the amount of relational
distance between

mother and each son differed significantly.

Additional

comments made by Mrs. Balasco lend
support to this. point.
Had Davy been able to do the types of things
that Teddy
was able to do I think then I could say
to myself, well
maybe I did this because I favored one more
than the
other... then I could see where you could make
a comparison because their ages were close and I had
devoted all
this attention to Davy and he was well and
healthy.
i
would really feel guilty that I did this but because
of
the situation at the time, I honestly say that I
don't
feel guilty.
l feel bad that maybe Davy feels that
I
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took over his
-Fo
t j
but it wasn't done
;ith the JntL'f^'" ''''' ^"P-^'
healthy child and I held
^
hL
When 1 think about Dav"
^'^'^ ^o.
l^f
feel guilty about the
^ut I don't
care t',
Of things I really
^^-•••but a lot
fL^tha^
D v'"'"
Christine went to dfncinq
^^1^^
s^hoo^ "i''"' °"
camp... Davy did neither
'°
^f th^^e ^wo th''"
1

-i

f^

T

"^'^1' ^-^tented
within himself ur
or seemid
seemed tn
to ^
be contented.
Both parents concur
that while Davy was
close to Mrs.
Balasco, Teddy was close
to his father.
Mrs. Balasco
states, n th.n. that Ben
was a lot closer to Teddy,.'
and

Mr. Balasco agrees,
explaining:
'° ^^''^ "'"^'^'^
-^Y because II'Zl
realize that Davy was a sick
kid
and
I
let him
stay home and get better and
I depended on,
I d^ove Jhe
heaviness on to Ted. Not
disliking either of them b^t
^"""^ '^"'^
other h;nd
'^^^
Teddy
^eddf could be out in the truck
with me.

While Mrs. Balasco

's

narrative depicts her as intensely

focused on and overly close to
Davy, „r. Balasco

convey

a

's

comments

sense of disconnectedness between
himself and his

youngest son.

As Mr. Balasco talks about
his children, his

words seem to exclude Davy:
liked Christine... she was a real
toughy girl... a soitf.re, but in the Balasco family,
there's very few bo^s,
'"'^^""^te because I've got two boys
I S^fi^'.
and
Teddy is a dead ringer for the
Balasco side of the
family... of the two boys, he's the
only true looking
^
Balasco.
I
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Although he characterizes his
daughter, Mr. Balasco's
statement here is most directly
concerned with his son Teddy.
Described by both parents as an
aggressive and tough youngster, Teddy possesses c^alities
of physical and emotional
stamina that identify him with his
father. Mr. Balasco's

identification with Teddy is reminiscent
of his identification with his father.
both instances Mr. Balasco

m

stresses physical and behavioral
resemblances.

Mr. Balasco

appears to experience some difficulty
in acknowledging personal differences or relational distance
between Teddy and

himself.

Both Mrs. Balasco

's

descriptive allusions to and

comments about Christine ("when

I

was sick and out of the

house, sometimes Christine would take over
for me... take

care of the kids... she was mature") and the
comments made by

her husband suggest that each parent felt relatively
close
to their daughter and perceived her as similar to
themselves

in many ways.

Christine is portrayed as possessing the emo-

tional and physical stamina of her father and the nurturant,

caretaking qualities of her mother.

Thus, identification

is perceived as the basis for Christine's relationship with

each parent.
As the narrative illustrates, Davy's relationships

with his parents differ considerably from those of his
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siblings.

Overall, Davv
u^vy seems
nn the one x,
seems, on
hand, to have the
closest relationship with his
mother than any of his siblings and, on the other hand,
to have the most distant
re-

lationship with his father than the
rest of his siblings.
Within physical space alone, there
is a marked difference
in
the Balascos- relationship to Davy
as compared to the other
two children.

places him

m

Davy-s need to remain in bed and
at home
close proximity to his mother who keeps
him

occupied in his room while sending the
other children out
to play.

In the evenings,

at home from work, Mr. Balasco

is more likely to spend time with
his two healthy children

than to venture into Davy's room to visit.
grow,

As the children

the situation remains the same and a
particular re-

lational configuration begins to typify the Balasco
family
system.

When Christine and Teddy leave to go to kinder-

garten, camp or dancing school, Davy stays at home.

As

Christine and Teddy increase relational distance between
themselves and the family by seeking friends in the neighborhood, Davy remains in the house,

a

constant companion to his

mother and an increasing stranger to his father.

As a

temporarily disabled child, Davy is less capable of identifying with the parental qualities {i.e. caretaking, physical
and emotional stamina) which cement the relationships between
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his mother, father, and siblings.

Rather, Davy's illness

and physical fragility place him in a
complementary re-

lationship with each of his parents in which he
assumes the

behavioral postures linked to separation in their
respective
families of origin.

As a sick child, Davy complements his

mother's care taking posture and, thus, at an early age becomes her most frequent partner in sustaining

part of the Balascos' family dialogue.

a

significant

As a physically

fragile child who is unable to provide for himself, Davy

complements his father's physical stamina and ability to
carry on and provide for others ("I thought
share by bringing home the bacon").

I

was doing my

However, Mr. Balasco's

absence from the home makes it difficult for him to engage

closely in a dialogue with Davy, and as Davy and Mrs.

Balasco grow closer within the domain of the home. Mr.
Balasco notably becomes more of "an outside man."
To summarize, prior to the adolescence of the

Balasco children, a specific configuration of relationships
has emerged in the family.

Both of the Balascos appear

moderately involved with their daughter Christine in relationships based on identification.

While both parents

are engaged with Teddy, Mr. Balasco emerges as the closer

parent of the two.

His relationship with Teddy also seems
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to stress identification.

m

contrast to his siblings,

Davy's relationships with both parents
are based on comple-

mentarity rather than identification.

in addition,

the

complementarity is largely fixed rather than
flexible.
That is, each of the relating partners
generates the same,
or similar behavioral postures in the
relationship time

after time.

Although Davy complements the behavioral

stance of both parents, he is much more intensely
engaged

with his mother in sustaining a dialogue and
thereby mini-

mizing distance in the family system.

Notably, although

Davy meets behavioral expectations associated with separation, he never amplifies his posture to a point at which

stagnation becomes

a threat.

Therefore, Davy is able to

continue to contribute to the family dialogue and the dynamic balance of the system remains relatively stable.

With this configuration of relationships in mind, the discussion will return to focus on the events of loss which
threatened the Balasco family prior to Davy's birth.
To review briefly, r4rs. Balasco suffered two mis-

carriages before she gave birth to her second child, Teddy.

After his birth, she learned of the seriousness of her blood
condition and was told by doctors that conceiving another
child could pose

a

threat to her life.

Mrs. Balasco was
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advised to have a hysterectomy,

she ignored this advice
and

conceived and gave birth to her third
child, Davy.
years later, she consented to a
hysterectomy,

m

Five
the fol-

lowing interchange, the Balascos
recall the events preceding
Davy's birth:
Interviewer:

How did you feel about the consideratic..
.on
of a hysterectomy. .did you want to have
more children?
Mr. Balasco:
No. I didn't.
No I thought we ought to
stop there while we were ahead. But
luck
was Davy came along.
Interviewer:
Luck? Was Davy unplanned?
Mr. Balasco:
Yeah, we kind of unplanned that one... in
fact none of my kids were really planned.
Mrs. Balasco: Well we never did anything to
prevent them.
Interviewer: Were you concerned about your wife at
that*
point?
Mr. Balasco:
Yeah, I was worried about her... and if I
was ever left with two small little kids
and a big house...
Mrs. Balasco: It was a chance and I knew it too.
Interviewer:
So, this was a disagreement between the two
of you?
Mr, Balasco:
No.
Mrs. Balasco: No, not really. As far as open disagreement, no.
I was happy that I was pregnant
.again and I was happy that it was terminated in the birth of the baby.
Interviewer:
But the two of you did seem to have different feelings about the hysterectomy.
Mr. Balasco:
That's right... but I always figure if that's
what you need than go in and do it, of
course, nobody likes to go into the hospital
Interviewer:
But- you didn't argue about this?
Mr. Balasco:
No.
That was the least of our worries. No
arguments about that.
Interviewer:
(to Mrs. Balasco)
It sounds though, that
a decision about a hysterectomy was kind of
a big thing in your
life.
Mrs. Balasco: Yes it was.
.
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Mr. Balasco:

Interviewer:
My Balasco:
u ^
Mr.

She was ^.ind of set to make
more life and
I wanted it to end.
And vet
^
^ cause any discussion^
^sion.
No, I can't recall.
i

^

-t-

'

What is noteworthy in this exchange
about

a

relatively an-

xiety filled time for the Balasco
family is the absence of
references to marital conflict. Although
the system stands
to permanently lose a crucial
family member

Balasco)
,

(i.e. Mrs.

the couple seem unable to initiate
action either

as a unit or individually to insure
Mrs. Balasco 's survival.

However, given the reluctance of the
Balascos to directly
share feelings, particularly feelings
about separation, with
one another, their denial of conflict is
congruent with the

emotionally isolated stance of each.

m

their narrative,

the Balascos convey a picture of system
stability; however,

close scrutiny of the material reveals that the
marital

dialogue is, in fact, threatened by disruption and the
system is experiencing a constant state of crisis until
after

Davy's birth.

As illustrated earlier,

the stability of the

marital dialogue is based on the ability of the Balascos
to perceive themselves as assuming behavioral postures as-

sociated with closeness.

Mr. Balasco conceives of himself

as an individual who works hard,

perpetuates his family's

ethnic identity, helps things grow, and demonstrates emotional and physical stamina.

Mrs. Balasco views herself as
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nurturant caretaker figure who tends
the home and the children.
Although each of the Balascos assume
behavioral
a

postures associated with both closeness
and separation

during the course of the marital
relationship, they are

highly invested in not acknowledging the
occasions upon
which they behave in

a

manner congruent with separation.

The marital dialogue

is

threatened during the time period

under consideration because each of the
Balascos must confront the fact that he or she is meeting
behavioral expec-

tations linked to separation.

This process begins when Mrs.

Balasco learns of the seriousness of her illness.
is

forced to acknowledge that she is

a

Here she

"sick" woman.

in the

past, particularly as a sick child, Mrs. Balasco
struggled

against amplification of this posture by identifying herself

with the caretaking and nurturant qualities of her mother.
Thus,
a

in the present context,

a

hysterectomy represents not

life saving measure but an obstacle which terminates the

potential for further mothering activities.

As Mrs. Balasco

refuses to make the decision regarding surgery herself, the

most likely person to persuade her would be her husband.
However, although he admits that he and his wife thought

differently about the matter, and that he was concerned
about her, Mr. Balasco seems powerless to act.

His stated

s
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c^isli^e Of hospitals

,

...e

.as.. .a

Moc.

about sic.ness o.

anything to do with
hospitals or doctors")
referred to
earlier in the narrative
appears responsible for
his inability to mobilize himself
in the situation,
if Mr.
Balasco Chooses to assume
responsibility for his wife
and
force her to enter a hospital
for surgery, he must
confront
separation and the possibility
of ultimate loss, if he
remains passive in the
situation, Mr. Balasco may
similarly
be forced to confront
separation and loss in the event
that
Ms wife^s health deteriorates and she
d.es.

Thus, he is

bound in an increasingly
powerless position in which either
passivity or activity necessitates
a confrontation with
separation and loss. An amplification
of Mr. Balasco
feelings of powerlessness threatens
to make his role in the
'

marital dialogue

a

stagnant one.

As exemplified in his re-

lationship with his father, Mr.
Balasco is able to tolerate
the experience of powerlessness
only to a point after which

he struggles to regain a more
powerful position,

within

the marital relationship, Mr.
Balasco fights to avoid

amplification of the behavioral posture and
struggles to
sus tain the flow of the marital dialogue
by impregnating his

wi fe with the "unplanned" child, Davy.

assumes

a

Here, Mr. Balasco

behavioral stance associated with closeness when
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he literally plants
a seed.
This Shift in Mr.
Balasco.s position in
the .arital
dialogue results in a
corresponding change in
the role of
his Wife. Within the
context of pregnancy,
the danger to
her health increases and
once ™ore, she runs
the ris. of

amplifying

behavxoral posture associated
with separation.
This on-going crisis in
the marital dialo^e
appears to
come to an end when Mrs.
Balasco delivers Davy. The
fola

lowing interchange is
illustrative:
interviewer:

And then after Davy was
born did you have
a hysterectomy?
Mrs. Balasco: No.
I didn't have a
hysterectomv until
five years afterwards,
interviewer: Was it a big
decision at that point?
Mrs. Balasco: Yes it was.
Mr. Balasco:
Mrs. Balasco:

never got into that one.
I really didn't want
it.
i don't know
why... and I had been hospitalized
for a
number of different things and
I guess
that I had had a lot of sadness
in my
life and perhaps that was one
of the
reasons that I kept holding back.
But it
just came to a point that there
was no
choice and the choice was made for
me bv
the doctors.
Interviewer:
(to Mr. Balasco)
And you knew about this?
Mr. Balasco:
I knew about it but I
didn't get involved
It.
I figured that she knew
how sick
she was and if the doctor said that
is
what you should have... I do not rule
oveher.
Mrs. Balasco: I don't think that
I realized at the time
how sick I was. You know you get to a
point in sickness that you can't understand yourself ...you can't rationalize
with it.
I

m
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interviewer:

Mr. Balasco:

So even though you
.new that this was
'°
^'-ith you
si:i:i

Tui?

That's right.

These consents suggest that
the threat to the marital
dialogue has diminished
significantly. Here the
Balascos
both deny generating behaviors
associated with separation.
Mr. Balasco avoids feelings
of powerlessness by remaining
uninvolved in h.s wife's dilemma,
and Mrs. Balasco continues to deny the seriousness
of her physical condition.
What is unspoken in this interchange,
but has already been
illustrated in other excerpts from
the data, is the manner
in which the Balascos intensify
their occupation of be-

havioral positions associated with
closeness after Davy's
birth.

His birth appears to facilitate
this process which,

in turn,

allows the Balascos to once more
perceive them-

selves as meeting behavioral expectations
linked to closeness.

Consequently the marital dialogue is stabilized.

Careful examination suggests that it is Davy's
presence

which sustains the dialogue.

Notably, the Balascos inten-

sify behaviors associated with closeness in
relation to

Davy who as

a

sickly child generates behaviors associated

with separation.

Thus, a new relational configuration is

created in the family in which Davy, rather than his
siblings, plays a major role in the perpetuation of the
family

'
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dialogue and the minimization
of intraf amxlial distance.
The Balasoo.' .nrmnt f nmi
1

cence.

.,,_NeHotiatii^^

As the discussion shifts
to an exploration
of the

manner in which the Balasco
family negotiates the developmental task of adolescence,
some familiar relational
patterns appear.

At the age of 18, Christine
decides to marry

after her high school graduation.

According to Davy,

Christine actually elopes while the
family is vacationing
and is then forced back home by
her parents to stage a fake

wedding for the famxly.

Mr. and Mrs. Balasco do not
mention

an "elopement" in their narratives,
but they do express

ambivalent feelings about Christine's
decision to marry.
Mrs. Balasco explains that she would
have liked Christine
to further her education before
marrying.

Mr. Balasco as-

serts that he wished the couple had
waited until they made

more money.

If Christine did indeed elope, her
actions

would be reminiscent of the abrupt leavetakings
that characterized some of the adolescent separations
in the Balascos
families of origin.

However, the evidence of an elopement

is not substantiated by Mr. and Mrs. Balasco.

ent, however,

What is evi-

is the fact that both the Balascos and their

aughter were able to allow the separation.

The system's

collaboration around the separation suggests that Christine's
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role in the fa.il, dialogue
was not crucial.

As she leaves,

Christine challenges conceptual
and volitional rules
which
contribute to family interaction.
Of the three children,

Christine is most often described
by both parents as a
substitute caretaker when Mrs.
Balasco is away from the
home.
Christine's departure and marriage
limits the extent to
which she can continue to
assume this position.
The Balascos seem to have
more difficulty negotiating
the developmental task of
adolescence with their oldest son,
Teddy. AS Teddy approaches the
age of 17, he begins to skip
school. Mr. Balasco comments:

Teddy has been unhappy since the
He's been skiopmg school. I can't understand move.
Teddy's part of it
In about three months from now
when he gets the... that
license, he'll be able to take the
goddamn truck and go
where he pleases.
I can't understand the
logic of it
We are turning over this $5,000
piece of equipment and
saying here you have your license now
you can come and
AS the potential for separation between
Teddy and his parents

increases, Teddy begins to challenge the
family's behavioral

expectations.

Specifically, he challenges the expectations

of the parent with whom he is closer, his
father.

By skip-

ping school, Teddy opposes the family rule
that the oldest

boy receive an education.

m

addition, Teddy, who had

previously been actively involved in

a

small plowing oper-

ation with his father expresses reluctance to take
over the

s
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business.

Mr. B.lasco co™,ents
on this turn of
events:

interviewer:
Balasco:
interviewer:
Mr. Balasco:

Teddy doesn't want to
do it?
Well T'li >,r,r,^
'°
I let
this goSo you would push hi™
a little bit. you
would like him to do it'
Yeah.
i don't want to
lose this business
^° '
'°
until th:;;
1 m the boss.
^.

f^TtLT'

Teddy's reluctance to assume
responsibility for the business
is a challenge to his
father's expectations in both
the

conceptual and volitional dimensions
of the family's experience. Teddy defies expectations
that he perpetuate the
family's occupational identity,
and he defies the authori-

tarian stance of his father.

Both the fact that Teddy ini-

tiates oppositional moves earlier
than his sister and that
these moves seem to have more of
an impact on the system

suggest that Teddy's contribution to
the family dialogue
is significantly greater than
that of his sister.

spondingly, the Balascos seem to have

a

Corre-

more difficult time

negotiating separation with their eldest son
than they did
with their daughter.

The relatively extreme moves which

Teddy makes towards separation imply that the
options for
increasing relational distance between himself and
his
parents, particularly his father, are limited.

Mr. Balasco

'

rigid stance regarding the family business is
reminiscent of
his father's no-negotiation approach to the children's
par-
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ticipation in farm work.
in orde. to understana
the
to

f.Mly systems response

Davys encounter with
adolescence,

it is necessary
to

examine his perception
of his parents
i^arents, hi.
^
his description
of
his relationship „.th
each of them, and his
perception of

M.self.

xn addition, it .s
important to review the
manner
in Which the Balascos
perceive Davy as he makes
the trans-

ition from childhood to
adolescence.

Davy's description

Of his parents confirms
points made earlier in the
discussion about the quality and
structure of relationships
in the
Balasco family. Motably,
Davy's narrative is dominated
by
references to his mother, while
allusions to his father are
substantially less frequent. Davy
describes his mother in
the following way:

^°"^"--""g---he tries too hard

:;TifT''tL'l ^"-^^

to r^un

f\

"^^^
friends should be
and where I should go. ..she
snoops. ..she goes into my
^
^^-^r I found out that
She had been reading it I threw
it in the fire.

ZJ'^

Here, Davy's perception of his
mother as overprotective and

interfering suggests that the behavioral
complementarity

which characterized Davy's relationship
with his mother
earlier in his life is breaking down.

Although Davy is no

longer a sick child, Mrs. Balasco
continues in the intensified role of caretaker.

Davy's portrayal of his mother im-
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Plies that she is
dangerously
^
near to an.m
y .near
amplifying
a behavioral posture associated
with ^-Loseness.
closeness
n
Davy
describes his
father as:
•

•

time to Clean, Vlls
TtZli'
I don't know what
I like

IT'''
abou^hL'

Davys portrayal of

Ms

father is notably vag.e.

^
'^"^

This

vagueness suggests that Davy
feels distant fron, his
father,
that he doesn't know
him well. Their relationship
is a
disconnected one and see.s to
recapitulate the relationship
between Davy and his father
alluded to earlier in the
discussion. TO the extent
that he describes his
mother as
involved in caretaking activities
and his father as working, Davy perceives
both parents as assuming
behavioral
postures connected to closeness.
However, while Mrs.

Balasco's behavioral position
seems to directly influence
and effect Davy, Mr. Balasco's
stance has relatively little
impact on him.

These observations substantiate
the fact

that it is his mother with whom
Davy is most involved in
the family dialogue.
As Davy talks about himself, his
role in the family

dialogue and his position in the relational
configuration
of the family system are illuminated.

In a manner remi-

niscent of his mother, Davy has difficulty
recalling his

childhood disability.
^y.
I

don't know.

It's

He
iie

5tr^^r.rr^
struggles

w*ai

r-r^

to remember:

i^^

Here, Davy fights to
block out memories of
hi.self as a dis
.bled child Who occupied a
behavioral position associated

with separation in the
family.

„,3. Balasco blocks out
her

men^ries of sickness as a
child by recalling her
identification with the nurturant
caretaking ^alities of her
.othe
Thus she avoids amplification
of a behavioral posture associated with separation by
striving to meet behavioral
expectations associated with closeness.
Notably both sets of
behaviors stem from the family's
dialogue. Davy's approach
to a similar situation is
significantly different from that

of his mother.

Although he seems to attempt to avoid
ampli

fication of the behavioral posture
linked to separation,
Davy has difficulty identifying
with antithetical postures
(i.e.

those behaviors associated with
closeness)

the dialogue of his mother or
his father.

in either

In his narrative

Davy expresses concern about nurturance and
caretaking;
however, references to himself as involved in
these activities are rare.

Similarly in his dialogue with Mr. Balasco,

Davy is cognizant of alternative postures but is
unable to

identify himself with them.

When asked about his strengths
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and weaknesses. Davy responds,

should be... muscles..."

^alities

"I'm not as strong as

i

Here Davy recognizes one of
the

(i.e. physical stamina)

associated with closeness

in his dialogue with his
father, but seems unable to
incor-

porate it into his perception of
himself.

Thus, Davy is in

a position of struggling to
avoid amplification of behaviors

associated with separation while having
an inadequate

repertoire of antithetical or replacement
behaviors.

replacement behaviors are characterized by

a

Davy's

superficial

quality and are notably not derived from the
behavioral
dialogues in the Balasco family.

These comments are illus-

trative:

Like I see some 14 year olders...and I call
them immature, but then I have to remember that I'm only
14...
everyone my age are jerks, they're all immature
little"
brats.
That's why I hate talking about ages, I can't
stand it, it bothers me... I hang around with kids
older
than me... some are in their twenties.

Here and in other excerpts from his narrative, Davy disqualifies the value of forming relationships with youngsters
his age and stresses his desire to befriend older people.
He seems to believe that association with older people will

undercut the intensity with which he still meets behavioral
expectations associated with separation in his family.
Davy's adolescent struggle with identity is re-

flected in the observations of his parents.

Mrs. Balasco
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-.es

the followin,
co^nents a.out navy as
an adolescent:
...I think that he
wants to get out of
and I think that he
wants^to spread Ms'
^is wings and
^^e's spreading them
in a w^v ly, p^^^^
•

'

^

^eei bad because
^
think that he cprt-;. r^i
fro™ „.ong, bu^ I don'
'°
^'^^^
t
n.'tha't T""""^ ^PPlying
methods to his behavior
good
yet
as ^
they say come
^
with us... he '11 go.
I

•

^

I'm so close with Daw ^-"h =
t ^.-u
I'm trying to J-ive
^"^^^ ^i^^
^ive his
nis life.
lif' ..that you know
reallv i^n'^
so but TI can imagine
so,
why he would feel that w^v ^
because
we are, we were close wh«r.
"^^^ Younger, but I'm
wonderina if T^n ^
^-

•

-,

llT

^

need:d-s"Lr„:L.\-:^-

j°to"°d:.r^

^irxIL-Jrh-

—

^^the^

'-^'^

...I don't think that Davy
could be a worker like Ben

hav^e^the^^L^a^it^/^^^--

^

.^^ ^

-

In her coimnents, Mrs. Balasco
seems to recognize Davy's need
to grow and to oppose or
challenge his childhood role in the

family; however, her statements
suggest that she still perceives her son as primarily assuming
a behavioral posture

associated with separation in the family
dialogue.- Mrs.
Balasco portrays Davy as immature, as
using poor judgment,
as physically and emotionally
inadequate,

and as overly in-

volved with her..
Mr. Balasco 's observations of Davy are
in the same

vein as those of his wife.

He comments:
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Davy was a beautiful hnw -k,
-u
get Sic. the whoL
"^'^
woul'%e':x' thai
and they would give
"^^'^^^ »ielp
it to h^l
could. And this Is w^^f r i^" •^"^''^''^^"9 that they
'^'^P"""'' ^° ^i""--^
thought he was Sick T^l
tL
'^^
over it I depended ™: e
on Th::d\:f 'n'"
as strong as Theodore
anrJu "^^/^"^^y
uL T^ddrL"
to go with, me
and this and that
no*- <-i, =
t
but a sick kid
<^-y''
°" '
;"sick kid.
^.

4-

L

m;;e;'to1:t'f coll'Le'ld
see

to me.

'^"^'""^

^^e
''^^ '°

d^ wh^t hi e^^t: to
do°"'i;""v'
do...
it makes ' no difference

Although he seems to recognize
the fact that Davy is
no
longer a sick" child, Mr.
Balasco ultimately depicts
his
son as occupying a behavioral
position associated with separation in family interaction.
Mr. Balasco continues to
per-

ceive Davy as sick and physically
inadequate.

m

addition,

his comments reflect his lack
of involvement with Davy and
his paucity of knowledge about
his son's activities and

interests apart from the family.
Thus, although Davy's behavioral
posture has objec-

tively changed (i.e. he is no longer
a sick child), his

parents continue to behave towards him
as if he were still
disabled.

Mrs. Balasco remains overly-involved
and protec-

tive towards her son, while Mr. Balasco
stays distant and

detached.

Both parents attempt to maintain the fixed
be-

havioral complementarity that characterized
their respective
relationships with Davy earlier in his life.

As a result.
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Davy frec^ently finds
himself .n

a

position in which he .s

forced to meet behavioral
expectations associated with
separation without having the
opportunity to learn behaviors
associated with closeness in the
family.
AS Davy and his parents face
the developmental task
Of adolescence, the family
dialogue and the dynamic balance
Of the system are increasingly
threatened. Davy, his mother,
and his father are not prepared
to negotiate a separation.

Davy does not have

a

repertoire of behaviors that will
help

him successfully challenge parental
expectations.

Mr. and

Mrs. Balasco are involved in
relatively fixed dialogues

with Davy in which there is little
room for movement or
increased relational distance between
partners.

As Davy

attempts to separate from his parents,
complementary family

interaction is amplified and stagnation
threatens the family
dialogue.

Davy's first leavetaking from home at
the age of

14 illustrates this process.

Several months prior to the

family's move, Davy, who had always been

"a

loner" began to

make friends and establish himself within the
context of
peer group.

This was

a'

a

major change for a youngster whose

primary relational context had been within the home.

Davy's

parents, particularly his mother, disapprove strongly
of

Davy's choice of peer group.

In addition,

the family is
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Shortly Planning a .ove
that „iu,
imposed,

the physical distance

sever Davy's peer
relationships.

Impulsively,

Davy ta.es the family
car and drives to a
neighboring state
without informing his parents.
He returns with the
car
safely,

shortly after his return,
Davy is taken to a
mental health facility by
his mother. The following
interchange reveals the manner
in which the Balascos
react to
the incident:
Mrs. Balasco: Well the first
inclination that we had
that Davy was having a problem
was when
he took the car right after
school
started and went on a joy ride
for himself.
Mr. Balasco:
I didn't know that he
could drive... he
all the way to another state.
Mrs. Balasco: He took the
car... well thank god that he
made it back and forth alright
and it was
very frightening to say the
least that he
would do something like that or even
think of doing something that
serious.
And from there is when we found
the different problems that he had within
himself, so we decided to see if he
could
seek some help.
By taking a joy ride, Davy attempts
to oppose his inter-

actional role within the family as the sick
child by demonstrating daring and precocious maturity.

However, his be-

havior is impulsive and reflects poor
judgment.

Rather than

helping him to attain increased relational
distance from his
parents, Davy's actions only serve to intensify
his involve-

ment in the family dialogue.

Mrs. Balasco amplifies her
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careta..ng posture and
interacts with Davy as if
he were a
"sicV troubled child in need
of inunediate attention.
Mr.
Balasco remains detached and
uninvolved with his "irresponsible.. son.

Thus, paradoxically, as
Davy attempts to

separate from h.s family,
relational distance between
Dav-y
and his parents decreases.
As relational distance decreases, Davy and his parents
run the risk of the amplification Of behavioral postures
associated with separation
and closeness, respectively.

The family dialogue confronts

the threat of stagnation as
relating partners intensify

their fixed complementary postures.

m

short, as Davy and

his parents approach the task
of adolescent separation, the

Balasco family faces

a

serious relational crisis.

Comparative summary. P..^ ..^

- u rrent

m

famil.P.

summary, it is noteworthy to
compare the Balascos

'

sepa-

ration from their respective parents
with Davy's current

attempt to initiate

a

separation from his family.

m

their

families of origin, separation between the
Balascos and
their parents occurs when complementary
family interaction

has reached

a

stalemate.

Rather than being forced into

a

static role within the system, each of the
Balascos chooses
to leave the family.

Their actions insure the perpetuation

rather than the stagnation of their respective family
dia-

.
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lo^es.

The leavetaking of each
of the Balascos is
faci-

litated by a strong identification
with the "dominantparent in each family. The
"dominant" parent is the

family member who most often
strives to assume the behavioral posture associated with
closeness. Their identification with the behavioral posture
of this parent helps
the Balascos to sustain
flexible complementary interaction
within the family system. That is,
both Mr. and Mrs.

Balasco are able to meet behavioral
expectations associated

with closeness and separation without
risking amplification
of the latter.

In addition,

their identification with the

"dominant" parent provides the Balascos
with

a

repertoire

of behaviors which ultimately prove useful
in helping them
separate from their respective families.

Mr. Balasco is

able to separate from his family and immediately
obtain

employment at an "institution."

Mrs. Balasco leaves home

and chooses to live with a friend who needs help
with an

infant
In the current Balasco family,

provoked by an interactional stalemate.

separation is also
Mr. and Mrs.

Balasco continue to interact with their youngest son,
Davy, as if he were a sick child, when, in fact, he is

growing to adulthood.

Rather than be forced into this
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fixea reUtional
position in the syste..
Oav, chooses to
leave the fa^il,.
„o„ever. his lac. of
identification with
either parent undermines
the success of his
efforts to
separate.
His ,oy ride proves
to be an .nade^uate
and irres^nsibie distancing ^echanis™.
oavy returns ho™e
to
find himself participating
in a dialogue in
whxch the behavioral postures associated
with both closeness
and separation are amplified turther.
further
rr^r,o
Consequently, the potential
for an interactional
stalemate among this three-person
systemic component increases.
short, the Balascos' initial involvement with Davy
in relationships built
on
relatively fixed behavioral
complementarity rather than on

m

identification ultimately threatens
to terminate permanently
their mutual dialogue and to
disrupt significantly the dynamic balance of the Balasco
family system.

Adolesce nt Finding
The adolescent data are of

a

c;

less comprehensive nature

than that provided by the members
of the Balasco family.

Consequently, the task of delineating
salient patterns of

relational distance within the families
of the adolescent

participants was more difficult.
narratives not only precluded

a

The absence of parental

specific analysis of the

transmission of relational patterns across
generational
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boundaries, but it also
eliminated the opportunity
to crossvalidate relational structures
through a comparison of
perceptions made by the parents,
the adolescent family
members, and by the investigator.
However, while the task
of identifying relationships
in the families of the
adolescent participants was
difficult, it was by no means
impossible. The discussion earlier
which focused on relational patterns in the Balascos'
families or
i.auij.xj.ei.
of nrioi'n
=
origin suggests
that it is possible to
reconstruct relational configurations in a family based upon
the narrative of a single
individual.
here.

A similar approach to the data
was utilized

The discussion reconstructed both
the dialogue and

the configuration of relationships
associated with the task

of distance minimization in the
families of the adolescent

participants prior to their suicide attempts.

m

order to

simplify the current discussion, the
dialogue for each of
the two families under consideration
will be identified

prior to the presentation of the data itself.

Excerpts

from the narratives of two adolescent participants
will then

be examined against this background.

Material from the

narratives will be presented in chronological order, be-

ginning with the adolescents' description of relationships
and events in childhood and continuing to their perceptions
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Of t.e.sexves ana their
relationships with others
,„ost
Often fa^il, .enters,
aurin, aaolescence an.
prior to their
suicide attempts.
addi tion
the adolescents
uuxescents descriptions
of their parents will
be included.

m

.

•

•

The two adolescents
selected
cxtit-tea fnr
ir^^i
tor inclusion
in this
portion of tne
c^r-n
the discussion
di
co
,
are
Nancy Franklin and Linda
Petite. They were chosen
for presentation here
because they
are representative of
the variability in the
adolescent
sample; each falls at the
opposite end of a behavioral
continuum. Nancy Franklin
presents as a tough youngster
whose
behavior during adolescence
could be described as excessively rebellious. She dropped
out of high school, ran away
from home on numerous occasions,
abused alcohol and drugs,
and engaged in irresponsible
sexual behavior (she had two
•

;

abortions).

In contrast, Linda Petite
is a subdued,

ar-

ticulate youngster whose behavior
in adolescence can best
be described as conservative,

she attended and completed

high school, had no involvement
with alcohol or drugs, did
not engage in irresponsible sexual
behavior, and did not

participate in any outwardly rebellious
activities.
these descriptions,
ferent.

From

the two girls appear to be quite
dif-

However, an examination of their narratives
reveals

two striking similarities.

Each girl plays an identical
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role in the family dialogue,
and each gi.l occupies
a similar position in the
configuration of family relationships.
Both Nancy Franklin and
Linda Petite are intensely
involved
in minimizing familial
distance.

Mnc^^-Franl^

A review of Nancy's narrative
highlights

the complementary themes and
corresponding behaviors which

comprise the dialogue in the Franklin
family.

The specific

motifs and behaviors associated with
separation include

helplessness, passivity, and emotional
and physical vulnerability.

The themes and behaviors linked with
closeness

include physical and emotional aggression.

The dialogue is

essentially sado-masochistic in nature; the
infliction and
reception of physical and emotional pain
constituting com-

plementarity of family interaction.

It is against this

thematic and interactional backdrop that Nancy's
narrative
will be examined, beginning with several of
Nancy's more

vivid childhood recollections.
Nancy's memories are of an unhappy and rocky child-

hood in which family members were always "picking
fights

with each other" but in particular "picking fights with me."
She recalls,

"I

never fought back, because if

would go back and tell my father."
remembers assuming

a

I

did they

Thus, early on, Nancy

helpless, passive, and physically vul-
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nerable stance in her
family.

Hotably she describes
herself

as different from her
siblings in this respect;
it is she,
not they, who meets
behavioral

expectations associated with

separation in the family.
Nancy's recollection of

a

childhood incident in

which her mother flushed Nancy's
pet gerbels down the toilet
while Nancy was away at school
further illustrates Nancy's
position in the family.

she recalls:

™

It would be like somebody
picked me up and dumped me

-^l^^'' ^^^-d
'
myself InTj^^^^"^
'^t.'' somebody was
going
to hurt me.
.
Zll
The other k.ds
wanted to keep them, but ihey didn't
^et
as upset as me... my sister said
that the gerbels
'""^ difference anyway... I was mad,...i
went'un^.^"°"
throwing things around and I
Ti6l7l
^t"lto anybody
T"""^^
didn t talk
for a month.

L

Not only is Nancy the passive victim
of separation from her
pet gerbels, but she also appears
to strongly identify with

them and vicariously experiences
herself as the helpless

victim of

a

violent and cruel act.

not her siblings who assumes
family.

a

Again, it is Nancy and

vulnerable position in the

Although her siblings wanted to keep the gerbels,

Nancy is the child who is most pained by the loss.
School was yet another source of "pain" for Nancy.

Because of an undetected hearing problem, school personnel
assessed Nancy as intellectually limited and placed her
in
a

special class "where most of the kids were mentally re-

.
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tardea...

she recalls that in addition
to being the object
of cruelty fro™ the kids at
school, ..^y brothers made
fun of
me and even my mother would
call me 'retarded..'. Here,
both
inside and outside the family,
Nancy is the recipient of
verbal cruelty and aggression
from others, within the
family,

Nancy assumes

a

complementary interactional position

in relation to her mother and
brothers; as they inflict emo-

tional pain, she absorbs it.

Nancys description of her adolescence
by memories of her father.

is dominated

She refers to him in the follow-

ing manner:
...him, I don't get along with at all.
He can't sit
down and have a simple conversation with
you, he always
yells... he gets mad, and hits me a lot... a
couple of
times he punched me in the head and the
stomach, and
he's given me black eyes and big lips.
In this and other excerpts from her narrative,
Nancy depicts

her father as exclusively assuming

a

behavioral posture as-

sociated with closeness in the family dialogue.

She portrays

him as verbally and physically aggressive, the primary inflictor of emotional and physical pain in the family.

In

turn, Nancy stresses that she is the major recipient of this

pain.

From her description, the two family members most in-

volved in the family dialogue appear to be Nancy and her
father
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References to her mother are
rare in Nancy's narrative, particularly as she
recollects adolescence,
^"hen
asKed to describe her mother,
Nancy replies, "My mother,
she's a bitch when she's
drunk, you can't even say
'boo' to
her." Generally, Nancy portrays
her mother as an alcoholic

who is hostile but distant and
seemingly uninvolved with her.
Thus, although the two women
complement one another's behaviors, the quality of their
interaction is different
from Nancy's interaction with her
father.

While Mr. Franklin

is frequently depicted as
actively and directly aggressive

in relation to his daughter, Mrs.
Franklin is described as

hostile and passive.

Nancy cites many recollections in which

her father inflicts physical pain on Nancy
while Mrs. Franklin
observes without comment or interest.
As Nancy approaches adolescence, her
fantasies and

dreams reflect her struggle with her behavioral
role within
the family.

At the age of 13, she states that she
considered

murdering her mother but was afraid to go through with
it

because "my father would get me."
avoid amplification of

a

posture in which she absorbs pain

by considering inflicting pain.
a

Here Nancy attempts to

A similar motif occurs in

repetitive dream which begins when Nancy is 16.

dream involves

:

The
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got really .ad'and I too'
a Kn'fe""f
the. out and then thertL
a^n
nd Italt
me and I can see blood
on the. and b ood on
'

^^^^^"^

L

^'^

'

^^^^

T^'
a^d

wamnraround

in both the fantasy and the
dream, Nancy strives to move
out
of her vulnerable, passive
interactional posture by substituting other behaviors.

However, these substitute be-

haviors are extreme, destructive,
impulsive, and unrealistic.
In fact,

as Nancy faces the task of
adolescent separation,

she is ill equipped to challenge
the family's behavioral

expectations.

Her limited repertoire of behaviors
under-

mines the extent to which she can
negotiate

separation from her parents.

a

successful

The fixed complementary re-

lationships in which Nancy and her parents have
engaged
since Nancy's childhood, now face the
danger of stagnation.

Nancy's inadequate attempts to gain relational
distance
from her parents (e.g. running away from home)
ultimately

result in an amplification of complementary family
interaction.

Nancy's recollection of events when she ran away

from home at the age of 17 illustrates this process.

She

recalls:
ran away because my father was always smacking me
around for no reason at all and I wasn't getting along
with the people in the house and I decided that if I
I

b

'
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mother's a/y off so iTn'
wasn't and he°Lck:d'tL
dog
went into the
v-i r,„
beating
up.
1 1

L

T

^

^

r got me

'^""^

!n1hf
^ bedroom
"^1-^

and he
™e in and started

She adds:

...he's threatened me if
going to chain me in the

i

ev^r

r-,.v,
'

Lllar Ind

brother smokes pot and he
just tlltl lo

Nancys

co™3

hil

not only illustrate the
family's amplifi-

cation of complementary
behaviors as separation is
attempted,
but in addition point to
Nancy's special role in the
family
dialogue (in contrast to her
siblings) and to her position
in the configuration of
family relationships.

Specifically,

Nancy is the member of her
family who most frequently assumes the behavioral posture
associated with separation.
She engages as such in fixed
complementary relationships

with both parents, although she
seems to be more intensely
involved in this way with her father.

Thus, as Nancy and

her parents approach the developmental
task of adolescence,
they are ill-prepared to negotiate

a

separation.

as the system is forced to deal with
separation,

Instead,

relational

distance is discouraged and the family dialogue
is threatened
by stagnation.

In short,

serious relational crisis.

the Franklin family system faces a

.

:
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careful consideration of
Linda's narrative

illuminates the complementary
themes and corresponding
behaviors which constitute the
dialogue

in the Petite family.

The primary themes and
behaviors linked to separation
are
isolation, exclusion, helplessness,
inadequacy, and emotional vulnerability. The
ma^or motifs and behavxors associated with closeness include
involvement, inclusion,

competency, responsibility, and
emotional strength.

These

themes and behaviors will provide
the backdrop against which

Linda's narrative will be addressed.

The discussion will

begin by examining recollections of
her early childhood
years

Linda's earliest memories involve feelings
of exclusion, inadequacy, and helplessness at
school.

She

recalls
can remember back in kindergarten ... doing my paper
wrong... and the teacher looked at me funny and I can
remember some of the kids laughing at me and I remember
that they were all making newspaper bears and I couldn't
and I don't know why .. .Another time I thought that I was
late for class because they had morning sessions and
afternoon sessions and I was crying because I didn't see
anybody outside the school yard or anything and I saw
kids in class and I couldn't get in, so I was crying and
I went home and my m.other said, "You're
not late, you're
early."
I

.

In the first of these two recollections, Linda describes

other children as involved in

a

group activity.

In contrast.
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she experiences herself
as excluded and
isolated.
the basis of her exclusion
is her incompetency.

Notably,
Thus, as

opposed to the other children
who for™ a competent
involved
group. Linda depicts herself
as an incompetent,
emotionally

vulnerable isolate.

Zn the second
recollection. Linda de-

scribes another situation
in which she is isolated
and inadequate. Here, her mother's
knowing competent stance
complements Linda's uninformed,
inadequate emotionally vulnerable position.
in both recollections,
Linda portrays
herself as consistently meeting
behavioral expectations

associated with separation in the
family dialogue.
Linda

memories of later school years are
thematic-

ally congruent with her earlier
recollections.

She re-

members:

When I was younger, I got beaten up
a lot and I wouldn't
fight back because it wasn't my thing and
I would cry
and that is how I got my anger out and
I was very frustrated. A lot of times at school it was
let's pick on
Linda today... everybody made it hard for me,
teachers
and students.
Here again, Linda depicts herself as a
helpless, emotionally
vulnerable, isolated child who is excluded from

a

group

"involved" in "picking' on" her.
As Linda describes herself in relation to members
of

her family similar themes reappear.

She explains:
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did... and I have dLferent
"^^^ ' """"^
belief.
brothers
because they're quys anH.o
"""^^^
^^^^^
she's younger!
^^^^^^e
•

While her siblings are
"involved in things," thereby
meeting behavioral expectations
associated wxth closeness in
the family, Linda is excluded,
isolated, and different.
In her narrative, Linda
portrays herself as com-

plementing the behavioral posture
of her parents as well as
the posture of her siblings.
For example,
she recalls:

When I was growing up, I just
wanted to be accepted by
my parents, just like everybody
else
in the family.

In this and other excerpts,
Linda conveys a sense of iso-

lation in relation to her parents.

m

addition, she often

describes them, particularly her mother,
as involved with
the family, while Linda remains an
outsider.

Linda appears

to view her mother as the "dominant"
parent or the family

member most involved in meeting behavioral
expectations
associated with closeness.

Mrs. Petite is the parent most

frequently and descriptively referred to in Linda's,
narrative.

vague.

Allusions to Mr. Petite are less frequent and notably
The following excerpts are illustrative:

My mother. . .she' s very sensitive, I feel that she takes
a lot
she does a lot too... too much... she takes care
of the house and the kids...
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My father... he's kind and
he's
sure why.

a y^vj^j
good

-^dcner...!i'.
father
m not.

Sometimes I feel like my mother
does too much
t
things that my father should
be doing'!!it"f I Ike sh^',
playing two roles... like when
we go on vacation t
think that my father should
be the one lo make ;hJ
reservations and things like
that, but h^ hSds the

-the^
d°
T""^'
it's
funny,
'^"^
my
father's
the taw
law... hft'^^P'^^f
he's kind of stubborn old school.
He'll
sometimes when he's feeling
sad,
ITll
ne 11 tlTl---'-'''^
just show anger.

haral™:s

Thus, as Linda describes
herself throughout her narrative
as the excluded,

isolated, helpless, and inadequate
child,

she depicts her parents, and
more specifically her mother,
as involved, competent,

and responsible.

To the extent

that they meet contrasting behavioral
expectations, Linda
and her mother appear to be the two
family members most in-

volved in the family dialogue.
As Linda encounters adolescence and is
faced with

the task of separation, her struggle with her
behavioral

role in the family is evidenced.

The following statement

is illustrative:

Sometimes I feel like I belong in my family and sometimes I don't
sometimes I don't feel like I belong
anywhere. . .sometimes I feel like I'm the only person
in the world and that these are just people that I've
created in my mind. That I'm not really living, it's
only a dream.
Here, Linda vacillates between feeling included and ex-

cluded.

Notably, in her inner world, she amplifies the
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latter feeling to the
point of "not. . .living"
or death.
Although she struggles to
avoid a.pUf.eation of
this, and
other feenngs and behaviors,
her repertoire of
replacement
behaviors has been severely
limited by the fixed complementary relationships in which
she has previously
engaged
with her parents. Because
she has consistently been
delegated to assume the behavioral
posture associated with separation in the family dialogue,
she has had little opportunity to learn alternative
behaviors and feelings. Her
limited behavior choices undermine
the extent to which she
can negotiate a successful
separation from her parents. Although Linda contends, "i can't
take it when somebody tries
to put me in a special place
where they think that they are

better than me," she is ill-equipped
behaviorally to
struggle out of such

a

"special place."

Unlike Davy Balasco and Nancy Franklin, both
of

whom attempt to attain relational distance
from their respective parents through external action, Linda
Petite
fight for separation is largely an internal one.

's

As Linda

attempts to feel differently about herself and
behave ac-

cordingly within the family, the family dialogue intensifies.

The following excerpt exemplifies this process:

...like when I wanted to make my own decisions ... they
gave ma a hassle. . .even if it didn't involve them, they
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didn
ways
They
ways
they

want to let me think for
myself
fT..
put me down...i would
argue a lot
"^^^f^^ther.
never gave my brothers any
hassle
"'^^^^^
let them go where they
^^nted ... especially when
got older!
t

^

^

'

These statements not only
highlight the family's amplification Of complementary behavioral
postures as Lxnda grows
older and separation is
attempted, but

they also Ulum.nate

Linda

special part xn the family
dialogue (.n contrast to
her siblings) and her special
posxt.on xn the configuration
of family relationships.
Specifically, Linda appears to be
the member of her family who
most often meets behavioral
-s

expectations associated with separation.

She engages as

such in fixed complementary
relationships with both parents,

although she seems more intensely
involved in this way with
her mother.

Thus,

as Linda and her parents approach
the

task of separation,

they are ill-prepared to negotiate
re-

lational distance.

Rather, the complementary sets of be-

haviors which function to maintain familial
relationships
are intensified, and the family dialogue is
threatened by

stagnation.

Summary of Family and Adolescent Findings

In overview,

the relational patterns described by

the Balascos in their respective families of origin and in
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thexr current fa.il,, and
the relational
patterns descr. bed
by the two adolescent
participants included in
this portion
Of the discussion are
re.ar.aMy si.iiar. Ml
of the fa.iincluding those of the
four adolescent
participants
not included here, appear
to be highly invested
in minim...ng intraf a.ilial distance.
Me^nbers of each fa.ily
system address the tas. within
the context of a dialogue
composed Of themes and behaviors
specific to their family.
Generally, the data suggest that
although separation and
loss are sensitive issues for
all of these systems,

family

members are able to initiate and
tolerate some familial

separations while painfully and passively
submitting to
others.

The amount of difficulty experienced
by family mem-

bers around any given separation
appears related to th e

importance of the separating individual's
role in the family

dialogue and position in the configuration
of family relationships.

The greater the importance of the
separating

family member in these areas, the greater
the chance for

disruption of the family dialogue and significant
alteration
of the system's dynamic balance.
Mr. and Mrs. Balasco and the adolescent participants

(including Davy Balasco)

appear to play an important role in

the family dialogue and appear to occupy

a

special position
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in the configuration of
family relationships.

Each of these

individuals and his or her respective
parents constitute

a

three-person system which ultimately
is most responsible for
minimizing intraf amilial distance
(i.e. sustaining complementary interaction within the family
context) .
The data
reveal that the participants perceive
the relationships

which compose this three-person system
as based either on
identification or complementarity.
Although Mr. and Mrs.
Balasco engaged in reciprocal
complementary relationships

with their respective parents, the
Balascos are unable to
experience themselves as involved in

a

three-person process.

Rather, each of the Balascos perceives
contrasting dyadic

relational structures in which he or she
strongly identifies

with the behaviors of one parent while
complementing the

behaviors of the other.

Notably, both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco

strongly identify with the "dominant" parent in their
families, or the parent who is perceived as most frequently

assuming the behavioral posture associated with closeness
in the family dialogue.

While the Balascos describe roles

in the family dialogue- that permitted some degree of be-

havioral flexibility, the adolescent participants convey
more constricted sense of family interaction.

a

The ado-

lescent participants describe familial relationships, par-
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ticuXarly those between
themselves and thei.
respective
parents as based on
relatively fixed complementarity.
The
adolescents portray their
parents as always assuming
the
behavioral postures associated
with closeness, whxle
they
depict themselves as
consistently assuming the
behavioral
posture linked to separation.
L..e
the Balascos.

the ado-

lescent participants seem
to have difficulty
experiencing
themselves as involved in a
three person process.
As they
describe the relationships
which compose the three
person
system, the adolescent
participants all indicate that
they
feel significantly more
involved with one parent than
with
the other in the famxly
dialogue.
Notably, the adolescents
are more involved in this way
with the •dominant" parent in
their families. However,
in contrast to the Balascos,
none
of the dyadic relational structures
described by the ado-

lescent participants are based on
identification.
As all of the systems under examination
here face
the age appropriate separation of
family members, numerous

family interactional processes are
highlighted.

it seems

clear that these systems experience the
most difficulty when

confronted with the separation of the child
most involved in
the family dialogue.

As these very important children at-

tempt to separate from their families, complementary
family
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interaction intensifies as the
three-person system strives
to minimize intraf amilial
distance and avoid separation
and
loss.

Paradoxically, thxs amplification
of contrasting behavioral postures poses a threat
to the family system in
the form of stagnation.
a

A dialogue cannot be
sustained if

posture or a set of behavioral
expectations xs amplified

to a point at which the
potential for complementarity with

another posture or set of expectations
is precluded.
Notably, Mr. and Mrs. Balasco are
able to protect their

original families from interactional
stagnation by decreasing their own involvement in the family
dialogue.

Although

the Balascos only attain a limited
degree of relational

distance as they separate from their parents,
the distancing
process allows the family dialogue to continue
albeit on a

qualitatively and structurally different level.

The Balascos

are able to negotiate this type of separation because
of

the nature of their parental relationships.

The Balascos'

strong identification with their "dominant" parent, supplements their interactional repertoire with behaviors associated with closeness in the family dialogue.
In contrast,

the adolescent participants and their

families experience more difficulty as they approach age

appropriate separation.

Stagnation of the family dialogue
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is a significantly greater threat,

as these participants

have fewer alternatives than the Balascos with which to
avoid amplification of behavioral expectations.

This un-

availability of alternative behaviors stems from the nature
of the relationships between these adolescents and their

parents.

As interactional roles within their families were

relatively fixed, these adolescents had fewer opportunities
to oppose the behaviors associated with separation by iden-

tifying with behaviors associated with closeness.
result,

As a

these adolescents and their parents are ill-equipped

to negotiate a separation and still sustain

different form)

the family dialogue.

(although in

These systems face

major changes in the dynamic balance of familial relationships; crisis appears eminent.

This chapter has focused on an examination and delin-

eation of salient relational patterns in families that have

demonstrated
loss.

a

significant sensitivity to separation and

The next chapter will address the meaning and purpose

of these patterns in an attempt to illuminate the reason for

their importance in family functioning.

Finally, within

this context of meaning and function, adolescent suicidal

behavior will be examined.

CHAPTER

VI

THE MEANING OF
RELATIONSHIPS

The goal of the present
chapter is to ™ove from
the
delineation of familial
patterns to a aeeper
understanding
Of relationships in families
with a suicidal adolescent
member. The discussion wUl
pursue this goal in three
stages. The first stage
will be a reexamination
of the relational patterns identified
.n Chapter V.
Th.s revxew
will highlight more specifically
the meaning of these patterns and the nature of their
contribution to family functioning.
Second, the discussion will
illustrate how the

process which typifies relating in
the families of the participants may be integrated into
a developmental family
systems approach.

Here, constructs from the historical-

developmental model of family functioning
proposed by Murray
Bowen (1976) will be included. Finally,
within this inte-

grated framework, the participants'
narratives will be reviewed in order to better understand
adolescent suicidal

behavior.

The Meaning nf Relation^il

Patt erns

A similar relational process appears to play an in-

tegral part in the lives of all the families
under consider280
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ation in

i-ntit,

tMs

i„,.,ry.

power a.e

The aata surest
that issues of

.or.„

aete™.nation of
the ^alitative an.
structural characteristics
of this relatin, process, .n
overview ana assessment
of the specific
relat.onal patterns
aeiineate. in the last
chapter helps to
Clarify the significance
of these xssues and
of their con-

tribution to relationships
in the fa.il.es of
the participants.
TO review, the families
of the participants
demonstrate an unusual sensitivity
to experiences of
separation
and loss. This sensitivity
is reflected in family
inter-

action which stresses the
avoidance of separation and
loss,
or what has been called the
'minimization of distance."
For family members, separation
and loss are experienced
in
both qualitative and
quantitative dimensions. Differences
in beliefs or values,
emotions, and efficacy or power,
as
well as distance, imposed by
space, are experienced as
threatening. Family relationships
are characterized by an
inflexibility that encumbers the
negotiation of intrafamilial distance.

Although family members can often

achieve separation in space, they
are less successful in

attaining qualitative or relational
distance from one another.

This is particularly the case for
the participants
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and their respective parents
who compose the trio of
family

members apparently most involved in
minimizing intraf amilial
distance.

The participants have difficulty
perceiving this

three-person system and describe, instead,
dyadic relational
structures based on identification
and/or complementarity.
As the degree of relational flexibility
in families de-

creases, relationships in this distance
minimizing trio are

depicted as based on increasingly fixed
rather than reciprocal behavioral complementarity.

Within their respective theoretical frameworks,
both
Nagy (1973) and Kantor (1975) discuss and
assess numerous

relational patterns including patterns similar to
those found
in the families of the participants.

Each theorist points

to the limitations which such patterns place
on the process

of relating.

The comments of Nagy are particularly rele-

vant when considering the fixed role complementarity which

characterizes the familial relationships of the participants.
Nagy notes that although relational roles may appear to be

opposites,

a

relationship is not composed of

a

genuinely

antithetical dialogue unless reciprocity between the roles
or the behaviors of the relating partners exists.

ships which lack such reciprocity are typified by
ized fusion of roles."

Bi-polar fusion in

a

Relationa

"polar-

relationship
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eliminates the potential for
creative synthesis^^ or
the
genuine sharing of contributions
by relating partners.
.a,y
contends, rather, that family
.embers in polarized roles
become •vicariously dependent
on one another's function
.n
such a manner that neither
faces his own relational
world
as a Whole person^'
(p. 23).
Thus, relating partners
are
fused and cannot experience
each other in a genuinely
intimate or separate manner.
Kantor's remarks are applicable
in addressing the
way in which the parTiicipants
particioarn-Q
v^i,4-relationships
restrict their
ability to attain qualitative
or relational distance.
•

«

Generally, Kantor stresses the
importance of

a

balanced

interplay between the family's and
the individual's conceptual, affective, and volitional
experiences.

Healthy

family relationships must be flexible,
adaptable, and negotiable.

The more that family members are
willing to en-

courage, permit, and accept individual
differences while

still providing shared qualitative family
experience, the

greater the ease with which family members
can adapt to
life inside and outside the family sphere.

Kantor contends that systems in which
is placed on family beliefs,

a

In contrast,

primary emphasis

family emotional needs, and

family efficacy at the expense of the individual
are those

.
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Which the quality of both
.nt..acy and separateness
is
diminished. Families, such
as those of the
participants,

appear to g.ve pr.orxty to
famUy functioning and to discourage the attainment of
individual differences. These
systems seem to be typified by
a relational process
which
is shaped more by family
need rather than an interplay
between family and individual
needs.
short, both Nagy
and Kantor note that relational
patterns similar to those

m

found in the participants' families
may interfere sub-

stantially with the ability of
individuals to experience
genuine intimacy and separateness
within the context of
family relationships. in addition,
the theorists' comments
suggest that relationships in these
families are determined
more by dependency or need than by
choice.
Bowen (1976)

describes individuals whose function-

ing is determined more by need than by
choice as having a

lower degree of integration of "self."

experience

a

Such individuals

fusion or lack of differentiation between their

emotional system— instinctual needs and experiences
such as
hunger, contentment, fear, and agitation—and
their in-

tellectual system— cognitive functions and experiences
such
as reasoning,

thinking, and reflecting.

Bowen contends

that the greater the fusion between these two systems,

the
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less the individual
is able
ab]^ t-.^
to make decisions
and choic
-ces
.

.

individual .s to have
his o. he. actions
dictated b. emot.onal states.
Consequently, such
individuals are less
flexible, less adaptable,
and disproportion.
^.i
^
^^proportionately
dependent
on others to meet their
emotional
uiidx needs.
needs
ro
Bowen
suggests
that individuals become
.ore "relationship-oriented"
as
their degree of
differentiation decreases, thus,
these in-

dividuals become over-dependent
on relationships for
emotional confirmation. As
the amount of emotional
investment
in relationships increases,
the extent to which
individuals
see. confirmation of other
aspects of their experience
within
relationships also increases.
Por example, within the family
context, poorly differentiated
family members who are overreliant on familial relationships
for emotional confirmation
will be more likely to remain
bound to family relationships
within the experiential realms
of "Meaning" and "Power."
That is, rather than feeling free
to explore different options regarding conceptual and
volitional experiences, these

individuals would feel tied to the
family by emotional needs
and. consequently, would be
more likely to adopt family

values, ideologies, and hierarchical
volitional positions.
As differentiation decreases,
individuals are increasingly
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bound to the fa.il, for
=onf....t.on of xdentit,
in all
areas of experience and
are less able to
establish identities outside the context
of fa.ily relationships,
oenerally, the poorer the
integration of self, the
.ore that
identity requires definition
within the context of a
relationship; thus, the more
tenuous and ill-defined
that
identity itself becomes
outside of relational
boundaries.
AS the participants .n
the inquiry speak about
separation and loss, or the
termination of relationships,
they

associate to an experience that
is so disruptive that
their
survival is threatened.
Reexamination of the data suggests
that,

in fact, separation and
loss represent not only the

actual structural tennination
of relationships but also

potential loss of identity itself.

From this perspective,

the need to minimize distance
or to maintain relationships

may be understood as

a

way of insuring the confirmation
of

identity.

Further examination of the relational
patterns

which typify the families of the
participants highlights
the manner in which power is used
to insure the continuation

of relationships.

Kantor notes that it is within the field

of "Power" that family members "get things
done" or ac-

complish mutual goals.

He argues that "learning, exercising.
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and striving for .astery
of skills are all

Wly.s

efforts to be effective"

(p.

49).

a

part of a

„,,Mn

a

family

system, positions of
power are hierarchical-so.e
fa.ily
members are delegated ™ore
respons.Mlity than others and,
consequently, use their power
to accomplish family
goals,
optimally, the experience
of power will he a flexible
and
negotiable one in which all
family meM^ers are given
the

opportunity to increase their
learning and mastery of
skills
AS illustrated in the
present study, the quality
of the
participants' relationships is
notably rigid and inflexible
within all of tne
jthp f^v-r^/av-;
experiential dimensions
including the
i

dimension of "Power
t-ower.

"

Tn h-h^
In
the families of the
participants,

power is delegated and maintained
in such an inflexible

manner that the hierarchical
positions held by family members remain relatively fixed.
Within the trio of family
members most responsible for minimizing
distance, greater
power resides with the parents than with
the involved offspring.

The extreme way in which these
parents maintain a

relatively powerful position in relation
to the less powerful position of the child undermines
the potential for in-

creased relational distance, or separation,
and thus insures
the continuity of the trio of
relationships.

As family

members adhere to hierarchical positions, their
identities
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are confi^ea

t.e conceptual an.
af.ect.ve

^alUies

as-

sociated with these
positions.
In

sugary,

it is apparent that
what has been re-

ferred to previously in
the discussion as the
process of
"minimizing distance" has
more specific meaning.
This

meaning is evidenced in the
interplay between identity
confirmation and the use of
power.
The relating process
in
Which the participants and
their families engage
would be
more properly termed "mastering
loss." Ordinarily,
"mastering loss" connotes a
positive process through which
indi-

viduals work through, or master
the painful affects associated with actual events of
loss. However, for the participants in this inquiry, "mastering
loss" appears in a
more dysfunctional light,
vestigation,

within the context of this in-

"loss" has been equated not just
with the

loss of others, but with loss
of identity.

"Mastering"

refers to the rigid use of power
in conjunction with goal

attainment.

"Mastering loss" is a process through
which

an individual confirms identity
via the occupation of a

position of power in relation to another
individual who
occupies

a less

powerful position and who consequently
is

less able to confirm identity.

The two positions involved

in the process represent the complementary
behavioral
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postures identified earlier
,.
ariier in the *family
,
dialogues of the
participants. Behavioral
expectations associated with
separation are synonomous with
the "loss" position,
while
behavioral expectations
associated with closeness
represent
the "mastering" position.
•

The efficacy of the process
of "mastering loss" is
dependent on the ability of
relating individuals to
sustain

behavioral complementarity and
to avoxd role stagnation
or
relationship termination. The
latter would occur if behaviors associated with either

the "loss" or the "mastering"

positions were intensified or
amplified to

a

point such

that the potential for
complementarity with the opposite
set of behaviors would be
eliminated.
families engaged
in "mastering loss," systemic
dynamic balance is reflected

m

in the quality of the interplay
between the behavioral

postures associated with "loss" and
"mastering," respectively.

The more that relating individuals
are able to inter-

changeably meet behavioral expectations
associated with

both positions, the greater the flexibility
of the family
relational structure, and consequently the more
stable the

relationship system.

As the range of contrasting behavioral

postures available to relating partners becomes
limited, the

relational structure of the family becomes more rigidified
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and the stability of
the syste. „ore
tenuous.

Notably, as relating
partners become less
differentiated, they Will exhibit
a greater need for
identity confirmation Within relationships
and. thus, will
intensify
their involvement in the
mastering" process.
Intensification Of mastering"
behaviors demands an
equal intensification Of "loss" behaviors
in order to insure
behavioral
complementarity. Such
intensification leads to a more
rigid relational structure
which in turn increases
the
risk Of role stagnation
or relationship termination
(i.e.
loss Of identity).

Thus,

the process of ''mastering
loss"

appears to have the potential
to function in

a

paradoxically

undermining manner.

Mastering

T.oss

1n

t-he

Family

An HistQriral-Dev^^ln pmenral

<^xr^f^m

.

Mnri^l

The process of "mastering loss"
appears to make an

important contribution to systemic
functioning in the
families of the participants.

m

order to better under-

stand the nature of this contribution,
the discussion will

first consider "mastering loss" within

a

broad developmental

framework and, second, view this process
in relation to
salient theoretical constructs from the
historical-
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developmental model of
Murray Bowen.

^'^^^-^^-^^^^^^^l^.

By nature,

t.e family offe^rs
con-

-durations of relationships
tHat are particularly
adapta.l,
to the process
of "mastering
ring loss
loss.

"

d
Parent-child

relationships represent the
coupling
Pxmg of i-h.
the qualitative and
structural patterns Inherent
In the relational
process under
consideration, on a
developmental continuum,
the child and
the parent denote
contra=!H„,,
contrasting ^„
degrees of differentiation
of
self.
Children are dominated
primarily by what Bowen
refers
to as the "automatic
emotional system." That
xs, the behaviors of Children are
motivated more by instinctual
and
emotional needs and mediated
less by intellectual
processes
such as thinking and
reasoning, children are by
necessity
relationship-oriented; they are
less capable of attaining
goals on their own and of
developing a sense of efficacy
in

relation to their environment.

m

short, children occupy

a

developmental position in which
identity is in the primary
stages of formation, and power
over the external world is
limited.

in contrast,

parents by virtue of biologic
growth

and greater cognitive maturity
have developed into indi-

viduals who can assert more
control over the environment,
and thereby can more effectively
attain goals.

In compari-

son to the child, the parent
represents a higher level of
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i-ntity .onnation ana
possesses

a

..eater ae^.ee o. power

The aevelop„,e„tal
a.st.notions between t.e
parent-c.Ua
roles graaually ai„i„.sh
as the chUa ,ro„s
ana be,.ns to

aavelop h.,her order
cognitive s.ills „Moh,
.n turn, facilitate an experience
of mastery
of the environment.

Adolescence is the
developmental perroa in
which
family

me:ri>ers

ana society at large
formally begin to ae-

emphas..e the aistinct.on
between parent-chiia
relational
roles.
Adolescence represents
reoresents the bridge
j
between chiiahood
ana adulthood.
it is the time when
the child begins to
solidify an identity outside
the context of familial
re•

lationships ana the time when
mastery over the environment
increases significantly. The
role changes associated with
adolescence are stressful for
any family; however, the

greater the degree of relational
flexibility and aaaptability Within the family system,
the better the chance for
a successful negotiation
of this aevelopmental task.
Families in which the parents are
moving towaras de-

creasing degrees of differentiation
will tend initially to
rigidify the alreaay inherent qualitative
and structural
patterns of the parent-chiia relationship.

The need of

these parents for constant confirmation
of iaentity in con-

junction with a relational role will result
in a perpetuation
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Of pa.ent-cMia .ole
distinctions

Xnte.c.an.eaMi.ty o.
behaviors „ithin the
relationship „iix he
Poorl, tolerated
ana the ehiia.s attempts
to ps.choXo^icaU,
ae.eiopidentity and h, ,..nin,
master, over the environment
will be discouraged
The child will enact
predominantly
behaviors associated with
separation, while the
parents
meet behavioral
rax exD*^nf3i--i
r^r,^
expectations
associated with closeness.
Thus, the child will occupy
i-ut;
the
ir'Y
"los^"
r.r.= .-^loss position
and the
parents the "mastering"
position.
.

.

in these families,

ment will prove difficult.

the adolescent period
of develop-

The extent to which family
.em-

bers rely on the occupation
of relatively fixed roles
for
the confirmation of identity
will make the prospect of
role
change

a

threatening one.

Parents who experience
adolescent

separation as threatening will
intensify their occupation
Of the "mastering" position,
thereby demanding a corresponding amount of intensification
from the adolescent in the
"loss" position.

Ultimately, the nature of the relationship

between the adolescent and his or her
parents earlier in
life will determine the quality
of the separation in ado-

lescence.

The greater the degree of earlier
relational

rigidity, the higher the chances that
the "mastering loss"

process will be intensified during
adolescence.

As this
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process is intensified,
tne parent-adolescent
the
Darpn^ ^
separation is
unde^inea.
,,,,, adolescents ana
t.ei. parents
separate in space, the
qualitative nature of their
separateness is limited.
Poorl, aif f erentiatea
adolescents
are „ore apt to separate
fro„ their families
only to recapitulate dysfunctional
fa»Uy patterns in relationships
outside the family context.
This recapitulation of
fan.Uy
patterns belies the
superficiality of the separation
and
underscores the extent to which
the adolescent is still
tied to familial relationships.
i

A Bowenian r ^rsp^.ti .^n

.

Bowen (1976) provides an
historical-

developmental model which is
generally applicable to understanding the process of "mastering
loss" as it contributes
to systemic functioning in
the families of the participants.
Bowen 's concepts are helpful
in assessing the range and
efficacy of family functioning
both within the current and
past generations.
addition, Bowen offers a theoretical

m

context within which to predict the
perpetuation of salient
patterns of family function across
generational boundaries.
Bowen -s framework consists of a number
of theoretical con-

structs which contribute in an
interdependent manner to the

dynamic and structural manifestations
of family systems.
For the purpose of discussion, these
constructs have been
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divided into three
categoriesles.
y

anxH
anxiety,
concepts relati ng

to levex Of
in.i.iaual ai..ere„t.at.on,

ana concepts pe.-

ta.„in, .ore spec.ficaUy
to s.ste.ic
processes ana structure.
The aiscussion win
present a .rief synopsis
of
these three categories
gorxes. PoIi^
Following each of these
synopses,
the relevance of
Bowen'ss concepts
conceD^, to the process
of "mastering loss" will be
examined.
•

^axietx.

Anxiety is

a

major cornerstone of
Bowen's

theoretical framework; he
views it as a catalyst
of .ndiviaual and system.c
dysfunctxon.
Bowen argues that anxiety
is an emotional state
that signals a threat
to survival for
the lower organisms as
well as for higher forms
of life.
While he notes that most
organisms are e^ipped to
handle
acute periods of anxiety
without manifesting lastxng
signs
of distress or dysfunction,
he contends that the presence
of
chronxc anxiety can prove
problematic for any individual.
Bowen asserts that individuals
with lower levels of differentiation are more vulnerable to
long periods of intense
anxiety. The interaction between
low level of integration
of self and sustained anxiety
can result in dysfunction

within the individual as well as
within the individual's relationship system. Dysfunction refers
to an increase in the
level of fusion between the intellectual
and emotional
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systems.

xna...aual ..s.uncUon
.esuX.s .n a decease
the le.el of
.if.erenU.t.on an. s.ste^ic
a.sfunct.on resuits in a decrease
in t.e level of
aif ferent.ation for
one or ™ore ina.v.auals.
Often, t.e degree of
indiviaual
dysfunction is covert and
cannot .e assessed
until the
individual is forced hn
fnn^^,to function
apart from the relationship system.

Because they .ove towards
decreasing degrees of
differentiation, individuals
engaged .n the process
of
•mastering loss'' are ™ore
vulnerable to chron.c anxiety.
These individuals „iXi
experience anxiety as a
significant
and enduring threat to
identity. Anxiety mar.s
a return to
the more instinctually
determined 'automatic emotional"
state which these individuals
associate with a loss of defined self. AS anxiety
heightens the threat of loss
for
these individuals, it will
simultaneously trigger the need
for more intense involvement
in the process of 'mastering

loss."

Consequently, chronically anxious
individuals with
low levels of differentiation
will tend to rigidify re-

lational roles and increase the
risk of role stagnation.
In turn,

the likelihood of relationship
termination and ad-

ditional dysfunction will increase.

Thus, anxiety repre-

sents a variable that can intensify
the process of 'master-

.
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in, loss., an.,

t.e ™anne. aescri.ea
above,

un.e^ine its

effectiveness
Assessincr ind

i

vi"

g ^i
.

emotional
^

m -h-of

l--rl- o-f
revels
of ^.-^^
diffe renti^hi^n.

rp-^,r~_

r>^

Bowen contends that one
of the most effective ways to assess an
individual's level of
differentiation is to examine the
manner in which the individual
functions apart from his
or her family of origin.
More
specifically, he believes
that careful
tnat
carHf„i scrutiny of
the way
in which an individual
separates from his or her
past to
begin life in the present
reveals the level of
unresolved
emotional attachment to one's
parents. The degree of unresolved emotional attachment
is synonymous with an
individual's level of differentiation.
-f

Bowen terms the manner in which
individuals separate
from the past the "emotional
cut-off" and determines the

severity of the ..cut-off" by
studying the ^ality and intensity of separation from the family
of origin. He postulates that unresolved emotional
attachment is handled
either by

'.fche

intrapsychic process of denial and isolation

of self while living close to the
parents or by physically
running away; or by both emotional
isolation and physical

distance"

(p.

34).

Individuals who remain nearby tend to

have some degree of supportive contact with
their parents.
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e.o.on.X ...nee a.,
.en.
Wit. inte.n.n.ea

Umess.
parents

s^^.

^^^^^^^^^

^^^^

3uc. .3 p.,3.caX
a.. e™o..o.a.

xna.viauals „Ko ...
away ....-o...
..o™ thei.

„eatin, ,eo..apM=aX
a^.ance.

..ese .nai.,auals
tena to see t.e
p.o.le. as .esiain,
,n t.e.. parents
an. .espona to e..on.c an.iet.
„,t. ,.p.,3..e .e.a.io.
ana e.te.nalized symptoms.

Bowen contends that
the presence of
anxiety results
an increase in the
intensity of the "emotional
cut-off
The severity of the
..cut-off serves as an
indicator of the
level Of systemic aif
f erentiation in
past generations and as
a predictor of the
amount of differentiation
that will .e
carried over to future
generations. Finally. Bowen
argues
that although there are
™any gradations of '.emotional
cutoff,.'

the more an individual
maintains some kind of '.viable

emotional contact', with the
past generation, the less
likely
that a lower level of
differentiation will appear in the
next generation.

Within the context of the present
investigation,
scrutiny of the emotional cut-off
during and after the adolescent phase of development
facilitates the identification
of the families engaged in the
process of "mastering loss."
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In addition,

consideration of the
cut-off
^Lj- aids
dias in an assessrnent of the efficacy
of the FJ:ucess
^
process of "n..
mastering
loss" in
a given fa.Uy.
.n examination of the
nature of the cutoff reveals the extent
to whrch parent-chrld
relationships
were r.,.dified earlier
.n fa„il, Ufe.
.he more extensive
the emotional or
physical distance between
an individual and
his or her parents, the
greater the likelihood
of earlier
role rigidification and,
consequently, the more
precarious
the process of "mastering
loss.''
Individual extremes in
either emotional or
physical isolation reflect
a higher
degree of unresolved
parental attachment and a
lower level
Of integration of self.
short, the more severe the
cut-

m

•

m

off,

the more threatened the
efficacy of the task of

•mastering loss" and the more
likely that the individuals
involved will experience
internalized and/or relational

dysfunction in the future.
Systemic processes an d stru cture: Marr.'.^ o
notes that the formation of

a

Bowen

family system xn the present

begins as individuals with similar
degrees of differentiation seek each other out for
marriage. The lower the level
of individual differentiation, the
greater the potential
for systemic dysfunction in the
future, and the more in-

tense the emotional fusion in the
marriage.

The degree of
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emotional fusion will re=;m ^
result in varying
levels of chronic
anxiety for one or
.oth spouses. Bowen
argues that in an
on-going marital relationship,
one spouse usually
„ui
assume the role of the
dominant aecision-ma.er,
while the
other spouse a.opts a
.ore aaaptive position.
He stresses
that these roles are
not determined by
gender .ut, rather,
by the position i:nat
that esnh
eacn of ^-w
the spouses occupied
in their
respective families of origin.
The anxiety whxch
results
from the degree of emotional
fusion in the marriage may
be
managed in a number of ways
including emotional distance
between the spouses, marital
conflict, sickness or dysfunction in one spouse, or
a projection of problems
onto
children. Systemic dysfunction
may be focused in one of
these areas or distributed
in varying degrees to all.
The
•

more that dysfunction is
focused in one area, the less
that
the other areas will be
impaired or vulnerable to dysfunction in the future. The
distribution of systemic dysfunction is derived from the
distribution patterns in the
families of origin of the spouses
and is determined by the
level of differentiation in the
current spouse system.
'

'

From the perspective of the current
study, it is
likely that individuals with similar
degrees of involvement
in the task of "mastering
loss" in their families of origin
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will seek each
other uuc
out for
ror n,=
marriaae •
•

wn.

.......

.

^

fp-h^

marital relatic

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

^n-e..
^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^

con.™

..e .po.3es

.X.

o„

^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^

..en...,.
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

marital .elat.onsMp
™a. p.o.e an....,...,,3.n,
.o. ..e
spouses as the rnn-F-i v-t.,-,^confirmation of identity
via the occupation
Of a position of
power IS not
nr^^
assured. Most likely,
each
of the spouses will
perceive themselves
uiifc^mseives as
occupying the
position associated with
identity confirmation
(i.e
the
•

i

-sterin,.. position) .n
some aspect of mar.tal
functioning
However, one spouse
may have

a

greater need for .dent.ty

confirmation and, thus, may
ixy.Qiy adher.
y rigidly
aanere to a more powerful position in several
areas of mar.tal or
family functioning While the other
spouse occupies a less
powerful Position
-re Often. The anxiety which
stems from the emotional
fusion in the marriage may
result in an intensification
of
the •mastering., process.

This intensif xcation could
lead

to further r.gidif
ication of marital roles and
consequently

increase the marital system's
vulnerability to dysfunction.
Thus, systemic dysfunction
resulting from fusion anxiety
would Signal a decrease in
the efficacy of the task
of
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".asterxng loss."

spouses .a. attempt to
avoia .ole stagnation ana the ultimate
tennination of t.e ^a.itaX
relationship in a number of
ways incluaing emotional
distance,
.arital conflict .n „Mch
t.e positions of
..mastering., ana
loss., are interchangea,
spouse aysfunction xn
whxch marxtal
roles become rigiaifiea
in an aault-chxia
paraaxg., and
projection onto the chxiaren
in which the roles
occupiea by
the Offspring become
rxgxdxfied in varyxng degrees
aepending
on the level of parental
differentiation.

Systemic processes .n^
lationsh pg
i

P. ^.n^-.>,.

,

.

-

Bowen
owen refor-Q
refers to 4-i,„
the projectxon of
dysfunction

onto the children as the
family projection process (PPP)
and notes that the process
'.is so universal that
it is

present to some degree in all
families"

(p.

81).

He argues

that there are definite patterns
in which dysfunction is

distributea to the chiiaren.

First, it may be aistributea

to one chiia and if the level
of dysfunction xs too great

for that child, it will be distributed
to other children in

lesser degrees.

The way in which the child becomes
the

target of the FPP is related to the
level of differentiation

of the parents, the amount of anxiety
at the time of con-

ception and birth, and the orientation
of the parents
towards marriage and children.

In families in which the
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level Of parental
a.ff eventration
a

chUa

Xowe.. a selection
of

for the projection of
dysfunction „ay be determined
by additional factors
such as birth order
or special meaning attached to the child
by the parents
Hoients.
Th» ma^or .factor
The
involved in tne
the FPP
PPP xsc t-^^
the amount of emotional
investment,
or the -automatic emotional
response" that the parent
feels
towards the child. .n
intense degree of emotional
fusion
•

i

may exist between the mother
and child and not he
manifested
in overt dysfunction until
the period of adolescence
when
the child attempts to
function apart from the family,
^t
that point, dysfunction may
become visible in the child's
relationship with either parent.

Within the context of the present
inquiry, the FPP
may be seen as an adaptation of
a parent-child relationship
to the process of "mastering
loss."

Here, one or more

children occupy the "loss" position
in the family as one or
both parents assuage anxiety by
claiming the "mastering"
position.

The degree of dysfunction in such
relationships

may not be discernible until the onset
of adolescence when
the distinctions between parent-child
roles are normally

deemphasized.

Because the continuation of the process of

"mastering loss" reauires the maintenance of
relationships,
the child chosen for primary involvement
in the process

may not always be the child who emerges from the family with
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the lowest

"

—

lev?::'!

r^-p

^

.

aa.e.e too 3....,,,

..loss.,

position ,e.,. oMi.ren
„.t. p.^^icai aisaMXit.,
and, thus, are limited
in the level of
.
integration
of the
emotional ana co.n.t.ve
systems wMch the,
can
•

acMeve

The process of
..„aste.in,

loss.,

Of a chiia „.o can occupy
t.e

.e^^.^s t.e participation

..ios...

position without a.-

Plifying the behaviors
associated „.th U. This
chiia
.ust contribute to the
perpetuation rather than
the termination Of the relationship.
Thus, while certain
children
rigidly
occupy the '.loss., position
-y

in the family there-

by failing to increase
their le.el of arf
ferentiation
through aevelopment. they
will not necessarily be
the children in whom the parents ha,7a
have the most emotional
investment.
However, to the extent that
the parents are able
to diffuse
dysfunction among different
chiiaren, the less reliant
they
will be on reification of
structure xn one particular
parentchiia relationship. Consequently,
the process of "mastering
loss" will be a more effective
one within the system. Nonetheless, the child who is the
primary target of the FPP will
emerge from the family with a
level of differentiation lower
than that of his or her
parents and will be more relationship

dependent and more vulnerable to
dysfunction in the future.
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TO briefl, 3u™„a.i.e,
Bowen .ecogni.es the
on-,oin,
nature of fa.ily process.
He contenas t.at
aspects of
family functioning
transcend yciierational
^
generational boundaries
and
he has developed
theoretical constructs
that prove useful
both in delineating
patterns of function and
in capturing
their .otion and influence
over long periods of
ti^e.
Bowen
argues that the use of hrs
constructs in co:*inatron
„.th

detailed historical rnformation
and knowledge of the
present family system can
facilitate a reconstruction
of
the major processes at
work within a family from
one generation to the next.

Thus, Bowen

's

approach is particularly

adaptable to the study of the
process of "mastering loss"
both within and across
generational boundaries. The historical information as well as
the extensive nature of the
material which the Balascos provided
about their current
family facilitates a reconstruction
of the process of
•mastering loss" as it contributes
to general family functioning across generational boundaries.
Although less extensive,

the information provided by the
adolescent par-

ticipants permits a reconstruction of the
process of

"mastering loss" as it contributes to
family functioning

within the present generation.

The following discussion

will review pertinent aspects of the
narratives of the
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Balasco family and the
adolescent
o-Lescent participants
n.v-^in order to
illuminate the iuxe
role i-h^irnat the iyiut,ess
process Of
o-f "t,,-,^*mastering loss"
Plays in aete™.n.„,
..e ^.Uty of system..
Th.s overview wUl
highXig.t, i„ turn, the
way in which
this process leads
to systemic dysfunction
and thus „iix
provide a framework w.th.n
wh.ch to understand
adolescent
suicidal behavior.
•

of Multi-G^nPration;.!

t.-.^ smission

The interview data provided
by the Balasco family
illustrates how numerous factors
such as anxiety, level
of
individual differentiation, and
specific family structures
and processes can effect the
quality of systemic functioning.
In particular, it shows the
way in which the interaction Of these factors can
directly determine the efficacy
with which the process of
"mastering loss" is carried out

across generational boundaries.

The effectiveness of the

process is reflected in the quantity
and quality of covert
and overt systemic dysfunction.
As the process of "mastering loss" becomes less effective,
the likelihood of overt

manifestations of systemic dysfunction
increases.

The

discussion to follow will reconstruct the
quality of func-
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tioning in the past and
present family
f^r.ii
systems of the
Balascos.
.3 t.e ™..e.ial
.eco.structe. a picture
o.
cross-,e„erational aete.io.ation
of t.e process o.
..„ast.r^ng loss., emerges ana
s.,ns of fa„ny
dysfunction ..co.e
more readily visible.
.

Balasco descr.bes individuals,
events, and day-to-day
existence on the far. .n his
family of or.,in. a
decree of rigidification Of parent-child
relational roles is evident.
His
repeated references to the
children as the "working
machine"
and the "worl.horses

and his depletion of hxs
parents and,

in particular, his father
as the overseer, conveys
a sense

of role rigidity within the
family.

ditions frequent Mr. Balasco

's

Ethnxc values and tra-

memories of relational trans-

actions and appear to be primary
binding forces in parentchild relationships. Specific
familial expectations for the

oldest boy" and the general Portuguese
philosophy- "they
brought you into the world and they
figured from then on you
must carry"-underscore this quality
of role reificatlon.
The manner in which family members
approach the developmental task of adolescence further
evidences the relatively

fixed aspects of early parent-child
relationships.

The ex-

tremity which characterizes the actions
of several of the

.
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children as they atte.pt to
separate fro. the family
reflects the family's difficulty
with the negotiation of
role
change
Generally, Mr. Balasco

'

narrative suggests that the

s

process of "mastering loss" plays
functioning.

a

part in overall family

However, the fact that parent-child
sepa-

rations occur within a context
of relatively moderate disruption implies that familial role
rxgidif ication is not of
an extreme nature and that the
identities of family members
are not totally dependent on or
determined within the frame-

work of systemic relationships.

A degree of reciprocal be-

havior complementarity is permitted in
parent-child relationships.

Consequently, the process of "mastering
loss"

appears to function to stabilize family
relationships and
the extent of overt family dysfunction is
minimal.

An examination of specific familial relationships

suggests the factors that contribute to systemic stability
in Mr. Balasco 's family of origin.

information available,
Mr. Balasco

"s

a

Given the historical

reasonable argument can be made for

strong involvement in the family process of

"mastering loss."

An examination of the circumstances

surrounding his birth, the general composition of the family,
and Mr. Balasco

's

relational stance towards his parents during
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cMia.ooa, aaolescence, an.
aauXt.ooa ..p.ies that

chUa

is t.e pri„ar.
target of t.e PPP.

b.rth follows

^.

.3 t.e

,,,,3,^,^

period of parental
trau.a dur.ng wh.ch
the
two children who preceded
Mr. Balasco in the
birth ord er
a

Although Mr. Balasco's
parents ™ay have experienced
oth er
periods Of anxiety during
their family life, the
emphasis
which Mr. Balasco
u pxaces
places on
or the
^--ho ^«
deaths suggests that the
t.me preceding hxs b.rth
was, indeed, the .ost
anxiety provoking for his parents.
Speculatively, the interaction
of
this chronic anxiety with
the level of parental
differentiation creates a moderate
degree of systemic dysfunction
in which Mr. Balasco 's
parents experience a threat to
identity confirmation as thexr
parental relationship with two
of their children is abruptly
terminated.
Thus, Mr. Balasco
is born at a time when his
parents need to intensify their
occupation of the "mastering" position
and, in turn, need
a

child to occupy the "loss" position
with equal intensity.

Mr. Balasco becomes this child.

In infancy, Mr. Balasco

contracts the disease that killed his
brothers and, thus,
parental anxiety is heightened and covert
systemic dysfunction increases.

As a child who is near death, or

identity negation and powerlessness

,

Mr. Balasco is barely
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able to sustain his
position in the masterina"
uidtstering
process.
AS he nears amplification
of his behavioral
role, Mr.

Balasco's relationship with
his parents is threatened
by
termination. „r. Balasco's
survival of fers h.s
parents

a

firmer hold on identity—
tne parent-child
the
Daren ^ -n^h ^ relationship
y
is
secured and the process nf "tt,= o^
of mastering loss"
functions
effectively once more for the
family.
i

.

.

Mr. Balasco depicts himself
during childhood and

adolescence as an individual who
develops many of the

characteristics-physical stamina,
affective stance, and
ethnic values-associated with
his parents and, more specifically his father. The fact
that Mr. Balasco is able to

identify with his father suggests
that rigidif ication of
their parent-child relationship
is not extreme and that
a
substantial degree of movement towards
the adult or parental
role is tolerated.
No doubt, the range of behavioral
reci-

procity within the relationship between
father and son is

determined primarily by the level of
paternal differentiation; however,

the familial role occupied by Mr.
Balasco's

younger brother, Peter,- also may have
deflected the amount
of dysfunction which otherwise might
have been focused on
Mr. Balasco's relationship with his
father.

Peter, younger

than Mr. Balasco by three years, contracts
polio in early
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Childhood ana .3 pa.aly.ed
for life.

Speculatively.

Ms

permanent disability allows
hi. to absorb a
degree of
systemic dysfunction. His
physical limitations
facilitate
his compliance with
parental discouragement
of growth and,
thus, in comparison to
his physically healthy
siblings,
Peter remains less
differentiated and more rigidly
bound
to the role of a child.
However, although Peter
occupies
a "loss" position in
the family, his physical
disability
limits the extent to which
he can avoid amplification
of
the behaviors associated
with the position. Thus,
his
parents are not primarily
invested in Peter as a partner
in the process of "mastering
loss."
Mr. Balasco's transition from
childhood to adult-

hood is markedly free of outward
signs of dysfunction. His
departure to the Navy at age 17 is
not a source of conflict
within the family. This smooth
leavetaking underscores the

quality of Mr. Balasco's relationship
with his parents and.

particularly his father; role reification
is -moderate and
degree of behavioral reciprocity is
permissible.

Balasoo can join the Navy to become

a

Mr.

"a man" and his

father

can remain at home and retain his identity
as a farmer.

As

he leaves, Mr. Balasco still occupies the
"loss" position
(e.g. his father comments,

"They're going to make

a

man out
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Ms

the "mastering"
position.

Concu^ently, when he
leaves

.a^il, .ehina,

Balasco th.n.s o. hi^sel.
as al.ea.,
-n" (e.g. he co^^ents to his
father, ...ou've already
done that in spades") and,
thus
i-iius, IS
is able
ahl» ^to occupy
the
mastering., position „hUe
placing h.s parents .n
the .'loss.,
position. The apparent
success with which Mr.
Balasco and
his parents are able
to orchestrate this
separation reflects
the effectiveness of the
process of ..mastering loss',
in the
family.

However, closer scrutiny of
the circumstances which

surround his early adulthood
years, as well as

a

careful

examination of Mr. Balasco's general
affective stance,

is

indicative of the level of covert
systemxc dysfunction;
the nature of Mr. Balasco 's
emotional cut-off from his

parents is notable.

m

the years following his departure

from the farm, Mr. Balasco continues
to maintain

a

degree

of supportive contact with his
parents at the expense of his

own progress in life outside the
family context.
this period, as well

as,

During

later in life, Mr. Balasco's stance

of emotional isolation and his denial
of personal needs is

marked.

Refusing

a

promotion in the Navy, Mr. Balasco re-

turns home to a deteriorated farm where
he works without pay
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for more than three ve^ar^
years,

a
-u
as
he strives to
"get the farm

back" to its earlier
productive state
state, hs.
his concurrent attempts to build a life fntfor himself apart
from the family
are not successful.
He evn*=r.-;
experiences overt relational
dysfunction as his first
irst marri;,^^
marriage ^
becomes increasingly
unstable and finally terminates
in a divorce.

A careful examination
of events during this
time
period strongly suggests
that the degree of
dysfunction in
Mr. Balasco.s life is
reflective of the degree of
concurrent
systemic dysfunction in his
family of origin. Mr.
Balasco's
parents are facing the final
years of their life. The
various contexts within which
they have sought identity
confirmation are gradually eliminated.
All but two of the children have left home and the farm
has deteriorated.
Their
identities as parents and farmers
become increasingly precarious.
In addition, the health of
Mr. Balasco's mother

begins to worsen significantly.

As the threat of loss of

identity increases, the process of
"mastering loss" increases.

Mr. Balasco reenters the system in
the role of

"workhorse" and his father resumes the
authoritarian role
of overseer; the earlier parent-child
relational roles are

called into play.

However, in this situation, the efficacy

of the process of "mastering loss" appears limited.

Systemic

-
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anxiety ana vulne.aMXU,
to iaenti., Xoss
continue to increase ana are outwarai,
.e^ectea .3 tension
..Uas between
Mr. Balasco ana Ms
,at.e..
Parent-cMia .oXes .eco.e
™ore
ana ™ore rx,.a.f.ea
ana permission for
behavioral recrprocity aecreases. tinally,
Pinal i„ i,
his ^
father takes away the
fields of crops from him,
and Mr.
Mr Balasco
R;,
leaves the farm.
This interaction suggests
that a continuation
of the
parent-Child relationship as
it existed prior to
this time
is not possible.
A change in the
parent-chiia relationship
must, ana does, occur.
The two relational
choices which
Mr. Balasco ^s father
poses to him are the two
choices which
confront the system. if Ur
.
Balasco remains on the farm,
he faces the threat of
behavioral amplification as his
•

1

father literally strips him
of any power through excessive
role rigiaifcation.
turn, the family system
faces the
threat of relationship termination.
Thus, the process of
"mastering loss" would completely
break down. If Mr.

m

Balasco leaves the farm, the
parent-child relationship is
altered but sustained.
Initially, Mr. Balasco assumes the
"mastering" position as, he makes

a

life for himself away

from home and his father assumes the
"loss" position as he
feels "despondent" over his son's
departure,

when Mr.

Balasco returns to the farm to work for
free on his days

.
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off,
a

the original
parent-child
r-oi^
^ cnild roles
are resumed although
on

qualitatively different
y diffpron^ level.
i

Now, Mr. Balasco
occasion-

ally occupies the
noss-positron ana

occupies the ..^asterin,..
position.

Ms

father occasionally

„r. Balasco.s parents
are

still able to confirm
identity within the context
of fa.ily
relationships, although not
as effectively as .n
the system's
earlier years
The level of differentiation
which characterizes the
system throughout most of
xts life allows .t to
negotiate
this separation without
extreme signs of overt
dysfunction.
Mr. Balasco appears
capable of seeking identity
confirmation

outside of his family of
origxn and h.s parents seem
able to
maintain a sense of identity
without h.m. However, because
Mr. Balasco is the primary
target of the FPP, he emerges
from
the system w.th a level
of differentiation that is
lower than
that Of his parents. Consequently,
his need to occupy the
•mastering" position in relationships
is more intense.

As

Mr. Balasco pursues the task
of identity confirmation, he will
run a greater risk of rigidifying
relational roles and experi-

encing overt dysfunction in the
form of relationship termination.

Mrs. Balasco:

Balasco

-s

Mastering loss

in

i-Tn.

family nf

n^.'^ .'n

Mrs.

recollections of her family of origin are filled
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with allusions to sicVn^ = o
-u
s.ckness. physical
disability, and caretaking. While these
aspectc, o-f
aspects
of ^family life serve
to keep
the family "clo=;.=
"
Close,
their presence in
y
the
Liie sv^t<=^m
.
system ^contributes
to an overall ^aUt.
of vulnerabiU.,.
Parent-cMld role
rigidification is striding.
Bue to their physical
d.sabil.t.es, .any of the
children co.e dangerously
close to
amplifying behaviors
associated w.th the "loss.,
position,
•

in response, Mrs.
Balasco's parents experience
a subtle but
Chronic level of anxiety
as confirmation of
their identities
in the parental role
or ...astering.. position
is tenuous.

Conse^ently, the family,
particularly in its earlier
years
Of existence, is threatened
by

a

pervasive sense of relation-

ship termination, or loss
of identity.

The interplay between

the behaviors associated
with the ..mastering', and

..loss.,

positions, respectively, is
unstable and the survival of the
family system remains a subtle
but continual question. The

extent of unconditional parent-child
role rigidif ication is
underscored by the fact that several
of the children never
have the opportunity to negotiate
the developmental task of
adolescence.

Nevertheless, the fact that George,
one of the

older healthier children, is able
to leave the family during
his adolescent period suggests that
although the system was
sensitive to loss, willful separations
were not impossible.

i
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However,

the extremity whxch
characterizes
^^erizes Gen
George's actions
as he separates from
rom thp
the f^m.famxly points to the
family's dif•

ficulty accepting role
changes.
In general, Mrs.
Balasco's narrative
suggests that

due to circumstances,

the process of
Of

•'n,.^^
mastering
•

loss" plays

a

pervasive role in the overall
functioning of the fa^ix.
Extreme role rigiaif icat.on
and relationship
termination
(e.g. the forced
separation of Evelyn

fro™ the family, are

not unco™,on in Mrs.
Balasco's family of origin.
The identities Of many family
members are determined
exclusively in

relation to the family system
and, consequently, the
system
manifests both covert and
overt signs of dysfunction.
An
overview of specific events
and familial relationships
delineates the factors which
contribute to functioning in
Mrs.
Balasco's family of origin.
Given the available historical
information,

argument can be posed

&r

Mrs

.

a

strong

Balasco's extensive involvement

in the family process of
"mastering loss."

the circumstances surrounding
her birth,

An analysis of

the general compo-

sition of the family, and Mrs.
Balasco's relational stance
towards her parents and family
during childhood, adolescence,
and adulthood implies that she
is the child who is the
primary
target of the FPP.

Mrs. Balasco's birth is the product
of
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extreme fa^ix,
^

^^^^^^
baby Shortly after the
fa^iiys oiaest .hiia.
.Ian, .3 h.t
by a true, and KUled.
Man's loss .s experienced by
Mrs.
Balasco's parents as an
abrupt and premature
termination of
a parent-child
relationship, and .ore
specificaly as the
result of their inadecpiacy
in the parenting role.
The

chronic anxiety created by
this trauma interacts
with the
existing level of parental
differentiation and results in
a
substantial degree of covert
systemic dysfunction as Mrs.

Balasco's parents experience
a serious threat to
their identities.
Mrs. Balasco is born during
a period in the
family's
life when her parents
desperately need to intensify their

occupation of the "mastering''
position and. in turn, reqi,ire
a child to occupy the
"loss" position with corresponding
intensity.

Mrs. Balasco becomes this child.

As a sickly

baby, Mrs. Balasco is barely
able to sustain her position in
the mastering process.
As she nears amplification of her

behavioral role, parental anxiety and
covert systemic dysfunction is heightened further,

when Mrs. Balasco

's

pre-

carious physical condition improves, Mrs.
Balasco offers

her parents

a

firmer hold on their identities.

The process

of "mastering loss" functions more
effectively as the parent-

child relationship becomes more secure.

However,

the subtle
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le.el Of c..onic anxiety

earlier remains.

pe.vades .a„U. functioning

Ho aoubt it
su.stantiali, increases
w.en

Mrs. Balasco.s oi.er
brother,

..^.^.^ ^^^^^^^^

Pever at the age of si.
and thereafter suffers
for years
from serious physical
debilitation
tation.
Hi=, almost
=,1
His
unconditional
occupation of the noss^.
^s.tion serves to undercut
the
efficacy of the process of
"mastering loss" in the
family
and covert systemic
dysfunction increases.
Mrs. Balasco depicts
herself as

a

child who develops

the primary characteristics
associated with her mother.

She

has fre-raent memories of
tending the home and caring
for the
children, particularly in her
mother's absence. The fact
that Mrs. Balasco is able
to identify with her mother
implies
that the rigidification of
their parent-child relationship
is
not extreme and that movement
towards the adult or parental
role is tolerated. Undoubtedly
the degree of behavioral
reciprocity in the relationship is
primarily a product of
the level of parental
differentiation; however, the familial
roles occupied by Mrs. Balasco's
older sister, Evelyn, and

older brother, Jimmy, also may have
served to diffuse the
amount of dysfunction which otherwise
would have been absorbed in Mrs. Balasco

's

relationship with her mother.

The

physical limitations of Evelyn and Jimmy
facilitate their

"
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compliance with parental
parenl-;:)! hso-^^
discouragement of growth
and, thus,
in comparison to their
healthier
eaithier siblings,
=-i>.i
Evelyn and Jinmiy,
remain less dif
f erpni-i
^ ^
itterentiated
and
more rigidly bound to
their
positions as children.
Although
both t-veiyn
Evelvn .nH
t'
^
and Jimmy
occupy
noss" positions in the fa„Uy,
their respective
disabilities
limit the extent to which
they can avoid a.pl.f
.cation of
the behavxors associated
with the role. Thus, Mrs.
Balasco's
parents are not primarily
invested in Evelyn or Jir^y
as
partners in the process of
"mastering loss
•

>

.

Mrs. Balasco's transition
from childhood to adulthood

occurs prematurely during a
period of overt systemic dysfunction. When Mrs. Balasco is
12, her mother dies suddenly
and family functioning is
acutely disrupted as the process
of "mastering loss" is temporarily
rendered ineffective.

Without question, this death constitutes
the single most
traumatic and anxiety-arousing
experience

in the life of the

family.

Both the marital and parent-child
relationships are

disrupted, and a substantial threat
to survival is present
for all remaining family members,

m

order to reestablish

systemic stability, the process of "mastering
loss" must be
resumed.

Resuming the process in the marital relationship

requires an individual who is capable of
occupying roles associated with both "loss" and "mastering" as
the marriage of
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Mrs. Balasco.s parents
was .asea to an extent
upon the ..tuaZ
exchange of these positions.
ReestabUshin, this p.ooess
.n
relation to the children
necessitates an ind.viaual
who can
assume the position associated
with 'mastering... As
Mrs.

Balasco becomes her mother.
the

s

replacement, she occupies both

and '.mastering', positions
simultaneously; she becomes a substitute wife and
a surregate mother,
yet she remains a child. Mrs. Balasco.
s earlier strong identification
with her mother enables her
to occupy the "mastering"
position; however, the untimely
death of her mother forces Mrs.
.'loss',

Balasco and her family to confront
parent-child role change
prematurely. As a result, the chronic
level of anxiety present in the family prior to the
death of Mrs. Balasco

's

mother

heightens as the identities of individual
family members are
more precarious and relational roles
less well defined.
In
this situation, further intensification
of the process of

"mastering loss" occurs and the system's
vulnerability to

dysfunction increases.
The relative instability of the system

'is

evidenced

further as Mrs. Balasco, prematurely "cut-off"
from her mother,
is

forced to maintain supportive contact with the
family at

the expense of her own growth.

Her emotionally isolative

stance with respect to the system, and her denial of
personal
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needs is indicative
of the ext.n^
extent of^ unresolved
emotional
attachment to her mother.
As ^rs,
Mrs Balasco
Bal..
.
functions as a
mother and wife
wxre, her
-ir,,,^!
ner involvement
in actius^.'^
activities normally assocUtea «... aaolese.nce-...enai.,
scHooX, aat.n,, ...
forcing pee.
relat.onsMps-substantiaXX, aec.eases.
aaaition, she aevelops
a severe
re Ulcer
ulcer cnn^.
conaition. These signs
Of dysfunction reflect
the level of s.ste.ic
anxiety as
family ™e™^ers atte.pt
to continue to seek
identity confirmation within a precariously
stable situation.

m

the following years,
manifestations of systemic
dysfunction incirp*;::^
t-;
increase, j.mmy
is sent to live with
relatives
When he can no longer he
carea for properly with
the family.
Mrs. Balasco is forced
to cpiit school to care
for the remain-

mg

family members.

The process of

"m=o+.
mastering

loss" intensi-

fies and simultaneously
Liie potential
potenhi^i for fragmentation
y the
of
the system increases.
The threat of fragmentation
becomes a
reality when the family is
evicted from their long-standing
home. At this point, Mrs.
Balasco re<^est3 that she be
allowea to get a job in order
to help the family financially
and, thus, keep family
members together. Her father
refuses
her request, demanding instead
that Mrs. Balasco remain in the

home and care for the remaining
children.

Ultimately, Mrs.

Balasco moves out of the home and
goes to live with

a

friena.
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Who is ..U.e

a

secona ^othe.."

m.^

.

Balasco.s fathe. is un-

able to care for the two
re^arnin, children himself,
and is
forced to send Ms youngest
daughter, Gail, to Uve
with
another family.
This

Cham

Of events suggests that
a continuation of
the parent-child
relationship as it existed
prior to this
time is not possible, a
change .n Mrs. Balasco's
relationshxp to her father n,ust,
and does, occur.
The relational
Choices posed to Mrs. Balasco
by her father are the two

choices which face the system.

if

.

Balasco remains at

home to care for the children,
she faces the threat of behavior amplification as her
father undermines her strivings
for personal growth through
excessive role rigidification.
He assumes a position of extreme
power in their relationship

insisting that she remain at home in
the role of the powerless caretaker. As Mrs. Balasco
and her father confront the

possibility of role stagnation, the
system faces the threat
of relationship termination, and the
process of "mastering
loss" completely breaks down.

If Mrs. Balasco' leaves the

family, her relationship to her father
and siblings is altered

but sustained.
Balasco

's

Although the family becomes fragmented, Mrs.

ultimate decision to marry "because Gail and Kenny

still needed someone" recapitulates her earlier
role in the
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family in which she occupied
both the "loss- and
"mastering"
positions.
Here, Mrs. Balasco is
attempting to sustain systemic relationships at the expense
of her own growth. Mrs.

Balasco continues to confirm identity
in relation to her
siblings, while her father, although
to a lesser degree,
continues to confirm identity in
relation to her.
The manner in which Mrs. Balasco
and her father or-

chestrate this separation reflects the
level of differentiation which characterizes the system at
that point.
the separation occurs,

Although

the resulting fragmentation of the

family and the inability of family members
to sever ties

belies their precarious grip on identity and
their vulnera-

bility to dysfunction.

Because Mrs. Balasco is the primary

target of the FPP, she emerges from the system with

a

level

of differentiation that is lower than that of her parents.
The premature role change which Mrs. Balasco is forced to

undergo as

a

result of the death of her mother also con-

tributes to a lack of self differentiation.
Mrs. Balasco

's

Consequently,

need to occupy the "mastering" position in

relationships is intense and, as she pursues identity confirmation, she is more likely to rigidify relational roles,

thereby increasing her vulnerability to dysfunction.
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MMiaa^.

The process of "mastering
loss" plays

in the overall syste.lc
functioning in the

Of both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco.

a

part

fa^Uies of orxgin

The degree of stability
wh.ch

characterizes family function and
the effectiveness of the
process of "mastering loss"
in each system is
determined by
a number of factors.
Speculatively, the parents .n
each
famUy began their married life with
similar levels of individual and spouse system
differentiation.

However, family

composition, familial relationships,
and the quantity and
quality of anxiety-arousing
circumstances in each of the families results in variable efficacy
of functioning in the re-

spective systems.

Clearly, covert and overt dysfunction
is

more pervasive in Mrs. Balasco

s

family of origin.

Conse-

quently, the vulnerability of her family
to loss is greater
and the process of "mastering loss"
is more intensified, and

paradoxically less successful.
Born during periods of extreme trauma, both
Mr. and
Mrs. Balasco are the primary targets of the
FPP.

Parent-

child role rigidification occurs in both
families; however,
level of parental differentiation is sufficiently
high to

allow

a

reasonable degree of reciprocal behavioral comple-

mentarity within these relationships.

The presence in both
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families Of .ore poorly
differentiated siblings
serves to
reflect systemic dysfunction
fro„ t.e Balascos.
relatronsMps
w.th thexr respe=t.ve
parents, thereby
facilitating .ore
flexible behavioral
complementarity within those
relationships.
The degree to which the
Balascos and t>,„oaj.ascos
their respective
same-sex parents are able
to identifv
laentity with
wH
one another earlier
their famUy Ixfe contributes
to the manner in which
parent-child role transition
occurs in the following years.
Overt s.gns of systemic
dysfunction during this transition
are generally minxmal in both
families. However, the extent
to which each of the Balascos
assume an emotionally isolative
stance in relation to their
families, and the extent to which
each of the Balascos places
family needs before their own
needs for growth reveals the
underlying degree of covert dys-

-

function present in their respective
families.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Balasco emerge
from their family

systems with levels of differentiation
lower than that of
their parents and are, thus, more
vulnerable to individual
and relational dysfunction in the
future.

However, the more

precarious stability of systemic functioning
in Mrs. Balasco's
family of origin makes her more vulnerable
to dysfunction and
more likely to intensify the process of
"mastering loss"

under anxiety-arousing circumstances.
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The B^lasrns-

Masters

loss in

nrr

^^n^

AS the Balascos describe
their relationship
during the first
several years of therr
carriage, overt signs of
syste..c

dysfunction are absent.

Pa„ily functroning is
relatively

stable as the couple pursues
the task of "mastering
loss"
within the marital relationship.
Marital fusron anxiety
caused by the Balascos
respective levels of
differentiation
is handled by emotional
distance and by a certain
degree of
role rigidification within
the relationship. The
evolution
Of roles Within the marital
context is congruent with the
•

spouses'

levels of differentiation and
salient relational

patterns derived from their families
of origin.

vulnerable spouse with

a

As the more

slightly lower level of differen-

tiation, Mrs. Balasco assumes the
dominant role in the mar-

riage and, later on in the family,
as she becomes the primary

decision-maker and disciplinarian of the
children.

Her in-

itial decision to buy a house and her
strong desire to con-

ceive children reflect her need for identity
confirmation

within
a

a

familial context.

Mrs. Balasco

'

s

orientation towards

home and parent-child relationships is
reminiscent of earlier

family patterns in which tending the home and
caring for the

children were associated with the "mastering" position.

As

the spouse with a slightly higher level of
differentiation.
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Mr. Balasco assumes
a ™o.e a.aptx.e
.ole
t.e ™a„.a,e
He .s „ore .Xe...,e
ana less .epen^en.
on .a„iUaX .eUtionshxps ,or .aent.ty
confi^at.on. His wiUi„,„ess
to ..j.st
pay the .enf. and his
neutral position regarding
the con-

wUMn

ception Of chUdren
underscores his abrlity to
"master loss"
outside Of the family context.
Notably, prior to and
throughout his .narried Irfe,
Mr. Balasco is employed
by
various institutions" and
worRs in a supervisory role
overseeing workers. His orientation
towards structured and
regimented work situations
reflects earlier familial patterns in which authoritarian
overseeing was associated with
the "mastering^^ position.

As Mrs. Balasco goes about

mastering loss" by tending the house
and later on caring
for the children, and Mr.
Balasco works and brings home the

bacon,

each spouse is able to perceive
himself or herself as
occupying the mastering'^ position
in the relationship,

while perceiving the other in the
position associated with
"loss.^^

The success with which the Balascos
are able to

confirm their identities contributes
to the stability of
family functioning and to the absence
of covert signs of systemic dysfunction.
The Balascos

first child, Christine, is born rela-

tively early in the life of the family.

Shortly after her
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birth, an element of anxxety
.s introduced into
the syste.
as Mrs. Balasco^s father
and Mr. Balasco s
.other d.e w.th.n
the same weel..
Predictably, the Balascos'
vulnerability to
loss poses a threat to
system.c functioning. However,
circumstances medxate the extent to
wh.ch dysfunction is manifested overtly. As the Balascos
describe their reactions to
the deaths, they make reference
to their "mastering" positions within their current famxly
system. Mrs. Balasco explains that caring for the new baby
helped her cope with the
•

loss Of her father, and Mr. Balasco
asserts that taking on

additional work helped him to forget his
mother's death.
For the Balascos, the task of "mastering
loss" has shifted

from the past (i.e. their families
of origin) to the present
(i.e.

their current family).

The anxiety aroused by the

deaths is diffused through current systemic
processes and
the system outwardly remains stable.
a

As a child born during

period of moderate trauma, Christine absorbs
some degree of

systemic dysfunction as the parent-child relationship
is

rigidified to facilitate the process of "mastering loss."
For several yegirs following these events, the family

appears to exist in

a

relatively anxiety-free sphere,.

Balascos' retrospective description of Christine as

a

The

capable,

mature youngster who frequently assumed caretaking responsi-
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bilities .o. .e.

su,,ests t.at ea.I,
pa.ent-eMia

role ..,.ai..cat.on was
not e.t.e.e as
C.istine was alXowea
to identify with he.
.othe.. The amount
of reciprocal he-

hav.oral complementarity
allowed in Christine. s
relationship
With her parents and, .n
particular, her .other,
underscores
the effectiveness with
which the systen.
was able to "master

loss.'.

However, the circumstances
which ensue as the
Balascos attempt to enlarge
their family marks the
beginning
Of a period of chronic systemic
anxiety that ultimately wxll
prove disruptive and debilitating
for the family.

Anxiety is introduced into the
system when Mrs.
Balasco miscarries two children
and concurrently becomes ill.
These events prove potentially
disruptive to familial roles.
Mrs. Balasco'

s

ability to gain identity confirmation
in con-

junction with the parenting role, or
"mastering" position is
undermined as she suddenly appears
unable to bear children.
Mr. Balasco 's ability to confirm
identity within the marital

context is threatened as his wife becomes
sickly and runs
the risk of amplifying behaviors
associated

position.

with the "loss"

Tension heightens between the Balascos as the

potential for identity confirmation becomes
more precarious.
The conception of the Balascos' second child,
Teddy, against
doctors' advice represents the attempts of both
parents to
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reestablish the process of
".aste.in, loss- „.3
Balasco
regains the "mastering"
position linked with the
parental
role and Mr. Balasoo
resu.es the ..mastering.,
position associated With producing-helping
things grow. As a child
born
aurxng a perxod of increasing
syste.xc anx.ety, Teddy
absorbs
a certain degree of
systemic dysfunction, as under
the circumstances, parent-child role
rigidxf ication is unavoidable.
However, the Balascos' retrospective
description of Teddy as
a physically strong hard
worker like his father implies
that
'

.

the relational role rigidif
ication was not extreme and that
a relative degree of reciprocal
behavioral complementarity

was permitted.

Systemic anxiety reaches its highest
point, when
after the birth of Teddy, Mrs. Balasco
is informed by physicians that she has

a

serious blood condition and that fur-

ther conception of children could
seriously endanger her
life.

This period in the life of the system
is marked by

a

high degree of covert individual dysfunction
which, in turn,
results in covert dysfunction in the spouse
system, and which

ultimately poses

a

tem as

Here,

a

whole.

severe threat to the survival of the systhe interplay between the level of

spouse differentiation and the presence of chronic anxiety

substantially impairs the processes of rational decision-
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making in the system
y tem.

Th^-i=
The.r actions
determined by emotional

factors, neither of the
Balascos are

aMe

to develop a

reasonable plan o. action
that could avert the
potential of
systemic disruption, while
doctors stress the
importance of
hysterectomy
in order to insure
3
Mrs. Balasco's survival
Mr. and Mrs. Balasco
proceed to conceive an
"unplanned"
third child, careful
examination of the situation
clearly
indicates that their action
represents an intensification
Of the process of "mastering
loss." Mrs. Balasco' s
dependence on the parental role
for identity confirmation
makes
the consideration of a
hysterectomy unthinkable. Mr.
Balasco
loss

's

associations of infertility or
barrenness with

(i.e. loss of identity)

acceptable to him.

make the operation equally
un-

The occurrence of such a
situation would

prove threatening to his own
"mastering" position of provider and producer. The need
of each of the Balascos to

occupy the "mastering" position
in order to confirm identity
and the respective reluctance of
each to occupy the "loss"
position creates

a

dysfunctional situation in which the

marital relationship is threatened by
termination.

neither spouse seems able to assume
making stance regarding the issue of
Balasco's safety.

That is,

rational decision-

a
a

hysterectomy and Mrs.

Here, the Balascos' desperate reliance
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on the process of
".aste^.n, loss" paraaox.oaU.
increases
the potential for overt
syste..c dysfunction.
Por each of
the Balascos, Mrs.
Balasco's pregnancy
constitutes a potentxal loss Of identity
and, simultaneously,
offers the possibility Of identity
confirmation. The Balascos
resume
occupation of the "mastering.,
position as the new child,
Bavy, occupies the ..loss.,
position. Thus, the process
of
birth becomes synonymous with
the process of "masterxng
loss" in the system.
Essentially, the triumph of
life
forces over death forces
protects the system from role
stagnation and relationship termination.
Signs of systemic

dysfunction remain covert.

Because he is born during the

most severe period of anxiety
for the system, Davy becomes
the primary target of the FPP.
In the years to follow,

several factors contribute

to the relational role rigidif
ication between Mrs.

and Davy already set in motion at
his birth.

tion of Mrs. Balasco

's

Balasco

The continua-

ill health perpetuates a chronic

level of systemic anxiety.

Davy's development of

a

physical

disability at the age of one introduces additional
anxiety.
The threat of loss in the system is
pervasive and the family

responds with an intensification of the process
of "mastering
loss."

As

a

sick child, Davy is barely able to avoid ampli-
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places him for roughly
the
ne first nine
n.years of his life
in
a powerless
dependent role. Fivee
years after
af.
n
Davy's
birth,
Mrs. Balasco is forr-*:^^
forced to -uhave a
hysterectomy (i.e. at
her
P>^ys.=.an.s .nsistence).
.hus
the potential for
future
^aentity confxr.atron
within a parental
context is permanently eliminated for
her. Mrs. Balasco.s
relatronshrp
With Davy represents
her frnal opportunity
to occupy a
mastering., position and
ga.n rdentrty confirmation
withrn
the context of a
parent-chUd relationship.
Consequently,
the system's vulnerability
to loss of xdentity
intensifxes
and a substantial amount
of covert dysfunction
is absorbed
in Davys relationship
with his mother.
,

Predictably, the parent-child
role change which

marks the period of adolescence
would be difficult for members of the Balasco family
to negotiate.
A nu-rfcer of factors,

including the anxiety associated
with this relational shift
and the level of covert
dysfunction already present in
the
system, contribute to the
problematic nature of separation
for them.

However, as illustrated in an
earlier review of

adolescent separation in the Balascos'
respective families
of origin, the most important
factor in the orchestration of
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th.s aevelop^ental tas.
is the

^ality of

the pa.ent-cMia

relationship, or the extent
to which the separating
chUa .s
involved .„ the process
of ..mastering loss."
r.. „ay in

Which the Balascos and
their adolescent chUdren
approach
the tas. Of separation
is clearly indicative
of earlier systemic relationships.
At the age of 18, after
graduating from high school,
Christine leaves the family to
get marrxed. Although Davy
and his parents present
different versions of this leavetaking, the fact that the
Balascos are able to tolerate
separating from Christine is
indicative of the quality of

relative behavioral flexibility
that characrerized the

parent-child relationship.

Although Christine served to ab-

sorb a certain degree of systemic
dysfunction, parent-child

role rigidification was not extreme
and reciprocal be-

havioral complementarity within the
relationship was tolerated.

Because Christine was allowed to identify
with her

parents and, more specifically, her mother,
she is capable
of gaining identity confirmation outside
the context of re-

lationships in her family of origin.

In kind,

is able to maintain identity in her
absence.

the system

Christine's

transition from childhood to adulthood appears relatively
free from overt manifestations of individual
or systemic

.
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ces and

or.gxn reveals the
presence of covert
dysfunction.
Chr.stine leaves the
fa.il, to ,et .arr.ed
ana. in
so ao.ng, „oves
in^ediately fro. one
relationship syste. to
another.
Kelativel, earl, .n her
„arria,e, she
has a ch.ia

although hoth Balascos
co^^ent that the financial
situation
Of the couple is unstable.
Christin^'=
^-nristme s actions suggest
that she, like her mother,
reouires a home
requires
hoxn. and
^ a
family in
order to gain identity
confirmation; occupation of
the
caretaking parental role is
associated with the "mastering"
position. After she is
.arr.ed, Chrxstine continues
to
have substantial supportive
contact with her family of
origin. For many years she
lives close by the family.
/

m

her capacity as

a

registered nurse. Christine
cares for

her mother, giving her weekly
shots for her blood condition.
Although further data with which
to assess the extent of
Christine's emotional cut-off from
her parents are unavailable,

the historical information
coupled with this limited

knowledge of her current life
circumstances suggest that
her unresolved emotional attachment
to her parents is subs

tantial

Scrutiny of the Balasco family system
after
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Hcwe.e., . .,ose. loo.
at

Wx,

sU.ation ..p.^^s t.at

Christine's xnvolve.ent in
the process of
".asterin, ios=..
and her stabili.m,
effect on fa^Uy functioning
was significant. Chrxstine.s
familial role as caretaker
served to
lessen overt signs of
syste™ disruption during
the periods
When Mrs. Balasco was
hospitalized. Christine's
stance
helped maintain the behavioral
co.ple.entar.ty necessary for
the continuation of the
process of
"mastering loss."

m.n

Christine leaves, the system's
vulnerability to loss and
dysfunction increases as there is
no longer a mother replacement in the family. Notably,
Davy associates his own

withdrawal into emotional isolation
with Christine's departure.
Speculatively, Davy's relationship
with his sister
was similar to his relationship
with
his mother.

However,

from the narrative it is clear
that role rigidification between brother and sister was
substantially less than that

between mother and son.

Thus, reciprocal behavioral comple-

mentarity was permitted and Davy was
able to identify at
times with his sister and occasionally
experience
ing" position.

a

"master-

Christine's leavetaking sets off a chain
of

systemic reactions which ultimately undermines
Davy's efforts to avoid amplification of the behaviors
associated with

^
"loss.,

™.
creates

a

position („Mch .e
occupies .n .elat.on
to
..sence o. c...t.e
as

-

.

Ms

„o.. .epuce_

general level ot
of svst^mi^
systemic anxiety.

More specifically, as one of her
children leaves
dves, Mrs.
Mrs R.i
Balasco's parental
responsiMX.ties a.e .ec.easea.
ana t.e su.se^uent
threat to

her iaentit, necessitates
an intensification
of the ^ast^ry
process.
Kole r.,iaif .cat.on
.„ Mrs. Balasco.s
relationships
-th the two re.a.ning chUdren
increases.
Because Davy is

the chiia who .s ™ost
involved in the process of
..mastering
loss," he absorbs a greater
amount of covert dysfunction

than his brother Teddy.
As Teddy and Davy
approach adolescence, overt
signs

of systemic dysfunction
increase as parental anxiety
over the
anticipated role change in the
parent-child relationship

heightens.

The system moves into a
period during which

family relationships must change
and, as a result, the process of •mastering loss" intensifies
and the rigldif ication
of parent-child roles increases.
The level of overt dys-

function which is manifest as Teddy
encounters adolescence
reflects the quality of his earlier
relationships with his
parents.

The difficulty with which the separation
process

is orchestrated is suggestive
of the extent to which Teddy

and his parents rely on their respective
relationships for

identity confirmation.

As a child who absorbed some degree

^
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of systemic dysfunction,
Teddy's
-Level of d. f
level
^
differentiation is
most likely lower than
that of his
nis parents.
parent.
n
Consequently,

^.entity outside the context
of .a.iUaX relationships.
The
fact that Teddy was
allowed to identify with
h.s parents,
and particularly his
father, enhances Teddys
chances to
separate fro. the family
w.th so.e degree of overt
success.
However, as an adult, he
will undoubtedly need
to continue
the process of "masterinq
ly xoss
,-=1=4loss" in relationships
outside the
context of his family of origin.
AS the family system strives
to intensify the process
of "mastering loss," Davy
encounters adolescence. Davy
is
the child who is the primary
target of the FPP and who has

absorbed the greatest amount
of systemic dysfunction.

His

role in the family has been
central in perpetuating the process of "mastering loss" and
in maintaining the stability
of
systemic relationships. The success
with which Davy and his
parents will be able to separate has
been determined by the

quality of their earlier parent-child
relationships.

Notably,

Davy's relationships with both
parents, and particularly his
mother, were characterized by excessive
role rigidity.

Reciprocal behavioral complementarity was
severely constricted.

Because the Balascos relied on Davy's constant
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occupation of the
-iit:

"losc="
XOSS

r^^o ^
position
in ord(=T-Lii
oraer to secure their
•

•

own iae„t.t.es, they
were una.Ie to allow
M„ to ..ent..,
wxth the. (x.e. experience
occupation of the ..^astet.ng..
position)

AS Davy approaches the
developmental tas. of
adolescence, he is .ll-e,uipped
to ma.e the role
change that
will Ultimately enable
hx. to confirn, rdent.ty
outside the
context Of family relationships.
His repertoire of
behaviors
associated with the "mastering"
position .s extremely
L.ited.
corresponding, Davy's parents
are ill-equipped to confirm
their identities outside
of the context of the
parent-child
relationship. Thus, separation
constitutes a threat to
identity for both Davy and his
parents.
Paradoxically, an
.

avoidance of separation constitutes
an equal threat to the
identity of these three family
members. As the Balascos,
threatened by the pending adolescent
separation, intensify
the process of "mastering
loss," relational roles become
more

rigidified and the interplay of
parent-child behaviors becomes more constricted.

The system faces the possibility
of

behavior amplification, role stagnation,
and relationship
termination.

Thus, as the family confronts the
changes that

accompany adolescence it grapples with the issue
of identity
and generates a literal life and death
struggle.

Faced with the threat of total identity loss if he
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re^a.ns .n the fa.ily, .avy
.ust leave.

As relational ten-

sions bu.ld between Davy
and his .other, Davy
runs fro. the
family, taking the car on
a "^oy ride'' to a
nexghbor.ng
state. With no previous
drivxng experience, Davy
Ixterally
takes his l.fe in h.s hands.
The xmpulsxvity and poor
judgment which characterize his
actions underscore his precarious hold on "mastery behaviors
and suggest that his
ability to survive or mamtaxn an
identity apart from the
family is tenuous. Concurrently,
Davy's absence from the

system creates an almost unmanageable
level of anxiety for
his parents, particularly his
mother as her emotional survival, or identity, is threatened
without him.

Here, the

dynamic balance of the system is disrupted
as family members fail to negotiate complementary
interaction.

Davy's

safe return home serves to stabilize
familial relationships, as complementary behavior is resumed.

Davy and the system have survived

a

Notably, both

temporary separation.

However, the threat of adolescent role change is
still

present and the anxiety which it produces in the system

motivates the Balascos to intensify further the process
of
'•mastering loss."

As roles become increasingly rigidified,

Davy and his parents again face the threat of behavioral

amplification, role stagnation, and relationship termi-
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nation.

Thus, Bavy is placed
once .ore .n the
pos.t.on of
struggling aga.nst a.pl.f
.cat.on of hehaviors
associated w.th
the "loss" position.
At this point, Davy's
oppositional

moves become .ore desperate.

Mrs. Balasco, in the
course of

Cleaning her son's room, reads
his journal, thus gaining
information regarding his plans
to go out with friends.
She
later confronts him with this
information, expressing her
disapproval of his choice of
friends and insisting that
he

terminate his activities with
them.

Shortly after, again

while cleaning Davy's room,
Mrs. Balasco finds
note under his mattress.

a

suiCide

This note and two others, in
addi-

tion to a suicidal gesture which
Davy makes during

a

psy-

chiatric hospitalization, convey both
the dilemma of the
family system and the solution which
it seeks.
cidal behavior constitutes
loss."

a

Davy's sui-

concrete attempt to "master

As Davy makes a suicidal gesture he
comes danger-

ously close to maximally amplifying the
powerless behavior
associated with the "loss" position.

When Davy survives the

gesture, he struggles against behavior
amplification or

attempts to occupy, albeit in
ing" position.

a

primitive way, the "master-

This desperate process reflects the ex-

tremely limited options available to Davy as he
attempts to

separate from his parents.

The family system experiences
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the dile,™a and the
solution .n

a

way si„ila. to Davy.

order to .nsure the
confirmation of xdentity,
the process
Of •mastering loss" must
continue for the
Balascos.

if cavy

remains xn the family,
relational roles will become
stagnant
and the process will come
to a halt.
Thus, Davy „ust fight
his way out of the
ne svstom
=
system ^^
(i.e.
separate) in order to insure
the continuation of the
process although on a
qualitatively
different level. Davy's suicidal
behavior represents the

process of "masterina
«xxng loss"
xoss
fnr- T^r^^T.
for
both himself and his family.
Here, suicidal behavior is
a desperate and overtly
dysfunctional method of forcing himself
and his parents to
•

confront and master the difficult
role change associated
with adolescence.

The AdolescPnt Part

i

p ^nts

:

M^^t^y-ir.rj

r^..

in the Prespnt Genergtinn

The initial intention of this inquiry
was to study

intact family systems in which an
adolescent family member

had manifested suicidal behavior while
living at home.

As

the task of locating families that both
met the criteria fo r
the study and were willing to participate
in it became in-

creasingly difficult, the approach to the data collection
shifted.

This shift involved two major changes.

First, the
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'

™

stuay were .roaaenea
to .ncluae aaolescents
.ro™ sin.Xe
"'^ -co nst.tutea
families ana aaolescents
„.o exMMtea su.c.aal .ehav.or w.Ue
U.in, away fro™ t.e .o„e
Although these ^ethoaological
changes faciXitatea the
aata
collection, they also raxsea
aoubts in the investigator's
-nd about the ^ality of the
contribution which this revised sample could make
to the stuay of the
topic under
consideration.

At the time that the inquiry
was initiated, the investigator heia certain
preconceptions
about family systems

ana the manner in wh.ch they
couia be studiea.

Family sys-

tems were conceptualized as
entities definea by space ana
structure.
It seemea that the
delineation ana comprehension
Of salient patterns of family
functioning coula only be ac-

complishea if these spatial ana
structural components were
consistent.
adaition, the investigator believea
that a

m

valia analysis of systemic functioning
necessitated firsthand acquaintance and interaction
with family members.' However, as the material offered by
the adolescent participants

was examined, the investigator's
notions about family systems and the manner in which they
could be understood changed
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Analysis of the auuj.escent
adolescent data revealed
aj-eu cl^^y
t^,4-4Clear patterns
of
lies o. all t.e
pa.t.c.pants .

T^ese patterns e.iste.
i..

respective of t.e spat.al
ana general structural
characteristics Of a fa.ll,.
.,.3,
appearea t.at t.e
heterogeneous
fan,.ly backgrounds
of the adolescent
participants enr.chea
rather than underlined the
investigation, it also
beca.e
clear that interacting with
only one family „e„i3er
did not

U

place severe restrictions
on an analysis of
systemic
functioning. Although this
approach limited the <jaantity
of historical information
that could be gathered,
thereby
precluding the possibility of
a cross-generational
perspective, it did not substantially
hinder a qualitative
analysis of functioning in the
current family system.
A collective overview of the
data suggests that the

families of all of the adolescent
participants are engaged
in the process of "mastering
loss."

As illustrated in the

analysis of the Balasco family,
numerous factors such as
anxiety, level of individual
differentiation, and specific
family structures and processes
interact to determine the

effectiveness of this process within the
family context.
The amount of covert and overt
dysfunction manifested in the

family system reflects the success with which
family members
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"master loss."

in the*
^
n^i^c.
the Balasco
family,
adolescent suicidal

behavior was regarded as
an overt si,n of
syste.ic dysfunction,
in some of the
families of the
adolescent participants, suicidal behavior
is the only overt
sign of
family dysfunction.
in other
otho,- e,
families, the adolescent's
suicidal behavior only
contributes to a larger
picture of
overt systemic instability.
However, regardless of
this
variability, the meaning of
an adolescent's suicidal
behavior in relation to systemic
functioning

m

,

remains the same.

It is indicative of the
precarious state of the process
of

mastering loss" among family members.

m

some of the

larger families in the adolescent
sample, there are extensive overt signs of dysfunction
and, often, more than one
adolescent exhibits suicidal behavior.
Speculatively, the

degree of covert dysfunction in these
families is extreme,
but the presence of numerous
children facilitates diffusion
of dysfunction and enables these
families to maintain sys-

temic relationships.

Although many of their siblings mani-

fest overt signs of dysfunction,

including suicidal behavior,

the adolescents who participated in
this inquiry appear to

be the family members who exhibit the
most extensive degree
of overt dysfunction.

Speculatively, then, they are the

children who are most involved in the process
of "mastering
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loss" in their
respective families.

apples

The discussion to
follow
n present pertinent
^O-L^ow will
ext.e narratives o.
t.e aaoXescen.
participants .n

or..r to M,.i.,..
loss..

,,,,

Plays in their fa.U.es.

^^^^^^^
. review of this
material

illustrates the dysfunctional
nature of systemic
relationships and illuminates the
meaning of adolescent
suicidal
behavior with.n the fa.ny
context, ^s the adolescent
participants describe themselves,
their relationships with
other
members of their families
and events in their
day-to-day
lives, relational patterns
associated „xth the process
of
"mastering loss', emerge. The
extent of parent-child role

rigidification i„ the families
of the adolescents is notable,
in particular, the data
suggest that the degree of
fixed behavioral complementarity between
the adolescent participants
and their respective parents
is substantially greater
than
that between their parents and
other children in the families.

Role rigidity is apparent both
in the adolescents,

current relationships with their
parents and in their descriptions of earlier parent-child
relationships.

Examples

from the narratives of Linda Petite
and Nancy Franklin are
illustrative.

Linda Petite repeatedly describes herself
as

an incompetent, emotionally vulnerable
isolate who is
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a.fferenf. ..o„ other „e:*e.s
of .e. f.„Uy.
family .embers

fo™

a cohesive,

w.Ue

other

involved .roup. ..„aa
ex-

periences loneliness and
exclusion.

Xn particular, .inda

•

s

description of her mother as
involved, competent, and
responsible provides a striking
contrast to her description
Of herself.
Linda's relationship with
her mother appears to
be one in which .inda almost
exclusively .eets the
behavioral
expectations associated with
the "loss"
position, while Mrs.

Petite almost exclusively
meets the behavioral
expectations
associated with the "mastering"
position,
similar relational
patterns are evidenced in Nancy
Franklin's family. Throughout her narrative, Nancy speaks
of the helpless, passive,
and physically vulnerable stance
which she assumed in her

family.

Notably, other family members are
depicted as the

inflictors of emotional and physical
pain.

As Nancy de-

scribes her relationships with her
parents, and in particular her relationship with her father,
pronounced behavioral

differences emerge.

Nancy recounts numerous situations in

which she passively submits to beatings from
her father.
These examples illustrate the manner in which
Nancy consistently meets behavioral expectations linked with
the "loss"
position, while her father meets behavioral
expectations

linked with the "mastering" position with
corresponding intensity.
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-fe.ences ..o„ the
„a„at.ves o. the other
.ao-

lescent participants

.Uust.te eo.pa.Me

Parent-eMxa role
ri,ia..ioatron

Oreys reference

to bein,

..the

rn the.r

pattern,

.a„Uies.

.,e.

runt .rtten .„ the
Utter

that his father was
always p.shi„, awa,..
su,,ests his e.perience of helplessnp<^^
=r,xi
Plessness and
xnadecpaacy both in
relation to
Ms siblings and to his parents.
parents
a. he speaks,
As
Alex repeatedly alludes to needing
r^gnt to
tn survive"
y to "f^-aht
as he
.rows up.
He .ep.cts h..seif
as a vict.™ who
often ,ets
Ms "ass .ic.ed... whxle other fairly
.e™.ers fendea for themselves more successfully.
T„ese and other examples
from
•

Alex's narrative reflect
h.s

Uy.

in a similar manner.

..one

down''

position in his fam-

Penny Devon. Beth Tesinsk..
and

Laurie Burton depict themselves
in the "one down" or
"loss"
position .n thexr famU.es.
Overall, parent-child relationships are so inflexible that
these adolescents are unable
to
identify with any of the
^alities
that enable their re-

spective parents to "master" the
skills of U..ng.

^ently. as their parents continue

to

Conse-

conUrm identity

through occupation of the
"mastering" position, the adolescent participants are iU-e^xpped
to avo.d ampUficatxon

of the behaviors associated with
the "loss" position.
Petite captures this process when
she coiranents:

Linda
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believe that everybody st^^^^
are th.ngs that happen
^^^^ ^^-^e
to
the. fro. growing/'i\e:i th2
''^^ ^^^^
'
that h
feel like a lot of my
"^^^P^^^^ to me
i
life was
-Lite
was%.v
taken
I

T

away from me.

.

.

.

General consideration of
the auan+-.r
quality of relationships
in the
various families suqcrests
ggests that
th^^ the
^-k
^
adolescent
participants
are the children who
are the primary targets
of the FPP.
-,

•

n

Significant amounts of systemic
dysfunction appear to be
absorbed in these parent-child
relationships and, thus, the
adolescent participants contribute
significantly to the
family process of "mastering
loss."

An examination of the manner
in which the adolescent
participants and their parents
approach the developmental
task of adolescence substantiates
this point and illustrates
the relational instability
the respective families.
As
the adolescent period approaches,
the anxiety associated with
the necessary parent-child
role change permeates these family

m

systems.

Threatened by pending adolescent separation,
the

parents intensify the process of
"mastering loss."

Parental

intensification of behaviors associated with
the "mastering"
position demands

a

corresponding amount of intensification of

behaviors associated with the "loss" position.

Thus, these

systems face the possibility of behavior
amplification, role
stagnation, and relationship termination.

Examples from the

narrative of Nancy Franklin are particularly illustrative
of
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this process.

As Nancy .oves towards
adulthood, role rigidi-

fication in her relationship
w.th her father increases
s.gnificantly. Nancys recollections
of adolescence consist
predominantly of instances in
which she is threatened
and
severely beaten by her father.
The extent to which Nanc
icy
is

"beaten" in adolescence far
surpasses the cruelty inflicted upon her during
childhood. As Nancy and the
other

adolescent participants confront
the task of separation,
they must intensify their
struggle against amplification
of
the behaviors associated wxth
the
"loss" position.

However,

the quality of their earlier
relationships with their par-

ents makes this struggle

separation process,

a

difficult one and undermines the

when asked what it was like to become

a

teenager, Laurie Burton explains:
It was different... like things were
getting harder and
harder.. .like I didn't know how to cope
with things
Things in my family were really a mess...i
didn't know
what to do so I just sort of hung out and did
a lot of
drugs and alcohol.

These adolescent participants are poorly equipped
to

confirm identity outside the context of familial
relationships and at the same .time face the risk of identity
negation within family relationships.

As a result, the move in

and out of their respective families, unable to stabilize
the process of "mastering loss" in either situation.

The
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adolescents handle the
"emotional

cut
cut-off"
Off .associated
with

the developmental
task of seoaratir^n
separation by emotionally
isolati ng
themselves within the
family
context or k
y context,
by running away
f rom
the .an.il,. or
.oth. The .sep....i„,„
^^^^
Of the aaolescent
participants .nvoI.es a
frustrating an.
defeating cycle in which
hoth physical and
e^ot.onal dis-

tancing mechanises are
called into play.

m

an attempt to

avoid amplification of
their behavioral role,
these adolescents run away fro. home
and thus strrve for
separteness
in space.
Unable to survive on their
nw„
^v,
cneir own,
they are forced
back into the fa.xly where
they attempt to achieve
separateness through emotional
withdrawal. However, thexr
return to
the family results in an
intensification of the process of
mastering loss" and once more they
are faced wrth the threat
of behavior amplification.
Examples from the narrative of
Penny Devon are illustrative of
this process. As an adolescent. Penny, provoked by
difficulties in her relationship

with her mother, ran away and
returned home on numerous occasions.
She recalls:
just ran away. . .sometimes I just hung
out in the
streets... and then she would find me and
say she wanted
me back home and I'd say I'd come back
if she'd stop
getting on my case so much... and she'd say
"ok" and'we
wouldn't talk about it and then I'd go home
and three
aays to a week later it would start again.
I

Generally, because of the low level of system differ-
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entiat.on ana the p.eea..ous
natu.e of .He ..„aste..n,..
process in the.r fa.il.es.
any attempt that the
adolescent
participants „a.e at a.stanc.ng
or separating .3
.elativel,
ineffective. The aile^na
which confronts the
adolescent
participants is the sa.e
dile™„a which confronts
their respective families,
order to insure the
continuation of
the process of "mastering
loss" which is

m

so crucial to the

existence of family menders,
separation between parents
and
child must occur. However,
for these families the
very
process upon which they depend
severely limits the alternatives for attaining separateness

.

The suicidal behavior of

the adolescent participants
may be understood as a
desperate

attempt to insure the continuation
of the "mastering" process and the survival of systemic
relationships. As the
adolescents make suicidal gestures,
they come dangerously
close to amplifying behaviors
associated with the "loss"

position.
a

AS they survive these attempts,

they struggle, in

desperate manner, to occupy the "mastering"
position.

Thus, the suicidal behavior of the
adolescent participants

represents the process of "mastering loss"
both for themselves and for their families.

Each suicidal gesture, or

attempt to "master" life, represents

a

desperate negotiation

of parent-child role change for the adolescent
participants

^
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and thei. parents.

.ithou,. th.s process
.s extre.el, a,sfunct.onaI, it ult..atel,
allows t.ese adolescents
and t.eir
parents to separate.
Predictably, the ,ual.ty
of th.s separation .s United and the
potential for dysfunction
.n
future relationships is
significant.

Molescen^icidal BPhav.ior,_An._I^^
of Systemic Dvs fnno-h

Adolescent suicidal behavior is
an indicator of the
level Of dysfunction
family systems engaged
the task

m

of "mastering loss."

m

The adolescent participants
in this

inquiry made suicide attempts.

Both the nature of their be-

havior and the outcome reflect the
efficacy of the process
of "mastering loss"
their family systems. Although
the

m

relational patterns which typify these
systems provoke life-

threatening behaviors, they simultaneously
undermine them.
The adolescent participants and their
parents are engaged
in relationships with one another and,
although the movement

within these relationships is at times
constricted, it
never static.

is

Consequently, the life and growth forces are

muted, but not stifled.

it is not the intention of members

of these families to separate from one another
through the

actual relational termination inherent in death
itself.

.
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However, to the extent
that these
tnese sv.^.
systems view loss and
separation as a threat to
their survival,
they will
^"ey
will enact the
separation process in a
manner
iner that
tnat is representative
of
the.. 3u.:ect.ve
e.pe.ience. WHile ™e^e.s
o. these
'

s

lies fe.. that they
cannot
fact,

U.e

without each other,
the,, in

can ana ao survive
outside of the context
of fa.U.al
relationships, .oss of identity,
or death, is a threat,
.ut
not a reality.

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS
This investigation was designed
to address thle suicidal behavior of adolescents
within the context of the
family.

it began as an exploratory
endeavor which utilize d

broad assumptions to lend direction
to the exploration.
the end,

m

the inauiry led to the evolution
of a specific

conceptual framework within which adolescent
suicidal be-

havior and its relation to the family could
be understood.
The body of the work involved the
application of

a

number of

theoretical models (i.e. those of Kan tor, Nagy,
and Bowen)
to the interview data from a family with a
suicidal member

and a number of suicidal individuals with the hope
of ascer-

taining whether an organized and integrated understanding
of

adolescent suicidal behavior could be developed.

From this

process, there evolved not only an understanding of such be-

havior, but also a conceptual picture of functioning in

families in which this behavior occurs.

This final chapter

will review the findings of the investigation and will consider them in relation to past theoretical and empirical

work on the subject.

In addition,

discussion here will ex-

amine the implications of the findings for further study and
356
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wxll suggest their
applicability to clinical
practi,-ce

Mvi ew

of As.sumDtinn^_

Three broad assumptions served
as starting points
for this investigation.

These assumptions developed
through

consideration of salxent findings
from the literature on
su.cxde and the basic premises
a

of the family systems theo-

retical framework chosen for
application in the study.

assumptions illuminated areas of focus
and generated

The

a

number of questions which both
stimulated and guided the exploratory and analytic process. The first
assumption ad-

dressed the direct relationship between
suicidal behavior
and the family system.

It was derived from the premise that

underlies all family systems theoretical models—
that path-

ology is

manifestation of

a

a

problem in the family system

and not simply a manifestation of a particular
individual's

difficulties.

havior is

a

This assumption contended that suicidal be-

signal of system distress and an occurrence

which serves the family in

a

functional capacity as well.

Focus in this area raised questions about the meaning and

purpose of adolescent suicidal behavior within the family.
The second assumption centered on the phenomena of

loss and separation and their role in families with

a

sui-
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cidal .e.ber.

Theorists and e.pi..cists
have posited a significant relationship hetween
loss and separation
and suicidal behavior.
the past, theoretical
understanding of
this relationship has been
li:.ited and empirical
confirmation Of the relationship has
been quantitative in
nature.

m

Thus,

the relationship between
loss and separation and

suicidal behavior remained only
partially explored.

The

current investigation undertook
to examine the meaning
of
loss and separation in the lives
of individuals exhibiting
suicidal behavior.

It also assumed that loss
and separation

would have meaning in families with

a

suicidal member.

The third assumption was concerned
with family de-

fensive, coping, and maintenance
styles.

It was derived

from the premise that families develop
characteristic
styles of coping with anxiety-laden issues
and areas of

conflict.

This assumption raised questions as to
how

families with

a

suicidal member deal with anxiety and con-

flict in the course of family life.
A fourth assumption was not stated explicitly
at the

outset but was implicit throughout the data analysis.

This

assumption contended that family systems are dynamic interacting entities that depend on developmental movement and
change in order to maintain functioning.
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Summary of Findinr^e

Analysis of the data began with

a

consideration of

the areas of focus generated
by these assumptions.

firmed that loss and separation
played

a

the lives of the inquiry's
participants.

it con-

striking role in
A consistent and

powerful set of themes emerged from
analysis in this area.
These themes dominated the material
and ultimately generated

answers to questions posed by the
investigation's other

assumptions.
The participants in the inquiry perceived
loss and

separation as unmanageable, overwhelming, and enduring
events.

in addition,

they did not experience the two events

as qualitatively different;

rather,

they viewed loss, the

permanent termination of relationships, and separation, an
on-going process involving regulation of distance in relationships as synonymous.

The meaning which the partici-

pants associated with separation had substantial influence
on their day-to-day relationships.

For the participants,

separation or separateness connoted not only distance in
space, but also "relational" distance, or distance in the

qualitative areas of interpersonal experience.

That is,

differences in values, beliefs, feelings, and power were

experienced as threatening and proved difficult for these
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individuals to encouraqe,
uxciye, tol^r^^^
roierate, and accept within
the
context of intraf amilial
relationships.

Examination of the participants'
narratives uncovered relationship patterns
axmed at the mxnimxzatxon
of
intrafamilial distance. For example,
a parent's decision
that his or her children play
primarily mdoors rather than

outside the house reflected

distance minimization pattern,

a

in the families of the participants,
minimization of intra-

familial distance was accomplished through
the perpetuation
of the family dialogue.

A family's dialogue is the mani-

festation in interaction of the dialectical

f orces—separate-

ness and closeness— involved in relationship formation
and

change.

The complementary behavioral postures which con-

tribute to the dialogue are based on salient conceptual,
emotional, and volitional themes which family members attach
to closeness and separateness

.

Maintenance of the family

dialogue entails the perpetuation of complementary be-

havioral postures (i.e. closeness) and the minimization of
conflict (i.e. separateness).
system occur when

a

Crises within the relationship

behavioral posture is amplified to

a

point at which the potential for complementarity with another

behavioral posture is decreased or eliminated.

For example,

in a family dialogue in which ill-health and caretaking
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represent complementary
behavioral jostures
^uxes. iim.
:^
Illness may increase to a point at
which a matching
matchina degree
Ho
of
caretakii.ng

behavior is precluded.
member in

(->.
ill-h«=>ai
health

That
inat is
IS, the ^
demands of

a

family

may exceed the
capabilities of the
family member assumina
J-ng the caretaking
posture. Thus, the
dynamic balance of a family
relationship system is
deterr^-,,

•

assume behavxoral postures
and fulfill behavioral
expectations, systemic conflict
has the potential to
alter the
balance of interactional
forces, thereby disrupting the
family dialogue.

Ultimately, this process can
threaten the

survival of the system through
relationship fragmentation or
termination.
The multi-generational data
provided by the one

family studied both illuminated
the continuity of family

relationship patterns across generational
boundaries and
elucidated the cross-generational changes
in these patterns
that would prove crucial in understanding
adolescent suicidal

behavior.

Although the narrative included references
to

family members in three different generations,
information

about the families of origin for first generation
family members was unavailable.

Consequently, the analysis was able

only to address relationship patterns of family
members in
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the secona and third
generations

,..e.

fxrst generation par-

ents and their offspring
and second generation
parents and
their Offspring, respectively)
.
For these family .enters,
examining relationships, and
particularly separations against
the backdrop of the family
dialogue, proved instrumental
in

delineating specific relational
patterns.

Separations that

were developmentally appropriate
(i.e. those which occurred
during adolescence) and separations
brought about by unexpected events such as
institutionalization or death
countering parental developmental
expectations proved particularly stressful for family members
in the second and
third generations.

m

these situations, distance-minimizing

patterns were readily visible.
In the second generation,

separations between parents

and children generally fell at opposite
ends of

a

continuum.

At one end were the separations which
transpired as a result

of

a

child's

tions.

age-appropriate opposition to parental expecta-

In most cases,

this separating process of adolescence

was typified by extreme challenges to the family's
conceptual,

emotional, volitional, and spatial rules or expectations.

genuine negotiation of separateness proved impossible for
these parents and their adolescent children as the family's

repertoire of distancing mechanisms was extremely limited.

A

.

The separation of these
adolescents was .a..e.
a substantial decrease in their
involvement in the family
dialogue
At the other end of the
continue „ere the separations
that
transpired when a child
inadvertently amplified
parental
behavioral expectations associated
with separation or

separateness in the family
dialogue.

Paradoxically, the

overly rxgid adherence of
these children to behavioral
postures crucial to the family
dialogue eliminated the potential for complementarity in
the realm of family
interaction
and, thus,

terminated their involvement in
the family dia-

logue
The family members who would
eventually parent a

suicidal adolescent seemed to differ
from their siblings in
that they neither separated from their
parents through a

challenge to behavioral expectations or
through amplification of behavioral postures associated with
separation in
the family dialogue.

in contrast to their siblings,

these

family members remained highly involved in the
family

dialogue well into their adult lives.

Although they even-

tually achieved separation in space, the extent of their

separateness within the qualitative dimensions of family

experience remained limited.

The separations of these

family m.embers altered the nature of their family dialogue.
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but notably seemed
imperative to xts
continuation.
in the second
generation,

the continuation of
the

family dialogue was
orchestrated by
"y a triad of family
f
members
most involved in the family-s
distance minimisation tas..
The family members who
would parent a suicidal
adolescent
and their respective
parents composed this triad.
This

three-person system was primarily
responsible for insuring
behavioral complementarity in
the family.

The triad func-

tioned to compensate for the
disruptions in the family dialogue brought about by uL-ufcir
los^f^^ and
;,nH separations
J other xosses
and to

maintain the dynamic balance of the
relationship system. A
review of all parent-child
separations in the second generation within a conceptual framework
which stresses parentchild mutuality in the separating
process illuminated this

important aspect of familial relational
organization.

The

quality and consequences of these
separations reflected the
nature of the tie between parents and
children and the im-

portance of these ties to family functioning.

Those children

who separated during adolescence were
able to do so because

both they and their parents were able to tolerate
increased
relational distance.

The degree of systemic disruption

caused by these separations was comparatively minimal.

Speculatively, these children were more peripheral in the
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family distance minimization
xon task
task.

m

.
In ^
contrast,

the children

who separated unexpectedly
prior to adolescence
played a
crucial role in the family
dialogue. Their separations
resuited
permanent relationship
termination, thereby
causing substantial disruption
within the family system.

m

Separation between the family
mergers who would parent a
suicidal adolescent and their
respective parents was mutually
undermined and, thus, suggested
the importance of these
family members in the distance
minimization task.

This familial triad dated
back to early parent-child

relationships and was characterized
by particular qualitative
and structural patterns that
would later undermine separation
in adolescence.

The relational exchange, or
dialogue between

these family members and their
parents was not genuinely

antithetical

m

nature.

Although there was

a

degree of

reciprocal behavioral complementarity within
these parentchild relationships, behavioral postures
were often fixed

rather than exchanged.

One parent was described as most

often assuming the behavioral posture associated
with closeness in the dialogue (i.e. the "dominant" parent),
while the

other parent vacillated between the postures associated
with
closeness and separation.

Although the children in these

relationships often assumed behavioral postures associated
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with separation, they
described feel.ng strongly
identified
with the .dominant- parent.
Speculatively,
th.s .dent.fx-

cation facU.tated

a

sh.ftxng role .n the fa.Uy
dialogue

which enabled these children
to help sustain behavioral
complementarxty-they were able to
assume behavioral postures associated with closeness
and separation depending on
the needs of the -dominanf
or vacillating parent-wi thout

risking amplification of the
separation posture.

This pro-

cess helped to insure the continuity
of the triad of family

relationships responsible for minimizing
distance.

As the

children matured, these qualitative
relational patterns continued in the service of the family's
distance minimization
goal.

In particular,

strong identification with the

"dominant" parent delayed separation and
undermined the

quality of separateness which could be achieved
between
these children and their parents.

This distance-minimizing triad was also characterized

by particular structural patterns.

While the "involved"

children in the second generation joined with their respective
parents in

a

distance-minimizing three-person system, they

only were able to describe and speculatively experience dyadic

relationship structures.

Their descriptions suggested that

they had not yet developed to

a

stage which enabled them to
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take into account the perspective
of a third person interaction.
These descriptions implied
the triad's over-

reliance on the parent-child
dyads (rather than

a

shifting

dependence on all the dyads in the
three-person system) xn
the resolution of family conflict
and the perpetuation of
the dialogue.

child were

a

The parents' relationships with
the "involved"

consistent source of stabilization
and, thus,

were crucial to the continuation of
family functioning.
a result,

As

the separation of the involved child
during ado-

lescence carried with it

a

threat to the family system.

As the focus of the study shifted to
relationships
in the third generation,

a

number of these familial relation-

al patterns remained the same while others
differed markedly.

The degree of reciprocal behavioral complementarity
in the

relationships between the suicidal adolescent and his parents was considerably less than in the preceding generation.

Behavioral postures assumed by these family members were in-

creasingly fixed.

Familial relational organization in the

third generation also involved

a

distance-minimizing triad,

and like his parents,, the suicidal adolescent was unable to

describe or experience

a

three-person system, describing

instead dyadic relationship structures.

However, the sui-

cidal adolescent differed from his parents in that neither of
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the parent-child relational
dyads described see.ed to
per.it

identification.

Rather,

the adolescent depicted
the dyads

as relationships in which
fixed complementarity of be-

havioral postures dominated the
relating process.

Both

parents were portrayed as consistently
assuming behavioral
postures associated with closeness,
while the adolescent described himself as consistently
assuming the behavioral

posture associated with separation.

The absence of a parent-

child dyad based on identification
undermined the effectiveness of the distance-minimizing triad
as the "involved-

child (i.e. the suicidal adolescent) was less
capable of

shifting postures within the family dialogue and,
thus, less
able to insure the continuation of behavioral
complementarity
in relation to his parents.

As a result,

the success with

which this three-person system compensated for changes
in
systemic relationships and maintained the dynamic balance of
the family system was significantly diminished.

Predictably, the relational patterns which characterized these early parent-child relationships interfered with
the developmentally appropriate parent-child separation process of adolescence.

The suicidal adolescent was poorly

equipped to separate through

a

challenge to parental expect-

ations and, yet, risked unconditional separation through
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amplification of the behavioral
^urai posture
Do^fnr« associated
with
separation in the family dialogue
'^yue.

m

in th^
^
the second
generation,

adolescent separation had
resulted in an altered but
continued family dialogue.
Separations had insured the
developmental movement and change
necessary for the continuation Of family functioning.

relational difficulties

m

Comparatively, the severe

the third generation
threatened

to undermine adolescent
separation entirely.

Thus,

the

continuation of the family dialo^e
and family functioning
was in question.

The family with a suicidal
adolescent

member confronted the possibility of
role stagnation, re-

lationship termination, and substantial
systemic disruption.
The data provided by the adolescent
participants sub-

stantiated these findings.

The quality and structure of

relational patterns in the families of these
adolescents
were comparable to those in the third generation
of the one
family studied.
An examination of the meaning of these relational

patterns both within and across generational boundaries

facilitated an understanding of their contribution to family
functioning.

Issues of identity and power emerged as cri-

tical concepts in grasping the meaning of familial relation-

ship patterns.

The findings suggested that the identity of
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the participants

(..e.

the individuals in the
family studied

and the individual adolescents)
was almost exclusively
validated Within the bounds of
familial relationships. Disruption or termination of these
relationships was experienced
as a threat to identity
confirmation.

For the participants,

loss and separation represented
not only the actual struc-

tural termination of relationships,
but also potential loss
of identity itself.

Need rather than choice played
a major

role in relationship formation and change
in the families of
the participants.
the participants'

The intense dependency which underlied

relationships interfered substantially

with their ability to experience genuine intimacy
or separateness within the context of family relationships.
The participants appeared to have what Bowen
(1976)

would refer to as

a

lack of differentiation between their

emotional and intellectual systems.

They appeared dis-

proportionately dependent on others to meet emotional needs
and this dependency interfered with their ability to be

flexible and adaptable within the relational context.

Specifically, the participants were over-reliant on par-

ticular familial relationships for emotional confirmation.
As they looked to the family for emotional validation, they

became overly dependent on the family for validation of

other aspects of themselves
as weU.

T.ea to the fa.il, h.

emotional need, the participants
adopted famUial beliefs
and hierarchical volitional
f^sitions rather than feeling
free to explore conceptual,
emotional, and volitional

options outside of the family
system.

An exploration of the use
of power in the participants' families further
rT:ner clarified
+->.^
clarifi^^ the
meaning of predominant
relational patterns.
these families, power was
delegated
and maintained
a relatively inflexible

m

m

manner.

in par-

ticular, within the three-person
configuration responsible
for distance minimization,
hierarchical postures remained

predominantly fixed with the parents most
often assuming the
position of greater power.

The extreme way in which these

parents maintained power positions within
the distance-

minimizing triad ultimately undermined the
potential for

parent-child separation in adolescence.

Thus, this in-

flexible use of power served to insure the
continuity of the

three-person system and the perpetuation of the family
dialogue.
The rigid use of power in family interaction con-

sidered in relation to the intense need of family members
to

confirm identity within the context of the family placed the
relational patterns associated with distance minimization
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in a new perspective.

The participants and
the.r fa.Uies

were not simply -minimizing
distance," but were more
specifically engaged in a process
of "mastering loss.- Ordinarily,

-mastering loss" connotes

a

positive process in

which individuals master or
overcome the painful affects
associated with actual losses.
However, for the participants
in the inquiry, "mastering
loss" proved
to be a more dys-

functional process.

For the participants and their
families,

"loss" was equated not just with
the loss of others, but with
the loss of identity

(i.e.

self).

"Mastering" involved the

rigid use of power in the attainment
of

"Mastering loss" represented

a

a

family goal.

relational process through

which family members validated identity within
fixed familial power structure.
to hierarchical positions,

the conceptual,

a

relatively

As family members adhered

their identities were confirmed by

affective, and volitional qualities associated

with these positions.

The two positions involved in the

process were synonymous with the complementary behavioral

postures delineated in the family dialogues of the participants.

Behavioral postures associated with separation

represented the "loss" position, while behavioral postures
attached to closeness represented the "mastering" position.

Family members who occupied higher positions on the power
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hierarchy validated thexr identities
more successfully than
did family members who occupied
lower positions
on the

hierarchy of power.

That is, the conceptual, em.otional,
and

volitional postures attached to the
"loss" position proved
less adaptive

m

relation to life outside of the family

context.

"Mastering loss" was seen to be an important
coping
and maintenance style for the participants
and their families.
It functioned to compensate for relational
disruption (i.e.

actual events of loss and separation)

,

thereby perpetuating

the family dialogue and minimizing intraf amilial
conflict.

In short, as a defense mechanism,

"mastering loss" served to

protect both individual family members and, more importantly,
the family system as a whole from experiencing the anxiety

associated with identity loss.

In the families of the par-

ticipants, the process of "mastering loss" was most evident
in the three-person system responsible for minimizing dis-

tance.

The ability of these family members to sustain

a

continuous exchange of the "loss" and "mastering" postures

determined the quality of family functioning and the sta-

bility of the relationship system.

Although the process of

"mastering loss" worked to stabilize functioning in the
families of the participants, it had substantial dysfunctional
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effects on family relationships.

Generally, it impaired the

identity development of individual family
members.
specifically,

a

More

family's investment in "mastering loss"
had

the potential for a dangerously paradoxical
effect on family

functioning.

"Mastering loss" relies on the perpetuation
of

behavioral exchange within

a

relatively fixed relational

structure; it can, however, be rendered ineffective if this

structure becomes too rigidified and stagnation rather than

exchange typifies the relational process.

Thus,

if a family

system intensifies the "mastering" process in an attempt to
stabilize family relationships and maintain systemic identity,

paradoxically, it may risk

a

substantial threat to family

identity through the fragmentation or termination of family

relationships.
A joint consideration of

a

number of factors in-

cluding the level of parental differentiation (i.e. the
degree of parental anxiety associated with threat to identity)
the occurrence,

events

(i.e.

frequency, and timing of anxiety provoking

actual events of loss and separation), the

quality of the marital relationship, the developmental configuration of the family, and family composition placed the
process of "mastering loss" within an historical-

developmental model.

This model was useful in illuminating

,

.

the course of the "mastering"
process both within and across
the generational boundaries for
the one family studied.

Anxiety poses varying degrees of
disruption to relationships depending on the level of
differentiation of
the relating partners.

m

the family studied,

the level of

parental differentiation decreased from
the second to the
third generation.

Thus, anxiety stemming from the threat
of

identity loss while present in the second
generation was

pervasive in the third generation.

in both generations,

anxiety generated by actual events of loss and
separation
(i.e. past or pending separation of adolescent family
members

or actual loss of family members through death)

initiated an

intensification of the already present "mastering" process.
Thus, anxiety in both its acute and chronic forms has sub-

stantial impact on the course that the family's efforts to
"master loss" would follow within and across generational

boundaries
The quality of the marital relationship, the develop-

mental configuration inherent in family structure, and family

composition also played important roles in relation to the
"mastering" process.

Information about the marital relation-

ship in the second generation (i.e. first generation parents)
of the family studied was unavailable.

However, data per-
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taining to the .arxtal
relatxonsh.p .n the third
generation
(i.e. second generation
parents) was instrumental
sug-

m

gesting the way .n wh.ch the
gualxty of the carriage
affected
the process of "mastering
loss" wxthxn the famxly.
th.s

m

generation, marriage xnxtxally
provided
al context within which
parents could

ever,

a

potential relation-

"master loss."

How-

the ambiguity of role assignment
within this context

appeared anxiety arousing for the
marital partners.

Thus,

the absence of a stable marital
structure seemed to limit
the effectiveness of the "mastering"
process within the

marital relationship.

Parent-child relational structures

appeared inherently more adaptable to the
process of "mastering loss."

From

a

developmental perspective, parent-child

relationships represent

a

coupling of the qualitative and

structural patterns essential to the "mastering" process.
By virtue of their biologic growth and greater
cognitive

maturity, parents possess

a

more highly developed identity

and greater power and mastery over their children than do

children over their parents.

Optimally,

the developmental

progression of parent-child relationships involves

a

reci-

procal exchange of behavioral postures which enables the

child to acquire increasing power and mastery skills within
the family context, and which ultimately facilitates the
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child's development of an identity
wh.ch is relatively independent Of family relationships,
within the second and
third generations of the family
studied, the reciprocal

exchange of behavioral postures
within parent-child re-

lationships was increasingly inhibited.

As

a

consequence,

the ordinary growth producing
aspects of the parent-child

relationship was undermined.

Parent-child relationships

were the primary vehicles through which
family members
"mastered loss."
The role of family composition in relation
to the

"mastering" process was illuminated in both the second
and
third generations of the family studied.

in the second

generation, family composition served to neutralize the dys-

functional effects of "mastering loss," while in the third
generation, family composition appeared to contribute to an

intensification of the process.

Although parents in both

generations appeared to enact the "mastering" process to
some extent with almost all of their children, the process

was most apparent in their relationship with one child.

From birth on, one particular child seemed to comprise

a

"mastering loss" three-person system with his or her parents.
This child primarily occupied the "loss" position, while his
or her parents assumed the "mastering" position.

Two factors
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emerged as significant in the selection
of the child.

The

first was the level of parental
anxiety at the ti.e of the
child's birth. The second involved
the child's ability to

occupy the "loss" position without
amplifying the behavioral
postures associated with it.

Notably, these factors did not

always contribute equally to the selection
of the child.

That is, a child born during

a

period of heightened parental

anxiety was not always the child who would
be most adaptable
to the "mastering" process.

The involvement of

less

a

adaptable child in the "mastering" process had
highly dysfunctional effects on the family system.

One factor that

seemed instrumental in mediating these effects was
family

composition.

In the second generation families,

the fact

that other children occupied "loss" positions although
to

a

lesser extent served to diffuse the dysfunction generated by
the "mastering" process among many family members.

Thus,

the amount of dysfunction present in the "mastering loss"

three-person system was reduced.

In contrast,

the absence

of other children in "loss" positions in the third generation

appeared to intensify the dysfunction in the "mastering loss"
triad.
The effects of the "mastering loss" process were not

always manifested in overt systemic dysfunction.

This was

the case in the cross
-generational data provided
by the
family studied.
Systemic dysfunction was
less severe .n the

second generation and remained
covert.
ation,

m

the third gener-

the degree of family
dysfunction increased such
that

it was manifested overtly
in the suicidal behavior
of an ado-

lescent family member.

A reconstruction of the
cross-

generational data Within the
investigation's historicaldevelopmental paradigm illuminated
the role which adolescent
suicidal behavior played in the
functioning of the family
system.

One of the major goals in both the
second and third

generations was the maintenance of systemic
identity.

Achieving this goal involved the perpetuation
of the '-mastering" process within and across generational
boundaries.

The

perpetuation of the "mastering- process was dependent
on
separation taking place during the adolescent
period of de-

velopment so that the family dialogue could be
continued,

although on

a

qualitatively and structurally different level.

The interplay between the factors delineated earlier
appeared
to contribute to the ease with which this separation
occurred.

In the second generation,

the interplay of these factors

allowed the adolescent separation of the "involved" child to
take place.

In the third generation, multiple factors com-

bined to create

a

highly dysfunctional configuration of
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family relationships.

Ultimately, the extent of family
dys-

function severely interfered with
the ability of the child
most involved rn the "mastering"
process to separate in
adolescence.

A comprehensive application of the
historical-

developmental model to the data provided by
the adolescent
participants was not possible due to the lack
of cross-

generational information.

However, an examination of the

"mastering loss" process in the current families
of the ado-

lescent participants generally substantiated the
"third
generation" findings of the family studied.

Although the

specific contributions of historical-developmental factors
to the course of the "mastering" process were less
clearly

defined, a dysfunctional configuration of "mastering loss"

relationships was present in these families and served to

undermine the separation in adolescence of the child most
involved in the "mastering" process.

From the relational perspective generated by both
the one family and the adolescent participants studied, ado-

lescent suicidal behavior was understood as both

a

reflection

of the level of systemic dysfunction and as a desperate
attemipt to maintain systemic functioning.

Suicidal behavior

was manifested by adolescent family members who were most
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involved in the -mastering
loss" process with their
parents.
The family .s anticipation of
the separation of this
ado-

lescent coupled with past and
pending separations or losses
heightened parental anxiety and
resulted xn an intensification of the "masterxng" process.
This contributed to increased rigidification of what were
already fixed parentchild behavioral postures and the
family system confronted
the possibility of relational
stagnation.

As the family sys-

tem and the adolescent faced the
pending separation of ado-

lescence, they were forced to grapple with
the issue of identity.

Separation must occur to insure the continuity
of the

family dialogue, or, systemic identity.

Paradoxically, the

very process which had served to perpetuate
family identity,

threatened to eliminate it.

Within this context, an ado-

lescent's suicidal behavior may be understood as

a

desperate

attempt to continue the process of "mastering loss," thereby

maintaining the identity of the system and of its individual
members.

Suicidal behavior represented

a

maximal amplifi-

cation of the "loss" position, while surviving the suicide
attempt represented occupation of the "mastering" position.
The adolescent's vacillation between positions was comple-

mented by shifts in parental postures.

In this way,

the

suicidal adolescent and his or her parents struggled to de-
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crease the rigidi f ication of thexr
parent-child relationships, thereby increasing the
potential for adolescent separation and the developmental
movement and change necessary
for the continuation of family
functioning.
In summary, within the context
of this study,

"mastering loss" has been seen to be

a

dysfunctional re-

lational process manifested in families
with

lescent member.

a

suicidal ado-

The process was one in which
particular

family members validated their identities
within
tively fixed systemic power structure.

played

a

a

rela-

"Mastering loss"

crucial role in maintaining the dynamic balance
of

these family systems, thereby insuring the developmental

movement and change necessary for family functioning.

Al-

though the process of "mastering loss" was necessary to the

perpetuation of systemic functioning, it had the potential,
if intensified,

to create stagnation,

termination of family relationships.

fragmentation, and
This paradoxical

effect was illustrated in the cross-generational data provided by the one family studied.

interplay of

a

Within that family, the

number of factors intensified the "mastering"

process from the second to the third generation.
sult,

As a re-

the dysfunction which had remained covert in the

second generation was overtly manifested in the third gener-
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ation in the adolescent's suicidal
behavior.

in the third

generation of the family studied and in
the families of the
adolescent participants, the intensification

of the "master-

ing" process threatened to preclude
the developmental move-

ment and change necessary for continued
systemic functioning.
The threat of separation of the adolescent
most involved in
the "mastering loss" process created

a

family crisis to

which the adolescent's suicidal behavior was

a

response.

In the second generation of the family
studied, a

particular "mastering loss" relational configuration emerged.
A triad of family members--both parents and the offspring
who in turn would parent

a

suicidal adolescent— was primarily

responsible for "mastering loss."
process involved

a

Although the "mastering"

three-person system, only dyadic re-

lationship structures were described.

This descriptive em-

phasis on parent-child dyads suggested the extent to which
the parents relied on parent-child relationships within the

triad to "master loss."

Within this triad, the "involved"

child's relationships with both parents were characterized

by increasingly fixed, rather than reciprocal, exchanges of

complementary behavioral postures.
rigidity undermined

a

While this relational

healthy identification between the

"involved" child and his or her parents, dyadic relation-
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sh.ps were flexible enough
to permit the child
to identify
with some Of the parental
"mastering" postures.

A number of factors appeared
foreground in determining
the qualitative and structural
aspects of the "mastering
loss-

configuration.

These factors played an
important role in

shaping the course of the "mastering
loss" process in the
second generation.
Speculatively, the level of parental
dif-

ferentiation and the occurrence, frequency,
and timing of
actual events of loss and separation
resulted in an intensi-

fication of the dysfunctional effects of
the "mastering"
'

process.

In contrast,

these effects appeared to be netural-

ized by the contribution of other family
members to the

"mastering" process.

The fact that other offspring partici-

pated to varying degrees in "mastering loss"
diffused the

extent to which the parents relied on the "involved"
child
in this capacity.

This diffusion facilitated by family

composition decreased parent-child role rigidity in the
"mastering loss" triad and allowed the "involved" child
partial identification with the "mastering" postures of his
or her parents.

The relative flexibility of the parent-child

relationships within the three-person configuration permitted

developmental movement and change in the system and the dysfunctional effects of the "mastering" process remained covert.
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However, the "involved" child
emerged from the second
generation with a lower level of
differentiation .n comparison to
his or her parents and, thus, had
a greater need to
"master
loss" in the third generation.
In the third generation of the
family studied,

the

"mastering loss" configuration was in some
ways simxlar and
in other ways strikingly different from
the configuration

manifested in the second generation.
generation families,

a

As within the second

triad of family members—both parents

and the suicidal adolescent— was primarily
responsible for

"mastering loss."

Like his parents, the suicidal adolescent

was unable to perceive this three-person interaction
and his

description of dyadic relational structures appeared to reflect parental dependency on parent-child dyads in the

"mastering loss" process.

A notable difference in the

quality of these parent-child dyads emerged between the
generations.

The suicidal adolescent's relationships with

his parents were characterized by

a

fixed, rather than a

reciprocal, exchange of complementary behavioral postures.
His parents did not permit him to identify with "mastering"

postures.
As in the second generation,

a

number of factors

comiributed significantly to the qualitative and structural

.
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aspects of the "mastering loss"
configuration.

These facto rs

appeared instrumental in determining the
course of the
"mastering" process in the third generation.

The com-

paratively lower level of parental
differentiation, the inability of the parents to "master loss" within
the marital
context, and the occurrence, frequency and timing
of events

of actual loss and separation resulted in an
increase of the

dysfunctional effects of the "mastering" process.
tion,

in addi-

family composition did not provide the same opportunity

for the diffusion of this process among other children.

In

the third generation, primary responsibility for "mastering

loss" was assumed by the three-person configuration.

The

anxiety of the anticipated separation of the "involved" adolescent coupled with anxiety stemming from past or pending
separations intensified the "mastering" process such that
its effects became paradoxical and the family's potential

for developmental movement and change was substantially

undermined
The qualitative and structural aspects of the

"mastering loss" configuration in the families of the ado-

lescent participants were identical to those delineated in
the third generation of the family studied.

However, due to

the unavailability of cross-generational information, the
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exact manner in which
historical-developmental factors
shaped the course of "mastering

loss" in the families
of the

adolescents was less clearly defined.

Nevertheless, the

"mastering loss" process appeared
to take the same paradoxically dysfunctional course in both
the third generation of the
family studied and in the families
of the adolescent participants.

As all of these adolescents and
their families

confronted separation, systemic crises
ensued.
lescents'

The ado-

suicidal behavior was seen both as an
overt re-

flection of systemic dysfunction and as
to perpetuate the "mastering" process,

a

desperate attempt

thereby insuring the

developmental movement and change necessary for
continued
family functioning.

Implications for Further Study

It is useful to assess the findings of this investi-

gation in comparison with other studies which have examined
suicidal behavior from
date,

a

family systems perspective.

To

the number of investigations in this area and their

approach to the topic have been limited.
those of Chazen (1972)

Latimer (1966)
ducted during

;

a

7

Rosenbaum (1970)

Meerloo (1959)

;

Studies such as
;

and Schrut

period which marked

a

Rosenberg and
(1964)

were con-

transition in the
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theoretical and empirical
approach to suxc.dal behav.or.
These investigations appear
to incorporate basic
premises
from the interpersonal-dyadic
theoretical model proposed by
Stengel (1958) and the family
systems communications approach
posited by Watzlawick and Jackson
(1967).
while these
studies address themselves to
communication within the context of the family, their
conceptualization of the communi-

cation process is often simplistic
and dyadic in nature and
fails to recognize that problematic
communication may be a

reflection of deeper maladaptive relational
and structural
patterns within the family system.

Investigations which

specifically addressed adolescent suicidal behavior
within
the family

(Yusin,

1972; Teicher and Jacobs,

1966; and

Tuckman and Connon, 1962) had similar shortcomings;
they
failed to explore the relationship between adolescent
suicidal behavior and the family system in adequate depth.
The work of Speck (1968), although anecdotal, was

significant because it was the first to consider suicidal

behavior within

a

more comprehensive family systems model.

Speck theoretized that suicidal behavior was intertwined

with family goals and needs; thus, he raised questions about
the functional role which suicidal behavior might play in

family relationships.

Richman (1971) was the first in-
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vestigator to directly address
this hypotheses within
an
empirical framework. Studying
well over 100 famiUes with
a suicidal member, Richman
identified a nuir^er of patterns
which he hypothesized combined
to form a unique configuration
of family functioning. His
configuration included communication and relationship patterns,
intolerance of family members
for separation, and fixation on early
developmental patterns
and social roles.

The identification of these and other

factors proved valuable in beginning to
describe and understand families with

alludes to

a

suicidal member.

Although Richman

"configuration," he fails to address the way in

a

which the characteristics of the families he studied do
in
fact combine or interact to determine the course of
familial

functioning.

This absence of organization and integration

seems to undermine

a

comprehensive view of the contribution

which these factors make to family functioning and, ultimately, places limits on understanding the role of suicidal

behavior within the family context.
behavior as

a

Richman labels suicidal

"social task" which "communicates the need for

changing a poorly functioning system of family relationships
in people who are caught up in a mutually destructive situ-

ation"

(p.

51)

.

He conceptualizes suicidal behavior as

systemic "cry for help."

a

This conceptualization lacks suf-
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ficient depth and simply expands
Stengel's original dyadic
"cry for help" hypothesis to
the broader social context
of
the family system.

Many of the findings of the present
investigation
lend validity to the characteristics
which Richman uses to

describe families with

a

suicidal member.

The sensitivity

of the participants and their families
to loss and separation, their reliance on fixed social
or familial roles,
and their fixation on dysfunctional relational
patterns are

generally consistent with Richman 's findings.

However, the

present study departs from Richman 's work in that it
attempts
to describe familial issues and patterns and to demonstrate

how they interact in systems with an adolescent suicidal
member.

This approach both facilitated a deeper understand-

ing of familial issues and patterns themselves and provided
a

conceptual framework within which to understand their

contribution to family functioning.

For example,

the present

investigation went beyond simply identifying and describing
a

family's "intolerance for loss and separation."

It con-

sidered both the specific meaning as well as the occurrence,
frequency, and timing of these events for the participants
and their families.

As a result,

the investigation was able

to uncover the central role which loss and separation played
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in determining qualitative and
structural aspects of family

m

relationships.

turn, an identification of these
re-

lational patterns facilitated
family functioning.

a

more comprehensive view of

The current investigation also
differed

from Richman's study in its use and blend
of numerous family

systems theoretical models in the consideration
of the data.
The application of this synthesized theoretical
framework

helped generate

a

more dynamic and process-oriented view of

family functioning and provided a context within which
to

consider the influence of cross-generational factors.

Fi-

nally, the emphasis which this investigation placed on both

description and integration facilitated the development of
a

highly specific framework within which to understand ado-

lescent suicidal behavior and its relationship to the family
system.

The suicidal behavior of the participants was seen

as more than a "cry for help";

it was understood as a sig-

nificant ongoing aspect of the relational process which

characterized functioning in their families.
The findings presented in this investigation have

numerous implications for further research.

Although the

inquiry was comprehensive in its approach, generalization of
its findings is limited due to the small sample studied.

coupling of

a

A

similar empirical approach to adolescent sui-
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cidal behavior and

a

larger sample of participants
might

serve both to verify, further describe,
and theoretically

expand the conceptual model generated
by this investigation.
A generalization of the findings of this
investigation would

raise further craestions as to the
applicability of its theo-

retical model in the understanding of families
in which an

adolescent successfully completes the suicidal
act.

Does

the process of "mastering loss" occur in such
families and,
if so,

is the completed suicidal act indicative
of a total

breakdown in the efficacy of the process?

Perhaps function-

ing in such families is determined by a different relational

process in which case the suicidal act might have different

meaning.

"Post mortem" studies of families who had ex-

perienced an adolescent suicide might prove useful in
answering these questions.

Such investigations could have

important implications for the clinical assessment and

treatment of the suicidal adolescent.
The present investigation also raises questions re-

garding other types of symptomatology presented by adolescents.

Specifically, other forms of problematic behavior

such as running away, drug and alcohol abuse, and anti-social

behaviors are frequently exhibited by adolescents.

These

behaviors are often considered "depressive equivalents" and

their -acting out" or impulsive
cnaality reflects the
difficulty which the adolescents have
in verbalizing and re-

solving areas of conflict.

Are these behaviors reflections

of the difficulties which these
adolescents and their families have around the issue of
separation? Many of the

participants in this inquiry demonstrated
these behaviors

m

addition to their suicidal behavior.

These findings

raise questions about the nature of
the relationship between
"acting out" behaviors and suicidal
behavior.

behavior the end point on

a

is suicidal

continuum of "acting out" be-

haviors in families in which the enactment of
adolescent
separation is at an impasse?

Are these behaviors warnings

of increasing dysfunction in the "mastering loss"
process?
Or, are families in which adolescents "act out" but
stop

short of suicidal behavior struggling with different issues
and characterized by a different relational process?

The current inquiry limited its focus to suicidal

behavior exhibited by

a

specific population.

Thus, questions

are raised about the applicability of its findings to families
in which a member other than an adolescent exhibits suicidal

behavior.

The model generated in this investigation explains

suicidal behavior when it occurs during

mental period in family life.

a

specific develop-

Can suicidal behavior exhibited
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by family members other than adolescents
be explained in relation to other family developmental
life cycles?
if not,

what are the systemic factors which
account for the suicidal
behavior of other family members, and can the
"mastering loss
conceptual model be applied in understanding
this behavior?
Finally, it would be important to generate
research

aimed at comparing families with

a

suicidal adolescent mem-

ber with "healthy" family systems.

The present investi-

gation was biased to the extent that it chose to focus on
issues of loss and separation and, in turn, generated

a

theoretical model based on the importance of these issues
to the families studied.

Loss and separation and, in par-

ticular, adolescent separation are ordinary occurrences in
the developmental life of every family.

Do these events

have other meanings, and are they experienced differently
in healthy families?

How do such families negotiate ado-

lescent separation such that systemic dysfunction is

avoided?

What are the processes which enable healthy fam-

ilies to sustain stable family functioning when they are

confronted with loss and separation?

Answers to these

questions might prove crucial in the treatment of families
with

a

suicidal adolescent member.
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Application to Clinical

P^^n-t^ ce

A theory which offers an explanation of
adolescent
suicidal behavior has substantial potential
for application
in clinical practice.

Within the last decade, suicide has

become the second leading cause of death among
adolescents
in the United States and the number of adolescent
suicide

attempters who present at hospitals and mental health facilities is steadily increasing (Teicher, 1979)

.

A family

systems approach to adolescent suicidal behavior provides
a

new context within which to understand one of the most

difficult phenomenon confronting today's clinician.

In par-

ticular, the dialectical foundation inherent in the theo-

retical model presented in this investigation offers the

clinician

a

rich perspective within which to conceptualize

an adolescent's suicidal behavior and the issue of sepa-

ration which it embodies for the family.

Stierlin (1974)

stresses that "separation in adolescence is

process between two parties

— parents

a

transactional

and children"

(p.

3)

.

A dialectical approach allows the clinician to consider the

contributions of both the adolescent and his or her parents
in the separation drama.

Furthermore, it provides

a

metho-

dology with which to capture the complex dynamic interchange
of these contributions and their effect on family functioning,
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The systems model generated by this
investigation may have
the potential to enrich both diagnostic
approaches and

therapeutic interventions in cases involving adolescent
suicidal behavior.

Diagnostically, the model offers guidelines that

might prove helpful in the evaluation of the suicidal adolescent.

Frequently, one of the primary issues which faces

the clinician evaluating a suicidal adolescent is the assess-

ment of lethality.

In these situations,

time is often an

important variable and disposition planning may be an im-

mediate concern.

While obtaining personal data and history

is important in such instances,

the inclusion of contextual

information, specifically that offered by the family, can

make

a

crucial difference.

Within the theoretical model

posited in this investigation, an adolescent's suicidal

behavior was seen to have two major functions for the family.
First, it was an indication that the dynamic interchange

necessary for continued family functioning was approaching
a

stagnant point.

The already dysfunctional process of

"mastering loss" had begun to have paradoxically dangerous

effects as the relational rigidity between the adolescent
and his or her parents had become severe enough to threaten
the continuation of their dialogue.

Second, the adolescent's

suicidal behavior represented

a

desperate attempt to re-

institute the dynamic interchange, or,
the "mastering lossprocess, thereby insuring the developmental
movement and

change necessary for continued family
functioning.
The clinician confronted with the evaluation
of a

suicidal adolescent already possesses information
regarding
the degree of dysfunction of the "mastering"
process in the

family.

The job of the clinician in such instances is to

assess the extent to which the suicidal behavior has success'
fully functioned to decrease relational rigidity and to

stimulate movements in the system.
cidal behavior represents

a

To briefly review,

sui-

maximal amplification of the

"loss" position in such families, while surviving the sui-

cide attempt represents the adolescent's occupation of the

"mastering" position.

Optimally, the adolescent's vacil-

lation between positions will be complemented by shifts in
parental postures.

Thus, the response of the parents to

their adolescent's suicidal behavior could prove useful in

measuring the extent to which the suicidal behavior has
functioned constructively for the family system.

Although the adolescent's survival may constitute
his or her attempt to occupy the "mastering" position, this

attempt at mastery must be complemented by the parents'
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willingness to assume, even if
only momentarily, the
"lossposition. For example, parents
who respond to their

youngster's suicidal behavior with
concern, shock, distress,
or puzzlement are indicating an
ability to occupy the "Ic-OSS
position.

Speculatively, such parents appear
to have

s,
some

capacity to acknowledge feelings about
loss and separation
and to assume the powerless posture
associated with this

position.

Their occupation of the "loss" position
confirms

the adolescent's potential to assume the
"mastering" position
a

degree of flexibility is restored to the adolescent's
re-

lationships with his or her parents.

In such instances,

the

family may be seen to be struggling toward the developmental

movement and change necessary for continued systemic function
ing.

Such families might be good candidates for out-patient

family psychotherapy.

In contrast,

parents who express

little interest, surprise, distress, or puzzlement over their

adolescent's suicidal behavior reveal the extreme difficulty

which they have in relinquishing the "mastering" position
and allowing themselves to assume the powerless posture as-

sociated with the "loss" position.

The systemic stagnation

has not been shaken by the adolescent's dramatic act.

such cases, the adolescent's attempt to occupy the

In

"rrastering"

position is frustrated; relational rigidity between parents
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and adolescent may increase rather than decrease.

Prog-

nostically, the outlook for the adolescent in such
families
is poor.

Further and perhaps more desperate attempts to jar

the family system might well be anticipated.

Faced with

such a situation, the clinician may wish to consider hos-

pitalization or residential placement for this adolescent.
In this way the clinician might set the stage for the sepa-

ration which family members are themselves unable to enact,

but which is critical to the stability of the system.

When out-patient family psychotherapy appears to be
the treatment of choice for the suicidal adolescent, the

therapist might find this investigation's theoretical model
useful in understanding the issues which underly the presenting complaint and in suggesting the focus of treatment.
To reiterate, the adolescent's suicidal behavior is an at-

tempt to force

a

"stagnant" family to confront separation

and to help move the family toward developmental change.
Thus, separation will be a major implicit issue for the

suicidal adolescent and his or her parents.

Using this

working hypothesis, the therapist aims to make the underlying issue or conflict over separation explicit in the

family and to offer them more constructive ways of approaching it.

Within the context of psychotherapy, this goal
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might be accomplished in two
ways:

1)

by helping family

members acknowledge, tolerate,
and put into perspective
feelings about loss and
separation-particularly the pendxng
separation of the adolescent; and
2) by helping to shift
rigid family relational patterns
such that separation may be
enacted in a less dysfunctional,
desperate manner.

Within the therapeutic context, the
clinician might
make the issue of separation explicit
for the family

number of ways.

m

a

The therapist might encourage verbal ex-

ploration of feelings about adolescent separation
by speaking of it directly and, in turn, by encouraging
family mem-

bers to recall other separations in their lives.

Specific-

ally, helping the parents to reflect on their own separations

from their families of origin may increase their ability to

empathize with the adolescent's dilemma and may provide them

with

a

starting point from which they can begin to examine

their own feelings about loss and separation.

Another

avenue that the therapist might pursue is discussing with
the parents separations of other children in the current

family.

Discussion here might help clarify both for the

parents and the therapist the suicidal adolescent's position
in the system.

Engaging in discussion about past and present losses

.
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and separations provides the
therapist with important information.
It Offers the therapist
access to the meanings

which family members attach to these
events as well as
access to the meanings which they
attach to closeness.

work begins to build

a

picture of the family dialogue.

This

The

identification of the family's dialogue
introduces the
therapist to the family's experiential
language and facilitates an understanding of family interaction.

Such an

understanding enables the therapist to empathize
selectively
and to anticipate what positions in the dialogue
family

members occupy and what feelings may accompany these
positions
The therapist may take the opportunity afforded by
a

knowledge of the family dialogue to begin to shift rigid

familial relational patterns.

The theoretical model pre-

sented in this investigation suggests that parents who are

unable to validate adequately their identities or "master
loss" within the marital relationship employ a particular

child

— the

suicidal adolescent

— in

this capacity.

The im-

portance of the parent-child dyad rather than the spouse
dyad in "mastering loss" makes the separation or loss of
the "involved" child a highly threatening prospect.

The

therapist might attempt to refocus the "mastering" process
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within the spouse dyad.

Helping the parents learn to
"master

loss" more effectively within the
marital context might de-

crease the rigidity in the parent-child
dyads.

Ultimately,

this shift may provide the adolescent
with more of an oppor-

tunity to identify with the "mastering"
postures of his or

her parents, as well as to feel less impelled
to "master
loss" for them.

Concurrent work with the adolescent might involve
individual psychotherapy.

Structuring treatment in this way

would reinforce the adolescent's capacity to view himself or

herself as separate from the family system and, in particular,
as less involved in the family dialogue around "mastering

loss."

It could be anticipated that the adolescent might

view a decrease in the intensity of the parent-child dyads
as frightening.

He or she may experience such a shift as a

permanent separation and

a

threat to identity.

It is the task

of the therapist to help the adolescent understand and tolerate these feelings and perhaps to mourn the loss of his or

her special position in the family system.

As such work

progresses, the therapist may encourage developmentally ap-

propriate ties outside the family system and stress the

growth-producing benefits of such ties.

Ultimately, it will

be these experiences which will allow the adolescent to
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assume

a

healthier role in relation to the
family.
As the adolescent and his or her
parents are less

confined to rigid behavioral postures,
they may be freer to
explore new options for relating in the
family.

measures may increase the potential for

a less

enactment of the adolescent separation process.
a

These

dysfunctional
Hopefully,

system paralyzed by the equation of separation,
loss, and

threat to personal identity may come to see that
separation,

while often painful, is not so catastrophic as the family
dialogue has implied.
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APPENDIX A

Participant's Informed Consent Statement
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Participant's Informed Consent Statemenh

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Roma Heillig M.S. Principal Investigator

Human Studies Consent Form
Explanation; You are being asked to participate in a study
designed to gather information about individuals who think
about or actually attempt to injure themselves. By conducting such an investigation, I hope to gather information that
will be useful in the treatment of such individuals in the
future. You will be asked to participate in two to three
interview sessions which will last approximately one hour
and which will involve your answering questions concerning
your 1) experience of your feelings about your thoughts or
actual attempts to injure yourself; 2) relationship with
your parents and your family as a whole; 3) significant
events of loss and/or separation that you may have experienced during your lifetime; and 4) experience of being an
adolescent.
The interview sessions in which you will participate should
involve no risk or discomfort. However, if you find that
areas being discussed are problematic or emotionally stressful in any way or if you find the interview sessions to be
excessively long, you may be excused from continuing at any
time. All interview sessions will be tape-recorded. With
the expectation that the information gathered can be of
immediate use in your treatment planning, it will be shared
with your treatment team. However, you may request that
all or part of the information collected be kept confidential
from your treatment team at any time. With the exception of
instances in which information gathered is shared with the
treatment team, all information collected will be kept confidential .

You are free to ask questions regarding the study at any
time.
In the event that you wish to withdraw from the study
at any time, you may do so without affecting your treatment
program in any way.
408
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Subject's Statement of Consent

:

have read and had explained to me the purpose and procedu
of the experiment described above and I freely consent to
participate.
I understand that this study entails no risk
to me and that I am free to withdraw at any time without
jeopardizing my right to treatment.
I

Signature:

Witness:

Date:

Date:

APPENDIX B

Parent's Informed Consent Statement
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rent's Informp-ri Conspnt- Stateme^nt-

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Roma Heillig M.S. Principal Investigate:

Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation
You are being asked to grant permission for
your son/daughter to participate in a study
designed to
gather information about adolescents who think about
or actually attempt to injure themselves. By conducting
such an
investigation, I hope to gather information that will be
useful in the treatment of such adolescents in the future.
Your son/daughter will be asked to participate in two to
three interview sessions which will last approximately one
hour and will involve his/her answering questions concerning
1) his/her experience of feelings about his/her thoughts
about or attempts to injure himself/herself; 2) hisAer relationship with you and your spouse and the family as a
whole; 3) significant events of loss and/or separation that
he/she may have experienced during hisAer lifetime; and
4) his/her experience of being an adolescent.
:

The interview sessions in which your son/daughter will participate should involve no risk or discomfort. However, if
your son/daughter finds that areas being discussed are problematic or emotionally stressful in any way or if they find
the interview sessions to be excessively long, he/she may be
excused from continuing at any time. All interview sessions
will be tape-recorded. With the expectation that the information gathered can be shared with his/her treatment team,
it will be shared with that treatment team.
However, your
son/daughter may request that all or part of the information
collected be kept confidential from his/her treatment team
at any time.
With the exception of instances in which inform.ation gathered is shared with the treatment team, all
information collected will be kept confidential.

You as well as your son/daughter are free to ask questions
regarding the study at any time.
In the event that your son/
daughter wishes to withdraw from the study at any time they
may do so without affecting their treatment program in any
way.
411
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Parent or Guardian

's

Statement of Cnn^^^nt

.

I have read and had explained
to me the purpose and procedure
of the experiment described above and I
freely consent to
allow my son/daughter to participate. I
understand that this
study entails no risk to my son/daughter
other than those
described above and that my son/daughter is
free to discontinue the study at any time without jeopardizing
his/her
right to treatment.

Signature:

witness:

Date:

Date:

APPENDIX C

Family Informed Consent Statements
(Adolescent, Parent, Sibling)
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Adolescent

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Roma Heillig M.S. Principal Investigator

Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation: You are being asked to participate in a study
designed to gather information about individuals who think
about or who actually attempt to injure themselves and information about the families of these individuals. By conducting such an investigation, I hope to gather information
that will be useful in the treatment of such individuals in
the future.
You will be asked to participate in three interview sessions two of which will be withyDur parents and
other available family members and one which will involve only
yourself. The interview sessions will last approximately one
hour and will involve your answering questions concerning:
1) your experience of and feelings about your thoughts about
or actual attempts to injure yourself; 2) your relationship
with your parents and your family as a whole; and 3) significant events of loss and/or separation that you may have
experienced during your lifetime. Your parents will be asked
to participate in five interview sessions
two involving them
both, one involving each of them alone, and two involving
both them, yourself, and any other available family members.
their
They will be asked to answer questions concerning:
1)
experience of and feelings about your thoughts about or actual attempts to injure yourself; 2) their marital relationship and their relationship with other family members; and
3) significant events of loss and/or separation that they may
have experienced during their lifetime.

—

—

The interview session in which you will participate should
involve no risk or discomfort. However, if you find that
areas being discussed are problematic or emotionally stressful in any way or if you find the interview sessions to be
excessively long you may be excused from continuing at any
time.
All interview sessions will be tape-recorded. With
the expectation that the information gathered can be of
immediate use in your treatment planning, it will be shared
with your treatment team. However, you may request that all
or a part of the information collected be kept confidential
414

415

from your treatment team at any time. With the
exception of
instances in which information gathered is shared with
the
treatment team, all information collected will be kept
confidential .
You are free to ask questions regarding the study and
your
participation in it at any time. in the event that you wish
to withdraw at any time, you may do so without affecting
your treatment program in any way.
Subject's Statement of Consent

:

have read and had explained to me the purpose and procedure
of the experiment described above and I freely consent to
participate.
I understand that this study entails no risks
to me other than those described above and that I am free to
discontinue at any time without jeopardizing my right to
treatment.
I

Signature:

Witness;

Date:

Date:

Parent

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Roma Heillig M.S. Principal Investigate:

Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation
You are being asked to participate in a study
designed to gather information about individuals who
think
about or actually attempt to injure themselves and
information about the families of these individuals. By conducting such an investigation, I hope to gather information
that will be useful in the treatment of such individuals
in
the future. You will be asked to participate in five interview sessions two with your spouse, one by yourself, and
two with your spouse and the rest of your available family.
The interview sessions will last approximately one hour and
will involve your answering questions concerning: 1) your
experience of and feelings about your son or daughter's
thoughts about or attempts to injure him or herself; 2) your
relationship with your spouse and other members of your
family; and 3) significant events of loss and/or separation
that you may have experienced during your lifetime. Your
son/daughter will be asked to participate in three interview
sessions
two with you and your spouse and other available
family members and one by him or herself. He/she will be
asked to answer questions concerning: 1) his/her experience
of and feelings about his/her thoughts about or attempts to
injure him or herself; 2) his/her relationship with you and
your spouse and the family as a whole; and 3) significant
events of loss and/or separation that he/she may have experienced during his/her lifetime.
:

—

—

The interview sessions in which you will participate should
involve no risk or discomfort. However, if you find that
areas being discussed are problematic or emotionally stressful in any way or if you find the interview sessions to be
excessively long you may be excused from continuing at any
time. All interview sessions will be tape-recorded. With
the expectation that the information gathered can be of
immediate use in your son/daughter's treatment planning, it
will be shared with his/her treatment team. However, you
may request that all or part of the information collected be
416
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kept confidential from his/her treatment team at any time.
With the exception of instances in which information
gathered is shared with the treatment team, all information
collected will be kept confidential.
You are free to ask questions regarding the study and your
participation in it at any time. In the event that you wish
to withdraw at any time, you may do so without affecting
your son/daughter's treatment program in any way.
Subjects Statement of Consent

:

have read and had explained to me the purpose and procedure
of the experiment described above and I freely consent to
participate.
I understand that this study entails no risk
to me or my son/daughter other than those described above and
that I am free to discontinue at any time without jeopardizing
my son/daughter's right to treatment.
I

Signature:

Witness:

Date:

Date

Sibling

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Roma Heillig M.S. Principal Investigator

Human Studies Consent Form
Explanation: You are being asked to participate in a study
designed to gather information about individuals who think
about or who actually attempt to injure themselves and information about the families of these individuals. By conducting such an investigation, I hope to gather information
that will be useful in the treatment of such individuals in
the future. You will be asked to participate in two interview sessions both of which will be with the other members
of your family.
The interview sessions will last approximately one hour and will involve your answering questions
concerning your experience of and feelings about your
brother/sister's thoughts about or attempts to injure him
or herself.
The interview sessions in which you will participate should
involve no risk or discomfort. However, if you find that
areas being discussed are problematic or emotionally stressful in any way or if you find the interview sessions to be
excessively long you may be excused from continuing at any
time. All interview sessions will be tape-recorded. With
the expectation that the information gathered can be of
immediate use in your brother/sister's treatment planning,
it will be shared with his or her treatment team. However,
you may request that all or a part of the information collected be kept confidential from your brother/sister's treat
ment team at any time. With the exception of instances in
which information gathered is shared with the treatment team
all information collected will be kept confidential.

You are free to ask questions regarding the study and your
participation in it at any time. In the event that you wish
to withdraw at any time, you may do so without affecting you
brother/sister's treatment program in any way.
418

:

:
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Subiectb Statement of Consent

:

have read and had explained to me the purpose and procedure
of the experiment described above and I freely consent to
participate.
I understand that this study entails no risks
to me other than those described above and I am free to discontinue at any time without jeopardizing my brother/sister's
right to treatment.
I

Signature

Witness

